
10   INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades the use of research synthesis 
has spread from psychology and education through many 
disciplines, especially the medical sciences and social 
policy analysis. Indeed, the development of scientifi c 
methods for research synthesis has its own largely inde-
pendent history in the medical sciences (see Chalmers, 
Hedges, and Cooper 2002). A most notable event in 
medicine was the establishment of the U.K. Cochrane 
Centre in 1992. The Centre was meant to facilitate the 
creation of an international network to prepare and main-
tain systematic reviews of the effects of interventions 
across the spectrum of health care practices. At the end 
of 1993, an international network of individuals, called 
the Cochrane Collaboration (http://www.cochrane.org/
index.htm), emerged from this initiative (Chalmers 1993; 
Bero and Rennie 1995). By 2006, the Cochrane Collabo-
ration was an internationally renowned initiative with 
11,000 people contributing to its work, in more than 
ninety countries. It is now the leading producer of re-
search syntheses in health care and is considered by 
many to be the gold standard for determining the effec-
tiveness of different health care interventions. Its library 
of systematic reviews numbers in the thousands. In 
2000, an initiative called the Campbell Collaboration 

(http://www.campbellcollaboration.org/) was begun with 
similar objectives for the domain of social policy analy-
sis, focusing initially on policies concerning education, 
social welfare, and crime and justice.

Because of the efforts of scholars who chose to apply 
their skills to how research syntheses might be improved, 
syntheses written since the 1980s have been held to stan-
dards far more demanding than those applied to their pre-
decessors. The process of elevating the rigor of syntheses 
is certain to continue into the twenty-fi rst century.

1.3.3 Rationale for the Handbook

The Handbook of Research Synthesis and Meta-Analysis 
is meant to be the defi nitive volume for behavioral and 
social scientists intent on applying the synthesis craft. It 
distills the products of thirty years of developments in 
how research integrations should be conducted so as to 
minimize the chances of conclusions that are not truly re-
fl ective of the cumulated evidence. Research synthesis in 
the 1960s was at best an art, at worst a form of yellow 
journalism. Today, the summarization and integration of 
studies is viewed as a research process in its own right, is 
held to the standards of a scientifi c endeavor, and entails 

Figure 1.1 Citations to Articles, per Document

source: Authors’ compilation.
note. Based on entries in the Science Citation Index Expanded and the Social Sciences Citation Index, according to the Web of Science 
reference database (retrieved June 28, 2006). Bars chart the growth in the number of citations to documents including the terms research 
synthesis, systematic review, research review or meta-analysis in their title or abstract during the years following the publication of the fi rst 
edition of the Handbook of Research Synthesis. Lines chart this number of citations divided by the total number of documents in the two 
databases.
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of fact by proposing a new conception that accounts 
for the inconsistency; and bridging the gap between con-
cepts or theories by creating a new, common linguistic 
framework.

Another goal for literature reviews can be to critically 
analyze the existing literature. Unlike a review that seeks 
to integrate existing work, a review that involves a critical 
assessment does not necessarily summate conclusions or 
compare the covered works one to another. Instead, it 
holds each work up against a criterion and fi nds it more 
or less acceptable. Most often, the criterion will include 
issues related to the methodological quality if empirical 
studies, the logical rigor, completeness or breadth of ex-
planation if theories are involved, or comparison with the 
ideal treatment, when practices, policies or applications 
are involved.

A third goal that often motivates literature reviews is to 
identify issues central to a fi eld. These issues may include 
questions that have given rise to past work, questions that 

should stimulate future work, and methodological prob-
lems or problems in logic and conceptualization that have 
impeded progress within a topic area or fi eld.

Of course, reviews more often than not have multiple 
goals. So, for example, it is rare to see the integration or 
critical examination of existing work without also seeing 
the identifi cation of central issues for future endeavors.

A third characteristic that distinguishes among litera-
ture reviews, perspective, relates to whether the reviewers 
have an initial point of view that might infl uence the dis-
cussion of the literature. The endpoints on the continuum 
of perspective might be called neutral representation and 
espousal of a position. In the former, reviewers attempt to 
present all arguments or evidence for and against various 
interpretations of the problem. The presentation is meant 
to be as similar as possible to those that would be pro-
vided by the originators of the arguments or evidence. At 
the opposite extreme of perspective, the viewpoints of re-
viewers play an active role in how material is presented. 
The reviewers accumulate and synthesize the literature in 
the service of demonstrating the value of the particular 
point of view that they espouse. The reviewers muster ar-
guments and evidence so that it presents their contentions 
in the most convincing manner.

Of course, reviewers attempting to achieve complete 
neutrality are likely doomed to failure. Further, reviewers 
who attempt to present all sides of an argument do not 
preclude themselves from ultimately taking a strong posi-
tion based on the cumulative evidence. Similarly, review-
ers can be thoughtful and fair while presenting confl icting 
evidence or opinions and still advocate for a particular 
interpretation.

The next characteristic, coverage, concerns the extent 
to which reviewers fi nd and include relevant works in their 
paper. It is possible to distinguish at least four types of 
coverage. The fi rst type, exhaustive coverage, suggests 
that the reviewers hope to be comprehensive in the presen-
tation of the relevant work. An effort is made to include 
the entire literature and to base conclusions and discus-
sions on this comprehensive information base. The second 
type of coverage also bases conclusions on entire litera-
tures, but only a selection of works is actually described in 
the literature review. The authors choose a purposive sam-
ple of works to cite but claim that the inferences drawn are 
based on a more extensive literature. Third, some review-
ers will present works that are broadly representative of 
many other works in a fi eld. They hope to describe just 
a few exemplars that are descriptive of numerous other 
works. The reviewers discuss the characteristics that make 

Table 1.1 A Taxonomy of Literature Reviews

Characteristic Categories

Focus research fi ndings
 research methods
 theories
 practices or applications

Goal integration
  generalization
  confl ict resolution
  linguistic bridge-building
 criticism
 identifi cation of central issues

Perspective neutral representation
 espousal of position

Coverage exhaustive
 exhaustive with selective citation
 representative
 central or pivotal

Organization historical
 conceptual
 methodological

Audience specialized scholars
 general scholars
 practitioners or policy makers
 general public

source: Cooper 1988. Reprinted with permission from Transaction 
Publishers.
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Table 1.2 Research Synthesis Conceptualized as a Research Process

Stage Characteristics

Stage Research Question Primary Function Procedural Variation

Defi ne the Problem What research evidence will 
be relevant to the problem 
or hypothesis of interest in 
the synthesis?

Defi ne the variables and 
relationships of interest so 
that relevant and irrelevant 
studies can be 
distinguished

Variation in the conceptual 
breadth and detail of 
defi nitions might lead to 
differences in the research 
operations deemed 
relevant and/or tested as 
moderating infl uences

Collect the Research Evidence What procedures should be 
used to fi nd relevant 
research?

Identify sources (e.g., 
reference databases, 
journals) and terms used 
to search for relevant 
research and extract 
information from reports

Variation in searched sources 
and extraction procedures 
might lead to systematic 
differences in the retrieved 
research and what is 
known about each study

Evaluate the Correspondence 
between Methods and 
Implementation of Studies 
and the Desired Synthesis 
Inferences

What retrieved research 
should be included or 
excluded from the 
synthesis based on the 
suitability of the methods 
for studying the synthesis 
question or problems in 
research implementation?

Identify and apply criteria to 
separate correspondent 
from incommensurate 
research results

Variation in criteria for 
decisions about study 
inclusion might lead to 
systematic differences in 
which studies remain in 
the synthesis

Analyze (Integrate) the 
Evidence from Individual 
Studies

What procedures should be 
used to summarize and 
integrate the research 
results?

Identify and apply 
procedures for combining 
results across studies and 
testing for differences in 
results between studies

Variation in procedures used 
to analyze results of 
individual studies 
(narrative, vote count, 
averaged effect sizes) can 
lead to differences in 
cumulative results

Interpret the Cumulative 
Evidence

What conclusions can be 
drawn about the 
cumulative state of the 
research evidence?

Summarize the cumulative 
research evidence with 
regard to its strength, 
generality, and limitations

Variation in criteria for 
labeling results as 
important and attention to 
details of studies might 
lead to differences in 
interpretation of fi ndings

Present the Synthesis Methods 
and Results

What information should be 
included in the report of 
the synthesis?

Identify and apply editorial 
guidelines and judgment 
to determine the aspects of 
methods and results 
readers of the synthesis 
report need to know

Variation in reporting might 
lead readers to place more 
or less trust in synthesis 
outcomes and infl uences 
others ability to 
replication results

source: Cooper 2007.
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their class. The other teachers were given no out-of-the-
ordinary information about any students. These twenty 
studies each provide study-generated evidence regarding 
a simple two-variable relationship, or main effect. The 
cumulative results of these studies comparing the end-of-
year IQ scores of students in the two groups of classes 
could then be interpreted as supporting or not supporting 
the hypothesis that teacher expectations infl uence IQ.

2.4.2  Study-Generated Evidence, Three-Variable 
Interactions

Next, assume we are interested as well in whether teacher 
expectations manipulated through the presentation of a 
bogus Test of Intellectual Growth Potential have more of 
an impact on student IQs than the same information ma-
nipulated by telling teachers simply that students’ past 
teachers predicted unusual intellectual growth based on 
subjective impressions. We discover ten of the twenty 
studies used both types of expectation manipulation and 
randomly assigned teachers to each. These studies pro-
vide study-generated evidence regarding an interaction. 
Here, if we found that test scores produced a stronger 
expectation-IQ link than past teachers’ impressions, we 
could conclude that the mode of expectation induction 
caused the difference. Of course, the same logic would 
apply to attempts to study higher order interactions—
involving more than one interacting variable—although 
these are still rare in research syntheses.

2.4.2.1 Integrating Interaction Results Across 
Stud ies Often, the integration of interaction results in 
research synthesis is not as simple as combining signifi -
cance levels or calculating and averaging effect sizes 
from each study. Figure 2.1 illustrates the problem by 
presenting the results of two hypothetical studies com-
paring the effects of manipulated (high) teacher expecta-
tions on student IQ that also examined whether the effect 
was moderated by the number of students in the class. In 
study 1, the change in student IQ was compared across a 
set of classrooms that ranged in size from ten to twenty-
eight. In study 2 the range of class sizes was from ten to 
twenty. Study 1 might have produced a signifi cant main 
effect and a signifi cant interaction involving class size but 
study 2 might have reported a signifi cant main effect 
only.

If we uncovered these two studies we might be tempted 
to conclude that they produced inconsistent results. How-
ever, a closer examination of the two fi gures illustrates 
why this might not be an appropriate interpretation. The 

results of study 2 probably would have closely approxi-
mated those of study 1 had the class sizes in study 2 rep-
resented the same range of values as those in study 1. 
Note that the slopes for the high expectations groups in 
study 1 and study 2 are nearly identical, as are those for 
the control groups.

This example demonstrates that synthesists should not 
assume that strengths of interaction uncovered by differ-
ent studies necessarily imply inconsistent results. Synthe-
sists need to examine the differing ranges of values of 
the variables employed in different studies, be they mea-
sured or manipulated. If possible, they should chart re-
sults taking the different levels into account, just as I did 
in fi gure 2.1. In this manner, one of the benefi ts of re-
search synthesis is realized. Although one study might 
conclude that the effect of expectations dissipates as class 
size grows larger and a second study might not, the re-
search synthesists can discover that the two results are in 
fact perfectly commensurate.

Figure 2.1 Effects of Teacher Expectations on IQ

source: Author’s compilation.
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journals of medicine and allied fi elds, though many non-
medical journals are represented as well.

4.5 THE CAMPBELL COLLABORATION

Medicine and its allied fi elds rest on the idea of benefi cial 
intervention in crucial situations. Given that crucial here 
can mean life and death, it is easy to see why health pro-
fessionals want their decisions to refl ect the best evidence 
available and how the Cochrane Collaboration emerged 
as a response. But professionals outside medicine and 
healthcare also seek to intervene benefi cially in people’s 
lives, and their interventions may have far-reaching so-
cial and behavioral consequences even if they are not 
matters of life and death. The upshot is that, in direct 
imitation of the Cochrane, the international Campbell 
Collaboration (C2) was formed in 1999 to facilitate sys-
tematic reviews of intervention effects in areas familiar to 
many of the readers of this handbook. Cooper again:

The inaugural meeting of the Campbell Collaboration was 
held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on February 24 and 25, 
2000. Patterned after the Cochrane Collaboration, and 
championed by many of the same people, The Campbell 
Collaboration aims to bring the same quality of systematic 
evidence to issues of public policy as the Cochrane does to 
health care. It seeks to help policy makers, practitioners, 
consumers, and the general public make informed decisions 

by preparing, maintaining, and promoting access to sys-
tematic reviews of studies on the effects of public policies, 
social interventions, and educational practices. (2000)

The Campbell Collaboration was named after the Ameri-
can psychologist and methodologist, Donald Campbell, 
who drew attention to the need for society to assess more 
rigorously the effects of social and educational experiments. 
These experiments take place in education, delinquency 
and criminal justice, mental health, welfare, housing, and 
employment, among other areas.

Like its predecessor, the Campbell Collaboration of-
fers specialized databases to meta-analysts—the C2 So-
cial, Psychological, Education, and Criminological Trials 
Registry, and the C2 Reviews of Interventions and Policy 
Evaluations—and has organized what it calls coordinat-
ing groups to supervise the preparation of reviews in spe-
cialties of these topical areas.

Also like its predecessor, C2 has a high presence on the 
Web. For example, the Nordic Campbell Center (2006) is 
strong on explanatory Web pages, such as this defi nition 
of a systematic review:

Based on one question, a review aims at the most thorough, 
objective, and scientifi cally based survey possible, col-
lected from all available research literature in the fi eld. The 
reviews collocate the results of several studies, which are 
singled out and evaluated from specifi c systematic criteria. 
In this way, the reviews give a thorough aperçu of a specifi c 
question posed and answered by a variety of studies. In 
some cases, statistical methods (meta analysis) is employed 
to analyse and summarize the results of the comprised 
studies. (2006)

This accords with my 1994 account, which viewed 
systematic reviews as a way of coping with information 
overload:

What had been merely too many things to read became a 
population of studies that could be treated like the respon-
dents in survey research. Just as pollsters put questions to 
people, the new research synthesists could ‘interview’ ex-
isting studies (Weick 1970) and systematically record their 
attributes. Moreover, the process could become a team ef-
fort, with division and specialization of labor (for example, 
a librarian retrieves abstracts of studies, a project director 
chooses the studies to be read in full and creates the coding 
sheet, graduate students do the attribute coding). (42–43)

But whereas I pictured lone teams improvising, the Camp-
bell Collaboration (2006) has now put forward crisply 
standardized procedures, as in this table of contents 

Figure 4.1 Growth of Meta-Analytic Literature in SCI 
and SSCI

source: Author’s compilation.
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describing what the methods section of a C2 protocol 
should contain:

• criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies in the 
review

• search strategy for identifi cation of relevant studies

• description of methods used in the component studies

• criteria for determination of independent fi ndings

• details of study coding categories

• statistical procedures and conventions

• treatment of qualitative research

Despite occasional resistance and demurrals (such as 
Wallace et al. 2006), the new prescriptiveness seems to 
have helped reviewers. Figure 4.1 combined data from 
both SSCI and the much larger SCI. For readers whose 
specialties are better defi ned by the Campbell Collabora-
tion than the Cochrane, fi gure 4.2 breaks out the almost 
8,000 articles that were covered by SSCI and plots their 
growth from 1981 to 2005. Again, the impression is of 
great vigor in the years since the fi rst edition of this hand-
book and since the founding of C2.

For the same SSCI data, journals producing more than 
25 articles during 1981–2005 are rank-ordered in table 
4.1. Psychology and psychiatry journals predominate. 

SSCI selectively covers a fair number of medical jour-
nals, and some of those are seen as well, but topics extend 
beyond medicine and psychology. This is even plainer in 
the hundreds of journals not shown.

Although the problems of literature retrieval are never 
entirely solved, the Cochrane and Campbell materials 
make it likelier they will be addressed in research synthe-
sis from now on. It is not that those materials contain 
anything new about literature searching; librarians, infor-
mation scientists, and individual methodologists have 
said it all before. The fi rst edition of this handbook said it 
and so have later textbooks (see, for example, Fink 2005; 
Petticrew and Roberts 2006). The difference is that power 
relations have changed. Whereas the earlier writers could 
advise but not prescribe, their views are gradually being 
adopted by scientists who, jointly, do have prescriptive 
power and who also have a real constituency, the evidence-
based practitioners, to back them up. Because scientists 
communicate not only results but norms, this new con-
sensus strikes me as a signifi cant advance.

4.6 RECALL AND PRECISION

In the vocabulary of information science, for which liter-
ature retrieval is a main concern, research synthesists are 
unusually interested in high recall of documents. Recall 
is a measure used in evaluating literature searches: it ex-
presses (as a percentage) the ratio of relevant documents 
retrieved to all those in a collection that should be re-
trieved. The latter value is, of course, a fi ction: if we could 
identify all existing relevant documents in order to count 
them, we could retrieve them all, and so recall would al-
ways be 100 percent. Diffi culties of operationalization 
aside, recall is a useful fi ction in analyzing what users 
want from document retrieval systems.

Another major desideratum in retrieval systems is 
high precision, where precision expresses (as a percent-
age) the ratio of documents retrieved and judged relevant 
to all those actually retrieved. Precision measures how 
many irrelevant documents—false positives—one must 
go through to fi nd the true positives or hits.

Precision and recall tend to vary inversely. If one seeks 
high recall—complete or comprehensive searches—one 
must be prepared to sift through many irrelevant docu-
ments, thereby degrading precision. Conversely, retriev-
als can be made highly precise, so as to cut down on false 
positives, but at the cost of missing many relevant docu-
ments scattered through the literature (false negatives), 
thereby degrading recall.

Figure 4.2 Growth of Meta-Analytic Literature in SSCI

source: Author’s compilation.
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Most literature searchers actually want high-precision 
retrievals, preferring relatively little bibliographic output 
to scan and relatively few items to read at the end of the 
judgment process. This is one manifestation of least ef-
fort, an economizing behavior often seen in information 
seekers (Mann 1993, 91–101). The research synthesists 
are distinctive in wanting (or at least accepting the need 
for) high recall. As Jackson put it, because “there is no 
way of ascertaining whether the set of located studies is 
representative of the full set of existing studies on the 
topic, the best protection against an unrepresentative set 
is to locate as many of the existing studies as is possible” 
(1978, 14). Bert Green and Judith Hall called such at-
tempts “mundane and often tedious” but “of the utmost 
importance” (1984, 46). Some research synthesists doubt 
whether comprehensive searches are worth the effort 
(for example, Laird 1990), but even they seem to have 

more rigorous standards for uncovering studies than li-
brarians and information specialists typically encounter. 
The only other group likely to be as driven by a need for 
exhaustiveness are PhD students in the early stages of 
their dissertations.

The point is not to track down every paper that is some-
how related to the topic. Research synthesists who reject 
this idea are quite sensible. The point is to avoid missing 
a useful paper that lies outside one’s regular purview, 
thereby ensuring that one’s habitual channels of commu-
nication will not bias the results of studies obtained by 
the search. In professional matters, most researchers fi nd 
it hard to believe that their habitual channels, such as sub-
scriptions to certain journals and conversations with cer-
tain colleagues, can fail to keep them fully informed. But 
the history of science and scholarship is full of examples 
of mutually relevant specialties that were unaware of 

Table 4.1 SSCI Journals with More than Twenty-Five Articles Relevant to Meta-Analysis, 1981–2005

195 Psychological Bulletin 40 Perceptual and Motor Skills
179 Journal of Applied Psychology 39 Journal of Clinical Psychiatry
136 Schizophrenia Research Association 38 JAMA—Journal of the American Medical Association
84 Journal of Advanced Nursing 38 Journal of Vocational Behavior
82 Personnel Psychology 38 Nursing Research
76 Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 35 International Journal of Psychology
68 Review of Educational Research 35 Psychological Medicine
67 American Journal of Psychiatry 34 American Psychologist
66 Addiction 34 Psychological Methods
64 Clinical Psychology Review 34 Psychology and Aging
58 British Journal of Psychiatry 32 Online Journal of Knowledge Synthesis For Nursing
55 British Medical Journal 31 Academy of Management Journal
54 Educational and Psychological Measurement 31 Health Psychology
51 Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 31 Medical Care
49 Clinical Psychology—Science and Practice 31 Sex Roles
49 Journal of Organizational Behavior 30 Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin
45 Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 29 Human Relations
44 Evaluation & the Health Professions 29 Journal of Psychosomatic Research
44 Journal of Management 28 American Journal of Public Health
44 Patient Education and Counseling 28 Australian and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry
42 Psychological Reports 28 Journal of Parapsychology
42 Social Science & Medicine 28 Journal of Research in Science Teaching
42 Value in Health 28 Personality and Individual Differences
41 American Journal of Preventive Medicine 27 Child Development
41 Journal of Affective Disorders 27 Gerontologist
41 Journal of the American Geriatrics Society 27 Psychosomatic Medicine
40 Journal of Applied Social Psychology 26 Accident Analysis and Prevention
40 Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology 26 Journal of Business Research

source: Author’s compilation.
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statements appear in the main text or as an endnote or 
appendix, Bates argued that they should include

• notes on domain—all the sources used to identify the 
studies on which a research synthesis is based (in-
cluding sources that failed to yield items although 
they initially seemed plausible)

• notes on scope—subject headings or other search 
terms used in the various sources; geographic, tem-
poral, and language constraints

• notes on selection principles—editorial criteria used 
in accepting or rejecting studies to be meta-analyzed. 
(1992a)

Because the thoroughness of the search depends on 
knowledge of the major modes for retrieving studies, a 
more detailed look at each of Wilson’s categories follows. 
Cooper’s and Mann’s examples appear in italics as they 
are woven into the discussion. The fi rst two modes, foot-
note chasing and consultation, are understandably attrac-
tive to most scholars, but may be affected by personal 
biases more than the other three, which involve searching 
relatively impersonal bibliographies or collections; and 
so the discussion is somewhat weighted in favor of the 
latter. It is probably best to assume that all fi ve are needed, 
though different topics may require them in different 
proportions.

4.8 FOOTNOTE CHASING

This is the adroit use of other authors’ footnotes, or, more 
broadly, their references to the prior literature on a topic. 
Trisha Greenhalgh and Richard Peacock discussed the 
use of snowballing—following up the references of docu-
ments retrieved in an ongoing literature search to accu-
mulate still more documents (2005). The reason research 
synthesists like footnote chasing is that it allows them to 
fi nd usable primary studies almost immediately. More-
over, the footnotes of a substantive work do not come as 
unevaluated listings (like those in an anonymous bibliog-
raphy), but as choices by an author whose critical judg-
ment one can assess in the work itself. They are thus more 
like scholarly intelligence than raw data, especially if one 
admires the author who provides them.

Footnote chasing is obviously a two-stage process: to 
follow up on someone else’s references, the work in 
which they occur must be in hand. Some reference-
bearing works will be already known; others must be dis-
covered. Generally, there will be a strong correlation 

Table 4.2 Five Major Modes of Searching

Footnote Chasing
 Cooper 1985
  References in review papers written by others
  References in books by others
   References in nonreview papers from journals you

 subscribe to
   References in nonreview papers you browsed through

 at the library
  Topical bibliographies compiled by others
 Mann 1993
   Searches through published bibliographies (including

 sets of footnotes in relevant subject documents)
  Related Records searches

Consultation
 Cooper 1985
   Communication with people who typically share

 information with you
  Informal conversations at conferences or with students
   Formal requests of scholars you knew were active in

 the fi eld (e.g., solicitation letters)
  Comments from readers/reviewers of past work
  General requests to government agencies
 Mann 1993
   Searches through people sources (whether by verbal

 contact, E-mail, electronic bulletin board, letters, etc.)

Searches in Subject Indexes
 Cooper 1985
   Computer search of abstract data bases (e.g., ERIC,

 Psychological Abstracts)
  Manual search of abstract data bases
 Mann 1993
   Controlled-vocabulary searches in manual or printed

 sources
  Key word searches in manual or printed sources
   Computer searches—which can be done by subject

 heading, classifi cation number, key word. . .

Browsing
 Cooper 1985
   Browsing through library shelves
 Mann 1993
  Systematic browsing

Citation Searches
 Cooper 1985
  Manual search of a citation index
  Computer search of a citation index (e.g., SSCI )
 Mann 1993
  Citation searches in printed sources
  Computer searches by citation

source: Adapted from Cooper (1985), Wilson (1992), Mann 
(1993). The boldfaced headings are from Wilson.
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more key terms in one of the conceptual areas, or when 
the citation itself includes a term or terms different than 
our search parameters because the authors or indexers are 
using a different vocabulary.

There may be an implied relationship among concepts 
in a search. A computer bibliographic search, however, 
will not generally deal with the relationship among con-
cepts. For the most part, the current generation of biblio-
graphic search tools available in 2008 is limited to bool-
ean relationships among identifi ed concepts. This will 
limit the precision of a search. For example, suppose the 
research topic had been “the impact of teacher expecta-
tions on academic performance of children in differing 
racial groups.” The technology of the search software 
generally available today does not allow making a dis-
tinction between two possible topics: the infl uence of 
knowledge of academic performance scores on the ex-
pectations of teachers concerning their students’ perfor-
mance and the impact of teachers’ expectations in infl u-
encing students’ academic performance. We must examine 
each document identifi ed to determine whether it is re-
lated to the former or the latter topic.

5.3.2.4 Main Searches The fourth step is to begin 
searching. The preliminary searches have begun to ex-
plore the fi eld, led to some key documents, helped defi ne 
the topic, explored which reference databases will be 
most useful, and identifi ed important search terms. Now 
it is time to begin extensive searching to execute the 
search strategy developed. Each major discipline that has 
an interest in the topic has a reference database and that 
database must be searched to retrieve the relevant litera-
ture of the discipline.

Important terms that refl ect the content of a document 
may appear in the title or abstract of a document, though 
they may not be terms assigned as subjects to a document 
or terms included in the controlled vocabulary of a refer-
ence database. In the age of the printed index and early 
years of electronic reference databases, one was limited to 
searching by subject search term. Searching the subject 
index to fi nd terms the indexers used was limited by the 
controlled vocabulary of the index and the accuracy of in-
dexers. Today the researcher has an ability with an elec-
tronic reference database to expand the search by looking 
beyond the subject or author index to scan the title or ab-
stract (if your reference database includes abstracts), and 
in some cases even the document itself if it is available 
electronically, for relevant terms whether they are included 
in the controlled vocabulary (subject search terms) or not 
included (free-text or natural language search terms).

In a fi rst pass of the main search phase, we conducted 
searches of four reference databases—PsycINFO, Crimi-
nal Justice Periodical Index, MEDLINE, and ProQuest 
Dissertations & Theses. Our fi rst search used the strat-
egy of eyewitness testimony � memory accuracy. These 
searches were disappointing. Only seven citations were 
identifi ed in these databases. Because we knew that there 
are many other documents available, we also knew that 
these initial searches were too narrowly focused. We de-
cided to expand our search strategy.

We knew that changing the search strategy would 
change the search results in a research database. Using 
the example of eyewitness testimony, we conducted sev-
eral searches of the same database with slight modifi ca-
tions to the search structure in order to fi nd additional 
citations to documents and to illustrate how changing 
search parameters can affect search results. This is illus-
trated in table 5.5, reporting the results of several differ-
ent searches of the PsycINFO database. In each instance 
we conducted a free text search, included all dates of pub-
lication, and searched all text fi elds. In the six searches 
conducted, the number of citations retrieved ranged from 

Figure 5.1 Venn Diagram Illustrating the Intersection of 
Five Concepts and Their Related Terms in Eyewitness Testi-
mony Search Strategy

source: Authors’ compilation.
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later judgments. It is true that the two groups studied dif-
ferent facets of the psychological phenomenon and pur-
sued differing theoretical propositions. However, though 
these lines of research are related, the search terms at-
tached to the two studies in the PsycINFO database were 
totally different, as noted in table 5.1.

The defi nition of the topic should

• refl ect the scope as well as the limits of the research 
precisely,

• include all important concepts and terms,

• indicate relationship among concepts, and

• provide criteria for including and excluding materials.

Returning to our sample topic on eyewitness testimony, 
several primary concepts lie at its core: memory, accu-
racy, adult, eyewitness, and testimony. To expand the list 
of possible search terms and identify those most fre-
quently used, based on preliminary reading and quick 
preliminary searches, we started with several documents 
relevant to our topic. The citations to the Loftus book and 
the articles noted earlier were found in PsycINFO.

We examined the subject terms attached to these docu-
ments in their source citations by the source indexers. We 
found a wide variety of subject terms, which are pre-
sented in table 5.2. It is interesting to note that in fi ve 
documents, terms such as eyewitness, witness, testimony, 
and accuracy were not among those subjects assigned by 
the PsycINFO indexers to the documents. Thus, retrieval 
of these documents on eyewitness testimony would have 
been diffi cult using these subject terms.

Note that for the purpose of accuracy, we include both 
the ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) for the 
serial publication (journal) in which each of these articles 
was published, and the accession number assigned to the 
citation within the index (for example, PsycINFO, Wil-
son Web OmniFile Full Text Mega) in which the citation 
was identifi ed. The ISSN is a unique eight-digit number 
assigned to a print or electronic serial publication to dis-
tinguish it from all other serial publications. An accession 
number is a unique identifi er assigned to each citation 
within a reference database that differentiates one cita-
tion from all others. (Keeping track of this is especially 
important if you need to request the Interlibrary Loan 
(ILL) of a document, to avoid confusion and increase the 
probability of your receiving exactly what you request. 
Some ILL departments may request either the ISSN or 
the name of the reference database and citation’s acces-
sion number.)

To expand the list of subject search terms, we consult 
thesauri used by sources likely to contain relevant cita-
tions to documents. Many reference databases, such as 
PsycINFO and MEDLINE, use a controlled vocabulary of 
subject terms that describe the topical contents of docu-
ments indexed in the database. This controlled vocabulary 
defi nes what terms will or will not be used as subject in-
dexing terms within the reference database and how they 
are defi ned for use. A thesaurus is an alphabetical listing 
of the controlled vocabulary (subjects, or descriptors) 
used within the reference database. A thesaurus may use a 
hierarchical arrangement to identify broader (more gen-
eral), narrower (more specifi c) and related subject terms. 

Table 5.1 Subject Terms in PsycINFO

Search Citation Subject Terms

Unitizing Cohen, Ebbesen (1979) Classifi cation (cognitive process)
  Experimental instructions
  Impression formation
  Memory
  Personality traits

Chunking Singer, Korienek, Ridsdale (1980) Fine motor skill learning
  Imagery
  Retention
  Strategies
  Transfer (learning)
  Verbal communication

source: Authors’ compilation.
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We fi rst examined the online thesaurus of Psyc INFO for 
the terms eyewitness, testimony, and memory accuracy. 
This identifi ed for us the date when each search term was 
added to the index vocabulary. Before the date it was in-
cluded, a search term would not have been assigned to 
any citations to document and thus would not be useful in 
retrieving citations in that reference database source. This 
is especially important if searching is limited to subject 
fi eld searching. In a scope note, the thesaurus defi ned the 
meaning of the term and how it is used. It also identifi ed 
preferred and related terms. Of interest is the fact that eye-
witness is not used in PsycINFO; instead the term used is 
witness. Expert testimony is used, but we cannot fi nd the 
term testimony. Memory accuracy is not used, but a vari-
ety of related terms are available—for example, memory, 

early memories, short-term memory, visuospatial mem-
ory, and so forth. Examples are provided in table 5.3.

As noted earlier, different sources often use different 
subject search terms. This can be seen in table 5.4, where 
we compare terms used in PsycINFO, MEDLINE, Crim-
inal Justice Periodicals Index, and Lexis-Nexis Academic 
Universe. (Academic Universe provides worldwide, full-
text access to major newspapers, magazines, broadcast 
transcripts, and business and legal publications. It is in-
cluded here as an example of a general information re-
source, as compared to the specialized, research-oriented 
services used by those searching the research literature.) 
Note that PsycINFO prefers to use the age group fi eld to 
limit the search as adult (18 years and older) rather than 
using the subject term adult. Both PsycINFO and MED-

Table 5.2 Citations to Documents in a Preliminary Search on Eyewitness Testimony

Document Source Subject Terms

Buckhout, Robert. 1974. “Eyewitness Testimony.” Scientifi c American 231(6): 
23–31. ISSN: 0036-8733. PsycINFO Accession # 1975-11599-001. 

PsycINFO Legal processes
Social perception

Johnson, Craig L. 1978. “The Effects of Arousal, Sex of Witness and 
Scheduling of Interrogation on Eyewitness Testimony.” Dissertation 
Abstracts International 38(9-B): 4427–4428. Doctoral Dissertation, 
Oklahoma State University. ISSN: 0419-4217. PsycINFO Accession # 
1979-05850-001.

PsycINFO Crime
Emotional responses
Human sex differences 
Observers
Recall (learning)

Leinfelt, Fredrik H. 2004. “Descriptive Eyewitness Testimony: The Infl uence 
of Emotionality, Racial Identifi cation, Question Style, and Selective 
Perception.” Criminal Justice Review 29(2): 317–40. ISSN: 0734-0168. 
Wilson Web OmniFile Full Text Mega Accession # 200429706580003.

Wilson Web 
OmniFile

Identifi cation
Witnesses-psychology
Eyewitness identifi cation
Race awareness
Recollection (psychology)
Witnesses

Loftus, Elizabeth F., and Guido Zanni. 1975. “Eyewitness Testimony: The 
Infl uence of the Wording of a Question.” Bulletin of the Psychonomic 
Society 5(1): 86–88. ISSN: 0090-5054. PsycINFO Accession # 
1975-21258-001.

PsycINFO Grammar
Legal processes
Memory
Sentence structure
Suggestibility

Loftus, Elizabeth F., Diane Altman, and Robert Geballe. 1975. “Effects 
of Questioning Upon a Witness’ Later Recollections.” Journal of Police 
Science & Administration 3(2): 162–165. ISSN: 0090-9084. PsycINFO 
Accession # 1976-00668-001.

PsycINFO Interviewing
Memory
Observers

Wells, Gary L. 1978. “Applied Eyewitness-Testimony Research: System 
Variables and Estimator Variables.” Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology 36(12): 1546–1557. ISSN: 0022-3514. PsycINFO Accession # 
1980-09562-001.

PsycINFO Legal processes 
Methodology

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: Examples identifi ed on eyewitness testimony with associated subject terms assigned by source indexers.
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LINE have carefully developed thesauri of subject search 
terms, allowing us to learn how subject terms are used 
within the PsycINFO and MEDLINE indexes. Neither 
Criminal Justice Periodical Index or Lexis-Nexis, how-
ever, have such a source available to the user. When a 
reference database does not provide a thesaurus, it is es-
pecially important to use preliminary searches to identify 
relevant citations and ascertain from them what subject 
terms are being used by the database to index documents 
relevant to your topic.

5.3.2.3 Search Profi le The third step is to provide a 
logical structure for the search. Having identifi ed an initial 
set of search terms using a variety of methods noted ear-
lier, we next would use boolean operators to link concepts. 
Boolean algebra was invented by George Boole (1848), 
refi ned by Claude Shannon (1940) for use in digital circuit 
design, and linked with Venn Diagrams developed by John 

Venn (1880) to provide what is known today as boolean 
logic. The boolean AND operator is used to link concepts 
as an intersection—both concepts must be attached to re-
trieve a document. For example, with eyewitness AND tes-
timony both terms must be present for a citation to be re-
trieved. AND is generally used to restrict and narrow a 
search. The boolean OR operator is used to link concepts 
as a union—either concept being found related to the doc-
ument would retrieve the document. For example, reliabil-
ity OR accuracy would retrieve any citation that included 
either of these terms. OR is generally used to expand and 
broaden a search. The boolean NOT is used to exclude a 
particular subject term. For example, NOT children would 
exclude from a search terms that included reference to 
children. The boolean NEAR may be used in some in-
dexes to link terms that may not be adjacent, but must be 
near each other within the text to be retrieved. In some 

Table 5.3 Subject Terms in PsycINFO Thesaurus

Initial Term  Year
Investigated Preferred Term Added Related Term if any Scope

Eyewitness Witness 1985 —  Persons giving evidence in a court of 
  law or observing traumatic events in a 

nonlegal context. Also used for analog 
studies of eyewitness identifi cation 
performance, perception of witness 
credibility, and other studies of 
witness characteristics having legal 
implications.

Testimony — — —  Term is NOT included in the PsycINFO
 Thesaurus

Legal testimony Legal Testimony 1982 —  Evidence presented by a witness under
  oath or affi rmation (as distinguished 

from evidence derived from other 
sources) either orally or written as a 
deposition or an affi davit.

Memory accuracy — — Memory Term is NOT included in the
   Early memories  PsycINFO Thesaurus
    Short-term memory

Visuospatial memory
Autobiographical memory
Explicit memory
False memory
Iconic memory
Implicit memory etc.

source: Authors’ compilation.
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reference databases a wild card such as an asterisk (*) 
may be used to include multiple variants using the same 
truncated root or stem. For example, using adult* would 
retrieve citations containing any of the following terms: 
adult, adults, adultery, adulterer. The risk when using wild 
cards is that irrelevant terms may inadvertently become a 
part of the search strategy, as in the preceding example.

In our example, we have identifi ed fi ve important con-
cepts. These are eyewitness, testimony, memory, accu-
racy, and adult. These would be logically joined by an 

AND. Additionally, there are alternate terms related to 
each of these concepts. Because different disciplines, au-
thors, and reference databases use differing terminology, 
we need to include all of these, as noted conceptually in 
fi gure 5.1. These sets of alternative terms would be linked 
with OR operators within our search. The portion in the 
middle of the fi gure, the intersection where all fi ve con-
ceptual areas overlap, represents the set of items that we 
would expect should be retrieved from our search. Our 
search may be incomplete when it fails to include one or 

Table 5.4 Subject Search Terms in Different Sources

Source Memory Accuracy Adult Eyewitness Testimony

PsycINFO
 (Use thesaurus)

Memory
Narrower terms:
  Autobiographical memory

Early memories
Episodic memory
Explicit memory
False memory
Implicit memory
Memory decay
Memory trace 
Reminiscence
Repressed memory
Short-term memory
Verbal memory
Visual memory
Visuospatial memory

Related terms:
  Cues

Forgetting
Hindsight bias
Procedural knowledge
Serial recall

Limit search by:
Age Group:
  Adult (18 years 

& older) AND 
Population:
Human

Witness Expert testimony

MEDLINE 
  (Use MESH – 

Medical Subject 
Headings)

— — “Eyewitness” not used
“Witness” not used

“Testimony” not used
“Expert testimony”
 used

Criminal Justice
  Periodical Index –

ProQuest
(No thesaurus 
available)

Memory Adult Eyewitness
Witness

Testimony
Report
Evidence

Lexis-Nexis
  (No thesaurus 

available)

Memory
Reliability 
Accuracy

— Eyewitness
Witness

—

source: Authors’ compilation.
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795 citations in the least restrictive search to zero cita-
tions in the most restrictive search.

By now, given the large number of citations identifi ed, 
it should be clear that the sample search topic is far too 
broad and multifaceted to result in a focused synthesis. 
This would result in examining hundreds of documents, 
some that are not useful. The documents retrieved ad-
dress multiple aspects of eyewitness testimony. For a 
credible research synthesis, the topic would probably 
need to be focused more narrowly. Earlier meta-analyses 
have focused on issues such as the relationship between 
confi dence and accuracy (Sporer et al. 1995), eyewitness 
accuracy in police showups and lineups (Steblay, Dysart, 
and Lindsay 2003), magnitude of the misinformation ef-
fect in eyewitness memory (Payne, Toglia, and Anastasi 
1994), modality of the lineup (Cutler et al. 1994), impact 
of high stress on eyewitness memory (Deffenbacher et al. 
2004). We need to identify a unique aspect of the topic 
not previously investigated.

There is also a need to be aware of earlier research 
syntheses. As this handbook demonstrates, the fi eld is 
growing rapidly and the number of people worldwide 
who have an interest in evidence based practice is in-
creasing. At the same time that the number of published 
meta-analyses and research synthesis papers is increas-
ing, collaborative international efforts to support this prac-
tice have been initiated. Along with these efforts, unique 
reference databases have been created by the Cochrane 
and Campbell Collaborations.

Cochrane and Campbell. Observing the rapid expan-
sion of information in health care, the Cochrane Collabo-
ration was established in 1993 to support improved health 
care decision making by providing empirical summaries 
of research. Funded by the British National Health Ser-
vice, the U.K. Cochrane Centre fostered development of a 
multinational consortium. Guidelines for conducting and 

documenting research syntheses were developed. Team-
based research syntheses on health care issues were coor-
dinated. A database of clinical trials was developed as a 
repository of research studies that meet standards for in-
clusion in meta-analyses. A second database of research 
synthesis reports sponsored by the Cochrane Collabora-
tion was developed. Today the Cochrane Collaboration is 
a worldwide collaborative research effort with offi ces in 
several countries. Information about the Cochrane Centre 
and Cochrane Library is available online (http://www
.cochrane.org).

The Campbell Collaboration was established in 2000 
to focus on education, criminal justice, and social wel-
fare, and to provide summaries of research evidence on 
what works. The structure of the Campbell Collaboration 
is similar to Cochrane’s, with multinational research syn-
thesis teams and databases of resources (for more, see 
http://www.campbellcollaboration.org).

As part of the process, consider whether to consult the 
databases of either the Cochrane or Campbell Collabo-
ration to fi nd a research synthesis that may have been 
conducted or to identify studies that are relevant to your 
project.

Because the focus of this book is research synthesis 
and meta-analysis, it is expected that the researcher will 
focus on empirical research for inclusion in his or her 
meta-analysis. The types of control methods, data, and 
analysis that will be included in the research synthesis 
must be considered to defi ne the standards for including 
and excluding research reports. Based on our experience, 
many citations identifi ed and their associated documents 
do not report studies that provide empirical data or 
meet the criteria of the research synthesist for inclusion 
in a meta-analysis. Many citations retrieved in sample 
searches represent opinion pieces, comments, reviews of 
literature, case studies, or other nonempirical pieces, not 

Table 5.5 Comparison of Eyewitness Testimony Search Results in PsycINFO

# Search Terms Field searched Dates Results

1 Eyewitness AND Testimony All text fi elds All 795 citations
2 Eyewitness AND Testimony AND Memory All text fi elds All 430 citations
3 Witness AND Testimony AND Memory All text fi elds All 244 citations
4 Eyewitness AND Testimony AND Adult All text fi elds All 142 citations
5 Eyewitness AND Testimony AND Memory accuracy All text fi elds All 8 citations
6 Witness AND Testimony AND Memory accuracy Subject fi eld All 0 citations

source: Authors’ compilation.
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reports of controlled research The search may need fur-
ther refi nement to identify the types of studies appropri-
ate for a meta-analysis, a further refi nement of the search 
profi le discussed earlier in section 5.3.2.3. The Cochrane 
Collaboration views this as targeting or developing a 
highly sensitive search strategy.

The most extensive work on targeting bibliographic 
searches has been done in the fi eld of health care. The 
 appendix to the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic 
 Reviews of Interventions (Higgins and Green 2006), pro-
vides a highly sensitive search strategy for fi nding ran-
domized controlled trials in MEDLINE. There is differ-
entiation between different vendors—SilverPlatter, Ovid, 
and PubMed—who provide access to MEDLINE. The 
Cochrane strategy suggests addition of certain key terms 
and phrases within the search to target it to relevant types 
of studies, such as randomized controlled trials, con-
trolled clinical trials, random allocation, double blind 
method, and so forth. The terms selected have been vali-
dated in studies of the effect of retrieving known citations 
from the MEDLINE database using the prescribed ap-
proaches (Robinson and Dickersin 2002). This approach 
takes advantage of subject headings available and as-
signed to citations in MEDLINE. Julie Glanville and her 
colleagues have extended this work, validating that the 
“best discriminating term is ‘Clinical Trial’ (Publication 
Type)” when searching for randomized controlled trials in 
MEDLINE (2006). Giuseppe Biondi-Zoccai and his col-
leagues suggest a simple way to improve search accuracy, 

by excluding from the search non-experimental, non-con-
trolled reports such as literature reviews, commentaries, 
practice guidelines, meta-analyses, and editorials (2005).

When one expands beyond health care and MEDLINE, 
the process of refi ning the search to focus on sources that 
would be included in a meta-analysis is more diffi cult be-
cause methodology descriptors appear not to be consis-
tently applied within reference databases. We used the 
sample topic on eyewitness testimony and focused the 
search within PsycINFO (the provider was EBSCO) by 
using the following limiters: age group � adult (over age 
eighteen), subject population � human, and methodol-
ogy type. Table 5.6 reports the results of three searches 
specifying different methodologies—treatment outcome–
clinical trial (no citations retrieved), quantitative study 
(twenty-nine citations retrieved), and empirical study 
(153 citations retrieved). Note that this research synthesis 
topic is not focused on clinical trials, and so this limiter 
produced no results. By not selecting methodologies such 
as qualitative study, or clinical case study, citations iden-
tifi ed by PsycINFO indexers as using these methodologi-
cal types are excluded from our search. One might fi nd 
additional citations by using a key limiting term within 
the search itself instead of as a limiter.

Examining other research databases, the situation dif-
fers. ERIC (EBSCO vendor) and Social Work Abstracts 
(WebSpirs vendor) do not provide methodology fi elds as 
search limiters. To limit by methodology in the fi eld of 
education or social work using these reference databases, 

Table 5.6 Targeting a search of Eyewitness Testimony in PsycINFO

Search Parameters Targeting Results

Reference Database
(Eyewitness OR Witness OR Observer OR Victim) AND 

(Testimony OR Report OR Evidence) AND (Memory OR 
Recall OR Recollection OR “False Memory” OR “False 
Recall”) AND (Reliability OR Accuracy OR Distortion)

Age Group: Adult (18 years & older) AND 
Population: Human

Methodology: Treatment Outcome / 
Clinical Trial

0 citations

(Eyewitness OR Witness OR Observer OR Victim) AND 
(Testimony OR Report OR Evidence) AND (Memory OR 
Recall OR Recollection OR “False Memory” OR “False 
Recall”) AND (Reliability OR Accuracy OR Distortion)

Age Group: Adult (18 years & older) AND 
Population: Human

Methodology: Quantitative Study

29 citations

(Eyewitness OR Witness OR Observer OR Victim) AND 
(Testimony OR Report OR Evidence) AND (Memory OR 
Recall OR Recollection OR “False Memory” OR “False 
Recall”) AND (Reliability OR Accuracy OR Distortion)

Age Group: Adult (18 years & older) AND 
Population: Human

Methodology: Empirical Study

153 citations

source: Authors’ compilation.
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How much overlap is there across reference databases? 
The answer depends on the topic and fi eld. Searches were 
conducted of three databases (PsycINFO, Criminal Jus-
tice Periodical Index, and ProQuest Dissertations & The-
ses) using the sample topic as articulated in fi gure 5.1. 
Each search was structured as close to the topic defi nition 
as possible, with slight variations resulting from the 
search confi guration allowed by the database. Each data-
base contained over one hundred citations to potentially 
relevant studies. The vast majority of studies (more than 
88 percent) found in one reference database source were 
not found in the other two shown in table 5.8. Thus, for 

completeness, it is essential that the research synthesist 
investigating eyewitness testimony consult at least these 
three databases. Then recall that these three databases do 
not include conference papers, technical reports, and other 
formats, and thus additional searching is appropriate, if 
not critical.

5.4.3  Manual Searching Versus Electronic 
Databases

We are blessed with powerful search engines and exten-
sive databases. However, these sources are relatively new. 

Table 5.7 Eyewitness Testimony Search Results in Criminal Justice Periodical Index Pro Quest.

# Search Terms Field Searched Dates Results

1 Eyewitness AND Testimony Citation Abstract All 105 citations
2 Eyewitness AND Testimony AND Memory Citation Abstract All 13 citations
3 Witness AND Psychology Citation Abstract All 37 citations
4 Eyewitness OR Witness AND Testimony OR Citation Abstract All 6 citations
  Report AND Memory AND Accuracy
5 Eyewitness AND Reliability AND Memory Citation Abstract All 4 citations
6 Victim AND Testimony Citation Abstract All 205 citations

source: Authors’ compilation.

Table 5.8 Comparable Eyewitness Testimony Searchers from Three Databases

Search Parameters Results Uniqueness

PsycINFO
(Eyewitness OR Witness OR Observer OR Victim) AND 

(Testimony OR Report OR Evidence) AND (Memory OR 
Recall OR Recollection OR “False Memory” OR 
“False Recall”) AND (Reliability OR Accuracy OR 
Distortion) AND Age Group: Adult (18 years & 
older) AND Population: Human

165 citations Duplicated in Criminal Justice Periodical 
Index � 2 Duplicated in Dissertations & 
Theses � 13 Unduplicated � 150 (91%)

Criminal Justice Periodicals
(Eyewitness OR Witness OR Observer OR Victim) AND 

(Testimony OR Report OR Evidence) AND (Memory OR 
Recall OR Recollection OR “False Memory” OR “False 
Recall” OR Reliability OR Accuracy OR Distortion)

196 citations Duplicated in PsycINFO � 2 Duplicated 
in Dissertations & Theses � 0 
Unduplicated � 194 (99%)

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses
(Eyewitness OR Witness OR Observer OR Victim) AND 

(Testimony OR Report OR Evidence) AND (Memory OR 
Recall OR Recollection OR “False Memory” OR “False 
Recall”) AND (Reliability OR Accuracy OR Distortion)

110 citations Duplicated in PsycINFO � 13 Duplicated 
in Criminal Justice Periodical Index � 0 
Unduplicated � 97 (88%)

source: Authors’ compilation.
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literature. They can be sorted into four main types. Grey 
literature databases include studies found only or primar-
ily in the grey literature. General bibliographic databases 
contain studies published in the grey and conventional 

literature. Specifi c bibliographic databases contain stud-
ies published in the grey and conventional literature in a 
specifi c subject area. Ongoing trial registers offer infor-
mation about planned and ongoing studies. Tables 6.1 

Table 6.1 Databases, Websites, and Gateways

Source Type of Material Cost

General
British Library’s Inside Web Includes references to papers presented at over 100,000 

conference proceedings.
Subscription

Dissertation and Theses Database
http://www.proquest.com/
products_pq/descriptions/pqdt
.shtml/.

PQDT—Full text includes 2.4 million dissertation citations 
from around the world from 1861 to the present day 
together with full text dissertartion that are available for 
download in PDF format.

Subscription

Evidence Network
www.evidencenetwork.org.

A service provided by the ESRC U.K. Centre for Evidence 
Based Policy and Practice. The Resources section of the 
website covers six major types of information resource: 
bibliographic and research databases; internet gateways; 
systematic review centers; EBPP centers; research centers; 
and library services.

Free access

Index to Theses 
http://www.theses.com/

Claims to have all U.K. theses back to 1716, as well as a 
subset of Irish theses.

Subscription

NTIS (National Technical Information 
Service)
http://www.ntis.gov/. 

Has a heavy technical emphasis, but is the largest central 
resource for U.S. government-funded scientifi c, technical, 
engineering, and business related information available. 
Contains over half a million reports in over 350 subject 
areas from over 200 federal agencies. There is limited free 
access, and affordable 24-hour access.

Subscription

System for Information on Grey 
Literature in Europe (SIGLE)

A project of EAGLE (European Association for Grey 
Literature Exploitation), SIGLE is a bibliographic database 
covering European grey literature in the natural sciences 
and technology, economics, social sciences, and humanities. 
It includes research and technical reports, preprints, 
working papers, conference papers, dissertations and 
government reports. All grey literature held by the British 
Library in the National Reports Collection can be retrieved 
from here. This database has not been updated since 2004; 
the current status of this database is uncertain, and it may 
cease to be available.

Free access

Healthcare, Biomedicine and Science
BiomedCentral 

www.biomedcentral.com/.
Contains conference abstracts, papers and protocols of 

ongoing trials.
Free access

U.S. National Library of Medicine 
(NLM) Gateway
http://gateway.nlm.nih.gov/gw/Cmd

Gateway for most U.S. National Library of Medicine holdings 
and includes meeting abstracts relevant to health care and 
health technology assessment.

Free access

Social Science, Economics and Education
ESRC Society Today

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/
ESRCInfoCentre/index.aspx.

Contains descriptions of projects funded by the U.K. 
Economic and Social Research Council and links to 
researchers’ websites and publications.

Free access

source: Authors’ compilation.
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through 6.5 present annotated lists of important sources 
of grey literature in each of the four categories, as well as 
sources of grey literature that did not fi t in any of the 
other categories. Those that are not of general interest pri-
marily cover either health care, or one of the social sci-
ences or education. Databases for some other fi elds in 
which research syntheses are commonly done are men-

tioned when we are aware of them. These sources are cor-
rect at the time of press but may change.

Whichever sources are searched, it is important that 
the authors of the research synthesis are explicit and 
document in their synthesis exactly which sources have 
been searched (and when) and which strategies they have 
used so that the reader can assess the validity of the 

Table 6.2 General Bibliographic Databases

Source Type of Material Cost

General
Science Citation Index

http://scientifi c.thomson.com/ 
products/sci/

Provides access to current and past bibliographic information, 
author abstracts, and cited references for a broad array of 
science and technical journals in more than 100 disciplines, 
and includes meeting abstracts that are not covered in 
MEDLINE or EMBASE.

Subscription

SCOPUS
http://info.scopus.com/.

Claims to be the largest database of citations and abstracts 
with coverage of: Open Access journals, conference 
proceedings, trade publications and book series. Also 
provides access to many web sources such as author 
homepages, university websites and pre-print services. 
Currently has 28 million abstracts, and their references.

Subscription

Healthcare, Biomedicine and Science
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of 

Effects (DARE)
http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/crdweb/

Contains summaries of systematic reviews about the effects of 
interventions on a broad range of health and social care 
topics.

Free access

NHS Economic Evaluation Database 
(NHS EED)
http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/crdweb/

Contains summaries of studies of the economic evaluation of 
healthcare interventions culled from a variety of electronic 
databases and paper-based resources.

Free access

Health Technology Assessment (HTA) 
Database 
http://www.crd .york.ac.uk/crdweb/

Contains records of the reviews produced by the members of 
the International Network of Health Technology 
Assessment, spanning 45 agencies in 22 countries.

Free access

Ongoing Reviews Database
http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/crdweb/

A register of ongoing systematic reviews of health care 
effectiveness, primarily from the United Kingdom.

Free access

Social Science, Economics and Education
Social Sciences Citation Index

http://scientifi c.thomson.com/ 
products/ssci/

Provides access to current and past bibliographic information, 
author abstracts, and cited references for a large number of 
social science journals in over 50 disciplines. Includes 
conference abstracts relevant to the social sciences from 
1956 to date.

Subscription

SOLIS (Social Sciences Literature 
Information System)
http://www.cas.org/ONLINE/DBSS/
solisss.html

German language social science database including grey 
literature and books as well as journals – searchable in 
English. Access may be available via Infoconnex service at 
http://www.infoconnex.de/

Subscription

SSRN (Social Science Research 
Network)
http://www.ssrn.com/index.html

Contains abstracts of over 100,000 working papers and 
forthcoming papers in accounting, economics, 
entrepreneurship, management, marketing, negotiation, and 
similar disciplines .Also has full text, downloadable text for 
about 100,000 documents in these fi elds.

Free access

source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 6.3 Subject- or Country-Specifi c Databases

Source Type of Material Cost

Healthcare, Biomedicine and Science
Alcohol Concern

http://www.alcoholconcern.org
.uk/ servlets/wrapper/publications
.jsp.

Holds the most comprehensive collection of books and 
journals on alcohol-related issues in the United 
Kingdom.

Free access

Biological Abstracts
http://scientifi c.thomson.com/ 
products/ba/

Indexes articles from over 3,700 serials each year, 
indexes papers presented at meeting symposia and 
workshops in the biological sciences.

Subscription

CINAHL
www.cinahl.com.

Includes nursing theses, government reports, 
guidelines, newsletters, and other research relevant to 
nursing and allied health.

Free access to 
some 
information

Computer Retrieval of Information on 
Scientifi c Projects (CRISP)
http://crisp.cit.nih.gov/.

A searchable database of federally funded biomedical 
research projects, and is maintained by the U.S. 
National Institutes of Health. It includes projects 
funded by the National Institutes of Health, Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health Services, Health Resources 
and Services Administration, Food and Drug 
Administration, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, Agency for Health Care Research and 
Quality, and Offi ce of Assistant Secretary of Health.

Free access

DIMDI
http://www.dimdi.de/dynamic/en/
index.html.

A gateway to 70 databases on medicine, drugs and 
toxicology sponsored by the German Institute of 
Medical Documentation and Information. Searchable 
in English and German.

Free access

DrugScope
http://www.drugscope.org.uk/library/
librarysection/libraryhome.asp

Provides access to information and resources on drugs, 
drug misuse, and related issues.

Charge per 
individual 
article

Health Management Information 
Consortium Database (HMIC)
http://www.ovid.com/site/catalog/
DataBase/99.jsp?top�2&mid�
3&bottom�7&subsection�10.

This database is updated bimonthly and contains 
essential information from two key institutions: 
the Library & Information Services of the 
Department of Health, England and the King‘s Fund 
Information & Library Service. It contains data from 
1983 to the present.

Subscription

Social Science, Economics and Education
British Library for Development Studies

http://blds.ids.ac.uk/blds/
Calls itself ‘Europe’s largest collection on economic 

and social change in developing countries’
Free access

Cogprints
http://cogprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/.

Provides material related to cognition from psychology, 
biology, linguistics, and philosophy, and from 
computer, physical, social, and mathematical 
sciences. This site includes full-text articles, book 
chapters, technical reports, and conference papers.

Subscription, but 
provides free 
30-day trial

Criminal Justice Abstracts
http://www.csa.com/factsheets/cja-
set-c.php?SID�c4fg6rpjg 
3v5nmn09k2kml).

Contains comprehensive coverage of international 
journals, books, reports, dissertations and 
unpublished papers on criminology and related 
disciplines.

Subscription, but 
provides free 
30-day trial

Education Line
http://www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/.

Database of the full text of conference papers, working 
papers and electronic literature which supports 
educational research, policy and practice in the 
United Kingdom.

Free access

 (Continued)
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Table 6.3 (Continued)

Source Type of Material Cost

EconLIT
http://www.econlit.org/

Provides a comprehensive index of thirty years worth of 
journal articles, books, book reviews, collective volume 
articles, working papers and dissertations in economics, 
from around the world.

Subscription

Education Resources Information 
Center (ERIC) http://www.eric
.ed.gov/.

Contains nearly 1.2 million citations going back to 1966 
and, access to more than 110,000 full-text materials at 
no charge. Includes report literature, dissertations, 
conference proceedings, research analyses, transla-
tions of research reports relevant to education and socio-
logy.

Free access

International Transport Research 
Documentation (ITRD)
http://www.itrd.org/.

A database of information on traffi c, transport, road 
safety and accident studies, vehicle design and safety, 
and environmental effects of transport, construction of 
roads and bridges etc. Includes books, reports, research 
in progress, conference proceedings, and policy-related 
material.

Subscription

Labordoc
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/
support/lib/labordoc/index.htm

Produced by the International Labour Organisation, 
contains references and full text access to literature on 
work. Can be searched in English, French or Spanish.

Free access

National Criminal Justice Reference 
Service (NCJRS)
http://www.ncjrs.gov/.

United States government funded resource policy, and 
program development worldwide. Includes reports, 
books and book chapters as well as journal articles.

Free access

Public Affairs Information Service 
(PAIS)
http://www.csa.com/factsheets/
pais-set-c.php

Contains references to more than 553,300 journal articles, 
books, government documents, statistical directories, 
research reports, conference reports, internet material 
from over 120 countries.

Subscription

Policy File
http://www.policyfi le.com.

Indexes research and publication abstracts addressing the 
complete range of U.S. public policy research.

Subscription

PsycINFO
www.apa.org/psycinfo/.

Includes dissertations, book chapters, academic and 
government reports and journal articles in psychology, 
sociology and criminology, as well as other social and 
behavioral sciences.

Subscription

PSYNDEX
http://www.zpid.de/retrieval/login
.php

Abstract database of psychological literature, audiovisual 
media, and tests from German-speaking countries. 
Journal articles, books, chapters, reports and 
dissertations, are documented. Searchable in German 
and English.

Subscription

Research Papers in Economics 
(Repec) http://repec.org/.

International database of working papers, journal articles 
and software components.

Free access

Social Care Online
http://www.scie-socialcareonline
.org.uk/.

Includes U.K. government reports, research papers in 
social work and social care literature.

Free access

Social Services Abstracts & InfoNet
http://www.csa.com/factsheets/
ssa-set-c.php.

Includes dissertations in social work, social welfare, 
social policy and community development research 
from 1979 to date. This is a subscription-based 
compilation of content from U.K. databases Social 
Care Online, AgeINFO, Planex and Urbadoc, all of 
which include grey literature.

Subscription
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Table 6.3 (Continued)

Source Type of Material Cost

Sociological Abstracts
http://www.csa.com/factsheets/
socioabs-set-c.php.

Covers sociology as well as other social and behavioral 
sciences. It includes dissertations, conference 
proceedings and book chapters from 1952 to date.

Subscription

Other-Including Public Policy
AgeInfo

http://ageinfo.cpa.org.uk/scripts/
elsc-ai/hfclient.exe?A�elsc-ai&sk

Produced by the U.K. Centre for Policy on Ageing (free 
access, but there is also subscription-based version 
with better search facilities at http://www.cpa.org.uk/
ageinfo/ageinfo2.html.).

Free access

Australian Policy Online
http://www.apo.org.au/.

This is a database/gateway of Australian research and 
policy literature.

Free access

ChildData
http://www.childdata.org.uk/.

Produced by the U.K. National Children’s Bureau. Subscription

ELDIS http://www.eldis.org/. This is a gateway to all kinds of full text grey literature on 
international development issues. It can be searched 
using simple Boolean logic, or sub-collections can be 
browsed.

Free access

IDOX Information Service database 
(formerly Planex)
http://www.idoxplc.com/iii/
infoservices/idoxinfoservice/
index.htm.

Covers service areas of relevance to U.K. local 
government, especially in Scotland, including planning, 
transport, social care, education, leisure, environment, 
local authority management and soon.

Subscription

Directory Database of Research and 
Development Activities (READ)
http://read.jst.go.jp/index_e.html

A database service due to promote cooperation among 
industry, academia, and government. A database 
service that provides information on research projects 
in Japan. Searchable in English and Japanese.

Free access

TRIS Online
http://trisonline.bts.gov/search
.cfm

Covers reports as well as journal papers in transportation 
and includes English language material from ITRD. It 
is mainly technical but also contains material relevant 
to, for example, transport-related health issues.

Free access

Urbadoc
http://www.urbadoc.com/index
.php?id�12&lang�en.

Similar to IDOX but focuses more on London and south 
of England.

Subscription

source: Authors’ compilation.

conclusions of the synthesis based on the search that has 
been conducted.

6.5 GREY LITERATURE IN RESEARCH SYNTHESIS

6.5.1 Health-Care Research

Although one of the hallmarks of a research synthesis is 
the thorough search for all relevant studies, estimates 
vary regarding the actual use of grey literature, and the 
types of grey literature actually included. Mike Clarke 
and Teresa Clarke conducted a study of the references 

included in Cochrane protocols and reviews published in 
The Cochrane Library in 1999 (2000). They found that 
91.7 percent of references to studies included in synthe-
ses were to journal articles, 3.7 percent were conference 
proceedings that had not been published as journal arti-
cles, 1.8 percent were unpublished material (for example 
personal communication, in press documents and data on 
fi le), and 1.4 percent were books and book chapters.

Susan Mallett and her colleagues looked at the sources 
of grey literature included in the fi rst 1,000 Cochrane sys-
tematic reviews published in issue 1, 2001 of The Co-
chrane Library (2000). Of these, 988 syntheses were 
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examined. All sources of information other than journal 
publications were counted as grey literature sources and 
were identifi ed from the reference lists and details pro-
vided within the synthesis. The 988 syntheses together 
contained 9,723 included studies. Fifty-two percent 
(n � 513) included trials for which at least some of the 
information was obtained from the grey literature. The 
sources of grey information in these syntheses are listed 
in table 6.6. The majority (55 percent ) was from unpub-
lished information that supplemented published journal 
articles of trials. The high proportion of unpublished in-
formation in Cochrane reviews differs from other re-
search syntheses in health care, where the major source 
of grey information was conference abstracts (Egger 
et al. 2003; McAuley et al. 2000). This may be because 
Cochrane reviewers are encouraged to search for and use 
unpublished information.

Within syntheses containing grey literature, studies 

containing some type of grey literature contributed a me-
dian of 28 percent of the included studies (interquartile 
range 13 to 50 percent). In addition to studies that were 
entirely grey, the grey literature also provided important 
supplemental information for a nontrivial proportion of 
published studies.

Nine percent of the trials (588/6,266) included in the 
513 Cochrane reviews using grey literature were retrieved 
from grey literature sources only. Of these grey trials, 
about two-thirds were retrieved from conference abstracts, 
about 15 percent were from government or companies 
and about 5 percent were from theses or dissertations. The 
remaining grey trials were located through unpublished 
reference sources such as personal communication with 
trialists, in press documents, and data on fi le. An analysis 
by Laura McAuley and colleagues (2000) of 102 trials 
from grey literature sources in thirty-eight meta-analyses, 
found 62 percent were referenced by conference abstracts 

Table 6.4 Trial Registers

Source Type of Material Cost

Healthcare, Biomedicine and Science
BiomedCentral 

www.biomedcentral.com/clinicaltrials/.
Publishes trials together with their International Standard 
Randomized Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN) and 
publishes protocols of trials

Free access

ClincalTrials.gov
http://clinicaltrials.gov

Covers U.S. trials of treatments for life-threatening diseases. Free access

The Cochrane Central Register of 
Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)
www.cochrane.org

Includes references to trial reports in conference abstracts, 
handsearched journals, and other resources.

Free access

Current Controlled Trials’ metaRegister of 
Controlled Trials
www.controlled-trials.com.

Contains records from multiple trial registers including the 
U.K. National Research Register, the Medical Editors’ Trials 
Amnesty, the U.K. MRC
Trials Register, and links to other ongoing trials registers.

Free access

Database of Promoting Health 
Effectiveness Reviews (DoPHER)
http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/cms/.

Produced by the U.K. EPPI-Centre and includes completed as 
well as unpublished randomized and nonrandomized trials 
in health promotion.

Free access

The Lancet (Protocol Reviews)
www.thelancet.com

Contains protocols of randomized trials. Free access

TrialsCentral www.trialscentral.org. Contains over 200 U.S.-based registers of trials. Free access

Social Science, Economics and Education
The Campbell Collaboration Social, 

Psychological, Educational and 
Criminological Trials Register
(C2-SPECTR and C-PROT)
www.campbellcollaboration.org/

Includes references to trials reported in abstracts, 
handsearched journals, 
and ongoing trials.

Free access

source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 6.5 Other Electronic Sources

Source Type of Material Cost

General
Association of College and Research Libraries

http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlpubs/crlnews/
backissues2004/march04/graylit.htm.

Reprints an article that lists websites about grey literature and 
how to search for it, as well as free websites that contain 
grey literature (some full-text). Mostly scientifi c and 
technical literature, but also some resources for other fi elds.

Free access

CERUK (Current Educational Research in the UK)
http://www.ceruk.ac.uk/ceruk/.

Database of current or ongoing research in education and 
related disciplines. It covers a wide range of studies 
including commissioned research and PhD theses, across 
all phases of education from early years to adults.

Free access

DEFF
http://www.deff.dk/default.aspx?lang�english

Denmark’s Electronic Research Library is a partnership 
between Denmark’s research libraries co-fi nanced by the 
Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, the 
Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Education.

Subscription

GreyNet (Grey Literature Network Service)
http://www.greynet.org/.

Website founded in 1993 and designed to facilitate dialog, 
research, and communication in the fi eld of grey literature. 
Provides access to a moderated Listserv, a Distribution List, 
and the Grey Journal (TGJ).

Free access to 
some 
information

Health Technology Assessment-
www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/htadbase.htm

Contains details of nearly 5,000 completed HTA publications 
and around 800 ongoing INAHTA (International Network 
of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment) projects.

Free access

INTUTE: Health and Life Sciences
http://www.intute.ac.uk/healthandlifesciences/

Internet resources in health and life sciences (Formerly known 
as BIOME).

Free access

INTUTE: Medicine
http://www.intute.ac.uk/healthandlifesciences/
medicine/

Internet resources in medicine. (Formerly known as OMNI). Free access

INTUTE: Social Sciences
http://www.intute.ac.uk/socialsciences/

Internet resources in the social sciences. Free access

NLH http://www.library.nhs.uk/Default.aspx U.K. National Library for Health. Free access 
to some 
information

NOD
http://www.onderzoekinformatie.nl/en/oi/nod/.

Dutch Research Database contains information on scientifi c 
research, researchers and research institutes covering all 
scientifi c disciplines.

Free access

NY Academy of Medicine: Grey Literature Page
http://www.nyam.org/library/pages/grey_ 
literature_report

Focuses on grey literature resources in medicine. It features a 
quarterly “Grey Literature Report,” that lists many items 
available online.

Free access

School of Health and Related Research (ScHARR)
www.shef.ac.uk/~scharr/ir/netting/.

Evidence-based resources in health care. Free access

Trawling the net
www.shef.ac.uk/~scharr/ir/trawling.html

Free databases of interest to healthcare researchers working in 
the United Kingdom.

Free access.

UK Centre for Reviews and Dissemination
www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/revs.htm

Provides a basic checklist for fi nding studies for systematic 
reviews.

Free access

US Government Information: Technical Reports
http://www-libraries.colorado.edu/ps/gov/us/
techrep.htm.

Provides an annotated listing of U.S. government agencies and 
other U.S. government resources for technical reports.

Free access

Virtual Technical Reports Central
http://www.lib.umd.edu/ENGIN/TechReports/
Virtual-TechReports.html.

Contains a large list of grey literature—producing institutions 
and technical reports, research reports, preprints, reprints, 
and e-prints.

Free access

source: Authors’ compilation.
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and 17 percent were from unpublished sources, with sim-
ilar proportions to the Mallett and colleagues (2000) study 
coming from government and company reports and the-
ses. A study of 153 trials in sixty meta-analyses by Mat-
thias Egger and his colleagues found that 45 percent of 
trials came from conference abstracts, 1 percent from 
book chapters, 3 percent from theses, and 37 percent from 
other grey literature sources including unpublished, com-
pany and government reports (2003). Overall, the results 
are similar across the studies: the majority of grey studies 
were retrieved from conference abstracts, though in all 
cases more than one-third of the studies were obtained 
from other sources.

6.5.2 Social Science and Educational Research

The use of grey literature in the social sciences and edu-
cational research may be even higher than in health-care 
research, although empirical evidence in this area is more 
limited. Based on survey data Diana Hicks presented in 
1999, Lesley Grayson and Alan Gomersall suggested 
health-care and the social sciences differ greatly in the 
publication of research (2003). Social sciences research 
is published in a much broader set of peer-reviewed jour-
nals; additionally a larger proportion of social science 
research is exclusively published in books, governmental 
and organizational reports, and other sources that are not 
as widely available as peer-reviewed journals. In her in-
ternational survey, Hicks identifi ed books as the primary 
nonjournal source of information in the social sciences 
(1999).

In a synthesis of the health and psychological effects 
of unemployment, 72 percent of included studies were 
published and 28 percent were found in the grey litera-
ture (Loo 1985). In a research synthesis by Anthony 
Petrosino and colleagues of randomized experiments in 
crime reduction, approximately one-third of the 150 tri-
als identifi ed were reported in government documents, 
dissertations and technical reports (2000). Earlier, a syn-
thesis of early delinquency experiments reported that 
about 25 percent of the included studies were unpub-
lished (Boruch, McSweeney, and Soderstrom 1978).

In a study conducted by Hannah Rothstein, the ninety-
fi ve meta-analyses published in Psychological Bulletin 
between 1995 and 2005 were examined to see whether 
they included unpublished research, and if so, what types 
of research were included (2006). Of the ninety-fi ve syn-
theses, sixty-nine clearly included unpublished data, 
twenty-three clearly did not, one apparently did, one ap-
parently did not, and in one case the description was so 
unclear that it was impossible to tell. There did not appear 
to be any relationship between the publication date of the 
synthesis and whether or not it included unpublished stud-
ies. Complicating the matter was the fact that what was 
considered unpublished varied from study to study. All 
ninety-fi ve meta-analyses included published journal arti-
cles, sixty-one included dissertations or theses, forty-two 
included books or book chapters, and twenty-six included 
conference papers. On the other hand, seven included gov-
ernment or technical reports, six incorporated raw data, 
four stated that they used data from monographs, three 
used information from in-press articles, and two each ex-
plicitly mentioned test manuals or national survey data. 
Unpublished data without a clear description of its source 
were included in thirty-three meta-analyses, some of 
which mentioned specifi c types of grey literature as well. 
The limited evidence suggests that in the social sciences, 
books, dissertations and theses and government/technical 
reports may be the most frequent sources of grey studies.

6.5.3 Impact of Grey Literature

We now examine the evidence showing that there may be 
systematic differences in estimates of the same effect de-
pending upon whether the estimates are reported in pub-
lished studies or in the grey literature.

6.5.3.1 Health Care An examination of health-care 
syntheses also shows systematic differences between the 
results of published studies and those found in the grey 
literature. An early example is a meta-analysis of preop-

Table 6.6  Citations for Grey Literature in Cochrane 
Reviews

 Number of trial
Source references*

Unpublished information 1,259 (55 percent)
Conference abstracts   805 (35 percent)
Government reports    78 (4 percent)
Company reports    66 (3 percent)
Theses and dissertations    63 (3 percent)
Total (1,446 trials) 2,271 (100 percent)

source: Authors’ compilation.
* Trials can be referenced by more than one grey literature source. 
4,820/6,266 trials were referenced only by published journal arti-
cles. Seventeen trials had missing citations.
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ies revealing zero to one limitation are characterized as 
good, two to four as fair, and fi ve to nine as limited. Nei-
ther those that fail the design screen nor those judged as 
limited are used to develop recommendations, hence are 
not used in the synthesis that guides the development of 
recommendations. The nine dimensions relate to a vari-
ety of aspects of study design and implementation, and 
are presented in table 7.1.

7.2.2 What Works Clearinghouse

The What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) developed stan-
dards to be used in evaluating and synthesizing research in 
education (2006). To assess the quality of interventions, 
the WWC set up a three-tiered grading system which char-
acterizes the quality of study execution. The categories are 
meets evidence standards, meets evidence standards with 
reservations, and does not meet evidence standards. To be 
included in a WWC review, studies must fi rst use a re-
search design appropriate for studying causal relations—
that is, a randomized experiment, a quasi-experiment 

with equating, a regression discontinuity design, or an 
appropriate single case design. They must not experience 
excessive loss of participants—that is, attrition, either 
overall or differential. They also must not confound 
teacher effects with intervention effects, must use equat-
ing procedures judged to have a reasonable chance of 
equating the groups, and must not experience an event 
that contaminates the comparison between study groups.

7.2.3 Social Care Institute for Excellence

The Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE) commis-
sions systematic reviews with the aim of improving the 
quality of experiences by individuals who use social 
care. To address study quality, SCIE established a frame-
work of quality dimensions, although synthesists may 
choose to use a different system. The dimensions ad-
dressed in SCIE’s system are relevance of study parti-
culars, appropriateness of study design, quality of report-
ing and analysis, and generalizability. Unlike the Task 
Force on Community Preventive Services and the WWC, 

Table 7.1 Quality Assessment for Guide to Community Preventive Services

Quality Category Example Items

Descriptions (study population and intervention) Was the study population well described?

Sampling Did the authors specify the sampling frame or universe of selection for 
the study population?

Measurement (exposure) Were the exposure variables valid measures of the intervention under 
study?

Measurement (outcome) Were the outcome and other independent (or predictor) variables 
reliable (consistent and reproducible) measures of the outcome of 
interest?

Data analysis Did the authors conduct appropriate analysis by conducting statistical 
testing (where appropriate)?

Interpretation of Results: Participation Did at least 80% of enrolled participants complete the study?

Interpretation of Results (comparability and bias) Did the authors correct for controllable variables or institute study 
procedures to limit bias appropriately?

Interpretation of Results (confounders) Describe all potential biases or unmeasured/contextual confounders 
described by the authors.

Other Other important limitations of the study not identifi ed elsewhere?

Study Design Concurrent comparison groups and prospective measurement of 
exposure and outcome

source: Author’s compilation; Zara et al. 2000.
note: Adequacy of study design is assessed separately.
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experiments that appear to adequately represent the con-
structs of interest (for example, variations in participants 
and outcome measures), then a strong case can be made 
for excluding all but randomized comparisons. Further, 
as suggested earlier, the strong theoretical underpinnings 
of the preference for randomization in studies investigat-
ing causal relations could be viewed as a justifi cation for 
excluding all studies that do not employ randomization. 
Even in the absence of empirical evidence, there is ample 
reason to be cautious, perhaps to the extent of excluding 
all but randomized comparisons.

7.6.1 Coding Study Dimensions

The specifi c aspects of study design and implementation 
related to study quality will vary as a function of the spe-

cifi c research question. Research syntheses that aim to 
address issues relating to uncovering causal relations, 
however, address many issues faced in all types of quan-
titative research. As such, what follows is an example set 
of codes designed to investigate the problem of whether 
teacher expectancies affect student IQ. Two aspects 
of study quality are examined: internal validity and the 
construct validity of the outcome measures. Table 7.2 
provides an example of how studies can be screened for 
relevance. For included studies, table 7.3 shows how one 
might code issues related to research design for studies, 
and table 7.4 provides examples for coding the outcome 
measures.

The example set out, of course, represents only a frac-
tion of the study characteristics one would actually code 
in a synthesis of this nature. For instance, synthesists also 

Table 7.2 Relevance Screen

Coder initials: ___ ___ ___

Date: _____________

Report Characteristics

1. First author (Last, initials)

2. Journal

3. Volume

4. Pages

Inclusion Criteria

5.  Is this study an empirical investigation of the effects of teacher 
expectancies?

0. No
1. Yes

6. Is the outcome a measure of IQ? 0. No
1. Yes

7.  Are the study participants in grades 1–5 at the start of the study? 0. No
1. Yes

8.  Does the study involve a between-teacher comparison 
(i.e., some teachers hold an expectancy while others do not)?

0. No
1. Yes

source: Author’s compilation.
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Table 7.3 Coding for Internal Validity

 9. Sampling strategy 1. Randomly sampled from a defi ned population
2. Stratifi ed sampling from a defi ned population
3. Cluster sampling
4. Convenience sample
5. Can’t tell

10. Group assignment mechanism 1. Random assignment
2. Haphazard assignment
3. Other nonrandom assignment
4. Can’t tell

11. Assignment mechanism 1. Self-selected into groups
2.  Selected into groups by others on a basis related to 

outcome (e.g., good readers placed in the expectancy 
group)

3.  Selected into groups by others not known to 
be related to outcome (e.g., randomized experiment)

4. Can’t tell

12. Equating variables 0. None
1. Prior IQ 
2. Prior achievement 
3. Other _________________
4. Can’t tell

13.  If equating was done, was it done using a 
statistical process (e.g., ANCOVA, weighting) or 
manually (e.g., hand matching)?

0. n/a, equating was not done
1. Statistically
2. Manual matching

14.  Time 1 sample size, expectancy group (at random 
assignment)

___ ___ ___

15.  Time 1 sample size, comparison group (at random 
assignment)

___ ___ ___

16.  Time 2 sample size, expectancy group (for effect 
size estimation)

___ ___ ___

17.  Time 2 sample size, comparison group (for effect 
size estimation)

___ ___ ___

source: Author’s compilation.
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Table 7.4 Coding Construct Validity

18. IQ measure used in study 1. Stanford-Binet 5
2. Wechsler (WISC) III
3. Woodcock-Johnson III
4. Other ________________
5. Can’t tell ________________

19.  Score reliability for IQ measure
(If a range is given, code the median value) ____ ___

20. Metric for score reliability 1. Internal consistency
2. Split-half
3. Test-retest
4. Can’t tell
5. None given

21. Source of score reliability estimate 1. Current sample
2. Citation from another study
3. Can’t tell
4. None given

22.  Is the validity of the IQ measure mentioned? 0. No
1. Yes

23.  If yes, was a specifi c validity estimate given? 0. No
1. Yes

24. If yes, what was the estimate? ___ ___ ___

25.  If a validity estimate was given in the report, what was 
the source of the estimate?

1. Current sample
2. Citation from another study
3. Can’t tell
4. Validity not mentioned in report

26.  What was the nature of the validity estimate? 1. Concurrent validity
2. Convergent validity
3. Predictive validity
4. Other
5.  Can’t tell (simply asserted that the measure is valid)
6. n/a, validity was not mentioned in the report

source: Author’s compilation.
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use restricted designs, measures, samples, or treatments 
and what the gaps in coverage are. Careful description of 
the research literature establishes the basis for critique of 
research practices in a fi eld and helps identify character-
istics desirable for future research.

Swaisgood and Shepherdson used this descriptive ap-
proach to examine the methodological quality of studies 
of the effects of environmental enrichment on stereo-
typic behavior among zoo animals (2005). They provided 
breakdowns of the characteristics of the studies with re-
gard to sample sizes, observation times, research designs, 
the specifi city of the independent variables, the selection 
of subject species, and the statistical analyses. This in-
formation was then used to assess the adequacy of the 
available studies and to identify needed improvements in 
methodology and reporting.

It is evident that much can be learned from careful de-
scription of study results and characteristics in research 
synthesis. Indeed, it can be argued that providing a broad 
description and appraisal of the nature and quality of the 
body of research under examination is fundamental to all 
other analyses that the synthesist might wish to conduct. 
Proper interpretation of those analyses depends on a clear 
understanding of the character and limitations of the pri-
mary research on which they are based. It follows that 
conducting and reporting a full descriptive analysis should 
be routine in research synthesis.

8.2.2 Relationships Among Study Descriptors

The various descriptors that characterize the studies in a 
synthesis may also have interesting interrelationships 
among themselves. It is quite unlikely that study charac-
teristics will be randomly and independently distributed 
over the studies in a given research literature. More likely, 
they will fall into patterns in which certain characteristics 
tend to occur together. Many methodological and extrin-
sic features of studies may be of this sort. We might fi nd, 
for example, that published studies are more likely to be 
federally funded and have authors with academic affi lia-
tions. Substantive study characteristics may also cluster in 
interesting ways, such as when certain types of treatments 
are more frequently applied to certain types of subjects. 
Analysis of across-study intercorrelations of descriptors 
that reveals these clusters has not often been explored in 
research synthesis. Nonetheless, such analysis should be 
useful both for data reduction—that is, creation of com-
posite moderator variables—and to more fully describe 
the nature of research practices in the area of inquiry.

Another kind of analysis of relationships among study 
descriptors focuses on key study features to determine if 
they are functions of other, temporally or logically prior 
features. For example, a synthesist might examine whether 
a particular methodological characteristic, perhaps sam-
ple size, is predictable from characteristics of the re-
searcher or the nature of the research setting. Similarly, 
the synthesist could examine the relationship between the 
type of subjects in a study and the treatment applied to 
those subjects.

Analysis of relationships among study descriptors can 
be illustrated using data from Nana Landenberger and 
Mark Lipsey’s meta-analysis of the effects of cognitive-
behavioral therapy for offenders (2005). One important 
methodological characteristic in this research is whether a 
study employed random assignment of subjects to experi-
mental conditions. Table 8.1 shows the across-study cor-
relations that proved interesting between method of sub-
ject assignment and other variables describing the studies.

The relationships in table 8.1 show that studies using 
random assignment were more likely to have authors 
with an academic affi liation, be grant funded, formally 
published, and study a demonstration program rather than 

Table 8.1  Correlation of Selected Study Characteris-
tics with Method of Subject Assignment 
(Nonrandom Versus Random) in a Synthesis 
of Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for 
Offenders

 Across-Studies
 Correlation
Variables (N � 58)

Academic author (no vs. yes) .47*
Grant funded (no vs. yes) .28*
Publication type (unpublished vs.  .26*
 published)
Practice versus demonstration program .36*
Total sample size �.26*
Manualized program (no versus yes) .03
Brand name program (no versus yes) .11
Implementation monitored 
 (no versus yes) .27*
Mean age of sample �.36*
Sample percent male .08
Sample percent minority .20

source: Author’s calculations.
* p � .05
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EFFECT SIZE LEVEL CODING FORM

Code this sheet separately for each eligible effect size.

Identifying Information:

 1. Study (document) identifi er StudyID |___|___|___|

 2. Treatment-Control identifi er TxID |___|___|___|

 3. Outcome (dependent variable) identifi er OutID |___|___|___|

 4. Effect size identifi er ESID |___|___|___|

 5. Coder’s initials ESCoder |___|___|___|

 6. Date coded ESDate |___/___/___|

Effect Size Related Information:

 7. Pre-test, post-test, or follow-up (1 � pre-test; 2 � post-test; 3 � follow-up) ES_Type |___|

 8. Weeks Post-Treatment Measured (code 999 if cannot tell) ES_Time |___|___|___|

 9. Direction of effect (1 � favors treatment; 2 � favors control; 3 � neither) ESDirect |___|

Effect Size Data—All Effect Sizes:

10. Treatment group sample size ES_TxN |___|___|___|___|

11. Control group sample size ES_CgN |___|___|___|___|

Effect Size Data—Continuous Type Measures:

12. Treatment group mean ES_TxM |___|___.___|___|

13. Control Group mean ES_CgM |___|___.___|___|

14. Are the above means adjusted (e.g., ANCOVA adjusted)? (1 � yes, 0 � no) ES_MAdj |___|

15. Treatment group standard deviation ES_TxSD |___|___.___|___|

16. Control group standard deviation ES_CgSD |___|___.___|___|

17. t-value ES_t |___.___|___|___|

Effect Size Data—Dichotomous Measures:

18. Treatment group; number of failures (recidivators) ES_TxNf |___|___|___|___|

19. Control group; number failures (recidivators) ES_CgNf |___|___|___|___|

20. Treatment group; proportion failures ES_TxPf |___.___|___|

21. Control group; proportion failures ES_CgPf |___.___|___|

22. Are the above proportions adjusted for pretest variables? (1 � yes; 0 � no) ES_PAdj |___|

23. Logged odds-ratio ES_LgOdd |___.___|___|___|

24. Standard error of logged odds-ratio ES_SELgO |___.___|___|___|

25. Logged odds-ratio adjusted for covariates? (1 � yes; 0 � no) ES_OAdj |___|

Figure 9.1 Sample Effect-Size Level Coding Form

source: Author’s compilation.
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part of the pilot testing, synthesists do need to recode 
any items that were refi ned or added as a result of the 
pilot test.

9.4.3 Structure of the Data

A complexity of meta-analytic data is that it is by defi ni-
tion nested or hierarchical. The coding protocol must 
allow for this complexity. Two general approaches to 
handling the nested nature of the data can be adapted to 
any situation: a fl at-fi le approach and a hierarchical or 
relational fi le approach. In the fl at-fi le approach, the syn-
thesists specify or know beforehand the nature and extent 
of the nesting and repeat the effect size variables the nec-
essary number of times. For example, they will have a set 
of variables for the fi rst effect size of interest, say con-
struct 1, and another set of variables for the second effect 
size of interest, say construct 2. This works well for a 
limited and highly structured nesting. In my experience, 
however, the number of effect sizes of interest per study 
is typically not known before hand. A hierarchical or re-
lational data structure creates separate data tables for 
each level of the hierarchy. In its simplest form, this 
would involve a study level data table with one row per 
study and a related effect size level data table with one 
row per effect size. A study identifi er links the two data 
tables. I illustrate each approach.

9.4.3.1 Flat File Approach The fl at fi le approach 
creates a single data table with one row per study and as 
many columns as variables or coded items. It is suitable 

for situations in which the synthesists know the maximum 
number of effect sizes per study that will be coded and 
can place each effect size in a distinct category. For ex-
ample, suppose synthesist are interested in meta-analyzing 
a collection of studies examining a new teaching method. 
The outcomes of interest are math and verbal achieve-
ment as measured by a well-known standardized achieve-
ment test. They might develop a coding protocol with one 
set of effect size items that addresses the math achieve-
ment outcome and another set that addresses the verbal 
achievement outcome. The advantage of this approach is 
that all the data are contained within one fi le. Also, with 
one row per study, by design, only one effect size per 
study can be included in any single analysis. The disad-
vantage is that the fl at fi le approach becomes cumber-
some as the number of effect sizes per study increases: 
wide data tables are diffi cult to work with. Also, any sta-
tistical manipulation of effect sizes, such as the applica-
tion of the small sample size bias correction to standard-
ized mean difference effect sizes needs to be performed 
separately for each additional effect size, because each 
effect size within a study is contained in a different col-
umn or variable within the dataset.

9.4.3.2 Hierarchical or Relational File Approach
The hierarchical or relational fi le approach creates sepa-
rate data tables for each conceptually distinct level of 
data. Data that can be coded only a single time for a given 
study, such as the characteristics of the research methods, 
sampling procedures, study context, and experimental 
manipulation, are entered into a single study-level data 

Effect Size Data—Hand Calculated:

26. Hand calculated d-type effect size ES_Hand1 |___.___|___|___|

27. Hand calculated standard error of the d-type effect size ES_Hand2 |___.___|___|___|

Effect Size Data Location

28. Page number where effect size data found ES_Pg |___|___|___|___|

Effect Size Confi dence

29. Confi dence in effect size value ES_Conf |___|
1. Highly Estimated—have N and crude p value only, e.g., p � .10, or other limited information
2. Some Estimation—have complex but complete statistics; some uncertainty about precision of effect size 

or accuracy of information
3. No Estimation—have conventional statistical information and am confi dent in accuracy of information

Figure 9.1 (Continued)
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table. Data that change with each effect size are entered 
into a separate data table with one row per effect size. 
This data structure can accommodate any number of ef-
fect sizes per study.

In my experience, additional data tables are often use-
ful: a study level, a dependent variable (measurement) 
level, and an effect-size level. In many research domains, 
a single dependent variable may be measured at multiple 
time points, such as at baseline, posttest, and follow-up. 
Rather than code the features of the dependent variable 
multiple times for each effect size, one can separate the 
dependent variable coding items into separate data tables 
and link that information to the effect-size data table with 
a study identifi er and a dependent variable identifi er. This 

simplifi es coding and eases data cleanup. In a more com-
plex meta-analysis, a separate sample level data table is 
often required. This allows for the coding of subgroup 
effects, such as males and females.

This approach is shown in fi gure 9.2 for a meta-analy-
sis of wilderness challenge programs for juvenile delin-
quents (Lipsey and Wilson 2001). These studies may 
each include any number of dependent measures and 
each may be measured at multiple time points. The cod-
ing protocol was divided into three sets of items: those 
that are at the study level, that is, they do not change for 
different outcomes; those that describe each dependent 
variable used in the study; and those that encode each 
effect size. The effect size data table includes a study 

Figure 9.2 Hierarchical Data Structure

source: Author’s compilation.
note: Three data tables, one for study level data, one for dependent variable level data, and one for 
effect size level data. The boxes and arrows show the related data for study 001. The variables are: 
STUDY_ID � study identifi er; PUBYEAR � publication year; MEANAGE � mean age of sample; 
TX_TYPE � treatment type; DV_ID � dependent variable identifi er; CONSTRUCT � construct mea-
sured by the dependent variable; SOURCE � source of measure; ES_ID � effect size identifi er; 
FU_MONTHS � months post-intervention; TX_N � treatment sample size; CG_N � control group 
sample size; ES � effect size.

STUDY_ID PUBYEAR MEANAGE TX_TYPE
001 1992 15.5 2
002 1988 15.4 1
003 2001 14.5 1

STUDY_ID DV_ID CONSTRUCT SCALE
001 01 2 2
001 02 6 1
002 01 2 2
003 01 2 2
003 02 3 1
003 03 6 1

STUDY_ID ES_ID DV_ID FU_MONTHS TX_N CG_N ES

001 02 01 6  42 40 –.11
001 02 01 0 44 44 –.39

001 03 02 0 44 44 .10
001 04 02 6 42 39 .09
002 01 01 0 30 30 .34
002 02 01 12 30 26 .40
003 01 01 6 52 52 .12
003 02 02 6 51 50 .21
003 03 03 6 52 49 .33
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identifi er (STUDY_ID) and a dependent variable identi-
fi er (DV_ID) that link each effect size row with the ap-
propriate data in both the study level and dependent vari-
able level data tables. This approach also works well for 
meta-analyses of correlational studies. However, rather 
than each effect size being associated with a single de-
pendent variable, it will be associated with two. In this 
way, you can effi ciently code all correlations in a correla-
tion matrix by fi rst coding the characteristics of each 
measured variable and then simply indicate which pair of 
variables is associated with each correlation.

The hierarchical approach has the advantage of fl exi-
bility, simplifi ed coding, and easier data cleanup. The dis-
advantage is the need to manipulate the data tables prior 
to analysis. The steps involved are merging the individual 
data tables into a single fl at fi le, selecting a subset of ef-
fect sizes for analysis, and confi rming that the selection 
algorithm yields or results in a single effect size per study. 
Because the effect size is in a single variable (one column 
of the data table), it is far easier to create a composite ef-
fect size within each study to maintain the one effect size 
per study restriction. For example, you may wish to per-
form an analysis based on any achievement effect size 
within a study, averaging multiple achievement effect 
sizes if they exist. This can easily be accomplished with a 
hierarchical data structure.

9.4.4 Coding Forms and Coding Manual

It is often advantageous to develop both a coding manual 
and coding forms. The former is a detailed documenta-
tion of how to code each item and includes notes about 
decision rules developed as the synthesis team codes 
studies. A coding form, however, is designed for effi -
ciently recording coded data. Figure 9.3 provides an ex-
ample of the contents of a code manual for two items and 
the corresponding items on the coding form. Note that the 
coding form is decidedly light on information, providing 
just enough information for trained coders to know where 
to record relevant study data.

There are several advantages to this approach. First, 
the synthesists can annotate the coding manual as the 
team codes studies and that information does not become 
trapped in the coding form of a single study. Second, cod-
ing is more effi cient, because coders only need to consult 
the manual for cases where they are uncertain as to the 
correct way to code an item for a given study. Finally, 
coders can condense the coding forms in a matrix layout, 
as shown in fi gure 9.4, for effi cient coding of dependent 
measures and effect size data, or any other data items that 
may need to be coded multiple times for a single study. 
Note that in fi gure 9.4, four effect sizes from a single 
study can be coded on a single page, simplifying the 

Sample Coding Items from Coding Form

____ ____ . ____ ____  4. Mean age of sample [MEANAGE]

____ 19. Occur in a wilderness setting?
 (1 � yes; 0 � no) [WILDNESS]

Sample Coding Items from Coding Manual

4. Mean age of sample. Specify the approximate or exact mean age at the beginning of 
the intervention. Code the best information available; estimate mean age from grade 
levels if necessary. If mean age cannot be determined, enter 99.99.

19. Did the program occur in a wilderness setting? Code as yes if the activities took 
place outdoors, even if the participants were camping in cabins or other buildings. 
Code as no if the activities that took place indoors or used man-made contraptions. 
(1 = yes; 0 = no)

Figure 9.3 Sample Coding Items

source: Author’s compilation.
note: Variable names are shown in brackets. (Extracted from example used in Lipsey and Wilson, 2001, 
of a meta-analysis of challenge programs for juvenile delinquents.)
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transfer of data from tables in reports onto the coding 
form.

9.5 CODING MECHANICS

At a mechanical level, studies can be coded on paper cod-
ing forms or directly into the computer. This discussion 
so far has presumed that paper coding forms are used. I 
recommend that even if synthesists do develop a data-
base complete with data entry forms, they start with paper 
coding forms as the template. Paper coding forms are 
also easier to share with others who request a copy of 
your coding protocol.

9.5.1 Paper Forms

Paper coding forms, such as the ones shown in fi gures 9.1 
and 9.4, have the advantage of being simple to create and 
to use. There is also no need to worry about computer 
backups or database corruption. If the research synthesis 
involves a small number of studies, such as twenty or 
fewer, paper coding forms are likely to be a good choice. 
However, with paper coding forms, coders must enter the 
data into a computer and manage all the completed paper 

coding forms. Comparing double-coding for a large syn-
thesis is also more tedious when using paper forms.

When creating paper coding forms, synthesists should 
always include the variable names that will be used in the 
statistical software program on the forms. Memory fades 
quickly and it can be a tedious task reconstructing which 
variables in a data fi le corresponded to specifi c items in a 
coding protocol. I also recommend that synthesists place 
the fi elds for recording the data either down the left or 
right margin of the coding forms. This has two advan-
tages. First, it allows easy visual inspect of the forms to 
ensure that each item has been completed. Second, data 
entry proceeds more smoothly as all data are in a column 
in either the left or right margin, rather than scattered 
around the page.

9.5.2 Coding Directly into a Database

Databases provide an alternative to paper coding forms 
and allow direct coding of studies into a computer, elimi-
nating the need to transfer data from paper forms to com-
puter fi les. Most any modern database program can be 
used, such as FileMaker Pro and Microsoft Access. 
There are several advantages to using a database for study 

Figure 9.4 Matrix Layout

source: Author’s compilation.
note: Layout for a subset of items from an effect-size coding form allowing up to four effect sizes per 
form.

Effect Size Data:

1. Study ID |___|___|___|

2. Outcome ID |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___|

3. ES ID |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___|

. . .

30. Treatment N |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___|

31. Control N |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___| |___|___|___|

32. Treatment mean |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___|

33. Control mean |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___|

34. Adjusted? |___| |___| |___| |___|

35. Treatment SD |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___|

36. Control SD |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___|

37. t-value |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___| |___|___.___|___|
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coding. First, synthesists can specify allowable values for 
any given fi eld (coded item), helping to enhance data ac-
curacy. Second, databases save data as coders work, help-
ing reduce the likelihood of data loss. Third, the data in 
most databases can easily be exported to any number of 
statistical software programs. Fourth, the synthesist can 
create data entry forms that look similar to paper coding 
forms, providing all of the same information about how 
to code an item that might have on a paper coding form. 
A simple example of a coding form in a database pro-
gram is shown in fi gure 9.5. Fifth, with a bit more effort, 
synthesists can have the database compute effect sizes, at 
least for the more common statistical confi gurations. Last, 
data queries can be constructed to assess data consistency, 
aiding in the process of data cleanup. The disadvantages 

of using a database are the time, effort, and technical 
skills needed to create the database and design the data 
entry forms. For any reasonably large meta-analysis, 
however, the result is generally well worth the effort.

9.6 DISADVANTAGES OF A SPREADSHEET

Spreadsheets, such as MS Excel or OpenOffi ce.org Calc, 
are extremely useful programs. They are not, however, 
well suited for systematically coding meta-analytic data. 
The spreadsheet framework is rows and columns with 
columns representing different variables and rows repre-
senting different studies or effect sizes. This is similar to 
the typical fl at-fi le data table familiar to anyone accus-
tomed to data analysis, and as such seems a natural fi t 

Figure 9.5 Database Coding Form

source: Author’s compilation.
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context of research synthesis. The following section 
covers the selection, interpretation, and reporting of IRR 
indices.

Agreement Rate. Percentage agreement, alternately 
called agreement rate (AR), has been the most widely 
used index of IRR in research synthesis. The formula for 
AR is as follows:

 AR �   
number of observations agreed upon 

   ______________________________   
total number of observations

   (10.1)

Table 10.1 presents a hypothetical data set that might 
have been created had two coders independently rated 
twenty-fi ve studies on a three-point study characteristic 
(for example, the 1980 Smith, Glass, and Miller internal 
validity scale). On this particular characteristic, a rating of 
1 � low, 2 � medium, and 3 � high. As shown, the coders 
agreed in fi fteen cases out of twenty fi ve, so AR � .60.

AR is computationally simple and intuitively interpre-
table, being basically a batting average. Yet numerous 
writers on observational measurement have discussed the 
pitfalls of using it (Cohen 1960; Hartmann 1977; Light 
1971; Scott 1955). When variables are categorical (the 
usual application), the main problem is chance agree-
ment, particularly when response marginals are extreme. 
For example, the expected agreement between two raters 
on a yes-no item in which each rater’s marginal response 
rate is 10–90 percent would be 82 percent by chance 
alone (Hartmann 1977). In other words, these raters could 
post a respectable (by most standards) interrater reliabil-
ity simply by guessing without ever having observed an 
actual case. Extreme marginal response rates are com-
monplace in many contexts (for example, psychiatric di-
agnosis of low-prevalence disorders), including research 
synthesis (see, for example, historical effects in Kulik, 
Kulik, and Cohen 1979; design validity in Smith 1980). 
Additional problems arise when marginal response rates 
differ across raters (Cohen 1960).

When applied to ordinal (as opposed to nominal) cate-
gorical variables, AR has an additional drawback: the in-
ability to discriminate between degrees of disagreement. 
In Smith, Glass, and Miller’s three-point IQ scale, for ex-
ample, a low-high interrater pattern indicates greater dis-
agreement than does a low-average or average-high pat-
tern, yet a simple AR registers identical disagreement for 
all three patterns (1980). The situation is taken to the ex-
treme with quantitative variables.

Cohen’s Kappa and Weighted Kappa. Various statis-
tics have been proposed for categorical data to improve 
on AR, particularly with regard to removing chance agree-
ment (see Light 1971). Of these, Cohen’s kappa (�) has 
frequently received high marks (Cohen 1960; Fleiss, 
Cohen, and Everitt 1969; Hartmann 1977; Light 1971; 
Shrout, Spitzer, and Fleiss 1987). The parameter � is de-
fi ned as the proportion of the best possible improvement 
over chance that is actually obtained by the raters (Shrout, 
Spitzer, and Fleiss 1987). The formula for the estimate K 
of kappa computed from a sample is as follows:

 K �    
Po � Pe ______ 1 � Pe

   , (10.2)

where Po and Pe are the observed and expected agreement 
rates, respectively. The observed agreement rate is the 
proportion of the total count for which there is perfect 
agreement between raters (that is, the sum of the diago-
nals in the contingency table divided by the total count). 
The expected agreement rate is the sum of the expected 

Table 10.1 Illustrative Data: Ratings of Studies

 Coder

Study 1 2

 1 3 2
 2 3 1
 3 2 2
 4 3 2
 5 1 1
 6 3 1
 7 2 2
 8 1 1
 9 2 2
10 2 1
11 2 2
12 3 3
13 3 1
14 2 1
15 1 1
16 1 1
17 3 3
18 2 2
19 2 2
20 3 1
21 2 1
22 1 1
23 3 2
24 3 3
25 2 2

source: Authors’ compilation.
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agreement cell probabilities, which are computed exactly 
as in a chi-square test of association. That is,

 Pe �   1 __ 
 n 2 

   ∑ 
i�1

   
C

  ni•n•i  , (10.3)

where n is the number of observations, C is the number of 
response categories, and ni• and n•i are the observed row 
and column marginals for response i for raters 1 and 2, 
respectively.

The formula for the estimate of weighted kappa (Kw) is 
as follows:

 Kw � 1 �   �wi Poi _______ �wi Pei

   , (10.4)

where wi is the disagreement level assigned to cell i, and poi 
and pei are the observed and expected proportions, respec-
tively, in cell i. If regular (unweighted) K is re-expressed 
as 1 � Do /De, where Do and De are observed and expected 
proportion disagreement, it can be seen that K is a special 
case of Kw, in which all disagreement weights equal 1.

Table 10.2 shows the cell counts and marginals from 
the illustrative data from table 10.1. Plugging in the val-
ues, Pe � [(12)(5) � (10)(10) � (3)(10)] / (25)2 � .304. The 
proportion of observed agreement, Po , is (5 � 7 � 3) / 
25 � .6. K � (.6 � .304) / (1 � .304) � .43. Thus, chance-
corrected agreement in this example is slightly less than 
half of what it could have been. To compute Kw, the 
weights (wi ) must be assigned fi rst. Agreement cells are 
assigned weights of 0. With a three-point scale such as 
this one, some logical weights would be 2 for the low-
high interrater pattern and 1 for the low-medium and me-
dium-high patterns, although other weights are possible 
of course. Summing across the wi poi products for each cell 
i yields � wi poi � .56. Similarly, summing across the wi pei 
products � wi pei � .912. Then, Kw � 1 � .56 / .912 � .39. 
In this case, a relatively modest percentage of disagree-

ments (four of ten) were by two scale points, as one would 
hope to be the case with a three-point scale. Consequently, 
Kw is only slightly lower than K. With more scale points, 
the difference will generally be larger.

As is evident from the formula for K, chance agree-
ment is directly removed from both numerator and de-
nominator. Kappa has other desirable properties:

It is a true reliability statistic, which in large samples is 
equivalent to the intraclass correlation coeffi cient 
(discussed later in this section; see also Fleiss and 
Cohen 1973).

Because Pe, is computed from observed marginals, no 
assumption of identical marginals across raters (re-
quired with certain earlier statistics) is needed.

It can be generalized to multiple (that is, more than 
two) raters (Fleiss 1971; Light 1971).

It can be weighted to refl ect varying degrees of dis-
agreement (Cohen 1968), for example, for the Smith, 
Glass, and Miller IQ variable mentioned earlier.

Large-sample standard errors have been derived for 
both K and Kw (Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt 1969), 
thus permitting the use of signifi cance tests and con-
fi dence intervals.

It takes on negative values when agreement is less than 
chance (range is �1 to 1), thus indicating the pres-
ence of systematic disagreement as well as agree-
ment.

It can be adapted to stratifi ed reliability designs (Shrout, 
Spitzer, and Fleiss 1987).

Thus, K is not a single index, but rather a family of in-
dices that can be adapted to various circumstances.

One issue that the analyst must keep in mind is that 
indices such as K may not be well estimated with the 
sample sizes available for some meta-analyses. Asymp-
totic standard errors for K and weighted K are available 
(Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt 1969); these may be relatively 
large unless the number of studies coded is high. It is im-
possible to provide a simple rule of thumb for a minimum 
sample size because the standard errors depend partly on 
the cell proportions. However, it is noteworthy that for 
the data from table 10.1 (which produced an estimate of 
K � .43), the standard error is 0.12, leading to a 95 per-
cent confi dence interval from .18 to .67. For the example 
provided in the original paper on asymptotic standard 
 errors (Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt 1969), a sample size of 

Table 10.2 Illustrative Data: Cell Counts and Marginals

 Coder 1

 Value 1 2 3 Sum

 1 5 3 4 12
Coder 2 2 0 7 3 10
 3 0 0 3 3

 Sum 5 10 10 25

source: Authors’ compilations.
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On average, rI (design 1) will give smaller values than 
rI (design 2) or rI (design 3) for the same set of data 
(Shrout and Fleiss 1979).

When its assumptions are met, the rI family has been 
mathematically shown to provide appropriate estimates of 
classical reliability for the IRR case (Lord and Novick 
1968). Its fl exibility and linkage into G theory also argue 
in its favor.13 Perhaps most important, its different variants 
reinforce the idea that a good IRR assessment requires the 
synthesist to think through the appropriate IRR design, 
not just calculate reliability statistics. However, because 
the rI is ANOVA-based, it fails to produce coeffi cients that 
refl ect the consistency of ratings when assumptions of 
normality are grossly violated (Selvage 1976). Further-
more, like K, it requires substantial between-items vari-
ance to show a signifi cant indication of agreement. As 
with K, some writers consider r I less useful as an index of 
IRR when the distributions are concentrated in a small 
range (for example, Jones et al. 1983). The arguments and 
counterarguments on this issue are essentially as described 
for K.

10.4.1.5 Selecting, Interpreting, and Reporting In-
terrater Reliability Indices With the exception of AR, 
the indices presented in section 10.4.1.4 have appealing 
psychometric properties as reliability measures and, when 
properly applied, can be recommended for use in evaluat-
ing coding decisions. The AR was included because of 
its simplicity and widespread use by research synthesis 
practitioners, but, for the reasons discussed earlier, it can-
not be recommended as highly. These fi ve indices by no 
means exhaust all those proposed in the literature for as-
sessing IRR. Most of these, such as Finn’s r (Whitehurst 
1984), Yule’s Y (Spitznagel and Helzer 1985), Maxwell’s 
RE (Janes 1979), and Scott’s � (Zwick 1988), were pro-
posed to improve on perceived shortcomings of the indi-
ces presented here, in particular the rI, and K family. 

Interested readers can explore that literature and draw 
their own conclusions. They should keep in mind, how-
ever, that the prevailing view among statisticians is that, 
to date, alternatives to rI and K are not improvements, but 
in fact propose misleading solutions to misunderstood 
problems (see, for example, Cicchetti 1985 on Whitehu-
rst 1984; Shrout, Spitzer, and Fleiss 1987 on Spitznagel 
and Helzer 1985). The synthesist who sticks to the ap-
propriate form of K for categorical variables, and the ap-
propriate model of rI, for continuous variables, will be on 
solid ground. Either AR or r can be used to supplement K 
and rI for the purpose of computing multiple indices for 
sensitivity analysis (see section 10.4.3.3). The synthesist 
who chooses to rely on one of the less common alterna-
tives (such as delta) would be wise to fi rst become inti-
mately familiar with its strengths and weaknesses and 
should probably anticipate defending the choice. The de-
fense is likely to be viewed more favorably if the alterna-
tive approach is used to supplement one of the more usual 
indexes.

Once an index is selected and computed, the obvious 
question is how large it should be. The answer is less ob-
vious. For r, .80 is considered adequate by many psycho-
metricians (for example, Nunnally 1978), and at that level 
correlations between variables are attenuated very little 
by measurement error. Rules of thumb have also been 
suggested and used for K and rI (Fleiss 1981; Cicchetti 
and Sparrow 1981).

These benchmarks, however, were suggested for eval-
uating IRR of psychiatric diagnoses, and their appropri-
ateness for synthesis coding decisions is not clear. Indeed, 
general caution is usually appropriate about statistical 
rules of thumb that are not tied to a specifi c context; 
for that reason, we believe it inappropriate to provide 
them here (for a similar take on the inappropriateness of 
 context-independent rules of thumb, see chapter 7, this 
volume).

The issue of how large is large enough is further com-
plicated by distributional variation. The running example 
showed how the different indices varied for a particular 
data set, but not how they vary over different conditions. 
Allan Jones and his colleagues systematically compared 
the results obtained when these indices are applied to a 
common set of ratings under various distributional as-
sumptions (1983). Four raters rated job descriptions using 
a questionnaire designed and widely used (and validated) 
for that purpose. The majority of ratings were on six-
point Likert-type scales with specifi c anchors for each 
point; a minority were dichotomous. The K, Kw, AR, r (in 

Table 10.3 Analysis of Variance for Illustrative Ratings

 Degrees of Mean
Source of Variance Freedom Squares

Between-studies (BMS) 24 .78

Within-study (EMS) 25 .44
 Between-coders (CMS)  1 3.92
 Residual (EMS) 24 .30

source: Authors’ compilation.
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the form of average pairwise correlations), and rI were 
computed on each item. Aggregated across items, K and 
Kw yielded the lowest estimates of IRR, producing me-
dian values of .19 and .22, respectively. The AR yielded 
the highest, with a median value of .63; r and rI occupied 
an intermediate position, with median values of .51 and 
.39, respectively. For the reasons noted earlier, an overall 
aggregate agreement index is not particularly meaningful 
for evaluating coding decisions, but is still useful for il-
lustrating the wide variation among indices.

To examine the effect of the distributions of individual 
items on the variation across indices, sample items repre-
senting three conditions were analyzed: high variation 
across ratings and high agreement across raters, high vari-
ation across ratings and low agreement across raters, and 
low variation across ratings and high agreement across 
raters. As shown in table 10.4, the effects can be substan-
tial, in particular under the third condition, where AR reg-
istered 77 percent agreement, but the other indices sug-
gested no agreement beyond chance. With moderate to 
high variance, it makes far less difference which index is 
used. Therefore, Jones and his colleagues argued, a proper 
interpretation of the different indices—including whether 
they are large enough—requires an understanding of the 
actual distributions of the data (1983).

It should be evident by now that the indices are not 
directly comparable, even though all but AR have the 
same range of possible values. It is therefore essential 
that synthesists report not only their IRR values, but the 
indices used to compute them. To give the reader the full 
picture, it would also be wise to include information about 
the raters’ base rates, as William Grove and his colleagues 

suggested, particularly when they are very low or very 
high (1981).

10.4.1.6 Assessing Coder Drift Whatever index of 
IRR is chosen, the synthesist cannot assume that IRR will 
remain stable throughout the coding period, particularly 
when the number of studies to code is large. As Gregg 
Jackson noted, coder instability arises because many hours 
are required, often over a period of months, to code a set 
of studies (1980). When the coding is lengthy, IRR may 
change over time, and a single assessment may not be 
adequate.

Orwin and Cordray assessed coder drift in their reanal-
ysis of the 1980 Smith, Glass, and Miller psychotherapy 
synthesis (1985). Before coding, the twenty-fi ve reports 
in the main sample were randomly ordered, with coders 
instructed to adhere to the resulting sequence. It was as-
sumed, given the random ordering, that any trend in IRRs 
over reports would be attributable to changes in coders 
over time (for example, practice or boredom).14 Equating 
for order permits this trend to be detected and, if desired, 
removed.

Following the completion of coding, a per case agree-
ment rate was computed, consisting of the number of 
variables agreed on divided by the number of variables 
coded.15 In itself, per case agreement rate is not particu-
larly meaningful because it weights observations on all 
variables equally and is sensitive to the particular subset 
of variables (considered here as sampled from a larger 
domain) constituting the coding form. Change in this in-
dicator over time is meaningful, however, because it 
speaks to the stability of agreement. Per case agreement 
rate was plotted against case sequence, and little if any 

Table 10.4 Estimates of Interrater Agreement for Different Types of Data Distributions

Distributional Conditions Kappa
Weighted 

Kappa
Agreement 

Rate
Average 

Correlation
Intraclass 

Correlation

Variations in ratings across 
jobs and high agreement 
among raters

.43 .45 .88  .79  .74

Variations in ratings across 
jobs and low agreement 
among raters

.01 .04 .16  .13  .05

Little variation in ratings 
across jobs and high 
agreement among raters

.04 .04 .77  �.01  �.03

source: Jones et al. 1983.
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analysis was run within each treatment class and subclass, 
but with a different orientation. Rather than specifying 
the treatment in the model and crosscutting by nontreat-
ment characteristics, as with class size, the nontreatment 
characteristics (diagnosis, method of client solicitation, 
and so on) were included in the model. Orwin and Cor-
dray recoded twenty variables and found that across 
items, high confi dence proportions ranged from 1.00 for 
comparison type and location down to .09 for therapist 
experience (1985; for selection criteria, see Orwin 1983b). 
Across studies, the proportion of variables coded with 
certainty or near certainty ranged from 52 to 83 percent. 
At the opposite pole, the proportion of guesses ranged 
from 25 to 0 percent.

The effect of confi dence on reliabilities was dramatic; 
for example, the mean AR for high-confi dence observa-
tions more than doubled that for low-confi dence observa-
tions (.92 vs. .44). As to the effect of confi dence on rela-
tionships between variables, 82 percent of the correlations 
increased in absolute value when observations rated with 
low and medium confi dence were removed. Moreover, all 
correlations with effect size increased. The special im-
portance of these should be self-evident; the relationships 
between study characteristics and effect size were a major 
focus of the original study (and are in research synthesis 
generally). The absolute values of correlations increased 
by an average of .15 (.21 � .36), or in relative terms, 71 
percent.

Questions posed by these fi ndings include how credible 
the lack of observed relationship between therapist expe-
rience and effect size can be when therapist experience is 
extracted from only one out of ten reports with confi dence. 
Even for variables averaging considerably higher confi -
dence ratings, the depression of IRRs and consequent at-
tenuation of observed relationships between variables is 
evident. There are plausible alternative explanations for 

individual variables. For example, the outcome measures 
that are easiest to classify could also be the most reliable. 
In such circumstance, the outcome type-effect size rela-
tionship should be stronger for high confi dence observa-
tions simply because the less reliable outcome types have 
been weeded out. An explanation like this can be plausible 
for individual variables, but cannot account for the gener-
ally consistent and nontrivial strengthening of observed 
relationships throughout the system. Each study in the 
sample has its own pattern of well-reported and poorly 
reported variables; there was not a particular subset of 
studies, presumably different from the rest, that chroni-
cally fell out when high confi dence observations were iso-
lated. Consequently, any alternative explanation must be 
individually tailored to a particular relationship. Postulat-
ing a separate ad hoc explanation for each relationship 
would be unparsimonious to say the least.

10.4.2.2 Empirical Distinctness from Reliability It 
was argued previously that confi dence judgments provide 
a more direct method of evaluating coding decisions than 
does IRR. It is therefore useful to ask whether this con-
ceptual distinctness is supported by an empirical distinct-
ness. If the information provided by confi dence judgments 
simply duplicated that provided by reliabilities, the case 
for adopting both strategies in the same synthesis would 
be weakened.

Table 10.6 presents agreement rates by level of confi -
dence for the complete set of variables (K � 25) to which 
confi dence judgments were applied. The table indicates 
that interrater agreement is neither guaranteed by high 
confi dence nor precluded by low confi dence. Yet it also 
shows that confi dence and agreement are associated. 
Whereas table 10.6 shows the nonduplicativeness of con-
fi dence and agreement on a per variable basis, table 10.7 
shows this nonduplicativeness across variables. To enable 
this, variables were fi rst rank ordered by the proportion of 

Table 10.5  Comparison of R 2 for Original Glass and Smith (1979) Class Size 
Regression ( R 1    2 ) and Original with Accuracy Added ( R 2    2 )

  R 1  
 2   R 2  

 2   R 2  
 2  �  R 1  

 2 

Total sample (n � 699) .1799 .1845 .0046, F(1,694) � 3.94*
Well-controlled studies (n � 110) .3797 .4273 .0476, F(1,105) � 8.73*
Poorly controlled studies (n � 338) .0363 .0369 .0006, F(1,333) � 0.65

source: Cordray and Orwin 1981.
* p � .05
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observations in which confi dence was judged as high. As 
is clear in the table, the correlation between the two sets 
of rankings fell far short of perfect, regardless of the reli-
ability estimate selected. In sum, the conceptual distinct-
ness between reliability and confi dence is supported by 
an empirical distinctness.

10.4.2.3 Methods for Assessing Coder Confi dence
There is no set method for assessing confi dence. Orwin 
and Cordray used a single confi dence item for each vari-
able (1985). This is not to imply that confi dence is unidi-
mensional; no doubt it is a complex composite of numer-
ous factors. These factors can interact in various ways 
to affect the coder’s ultimate confi dence judgment, but 
Orwin and Cordray did not attempt to spell out rules for 
handling the many contingencies that arise. Confi dence 
judgments refl ected the overall pattern of information as 
deemed appropriate by the coder.

Alternative schemes are of course possible. One might 
use two confi dence judgments per data point—one rating 
confi dence in the accuracy or completeness of the infor-
mation as reported and the other rating confi dence in the 
coding interpretation applied to that information. The use 
of two or more such ratings explicitly recognizes multiple 
sources of error in the coding process (as described in sec-
tion 10.2) and makes some attempt to isolate them. More 
involved schemes, such as Janda’s scheme might also 
be attempted, particularly if information is being sought 
from multiple sources (1970). As noted earlier, Janda con-
structed an adequacy-confi dence scale to evaluate data 
quality. The scale was designed to refl ect four factors con-
sidered important in determining the researchers’ belief in 
the accuracy of the coded variable values: the number of 
sources providing relevant information for the coding de-
cision, the proportion of agreement to disagreement in the 

Table 10.6 Agreement Rate by Level of Confi dence

 Low Medium High

Experimenter affi liation 1.00 (14) 1.00 (37) .95 (75)
Blinding .83 (6) .91 (66) .93 (44)
Diagnosis — 1.00 (12) .99 (114)
Client IQ 1.00 (11) .18 (74) 1.00 (41)
Client age 1.00 (1) .68 (50) .83 (75)
Client source — 1.00 (10) .89 (116)
Client assessment — .53 (17) .98 (103)
Therapist assessment .00 (15) .67 (18) .75 (93)
Internal validity — .52 (27) .88 (93)
Treatment mortality .00 (4) 1.00 (1) .94 (121)
Comparison mortality .00 (4) 1.00 (1) .93 (121)
Comparison type — — 1.00 (126)
Control group type — .00 (9) .69 (114)
Experimenter allegiance .10 (10) .64 (36) 1.00 (80)
Modality — .33 (4) 1.00 (122)
Location — — 1.00 (126)
Therapist experience .55 (55) .56 (57) 1.00 (11)
Outcome type .00 (1) .00 (11) .92 (114)
Follow-up .00 (2) .92 (47) .83 (75)
Reactivity .83 (6) .28 (65) .94 (47)
Client participation 1.00 (1) .67 (3) 1.00 (122)
Setting type — .40 (15) .99 (111)
Treatment integrity .60 (10) .83 (60) 1.00 (56)
Comparison group contamination .30 (37) .32 (50) 1.00 (39)
Outcome Rxx .13 (150) .56 (70) .92 (38)

source: Orwin 1983b.
note: Selected Variables from the Smith, Glass, and Miller (1980) Psychotherapy Meta-Analysis (n � 126) 
(sample sizes in parenthesis)
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information reported by different sources, the degree of 
discrepancy among sources when disagreement exists, 
and the credibility attached to the various sources of in-
formation. An adequacy-confi dence value was then as-
signed to each recorded variable value.

Along with the question of what specifi c indicators of 
confi dence to use is the question of how to scale them. 
Orwin and Cordray pilot tested a fi ve-point scale (1 � 
low, . . . , 5 � high) for each confi dence rating, fashioned 
after the Smith, Glass, and Miller confi dence of treat-
ment classifi cation variable (1985). Analysis of the pilot 
results revealed that fi ve levels of confi dence were not 
being discriminated. Specifi cally, the choices of 2 versus 
3 and 3 versus 4 seemed to be made arbitrarily. The fi ve 
categories were then collapsed into three for the main 
study. In addition, each category was labeled with a ver-
bal descriptor to concretize it and minimize coder drift: 
3 � certain or almost certain, 2 � more likely than not, 
1 � guess (see Kazdin 1977). Discrepancies were re-
solved through discussion. The three-point confi dence 
scale was simple yet adequate for its intended purpose—
to establish a mechanism for discerning high-quality 
from lesser-quality information in the conduct of subse-
quent analyses.

10.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis

10.4.3.1 Rationale Sensitivity analysis can assess ro-
bustness and bound uncertainty. It has been a part of re-
search synthesis at least since the original Smith and 
Glass psychotherapy study (1977). Glass’s position of in-
cluding methodologically fl awed studies was attacked by 
his critics as implicitly advocating the abandonment of 
critical judgment (for example, Eyesenck 1978). He re-
butted these and related charges on multiple grounds, but 
the most enduring was the argument that meta-analysis 
does not ignore methodological quality, but rather pres-
ents a way of determining empirically whether particular 
methodological threats systematically infl uence outcomes. 
Glass’s indicators of quality (for example, the three-point 
internal validity scale) were crude then and appear even 
cruder in retrospect, and may not have been at all suc-
cessful in what they were attempting to do.16 The princi-
ple, however—that of empirically assessing covariance 
of quality and research fi ndings rather than assuming it a 
priori—was perfectly sensible and consistent with norms 
of scientifi c inquiry. In essence, the question was whether 
research fi ndings were sensitive to variations in method-
ological quality. If not, lesser-quality studies can be ana-
lyzed along with high-quality studies, with consequent 
increase in power, generalizability, and so on. The worst-
case scenario—that lesser-quality studies produce sys-
tematically different results and cannot be used—is no 
worse than had the synthesist followed the advice of the 
critics and excluded those studies a priori.

The solutions of Rosenthal and Orwin to the so-called 
fi le-drawer problem (that is, publication bias), as well 
as more recent approaches are in essence types of sensi-
tivity analysis as well (Rosenthal 1978; Orwin 1983a; 
see chapter 23, this volume; Rothstein, Sutton, and Bo-
renstein 2005). They test the data’s sensitivity to the 
violation of the assumption that the obtained sample of 
studies is an unbiased sample of the target population. 
While some level of sensitivity analysis has always been 
part of research synthesis, much more could have been 
done. In their synthesis of eighty-six meta-analyses of 
randomized clinical trials, Harold Sacks and his col-
leagues found that only fourteen presented any sensitivity 
analyses, defi ned as “data showing how the results vary 
through the use of different assumptions, tests, and crite-
ria” (1987, 452). In the corpus of nineteen meta-analyses 
published in Psychological Bulletin in 2006, fewer than 
half (eight) discussed sensitivity analyses related to pub-
lication bias.

Table 10.7 Spearman Rank Order Correlations

 rRHO

All Variables (K � 25)
 Agreement rate .71

Variables for Which Kappa was Computeda 
 (K � 20)
 Agreement rate .71
 Kappa .62

Variables for Which Intercoder Correlation was 
 Computed (K � 15)
 Agreement rate .81
 Intercoder rate .67

Variables for Which All Three Estimates Were 
 Computed (K � 10)
 Agreement rate .73
 Kappa .79
 Intercoder correlation .66

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: Between Confi dence and Interrater Agreement for Selected 
Variables from the Smith, Glass, and Miller (1980) Psychotherapy 
Meta-Analysis
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endeavor principle, they also need to begin to move be-
yond observation of these phenomena and toward expla-
nation. For example, further research on evaluating cod-
ing decisions in research synthesis should look beyond 
how to assess IRR toward better classifi cation and under-
standing of why coders disagree. Evidence from other 
fi elds could probably inform some initial hypotheses. 
Horwitz and Yu conducted detailed analyses of errors in 
the extraction of epidemiological data from patient re-
cords and suggested a rough taxonomy of six error cate-
gories (1984). Of the six, four were errors in the actual 
data extraction, and two were errors in the interpretation 
of the extracted data. The two interpretation errors were 
incorrect interpretation of criteria and correct interpreta-
tion of criteria, but inconsistent application. Note the 
similarity between these types of errors and the types of 
judgment errors described in section 10.2 with regard to 
coding in research synthesis.

When the coder must make judgment calls, the ratio-
nale for each judgment should be documented. In this 
way, we can begin to formulate a general theory of the 
coder judgment process. For complex yet critical variables 

like effect size, interim codes should be recorded. One 
code might simply indicate what was reported in the orig-
inal study. A second code might indicate what decision 
rule was invoked in further interpretation of the data 
point. A third code—representing the endpoint and the 
variable of interest to the synthesis (effect size, for ex-
ample)—would be the number that results from the cod-
er’s application of that interpretation. Coder disagreement 
on the third code would no longer be a black box, but 
could be readily traced to its source. Coder disagreement 
could then be broken down to its component parts (that is, 
the errors could be partitioned by source), facilitating di-
agnosis much like a failure analysis in engineering or 
computer programming. The detailed documentation of 
coding decision rules could be made for examination and 
reanalysis by other researchers (much like the list of in-
cluded studies is currently), including any estimation 
procedures used for missing or incomplete data (for an 
example, see Bullock and Svyantek 1985). Theoretical 
models could also be tested and, most important, more 
informed strategies for reducing and controlling for error 
rates would begin to emerge.

Table 10.8 Reliability Estimates

Variable Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

Diagnosis: neurotic, phobic, or depressive .98 .98 .89 .89
Diagnosis: delinquent, felon, or habituée 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Diagnosis: psychotic 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Clients self-presented .97 .57 .71 .71
Clients solicited .93 .86 .81 .81
Individual therapy 1.00 1.00 .85 .85
Group therapy .98 .96 .94 .94
Client IQ .69 .69 .60 .60
Client agea .99 .99 .91 .91
Therapist experience � neurotic diagnosis .76 .75 .70 .70
Therapist experience � delinquent diagnosis 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Internal validity .76 .71 .42 .42
Follow-up timeb .99 .99 .95 .95
Outcome typec .87 .70 .76 .76
Reactivityd .57 .56 .57 .57
ES 1.00 1.00 1.00 .78

source: Orwin and Cordray 1985.
notes: Reliability-Corrected Regression Runs on the Smith, Glass, and Miller (1980) Psychotherapy Data
aTransformed age � (age � 25)( | age � 25|)1/2.
bTransformed follow-up � (follow-up)1/2.
c “Other” category removed for purpose of dichotomization.
dTransformed reactivity � (reactivity)2.25.
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The 95 percent confi dence interval for � given in equa-
tion 11.13 is:

0.02 � 1.96     √ 
_______

 0.00211   	 � 	 0.02 � 1.96     √ 
_______

 0.00211  ,

or simplifying [�0.070 0.110]. Because the confi dence 
interval includes the value 0, the effect does not differ 
from 0.

11.3.3.2 Population correlation coeffi cient � If both 
the independent and dependent variables are continuous, 
the effect size is the population correlation coeffi cient

 �i �   
Cov(Xi, Yi) _________ 
X 
Y

  , i�1, . . . , k, (11.21)

where Cov(Xi,Yi) is the population covariance for variables 
X and Y in the ith study, and 
X and 
Y are the respective 
population standard deviations for variables X and Y in 
the ith study. The sample estimator of �i is the Pearson 
product moment correlation coeffi cient

 ri �   
 ∑j�1

  
ni

  (Xj �  
__

 X   )(Yj �  
__

 Y   ) 
  ____________________________   

     √ 
__________________________

    [  ∑j�1  
ni

  (Xj �  
__

 X   )2  ]  [  ∑j�1  
ni

  (Yj�  
__

 Y   )2  ]   
   , i �1, . . . , k. (11.22)

If we assume the effect sizes are homogeneous, the 
hypotheses in (3) can be written as

 H0: �1 � . . . . � �k � 0 (11.23)

 HA: �1 � . . . . � �k � � � 0. 

Suppose that we observe whether the mean difference 
ri is positive for each study in a collection of k indepen-
dent studies. If we assume that the effect sizes are homo-
geneous, then ri is approximately normally distributed 
with mean � and variance (1��2)2/ni. The probability of a 
positive result is

 �i � Pr ( Ti � C� � .5,  v i  ) 
 � Pr(ri � 0) � 1� �[�    √ 

__
  ni  �/(1��2)], (11.24)

Table 11.1  Experimental and Control Group Sample 
Sizes, Standardized Mean Differences, and 
Indicator Variable Values

Study nE nC ñ �  n i  
E  �  n i  

C /( n i  
E  �  n i  

C ) d X

 1 77 339 62.748 0.03 1
 2 60 198 46.047 0.12 1
 3 72 72 36.000 �0.14 0
 4 11 22 7.333 1.18 1
 5 11 22 7.333 0.26 1
 6 129 348 94.113 �0.06 0
 7 110 636 93.780 �0.02 0
 8 26 99 20.592 �0.32 0
 9 75 74 37.248 0.27 1
10 32 32 16.000 0.80 1
11 22 22 11.000 0.54 1
12 43 38 20.173 0.18 1
13 24 24 12.000 �0.02 0
14 19 32 11.922 0.23 1
15 80 79 39.748 �0.18 0
16 72 72 36.000 �0.06 0
17 65 255 51.797 0.30 1
18 233 224 114.206 0.07 1
19 65 67 32.992 �0.07 0

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: nE � experimental group sample size; nC � control group 
sample size; d � sample standardized mean difference given in (15), 
and X � indicator variable given in (5).

Table 11.2 Log-Likelihood Function Values for �

 Coarse Grid Fine Grid

 � L(�) � L(�)

 �0.50 �52.430 �0.10 �15.259
 �0.40 �39.135 �0.09 �14.912
 �0.30 �28.409 �0.08 �14.596
 �0.20 �20.387 �0.07 �14.311
 �0.10 �15.259 �0.06 �14.056
 0.00 �13.170 �0.05 �13.831
 0.10 �14.082 �0.04 �13.638
 0.20 �17.733 �0.03 �13.475
 0.30 �23.813 �0.02 �13.343
 0.40 �32.149 �0.01 �13.241
 0.50 �42.657 0.00 �13.170
   0.01 �13.129
   0.02 �13.118
   0.03 �13.136
   0.04 �13.185
   0.05 �13.263
   0.06 �13.370
   0.07 �13.505
   0.08 �13.669
   0.09 �13.862
   0.10 �14.082

source: Authors’ compilation
note: Based on data from nineteen studies of the effects of teacher 
expectancy on pupil IQ.
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Note that �i is a function of both � and  
__

 n  i. The log-like-
lihood function is

 L(�) �  ∑i �1  
k

    xi log [ 1�� ( �    √ 
__

  ni   �/(1��)2 )  ]      
 � [ (1�xi) log� ( �    √ 

__
  ni   �/(1��)2 )  ] , (11.25)

and the derivative is

 Di
(1) �   

��i ___ 
��

   �     √ 
___

   
ni ___ 2�

         1� � 2 
 _______ 

 (1� � 2 ) 2 
     exp ( �  1 __ 

2
     

ni  � 2 
 _______ 

 (1� � 2 ) 2 
   ) . (11.26)

The large sample variance of  ̂� is obtained by substitut-
ing equation 11.24 for �i and equation 11.26 for Di

(1) in 
equation (12).

Example: Estimating � from the Proportion of Positive 
Results. Suppose we wish to estimate � based on the 
proportion of positive results in data set III. Table 11.4 
gives the values of n, r, and X for the 20 studies in data 
set III. Inserting these values into equation (25) for val-
ues of � ranging from �0.50 to 0.50 gives the coarse 

log-likelihood function values on the left side of table 
11.5. The coarse grid of � values reveals that the maxi-
mum value of L(�) lies between 0.10 and 0.30. To obtain 
an estimate of � to two decimal places, we compute the 
log-likelihood function values between 0.10 and 0.30 in 
steps of 0.01. The fi ne grid of � values is given on the 
right side of table 11.5. Because the log-likelihood func-
tion is largest at � � 0.24, the MLE is �̂ � 0.24.

The computations for obtaining the large sample vari-
ance of  ̂� are given in table 11.6. Substituting these val-
ues in equation 11.12 yields the Var( ̂�) � 1/2026.900 � 
0.000493. The 95 percent confi dence interval for � given 
in 11.13 is:

0.24 � 1.96     √ 
________

 0.000493   	 � 	 0.24 � 1.96     √ 
________

 0.000493  ,

or simplifying [0.196 0.283]. Because the confi dence in-
terval excludes the value 0, the correlation is signifi cantly 
different from 0.

Table 11.3  Computations for Obtaining the 
Large-Sample Variance of �̂

Study pi Di
(1) [Di

(1)]2/[pi /(1 � pi)]

 1 0.563 3.121 39.583
 2 0.554 2.682 29.119
 3 0.548 2.376 22.799
 4 0.522 1.079 4.664
 5 0.522 1.079 4.664
 6 0.577 3.798 59.100
 7 0.577 3.792 58.893
 8 0.536 1.803 13.070
 9 0.549 2.417 23.585
10 0.532 1.591 10.162
11 0.526 1.320 6.992
12 0.536 1.785 12.805
13 0.528 1.379 7.626
14 0.528 1.374 7.576
15 0.550 2.495 25.159
16 0.548 2.376 22.799
17 0.557 2.842 32.728
18 0.585 4.167 71.507
19 0.546 2.276 20.903
   473.734

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: From nineteen studies of the effects of teacher expectancy on 
pupil IQ.

Table 11.4  Sample Sizes, Correlations, and Indicator 
Variable Values

Study n r X

 1 10 .68 1
 2 20 .56 1
 3 13 .23 1
 4 22 .64 1
 5 28 .49 1
 6 12 �.04 0
 7 12 .49 1
 8 36 .33 1
 9 19 .58 1
10 12 .18 1
11 36 �.11 0
12 75 .27 1
13 33 .26 1
14 121 .40 1
15 37 .49 1
16 14 .51 1
17 40 .40 1
18 16 .34 1
19 14 .42 1
20 20 .16 1

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: From twenty studies of the relation between student ratings of 
the instructor and student achievement.
n � sample size; r � Pearson product moment correlation coeffi cient 
given in (20); and X � indicator variable given in (5).
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11.4  COMBINING VOTE COUNTS AND EFFECT 
SIZE ESTIMATES

Effect size procedures should be used for studies that 
include enough information to compute an effect size es-
timate. Vote-counting procedures should be used for stud-
ies that do not provide enough information to compute an 
effect size estimate, but do provide information about the 
direction and/or statistical signifi cance of effects. We have 
proposed a procedure, called the combined procedure, 
that combines estimates based on effect size and vote-
counting procedures to obtain an overall estimate of the 
population effect size (see Bushman and Wang 1996).

11.4.1  Population Standardized Mean 
Difference �

Out of k independent studies, suppose that the fi rst m1 
studies (m1 � k) report enough information to compute 

standardized mean differences, that the next m2 studies 
(m2 � k) only report the direction and statistical signifi -
cance of results, and that the last m3 studies (m3 � k) only 
report the direction of results, where m1 � m2 � m3 � k. 
The synthesist can use effect size procedures to obtain an 
estimator d• of the population standardized mean differ-
ence � using the fi rst m1 studies (see chapter 14, this 
volume). The synthesist can also use vote-counting pro-
cedures based on the proportion of signifi cant positive 
results to obtain a maximum likelihood estimator �̂s of � 
using the second m2 studies. Finally, vote-counting proce-
dures based on the proportion of positive results can be 
used to obtain the maximum likelihood estimator �̂D of � 
using the last m3 studies. (We use the subscript S for the 
estimate based on studies that provide information about 
the signifi cance and direction of results, and we use the 
subscript D for the estimate based on studies that provide 
information only about the direction of results.) The re-
spective variances for d•, �̂S, and �̂D are Var(d.), Var( ̂�S), 

Table 11.5 Log-Likelihood Function Values for �

 Coarse Grid Fine Grid

 � L(�) � L(�)

 �0.50 �159.677 0.10 �8.961
 �0.40 �95.780 0.11 �8.640
 �0.30 �59.089 0.12 �8.346
 �0.20 �36.659 0.13 �8.079
 �0.10 �22.568 0.14 �7.837
 0.00 �13.863 0.15 �7.621
 0.10 �8.961 0.16 �7.430
 0.20 �6.900 0.17 �7.263
 0.30 �7.108 0.18 �7.119
 0.40 �9.552 0.19 �6.998
 0.50 �14.990 0.20 �6.900
   0.21 �6.824
   0.22 �6.770
   0.23 �6.738
   0.24 �6.727
   0.25 �6.737
   0.26 �6.769
   0.27 �6.821
   0.28 �6.895
   0.29 �6.991
   0.30 �7.108

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: Based on data from twenty studies of the relation between 
student ratings of the instructor and student achievement.

Table 11.6  Computations for Obtaining the 
Large-Sample Variance of �̂

Study pi Di
(1) [Di

(1)]2/[pi /(1 � pi)]

 1 0.790 3.413 70.118
 2 0.873 3.489 109.552
 3 0.821 3.530 84.708
 4 0.884 3.430 114.607
 5 0.911 3.185 125.273
 6 0.811 3.503 80.133
 7 0.811 3.503 80.133
 8 0.937 2.787 131.041
 9 0.867 3.513 106.710
10 0.811 3.503 80.133
11 0.937 2.787 131.041
12 0.986 1.136 95.356
13 0.928 2.940 129.840
14 0.997 0.325 41.491
15 0.939 2.735 131.219
16 0.830 3.547 89.008
17 0.946 2.580 131.152
18 0.846 3.553 96.821
19 0.830 3.547 89.008
20 0.873 3.489  109.552
   2026.900

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: From twenty studies of the relation between student ratings of 
the instructor and student achievement.
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Example 1: Obtaining an Estimate and Confi dence In-
terval for the Population Standardized Mean Difference � 
Based on the Proportion of the Total Number of Signifi -
cant Mean Differences that Were Positive. Suppose that 
all the results in data set II are signifi cant; thus we have 
eleven signifi cant positive results and eight signifi cant 
negative results. One needs an average sample size for 
table 11.7. There are several averages to choose from 
(arithmetic mean, for example). Jean Gibbons, Ingram 
Olkin, and Milton Sobel recommended using the square 
mean root (nSMR) as the average sample size because it is 
not as infl uenced by extreme values as the arithmetic 
mean is (1977):

 nSMR �   (       √ 
___

  n1   � … �     √ 
__

  nk    ___________ 
k
   )  2 . (11.35)

The square mean root for the nineteen studies was cal-
culated by substituting the mean of the experimental and 
control group sample sizes in equation 11.35,

nSMR �   [  (     √ 
___________

 (77 � 339)/2    � . . . �    √ 
__________

 (65 � 67)/2   ) /19 ]  2  
 � 83.515, or 84. 

Our estimate of � given by equation 11.34 is 
p � 11/(11 � 8) � 0.579. Linear interpolation in table 11.7 

yields the estimate  ̂� � 0.011 and the 95 percent confi -
dence interval [�0.019 0.048]. Because the confi dence 
interval includes the value zero, we fail to reject the null 
hypothesis that � � 0.

Example 2: Obtaining an Estimate and Confi dence In-
terval for the Population Correlation Coeffi cient � Based 
on the Proportion of the Total Number of Signifi cant cor-
relations that Were Positive. Suppose that all the results 
in data set III are signifi cant; thus we have eighteen sig-
nifi cant positive results and two signifi cant negative 
results. Using equation 11.35, we obtain the square mean 
root

nSMR �   [  (     √ 
___

 10   � . . . �     √ 
___

 20   ) /20 ]  2  � 25.878, or 26.

Our estimate of � given by equation (34) is p � 18/ 
(18 � 2) � 0.900. Linear interpolation in table 11.8 yields 
the estimate  ̂� � 0.100 and the 95 percent confi dence in-
terval [0.058 0.300]. Because the confi dence interval ex-
cludes the value zero, we reject the null hypothesis that 
� � 0.

11.5.2 Results All in the Same Direction

The method of maximum likelihood cannot be used if the 
MLE of � (that is, p � U/k) is 1 or 0 because there is no 

Table 11.7 Conditional Probability p (�, n) � p {t > 0 � |t | > Ct}

Population Standardized Mean Difference �

 n 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.70
 2 0.500 0.516 0.531 0.547 0.562 0.577 0.615 0.651 0.685 0.718 0.777 0.827 0.900
 4 0.500 0.528 0.556 0.584 0.611 0.638 0.700 0.756 0.805 0.845 0.906 0.945 0.982
 6 0.500 0.537 0.573 0.609 0.643 0.676 0.751 0.814 0.863 0.901 0.950 0.976 0.994
 8 0.500 0.544 0.586 0.628 0.668 0.706 0.788 0.852 0.899 0.932 0.971 0.988 0.998
 10 0.500 0.549 0.598 0.644 0.689 0.729 0.816 0.879 0.923 0.952 0.982 0.993 0.999
 12 0.500 0.555 0.608 0.659 0.706 0.750 0.838 0.900 0.940 0.964 0.988 0.996 1.000
 14 0.500 0.559 0.617 0.672 0.722 0.767 0.857 0.916 0.952 0.973 0.992 0.998 1.000
 16 0.500 0.564 0.625 0.683 0.736 0.783 0.872 0.929 0.961 0.979 0.994 0.998 1.000
 18 0.500 0.568 0.633 0.694 0.749 0.796 0.886 0.939 0.968 0.984 0.996 0.999 1.000
 20 0.500 0.572 0.640 0.704 0.760 0.809 0.897 0.947 0.974 0.987 0.997 0.999 1.000
 22 0.500 0.575 0.647 0.713 0.771 0.820 0.907 0.954 0.978 0.990 0.998 1.000
 24 0.500 0.579 0.654 0.721 0.781 0.830 0.915 0.960 0.982 0.992 0.998
 50 0.500 0.614 0.716 0.800 0.864 0.910 0.970 0.991 0.997 0.999 1.000
 100 0.500 0.659 0.789 0.878 0.933 0.964 0.993 0.999 1.000 1.000

source: Hedges and Olkin 1980.
notes: Proportions less than .500 correspond to negative values of �.
Probability that a two-sample t statistic with n subjects per group is positive given that the absolute value of the t statistic exceeds the � � .05 
critical value.



Table 11.8 Conditional Probability p (�, n) � p {r > 0 � |t | > Cr}

 n 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90
 3 0.500 0.508 0.516 0.524 0.531 0.539 0.547 0.555 0.563 0.570 0.578 0.654 0.725 0.790 0.848 0.897 0.937 0.968 0.989
 4 0.500 0.512 0.525 0.537 0.550 0.562 0.574 0.586 0.598 0.610 0.622 0.732 0.823 0.891 0.938 0.968 0.986 0.995 0.999
 5 0.500 0.516 0.533 0.549 0.565 0.581 0.597 0.613 0.628 0.644 0.659 0.790 0.883 0.940 0.972 0.988 0.996 0.999 1.000
 6 0.500 0.520 0.540 0.559 0.578 0.598 0.617 0.635 0.654 0.671 0.689 0.832 0.920 0.965 0.986 0.995 0.999 1.000
 7 0.500 0.523 0.546 0.568 0.590 0.612 0.634 0.655 0.675 0.695 0.714 0.864 0.943 0.978 0.993 0.998 0.999 1.000
 8 0.500 0.526 0.551 0.576 0.601 0.625 0.649 0.672 0.694 0.715 0.736 0.887 0.958 0.986 0.996 0.999 1.000
 9 0.500 0.528 0.556 0.583 0.610 0.637 0.662 0.687 0.711 0.733 0.755 0.906 0.969 0.991 0.997 0.999 1.000
 10 0.500 0.530 0.560 0.590 0.619 0.647 0.674 0.701 0.725 0.749 0.771 0.920 0.976 0.994 0.998 1.000
 11 0.500 0.532 0.565 0.596 0.627 0.657 0.686 0.713 0.739 0.763 0.786 0.932 0.981 0.995 0.999 1.000
 12 0.500 0.534 0.569 0.602 0.635 0.666 0.696 0.724 0.751 0.776 0.799 0.942 0.985 0.997 0.999 1.000
 13 0.500 0.536 0.572 0.607 0.642 0.674 0.706 0.735 0.762 0.788 0.811 0.950 0.988 0.998 1.000
 14 0.500 0.538 0.576 0.613 0.648 0.682 0.714 0.745 0.773 0.799 0.822 0.956 0.991 0.998 1.000
 15 0.500 0.540 0.579 0.618 0.655 0.690 0.723 0.754 0.782 0.808 0.832 0.962 0.992 0.999 1.000
 16 0.500 0.542 0.582 0.622 0.661 0.697 0.731 0.762 0.791 0.818 0.841 0.966 0.994 0.999 1.000
 17 0.500 0.543 0.586 0.627 0.666 0.704 0.738 0.770 0.800 0.826 0.850 0.970 0.995 0.999 1.000
 18 0.500 0.545 0.589 0.631 0.672 0.710 0.745 0.778 0.807 0.834 0.857 0.974 0.996 0.999 1.000
 19 0.500 0.546 0.591 0.635 0.677 0.716 0.752 0.785 0.815 0.841 0.865 0.977 0.997 1.000 
 20 0.500 0.548 0.594 0.639 0.682 0.722 0.759 0.792 0.822 0.848 0.871 0.979 0.997 1.000 
 21 0.500 0.549 0.597 0.643 0.687 0.728 0.765 0.798 0.828 0.854 0.877 0.981 0.998 1.000 
 22 0.500 0.550 0.600 0.647 0.692 0.733 0.771 0.804 0.834 0.861 0.883 0.983 0.998 1.000 
 23 0.500 0.552 0.602 0.651 0.696 0.738 0.776 0.810 0.840 0.866 0.889 0.985 0.998 1.000 
 24 0.500 0.553 0.605 0.654 0.701 0.743 0.782 0.816 0.846 0.872 0.894 0.986 0.999 1.000 
 25 0.500 0.554 0.607 0.658 0.705 0.748 0.787 0.821 0.851 0.877 0.898 0.988 0.999 1.000 
 50 0.500 0.579 o.654 0.723 0.782 0.832 0.872 0.904 0.928 0.947 0.961 0.998 1.000
 100 0.500 0.613 0.715 0.799 0.863 0.909 0.941 0.962 0.976 0.985 0.990 1.000
 200 0.500 0.658 0.788 0.877 0.933 0.964 0.981 0.990 0.995 0.997 0.999 1.000
 400 0.500 0.717 0.866 0.943 0.977 0.991 0.996 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000

source: Bushman 1994.
notes: Probability that a correlation coeffi cient r from a sample of size n is positive given that the absolute value of r exceeds the � � .05 critical value for effect size �.
 Proportions less than .500 correspond to negative values of �.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

In any meta-analysis, we start with summary data from 
each study and use it to compute an effect size for the 
study. An effect size is a number that refl ects the magni-
tude of the relationship between two variables. For ex-
ample, if a study reports the mean and standard deviation 
for the treated and control groups, we might compute the 
standardized mean difference between groups. Or, if a 
study reports events and nonevents in two groups we 
might compute an odds ratio. It is these effect sizes that 
are then compared and combined in the meta-analysis.

Consider fi gure 12.1, the forest plot of a fi ctional meta-
analysis to assess the impact of an intervention. In this 
plot, each study is represented by a square, bounded on 
either side by a confi dence interval. The location of each 
square on the horizontal axis represents the effect size for 
that study. The confi dence interval represents the preci-
sion with which the effect size has been estimated, and 
the size of each square is proportional to the weight that 
will be assigned to the study when computing the com-
bined effect. This fi gure also serves as the outline for this 
chapter, in which I discuss what these items mean and 
how they are computed. This chapter addresses effect 
sizes for continuous outcomes such as means and correla-

tions (for effect sizes for binary outcomes, see chapter 13, 
this volume).

12.1.1 Effect Sizes and Treatment Effects

Meta-analyses in medicine often refer to the effect size 
as a treatment effect, and this term is sometimes assumed 
to refer to odds ratios, risk ratios, or risk differences, 
which are common in meta-analyses that deal with medi-
cal interventions. Similarly, meta-analyses in the social 
sciences often refer to the effect size simply as an effect 
size, and this term is sometimes assumed to refer to stan-
dardized mean differences or to correlations, which are 
common in social science meta-analyses.

In fact, though, both the terms effect size and treatment 
effect can refer to any of these indices, and the distinction 
between the terms lies not in the index but rather in the 
nature of the study. The term effect size is appropriate 
when the index is used to quantify the relationship be-
tween any two variables or a difference between any two 
groups. By contrast, the term treatment effect is appropri-
ate only for an index used to quantify the impact of a de-
liberate intervention. Thus, the difference between males 
and females could be called an effect size only, while the 
difference between treated and control groups could be 

Figure 12.1 Fictional Meta-Analysis Showing Impact of an Intervention

source: Author’s compilation.

Impact of Intervention

Study

A  0.400     60 0.067 0.258 0.121

B  0.200   600 0.007 0.082 0.014

C  0.300   100 0.040 0.200 0.134

D  0.400   200 0.020 0.141 0.005

E  0.300   400 0.010 0.100 0.003

F              –0.200   200 0.020 0.141 0.157

Combined 0.214   0.003 0.051 0.000

Mean
Difference

Total
N Variance

Standard
Error p-value

Mean difference
and 95% confidence interval

–1.0 –0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
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include them in one meta-analysis. Unlike the earlier 
case, we are now dealing with different indices, and we 
need to convert them to a common index before we can 
proceed. As in section 12.3.4, we assume that all the stud-
ies are randomized trials, all are quasi-experimental, or 
all are observational.

Here I present formulas for converting between an 
odds ratio and d, or between d and r. By combining for-
mulas, it is also possible to convert from an odds ratio, 
via d, to r (see fi gure 12.2). In every case the formula for 
converting the effect size is accompanied by a formula to 
convert the variance.

When we convert from an odds ratio to a standardized 
mean difference, we then apply the sampling distribution 
for d to data that were originally binary, despite the fact 
that the new sampling distribution does not really apply. 
The same problem holds for any of these conversions. 
If this approach is therefore less than perfect, it is often 
better than the alternative of omitting the studies that hap-
pened to use an alternate metric. This would involve loss 
of information, and possibly the systematic loss of infor-

mation. It may also be better than the alternative of sepa-
rately summarizing studies with effect sizes in different 
metrics, which leads to not one, but several summaries.

The decision to use these transformations or to exclude 
some studies will need to be made on a case-by-case basis. 
For example, if all the studies originally used continuous 
scales but some had been dichotomized (into pass-fail) for 
reporting, a good case could be made for converting these 
effects back to d for the meta-analysis. By contrast, if 
some studies originally used a dichotomous outcome and 
others used a continuous outcome, the case for combining 
the two kinds of data would be more tenuous. In either 
case, a sensitivity analysis to compare the effect size from 
the two (or more) kinds of studies would be important.

12.5.1 Converting from the Log Odds Ratio to d

We can convert from a log odds ratio [ln(o)] to the stan-
dardized mean difference d using

 d �   
ln(o)    √ 

__
 3  
 _______ �   , (12.32)

Figure 12.2 Converting Among Effect Sizes

source: Author’s compilation.
note: This schematic outlines the mechanism for incorporating multiple kinds of data in the same 
meta-analysis. First, each study is used to compute an effect size and variance in its “native”
index – log odds ratio for binary data, d for continuous data, and r for correlational data. Then, we 
convert all of these indices to a common index, which would be either the log odds ratio, d, or r.
If the fi nal index is d, we can move from there to Hedges’ g. This common index and its variance 
are then used in the analysis.

Binary data Continuous data Correlational data

Log odds ratio
Standardized

Mean Difference 
(Cohen’s d )

Correlation

Bias-corrected 
Standardized 

Mean Difference 
(Hedges’ g)
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If the correlation is not known precisely, one could work 
with a range of plausible correlations and use a sensitivity 
analysis to see how these affect the results.

To compute Hedges’ g and associated statistics, we 
would use formulas 12.15 through 12.18. The degrees of 
freedom for computing J is n � 1, where n is the number 
of pairs. For example, suppose that a study has pretest 
and posttest sample means  

__
 Y  1 � 103,  

__
 Y  2 � 100, sample 

standard deviation of the difference SDifference � 5.5, and 
sample size n � 50 and a correlation between pretest and 
posttest of r � 0.7.

The standard deviation within groups is imputed from 
the standard deviation of the difference by

SWithin �   5.5
 __________ 

     √ 
________

 2(1� 0.7)  
   � 7.1000.

Then d, its variance and standard error are computed as

 d �   103 �100 _________ 
7.1000

   � 0.4225, 

vd �  (   1 ___ 50   �   0.42252

 _______ 2 � 50   )   ( 2(1� 0.7) )  � 0.0131,

and

SEd �     √ 
______

 0.0131   � .1145.

The correction factor J, Hedges’ g, its variance and 
standard error are given by

J(n �1) �  ( 1�   3
 _________ 4 � 49 �1   )  � 0.9846,

g � 0.9846 � 0.4225 � 0.4160,

vg � 0.98462 � 0.0131� 0.0127,

and

SEg �     √ 
______

 0.0127   � 0.1127.

Table 12.2 provides formulas for computing d and its 
variance for matched groups, working from information 
that may be reported in a published paper.

12.3.3  Computing d and g, Analysis of 
Covariance

We can estimate the standardized mean difference (�) 
from studies that use analysis of covariance. The formula 
for the sample estimate of d is

 d �   
 
__

 Y  1Adjusted �  
__

 Y  2Adjusted

  ______________ SWithin
   . (12.23)

Table 12.1  Formulas for Computing d in Designs with 
Independent Groups

Reported Computation of Needed Quantities

 
__

 Y  1,  
__

 Y  2 SPooled, n1, n2 d �   
Y1 � Y2 ______ 
SPooled

  , v �   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

   �   d2
 ________ 2(n1 � n2)

  

t, n1, n2 d � t     √ 
_____

   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

    , v �   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

   �   d2
 ________ 2(n1 � n2)

  

F, n1, n2 d � �    √ 
________

   
F(n1 � n2) _________ n1n2

    , v �   
n1�n2 ______ n1n2

   �   d2
 ________ 2(n1 � n2)

  

p(one-tailed), n1, n2 d � �t�1(p)    √ 
_____

   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

    , v �   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

   �   d2
 ________ 2(n1 � n2)

  

p(two-tailed), n1, n2 d � �t�1 (   p __ 
2
   )     √ 

_____

   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

    , v �   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

   �   d2
 ________ 2(n1 � n2)

  

source: Author’s compilation.
note: The function t�1(p) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of 
student’s t with n1 � n2 � 2 degrees of freedom. Many computer programs and 
spreadsheets provide functions that can be used to compute t�1. Assume n1 � n2 �10, 
so that df �18. Then, in Excel™, for example, if the reported p-value is 0.05 (two-
tailed) TINV(p,df ) � TINV(0.05,18) will return the required value (2.1009). If the 
reported p-value is 0.05 (one-tailed), TINV(2p,df) � TINV(0.10,18) will return the 
required value 1.7341. The F in row 3 of the table is the F-statistic from a one-way 
analysis of variance. In rows 3–5 the sign of d must refl ect the direction of the mean 
difference.
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This is similar to the formula for independent groups 
(12.11), but with two differences. The fi rst difference is in 
the numerator, where we use adjusted means rather than 
raw means. This has no impact on the expected value of 
the mean difference, but serves to increase precision and 
possibly removes bias due to pretest differences.

The second is in the mechanism used to compute SWithin. 
When we were working with independent groups, the 
natural unit of deviation was the unadjusted standard de-
viation within groups. Therefore, this value is typically 
reported, or easily imputed. By contrast, the analysis of 
covariance works with the adjusted standard deviation 
(typically smaller than the unadjusted value since vari-
ance explained by covariates has been removed). There-
fore, to compute d from this kind of study, we need to 
impute the unadjusted standard deviation within groups, 
which is given by

 SWithin �   
SAdjusted

 _______ 
    √ 
_____

 1� R2  
   , (12.24)

where SAdjusted is the covariate adjusted standard deviation 
and R is the covariate outcome correlation (or multiple 
correlation if there is more than one covariate). Note the 
similarity to (12.20) which we used to impute SWithin from 

SDifference in matched studies. Equivalently, SWithin may be 
computed as

 SWithin �     √ 
________

    
MSWAdjusted

 _________ 
1� R2    . (12.25)

where MSWAdjusted is the covariate adjusted mean square 
within treatment groups.

The variance of d is given by

 v �   
(n1 � n2)(1� R2)

  _____________ n1n2
   �   d2

 ________ 2(n1 � n2)
   (12.26)

where n1 and n2 are the sample size in each group, and R 
is the multiple correlation between the covariates and the 
outcome.

To compute Hedges’ g and associated statistics we 
would use formulas 12.15 through 12.18. The degrees of 
freedom for computing J is n1 � n2 � 2 � q, where n1 and 
n2 are the number of subjects in each group, 2 is the num-
ber of groups, and q is the number of covariates.

For example, suppose that a study has sample means
 
__

 Y  1 � 103,  
__

 Y  2 � 100, sample standard deviations SAdjusted � 
5.5, and sample sizes n1 � n2 � 50. Suppose that we know 
that the covariate-outcome correlation for the single co-
variate (so that q � 1) is R � 0.7.

Table 12.2 Formulas for Computing d in Designs with Paired Groups

Reported Computation of Needed Quantities

 
__

 Y  1,  
__

 Y  2 SDifference, r, n (number of pairs) d �  (    
__

 Y  1 �  
__

 Y  2 _______ SDifference
   )     √ 

_______
 2(1� r)  , v �  (   1 __ n   �   d

2
 ___ 2n
   )  2(1� r)

t (from paired t-test), r, n d � t     √ 
______

   
2(1� r)

 _______ n    , v �  (   1 __ n   �   d
2
 ___ 2n
   )  2(1� r)

F (from repeated measures ANOVA), r, n d � �    √ 
_______

   
2F(1� r)

 ________ n    , v �  (   1 __ n   �   d
2
 ___ 2n
   )  2(1� r)

p (one-tailed), r, n d � �t�1(p)    √ 
______

   
2(1� r)

 _______ n    , v �  (   1 __ n   �   d
2
 ___ 2n
   )  2(1� r)

p (two-tailed), r, n d � �t�1 (   p __ 
2
   )     √ 

______

   
2(1� r)

 _______ n    , v �  (   1 __ n   �   d
2
 ___ 2n
   )  2(1� r)

source: Author’s compilation.
note:The function t�1(p) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of Student’s t with n �1 de-
grees of freedom. Many computer programs and spreadsheets provide functions that can be used to compute 
t�1. Assume n �19, so that df �18. Then, in Excel™, for example, if the reported p-value is 0.05 (2-tailed), 
TINV(p,df) � TINV(0.05,18) will return the required value (2.1009). If the reported p-value is 0.05 
(1-tailed), TINV(2p,df) � TINV(0.10,18) will return the required value 1.7341. The F in row 3 of the table 
is the F-statistic from a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance. In rows 3–5 the sign of d must 
refl ect the direction of the mean difference.
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The unadjusted standard deviation within groups is im-
puted from SAdjusted by

SWithin �   
SAdjusted

 ________ 
    √ 

_______
 1� 0.72  
   � 7.7015.

Then d, its variance and standard error are computed as

d �   103 �100 _________ 
7.7015

   � 0.3895,

vd �   
(50 � 50)(1� 0.72)

  ________________ 
50 � 50

   �   0.38952
 _______________  

2(50 � 50 � 2 �1)
   � 0.0222,

and

SEd �     √ 
______

 0.0222   � .1490.

The correction factor J, Hedges’ g, its variance and 
standard error are given by

J(50 � 50 � 2�1) �  ( 1�   3 _________ 4 � 97 �1   )  � 0.9922,

g � 0.9922 � 0.3895 � 0.3834,

vg � 0.99222 � 0.0222 � 0.0219,

and

Sg �     √ 
______

 0.0219   � .1480.

Table 12.3 provides formulas for computing d and its 
variance for analysis of covariance, working from infor-
mation that may be reported in a published paper.

12.3.4  Including Different Study Designs in the 
Same Analysis

To include data from two or three study designs—inde-
pendent groups, matched groups, analysis of covariance—
in the same meta-analysis, one simply computes the effect 
size and variance for each study using the appropriate for-
mulas. The effect sizes have the same meaning regardless 
of the study design, and the variances have been computed 
to take account of the study design. We can therefore use 
these effect sizes and variances to perform a meta-analysis 
without concern for the different designs in the original 
studies. Note that the phrase different study designs is used 
here to refer to the fact that one study used independent 
groups and another used a pre-post design or matched 
groups, and yet another included covariates. It does not 
refer to the case where one study was a randomized trial 
or quasi-experimental design and another was observa-
tional. The issues involved in combining these kinds of 
studies are beyond the scope of this chapter.

For all study designs the direction of the effect ( 
__

 Y  1 �  
__

 Y  2 
or  

__
 Y  2 �  

__
 Y  1) is arbitrary, except that the researcher must 

Table 12.3  Formulas for Computing d in Designs with Independent Groups Using Analysis of 
Covariance (ANCOVA)

Reported Computation of Needed Quantities

 
__

 Y  1,  
__

 Y  2, SPooled, n1, n2, R, q d �   
 
__

 Y  1Adjusted �  
__

 Y  2Adjusted

  _______________ SPooled
  , v �   

(n1 � n2)(1� R2)
  _____________ n1n2

   �   d2
 ________ 2(n1 � n2)

  

t (from ANCOVA), n1, n2, R, q d � t     √ 
_____

   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

        √ 
_____

 1� R2  , v �   
(n1 � n2)(1� R2)

  _____________ n1n2
   �   d2

 ________ 2(n1 � n2)
  

F (from ANCOVA), n1, n2, R, q d � �    √ 
________

   
F(n1 � n2) _________ n1n2

        √ 
_____

 1� R2  , v �   
(n1 � n2)(1� R2)

  _____________ n1n2
   �   d2

 ________ 2(n1 � n2)
  

p (one-tailed, from ANCOVA), n1, n2, R, q d � �t�1(p)    √ 
_____

   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

        √ 
_____

 1� R2  , v �   
(n1 � n2)(1� R2)

  _____________ n1n2
   �   d2

 ________ 2(n1 � n2)
  

p (two-tailed, from ANCOVA), n1, n2, R, q d � �t�1 (   p __ 
2
   )     √ 

_____

   
n1 � n2 ______ n1n2

        √ 
_____

 1� R2  , v �   
(n1 � n2)(1� R2)

  _____________ n1n2
   �   d2

 ________ 2(n1 � n2)
  

source: Author’s compilation.
note: The function t�1(p) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of student’s t with n1 � n2 – 2 – q degrees of 
freedom, q is the number of covariates, and R is the covariate outcome correlation or multiple correlation. Many computer 
programs and spreadsheets provide functions that can be used to compute t�1. Assume n1 � n2 � 11, and q � 2, so that 
df �18. Then, in Excel™, for example, if the reported p-value is 0.05 (2-tailed), TINV(p, df) � TINV(0.05,18) will return 
the required value (2.1009). If the reported p-value is 0.05 (1-tailed), TINV(2p, df) � TINV(0.10, 18) will return the required 
value 1.7341. The F in row 3 of the table is the F-statistic from a one-way analysis of covariance. In rows 3–5 the sign of d 
must refl ect the direction of the mean difference.
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where � is the mathematical constant (approximately 
3.14159). The variance of d would then be

 vd �   
3vln(o)

 _____ 
 � 2 

   , (12.33)

where vln(o) is the variance of the log odds ratio. This 
method was originally proposed by Victor Hasselblad 
and Larry Hedges but other variations have also been 
proposed (Hasselblad and Hedges 1995; see also San-
chez-Meca, Marin-Martinez, and Chacon-Moscoso 2003; 
Whitehead 2002).

For example, if the log odds ratio were ln(o) � 0.9070 
with a variance of vln(o) � 0.0676, then

d �   0.9070    √ 
__

 3    ________ 
3.1416

  � 0.5000,

with variance

 vd �   3 � 0.0676 _________ 
3.141 6 2 

   � 0.0205. 

Table 12.4 provides formulas for computing r and its vari-
ance from information that may be reported in a published 
paper.

12.5.2  Converting from d to the 
Log Odds Ratio

We can convert from the standardized mean difference d 
to the log odds ratio [ln(o)] using

 ln(o) �   �d ___ 
    √ 

__
 3  
  , (12.34)

where � is the mathematical constant (approximately 
3.14159). The variance of ln(o) would then be

 Vln(o) �   
�2vd ____ 3   . (12.35)

For example, if d � 0.5000 and vd � 0.0205 then

 ln(o) �   3.1415*0.5000 _____________ 
    √ 

__
 3  
   � 0.9069, (12.36)

and

 vln(o) �   3.14152 * 0.0205  ______________ 3   � 0.0674. (12.37)

12.5.3 Converting from r to d

We convert from a correlation (r) to a standardized mean 
difference (d) using

 d �   2r ______ 
    √ 

_____
 1� r2  
   , (12.38)

and the variance of d computed in this way (converted 
from r) is

 vd �   
4vr _______ 

(1� r 2  ) 3 
  . (12.39)

Table 12.4 Formulas for Computing r in Designs with Independent Groups

Reported Computation of Needed Quantities

r, n vr �   
 (1 �  r 2 ) 2 

 _______ 
n � 1  , z � 0.5 ln (   1 � r _____ 1 � r   ) , vz �   1 _____ 

n � 3  

t, n r � �    √ 
_______

    t 2  ________ 
 t 2  � n � 2

    , vr �   
 (1 �  r 2 ) 2 

 _______ 
n � 1  , z � 0.5 ln (   1 � r _____ 1 � r   ) , vz �   1 _____ 

n � 3  

t, r n � t2 (   1�  r 2  _____ 
 r 2 

   )  � 2, vr �   
 (1 �  r 2 ) 2 

 _______ 
n � 1  , z � 0.5 ln (   1 � r _____ 1 � r   ) , vz �   1 _____ 

n � 3  

p(one-tailed), r n � [t�1(p)]2 (   1�  r 2  _____ 
 r 2 

   )  � 2, vr �   
 (1 �  r 2 ) 2 

 _______ 
n � 1  , z � 0.5 ln (   1 � r _____ 1 � r   ) , vz �   1 _____ 

n � 3  

p(two-tailed), r n �   [ t�1 (   p __ 
2
   )  ]  2  (   1�  r 2  _____ 

 r 2 
   )  � 2, vr �   

 (1 �  r 2 ) 2 
 _______ 

n � 1  , z � 0.5 ln (   1 � r _____ 1 � r   ) , vz �   1 _____ 
n � 3  

source: Author’s compilation.
note: The function t�1(p) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of Student’s t with n � 2 
degrees of freedom. Many computer programs and spreadsheets provide functions that can be used to 
compute t�1. Assume n � 20, so that df � 18. Then, in Excel™, for example, if the reported p-value is 
0.05 (2-tailed), TINV(p, df) � TINV(0.05, 18) will return the required value (2.1009). If the reported 
p-value is 0.05 (1-tailed), TINV(2p, df) � TINV(.10, 18) will return the required value 1.7341.
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13.2  THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
TWO PROBABILITIES

13.2.1 A Critique of the Difference

The straightforward difference, � � �1 � �2, is the 
simplest parameter for estimating the effect on a binary 
variable of whatever characteristic or intervention distin-
guishes group 1 from group 2. Its simplicity and its inter-
pretability with respect to numbers of events avoided (or 
caused) are perhaps its principal virtues, especially in the 
context of research syntheses. A technical diffi culty with 
� is that its range of variation is limited by the magni-
tudes of �1 and �2: the possible values of � when �1 and 
�2 are close to 0.5 are greater than when �1 and �2 are 
close to 0 or to 1. If the values of �1 and �2 vary across 
the k studies whose results are being synthesized, the as-
sociated values of � may also vary. There might then be 
the appearance of heterogeneity (that is, nonconstancy in 
the measure of effect) in this scale of measurement due 
to the mathematical constraints imposed on probabilities 
rather than to substantive reasons. Empirically, two sepa-
rate investigations have found that across a wide range of 
meta-analyses, heterogeneity among studies is most pro-
nounced when using the difference as the measure of ef-
fect (Deeks 2002; Engels et al. 2000).

The example in table 13.1 illustrates this phenomenon. 
The values there are mortality rates from lung cancer in 
four groups of workers: exposed or not to asbestos in the 
work place cross-classifi ed by cigarette smoker or not 
(Hammond, Selikoff, and Seidman 1979). The asbestos–
no asbestos difference in lung cancer mortality rates for 
cigarette smokers is 601.6 to 122.6, or approximately 500 
deaths per 100,000 person-years. Given the mortality rate 
of 58.4 per 100,000 person-years for nonsmokers exposed 
to asbestos, it is obviously impossible for the asbestos-no 
asbestos difference between lung cancer mortality rates 
for nonsmokers to come anywhere near 500 per 100,000 
person-years. Heterogeneity—a difference between smok-
ers and nonsmokers in the effect of exposure to asbestos, 
with effect measured as the difference between two 
rates—exists, but it is diffi cult to assign biological mean-
ing to it.

13.2.2 Inference about the Difference

In spite of the possible inappropriateness for a meta-
analysis of the difference between two probabilities, the 

investigator might nevertheless choose to use � as the 
measure of effect. The estimate of the difference is simply

D � P1 � P2

The factor w by which a study’s estimated difference is 
to be weighted in a fi xed-effects meta-analysis is equal to 
the reciprocal of its estimated squared standard error,

 w �1/SE 2 �   (   P1(1� P1) _________ n1
   �   

P2(1� P2) _________ n2
   )  �1

 . (13.5)

13.2.3 An Example

Consider as an example a comparative study in which one 
treatment was applied to a randomly constituted sample of 
n1 � 80 subjects and the other was applied to a randomly 
constituted sample of n2 � 70 subjects. If the proportions 
unimproved are P1 � 0.60 and P2 � 0.80, the value of D is 
�0.20 and the standard error of D is

SE �   (   0.60 � 0.40 __________ 80   �   0.80 � 0.20 __________ 70   )  1/2
  � 0.0727.

The resulting weighting factor is w � 1/SE 2 � 189.2. 
An approximate 95 percent confi dence interval for � is 
D � 1.96.SE. In this example, the interval is �0.20 �
1.96  � 0.0727, or the interval from �0.34 to �0.06.

13.3 RATIO OF TWO PROBABILITIES

13.3.1 Rate Ratio

The ratio of two probabilities, RR � �1 / �2, is another 
popular measure of the effect of an intervention. Its use 
requires that one be able to distinguish between the two 
outcomes so that one is in some sense the undesirable 
one and the other is in some sense the preferred one.

Table 13.1  Mortality Rates from Lung Cancer 
(Per 100,000 Person-Years)

 Exposed to Asbestos

Smoker Yes No

Yes 601.6 122.6
No 58.4 11.3

source: Authors’ compilation.
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under study, many values of the rate ratio are mathemati-
cally impossible. For example, if the probability �2 in the 
comparison group is equal to 0.40, only values for RR in 
the interval 0 
 RR 
 2.5 are possible. The possibility 
therefore exists of the appearance emerging of study-to-
study heterogeneity in the value of RR only because the 
studies differ in their values of �2. As we will see in sec-
tion 13.5, this kind of constraint does not characterize the 
odds ratio, a measure related to the rate ratio.

A second diffi culty with RR, one that is especially im-
portant in epidemiological studies, is that it is not esti-
mable from data collected in retrospective studies. Let E 
and  

__
 E   denote exposure or not to the risk factor under 

study, and let D and  
__

 D   denote the development or not of 
the disease under study. The rate ratio may then be ex-
pressed as the ratio of the two conditional probabilities of 
developing disease,

RR �   
P(D � E)

 _______ 
P(D �  

__
 E  )
   .

Studies that rely on random, cross-sectional sampling 
from the entire population and those that rely on separate 
random samples from the exposed and unexposed popu-
lations permit P(D|E) and P(D| 

__
 E  ), and thus RR, to be esti-

mated. In a retrospective study, subjects who have devel-
oped the disease under investigation, as well as subjects 
who have not, are evaluated with respect to whether or 
not they had been exposed to the putative risk factor. Such 
a study permits P(E |D) and P(E� 

__
 D  R) to be estimated, but 

these two probabilities are not suffi cient to estimate RR. 
We will see in Section 5 that, unlike RR, the odds ratio is 
estimable from all three kinds of studies. Jonathan Deeks 
presented an in-depth discussion of the various measures 
of effect described here, including consideration of rate 
ratio for a harmful, versus a benefi cial, outcome from 
the same study (2002). He noted, for example that the 
apparent heterogeneity of the rate ratio can be very sensi-
tive to the choice of benefi t versus harm as the outcome 
measure.

13.4 PHI COEFFICIENT

13.4.1 Inference About �

Consider a series of cross-sectional studies in each of 
which the correlation coeffi cient between a pair of binary 
random variables, X and Y, is the measure of interest. 
Table 13.2 presents notation for the underlying parame-
ters and table 13.3 presents notation for the observed 

frequencies in the 2 � 2 table cross-classifying subjects’ 
categorizations on the two variables. Let the two levels of 
X be coded numerically as 0 or 1, and let the same be 
done for Y. The product-moment correlation coeffi cient 
in the population between the two numerically coded 
variables is equal to

 � �   
�11�22 � �12�21  _____________     √ 

__________
 �1�2�1�2  
   (13.10)

and its maximum likelihood estimator (assuming ran-
dom, cross-sectional sampling) is equal to

 �̂ �   
n11n22 � n12n21 ____________     √ 

_________
 n1n2n1n2  
  . (13.11)

Note that �̂ is closely related to the classical chi-square 
statistic for testing for association in a fourfold table: 
�2 � n . . �̂2. If numerical values other than 0 or 1 are as-
signed to the categories of X or Y, the sign of �̂ may 
change but not its absolute value.

The value of �̂ for the frequencies in table 13.4 is

�̂ �   135 �10 �15 � 40  __________________  
    √ 
_________________

  150 � 50 � 175 � 25  
   � 0.13,

a modest association.

Table 13.2  Underlying Probabilities Associated with 
Two Binary Characteristics

 Y

X Positive Negative Total

Positive �11 �12 �1•

Negative �21 �22 �2•

Total �•1 �•2 1

source: Authors’ compilation.

Table 13.3  Observed Frequencies in a Study 
Cross-Classifying Subjects

 Y

X Positive Negative Total

Positive n11 n12 n1•

Negative n21 n22 n2•

Total n•1 n•2 n••

source: Authors’ compilation.
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Yvonne Bishop, Stephen Fienberg, and Paul Holland 
ascribe the following formula for the large-sample stan-
dard error of �̂ to Yule (1975, 381–82):

   1 ____     √ 
___

   n    
     ( 1� �̂2 � �̂ ( 1 �   ̂

�2
 __ 

2
   )    ( p1� p2)( p1 � p2)  ________________      √ 

_________
 p1 p1 p2 p2   
   

 �  3 __ 
4
   �̂2 [    ( p1� p2 ) 2  _________ 

p1 p2

   �   
( p1� p2 ) 2  _________ 

p1  p2

   ]  )  1/2

 . (13.12)

where p1• and p2• are the overall (marginal) row probabil-
ities and p•1 and p•2 are the overall (marginal) column 
probabilities.

For the data under analysis,

 SE �  1 ____ 
    √ 

____
 200   
  (1.245388)1/2 � 0.079 (13.13)

13.4.2 Variance Estimation for �

A straightforward large sample procedure known as the 
jackknife (Quenouille 1956; Tukey 1958) was used ex-
tensively in the past and provided an excellent approxi-
mation to the standard error of  �̂ (as well as the standard 
errors of other functions of frequencies (Fleiss and Davies 
1982) without the necessity for memorizing or program-
ming a formula as complicated as the one in expression 
13.12. The jackknife involves reestimating the � coeffi -
cient (or other function) with one unit deleted from the 
sample and repeating this process for each of the units in 
the sample, then calculating a mean and variance using 
these estimates.

With the existence of faster and more powerful com-
puters, methods for variance estimation that are compu-
tationally intensive have become possible. In particular, 
the so-called bootstrap approach has achieved some pop-
ularity (Efron and Tibshirani 1993; Davison and Hinkley 
1997). Essentially, the bootstrap method involves resam-

pling from the population giving rise to the observed 
sample and taking an empirical variance estimate, or di-
rectly estimating a 95 percent confi dence interval from 
the distribution of resampled estimates. Technically, the 
steps are as follows: fi rst, sample an observation (with 
replacement) from the observed data (that is, put the sam-
pled observation into the new dataset, record its value, 
then put it back so it can be sampled again); second, re-
peat this n times for a sample of n observations; third, 
when n observations have been sampled, calculate the 
statistic of interest (in this case, �̂); and, fourth, repeat 
this entire process a large number of times, say 1,000, 
generating 1,000 estimates of the value of interest. The 
bootstrap estimate of � is just the sample mean of the 
1,000 estimates. A variance estimate can then be obtained 
empirically from the usual sample variance of the 1,000 
estimates, or a 95 percent confi dence interval can be 
obtained directly from the distribution of the 1,000 esti-
mates.

Although the bootstrap is technically described in 
terms of the notion of sampling with replacement, it may 
be easier to think of the process as generating an infi -
nitely large population of individual subjects, that exactly 
refl ects the distribution of observations in the observed 
sample. Each bootstrap iteration can then be considered a 
sample from this population.

13.4.3 Problems with the Phi Coeffi cient

A number of theoretical problems with the phi coeffi cient 
limit its usefulness as a measure of association between 
two random variables. If the binary random variables X 
and Y result from dichotomizing one or both of a pair of 
continuous random variables, the value of � depends 
strongly on where the cut points are set (Carroll 1961; 
Hunter and Schmidt 1990). A second problem is that two 
studies with populations having different marginal distri-
butions (for example, �1• for one study different from �1• 
for another) but otherwise identical conditional probabil-
ity structures (for example, equal values of �11 / �1• in the 
two study populations) may have strongly unequal phi 
coeffi cients. An untoward consequence of this phenome-
non is that there will be the appearance of study to-study 
heterogeneity (that is, unequal correlations across stud-
ies), even though the associations defi ned in terms of the 
conditional probabilities are identical.

Finally, the phi coeffi cient shares with other correla-
tion coeffi cients the characteristic that it is an invalid 
measure of association when a method of sampling other 

Table 13.4  Hypothetical Frequencies in a 
Fourfold Table

 Y

X Positive Negative Total

Positive 135 15 150
Negative  40 10  50

Total 175 25 200

source: Authors’ compilation.
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than cross-sectional (multinomial and simple random 
sampling are synonyms) is used. The two fourfold tables 
in table 13.5, plus the original one in table 13.4, illustrate 
this as well as the previous problem. The associations are 
identical in the three tables in the sense that the estimated 
conditional probabilities that Y is positive, given that X is 
positive, are all equal to 0.90, and the estimated condi-
tional probabilities that Y is positive, given that X is nega-
tive, are all equal to 0.80. If these tables summarized the 
results of three studies in which the numbers of subjects 
positive on X and negative on X were sampled in the ratio 
150:50 in the fi rst study, 50:150 in the second and 100:100 
in the third, the problem becomes apparent when the 
three phi coeffi cients are calculated. Unlike the other 
three measures of association studied in this chapter, 
the values of � vary across the three studies, from 0.13 
to 0.11 to 0.14. The important conclusion is not that the 
values of � are nearly equal one to another, but that the 
values are not identical (for further discussion of the phi 
coeffi cient, see Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland 1975, 
380–83).

13.5 ODDS RATIO

We have seen that the phi coeffi cient is estimable only 
from data collected in a cross-sectional study and that the 
simple difference and the rate ratio are estimable only 
from data collected using a cross-sectional or prospective 
study. The odds ratio, however, is estimable from data 

collected using any of the three major study designs: 
cross-sectional, prospective or retrospective. Consider a 
bivariate population with underlying multinomial proba-
bilities given in table 13.2. The odds ratio, sometimes 
referred to as the cross-product ratio, associating X and Y 
is equal to

 � �   
�11�22 ______ �12�21

  . (13.17)

If the observed multinomial frequencies are as dis-
played in table 13.3, the maximum likelihood estimator 
of � is

 o �   
n11n22 _____ n12n21

  . (13.18)

Suppose that the study design calls for n1• units to be 
sampled from the population positive on X, and for n2• 
units to be sampled from the population negative on X. 
P(Y� | X�), the conditional probability that Y is positive 
given that X is positive, is equal to �11 / �1• , and the odds 
for Y being positive, conditional on X being positive, are 
equal to

 Odds (Y � � X�) � P(Y � � X�) / P(Y� � X�) 

  � (�11/�1•)/(�12/�1•) � �11/�12. 

Similarly,

 Odds (Y � � X�) � P(Y � � X�) / P(Y� � X�) 

 � (�21/�2•)/(�22 /�2•) � �21/�22.

The odds ratio is simply the ratio of these two odds 
values (see equation 13.3),

 � �   
Odds(Y� � X�)

  _____________  
Odds(Y� � X�)

   �   
�11/�12 ______ 
�21/�22

   �   
�11�22 ______ �12�21

  . (13.19)

The odds ratio is therefore estimable from a study in 
which prespecifi ed numbers of units positive on X and 
negative on X are selected for a determination of their 
status on Y.

A similar analysis shows that the same is true for the 
odds ratio associated with a study in which prespecifi ed 
numbers of units positive on Y and negative on Y are se-
lected for a determination of their status on X. Because 
the latter two study designs correspond to prospective 
and retrospective sampling, it is clear that the odds ratio 
is estimable using data from either of these two designs, 

Table 13.5  Hypothetical Fourfold Tables, Problems 
with Phi Coeffi cient

 Y

X Positive Negative Total

Second Study
 Positive  45  5  50
 Negative 120 30 150

 Total 165 35 200

Third Study
 Positive  90 10 100
 Negative  80 20 100

 Total 170 30 200

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: Data for the original study are in table 13.4.
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The coeffi cient � is the difference between the log 
odds for the population coded X � 1 and the log odds for 
the population coded X � 0, adjusting for the effects of 
the p covariates (that is, � is the logarithm of the adjusted 
odds ratio). The antilogarithm, exp( �), is therefore the 
odds ratio associating X with Y. Every major package of 
computer programs has a program for carrying out a lin-
ear logistic regression analysis using maximum likeli-
hood methods. The program produces �̂, the maximum 
likelihood estimate of the adjusted log odds ratio, and SE, 
the standard error of  �̂. Inferences about the odds ratio 
itself may be drawn in the usual ways.

13.5.3.2 Mantel-Haenszel Estimator When the p 
covariates are categorical (for example, sex, social class, 
and ethnicity), or are numerical but may be partitioned 
into a set of convenient and familiar categories (for ex-
ample, age twenty to thirty-four, thirty-fi ve to forty-nine, 
and fi fty to sixty-four), their effects may be controlled for 
by stratifi cation. Each subject is assigned to the stratum 
defi ned by his or her combination of categories on the p 
prespecifi ed covariates, and, within each stratum, a four-
fold table is constructed cross-classifying subjects by 
their values on X and Y. Within a study, the strata defi ned 
for an analysis will typically be based on the kinds of 
covariates just described (for example, sex, social class, 
and ethnicity). Of note, though, in performing a meta-
analysis, the covariate of interest is the study, that is, the 
stratifi cation is made by study and a fourfold table is con-
structed within each study. Because the detailed formulae 
for this stratifi ed approach are presented in chapter 14 of 
this volume (formulas 14.14 and 14.15), only the princi-
ples are presented here.

The frequencies in table 13.6 are adapted from a com-
parative study reported by Peter Armitage (1971, 266). 
The associated relative frequencies are tabulated in table 
13.7. Within each of the three strata, the success rate for 
the subjects in the experimental group is greater than the 
success rate for those in the control group. The formula 
for the summary odds ratio is attributable to Nathan Man-
tel and William Haenszel (1959). In effect, the stratifi ed 
estimate is a weighted average of the within-stratum odds 
ratios, with weights proportional to the inverse of the 
variance of the stratum-specifi c odds ratio. (For a meta-
analysis, again, the strata are defi ned by the studies, but 
the mathematical procedures are identical.) By the for-
mula presented in chapter 14 (see 14.14 or 14.15), the 
value of the Mantel-Haenszel odds ratio is oMH � 7.31.

James Robins, Norman Breslow, and Sander Green-
land derived the non-null standard error of ln (oMH), which 

is also presented in chapter 14 as formula 14.16 (1986; 
see also Robins, Greenland, and Breslow 1986). For the 
data under analysis (in table 13.6), oMH � 7.3115, as above, 
and SE � 0.8365. An approximate 95 percent confi dence 
interval for ln(�) is: ln(7.3115) � 1.96 � 0.8365, or the 
interval from 0.35 to 3.63. The corresponding interval for 
� extends from 1.42 to 37.7.

13.5.3.3 Combining Log Odds Ratios The pooling 
of log odds ratios across the S strata is a widely used 
alternative to the Mantel-Haenszel method of pooling. 
The pooled log odds ratio is explicitly a weighted average 
of the stratum-specifi c log odds ratios, with weights equal 
to the inverse of the variance of the stratum-specifi c esti-
mate of the log odds ratio.

The reader will note, for the frequencies in table 13.6, 
that the additive adjustment factor of 0.5, or one of the 
other options defi ned by Michael Sweeting, Alex Sutton, 
and Paul Lambert (2004), must be applied for the log 

Table 13.6 Stratifi ed Comparison of Two Treatments

 Outcome

 Treatment Success Failure Total

Stratum 1 Experimental  4  0  4
 Control  0  1  1

 Total  4  1  5

Stratum 2 Experimental  7  4 11
 Control  3  8 11

 Total 10 12 22

Stratum 3 Experimental  1  0  1
 Control  4  9 13

 Total  5  9 14

source: Authors’ compilation.

Table 13.7  Quantities to Calculate the Pooled Log 
Odds Ratio

Stratum Ls SEs Ls/SE2
s 1/SE2

s

1 3.2958 2.2111 0.6741 0.2045
2 1.3981 0.8712 1.8421 1.3175
3 1.8458 1.7304 0.6164 0.3340

Total   3.1326 1.8560

source: Authors’ compilation.
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odds ratios and their standard errors to be calculable 
in strata 1 and 3. Summary values appear in table 13.7. 
They yield a point estimate for the log odds ratio of
 
__

 L  • � 1.6878, and a point estimate for the odds ratio of 
oL � exp(1.6878) � 5.41. This estimate is appreciably less 
than the Mantel-Haenszel estimate of oMH � 7.31. As all 
sample sizes increase, the two estimates converge to the 
same value. The estimated standard error of   

__
 L  • is equal to 

SE � 0.7340. The (grossly) approximate 95 percent con-
fi dence interval for � derived from these values extends 
from 1.28 to 22.8.

13.5.3.4 Exact Stratifi ed Method The exact method 
estimates the odds ratio by using permutation methods 
under the assumption of a conditional hypergeometric re-
sponse within each stratum (Mehta, Patel, and Gray 
1985). It is the stratifi ed extension of Fisher’s exact test in 
which the success probabilities are allowed to vary among 
strata. The theoretical basis is provided by John Gart 
(1970), but the usual implementation is provided by net-
work algorithms such as those developed by Cyrus Mehta 
for the computer program StatXact, as described in the 
manual for that program (Cytel Software 2003).

13.5.3.5 Comparison of Methods When the cell fre-
quencies within the S strata are all large, the Mantel-
Haenszel estimate will be close in value to the estimate 
obtained by pooling the log odds ratios, and either method 
may be used (see Fleiss, Levin, and Paik 2003). As seen 
in the preceding subsection, close agreement may not be 
the case when some of the cell frequencies are small. In 
such a circumstance, the Mantel-Haenszel estimator is 
superior to the log odds ratio estimator (Hauck 1989). 
Note that there is no need to add 0.5 (or any other con-
stant) to a cell frequency of zero in order for a stratum’s 
frequencies to contribute to the Mantel-Haenszel estima-
tor. In fact, it would be incorrect to add any constant to 
the cell frequencies when applying the Mantel-Haenszel 
method. The method must be applied to the cell count 
values directly.

Others have compared competing estimators of the 
odds ratio in the case of a stratifi ed study (Agresti 1990, 
235–37; Gart 1970; Kleinbaum, Kupper, and Morgen-
stern 1982, 350–51; McKinlay 1975; Sweeting et al. 
2004; Bradburn et al. 2006). There is some consensus 
that the Mantel-Haenszel procedure is the method of 
choice, though logistic regression may also be applied. In 
situations where data are sparse, simulation studies have 
demonstrated reasonable performance by the logistic re-
gression and Mantel-Haenszel methods (Sweeting et al. 
2004; Bradburn et al. 2006). When there are approximately 

equal numbers of subjects in both treatment arms, and the 
intervention (or exposure) effects are not large, the strati-
fi ed version of the one-step (Peto or Yusuf-Peto) method 
also performs surprisingly well, actually outperforming 
other methods, including exact methods, in situations in 
which the data are very sparse (Sweeting, Sutton, and 
Lambert 2004; Bradburn et al. 2006).

13.5.3.6 Control by Matching Matching, the third 
and fi nal technique considered for controlling for the ef-
fects of covariates, calls for the creation of sets of sub-
jects similar one to another on the covariates. Unlike 
stratifi cation, in which the total number of strata, S, is 
specifi able in advance of collecting one’s sample, with 
matching one generally cannot anticipate the number of 
matched sets one will end up with. Consider a study with 
p � 2 covariates, sex and age, and suppose that the inves-
tigators desire close matching on age - say ages no more 
than one year apart. If the fi rst subject enrolled in the 
study is, for example, a twelve-year-old male, then the 
next male between eleven and thirteen, whether from 
group 1 or group 2, will be matched to the fi rst subject. If 
one or more later subjects are also males within this age 
span, they should be added to the matched set that was 
already constituted, and should not form the bases for 
new sets. If M represents the total number of matched 
sets, and if the frequencies within set m are represented as 
in table 13.8, all that is required for the inclusion of this 
set in the analysis is that tm1 � 1 and tm2 � 1. The values 
tm1 � tm2 � 1 for all m correspond to pairwise matching, 
and the values tm1 � 1 and tm2 � r for all m correspond to 
r:1 matching. Here, such convenient balance is not neces-
sarily assumed. The reader is referred to David Klein-
baum, Lawrence Kupper, and Hal Morgenstern (1982, 
chap. 18) or to Kenneth Rothman and Sander Greenland 
(1998, chap. 10) for a discussion of matching as a strat-
egy in study design.

Table 13.8  Notation for Observed Frequencies Within 
Typical Matched Set

 Outcome Characteristic

Group Positive Negative Total

1 am bm tm1

2 cm dm tm2

Total am � cm bm � dm tm•

source: Authors’ compilation.
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The Mantel-Haenszel estimator of the odds ratio is 
given by the adaptation of equation 14.15 to the notation 
in table 13.8:

 oMH, matched �   Σ amdm / tm
 _________ Σ bmcm / tm
   . (13.29)

Several studies have derived estimators of the stan-
dard error of ln(oMH, matched) in the case of matched sets 
(Breslow 1981; Connett et al. 1982; Fleiss 1984; Robins, 
Breslow, and Greenland 1986; Robins, Greenland, and 
Breslow 1986). Remarkably, formula 14.16, with the ap-
propriate changes in notation, applies to matched sets as 
well as to stratifi ed samples. The estimated standard error 
of ln (oMH, matched) is identical to formula 14.16 for meta-
analyses (Robins, Breslow, and Greenland 1986).

The frequencies in table 13.9 have been analyzed by 
several scholars (Mack et al. 1976; Breslow and Day 
1980, 176–82; Fleiss 1984). There were, for example, 
nine matched sets consisting of one exposed case, no un-
exposed cases, three exposed controls and one unexposed 
control. For the frequencies in the table, oMH, matched � 5.75, 
ln(oMH, matched) � 1.75, and the estimated standard error of 
ln (oMH, matched) is SE � 0.3780. The resulting approximate 
95 percent confi dence interval for the value in the popula-
tion of the adjusted odds ratio extends from exp (1.75 � 
1.96 � 0.3780) � exp (1.0091) � 2.74 to exp (1.75 � 
1.96 � 0.3780) � exp (2.4909) � 12.07.

An important special (and simple) case is that of 
matched pairs. This analysis simplifi es to the following. 

Let D represent the number of matched pairs that are dis-
cordant in the direction of the case having been exposed 
and the control not, and let E represent the number of 
matched pairs that are discordant in the other direction. 
The Mantel-Haenszel estimator of the underlying odds 
ratio is simply oMH, matched � D/E, and the estimated stan-
dard error of ln (oMH, matched) simplifi es to

 SE �   (   D � E ______ DE   )  1/2
 . (13.30)

13.5.4 Reasons for Analyzing the Odds Ratio

The odds ratio is the least intuitively understandable mea-
sure of association of those considered in this chapter, but 
it has a great many practical and theoretical advantages 
over its competitors. One important practical advantage, 
that it is estimable from data collected according to a 
number of different study designs, is demonstrated in 
section 13.5. A second, illustrated in section 13.5.3.1, is 
that the logarithm of the odds ratio is the key parameter in 
a linear logistic regression model, a widely used model 
for describing the effects of predictor variables on a bi-
nary response variable. Other important features of the 
odds ratio will now be pointed out.

If X represents group membership (coded 0 or 1), and 
if Y is a binary random variable obtained by dichotomiz-
ing a continuous random variable Y* at the point y, then 
the odds ratio will be independent of y if Y* has the cu-
mulative logistic distribution,

 P(Y* 
 y* � X) �   1 _____________ 
1� e�(� � �X � �y*)   , (13.31)

for all y*. If, instead, a model specifi ed by two cumulative 
normal distributions with the same variance is assumed, 
the odds ratio will be nearly independent of y (Edwards 
1966; Fleiss 1970).

Many investigators automatically compare two pro-
portions by taking their ratio, rr. When the proportions 
are small, the odds ratio provides an excellent approxi-
mation to the rate ratio. Assume, for example, that 
P1 � 0.09 and P2 � 0.07. The estimated rate ratio is

rr � P1/P2 � 0.09/0.07 �1.286,

and the estimated odds ratio is nearly equal to it,

o �   
P1(1� P2) _________ 
P2(1� P1)

   �   0.09 � 0.93 __________ 0.07 � 0.91   �1.314.

Table 13.9  Results of Study of Association Between 
Use of Estrogens and Endometrial Cancer

     Matched Sets
am bm cm dm tm• with Given Pattern

1 0 0 3 4  1
1 0 1 2 4  3
1 0 0 4 5  4
1 0 1 3 5 17
1 0 2 2 5 11
1 0 3 1 5  9
1 0 4 0 5  2
0 1 0 4 5  1
0 1 1 3 5  6
0 1 2 2 5  3
0 1 3 1 5  1
0 1 4 0 5  1

source: Authors’ compilation.
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able than autopsy diagnoses, and studies differed in which 
diagnostic measure they used. One might reasonably con-
sider, therefore, whether and how to take these differences 
into account.

14.1.2 Weighting Studies

In general, one could deal with such study differences 
either before or while combining results or subsequent to 
combining results. Weighting schemes that are applied at 
the earlier points rest on three assumptions: theory or 
evidence suggests that studies with some characteristics 
are more accurate or less biased with respect to the de-
sired inference than studies with other characteristics, the 
nature and direction of that bias can be estimated prior to 
combining, and appropriate weights to compensate for 
the bias can be constructed and justifi ed. Examples of 
such weighting schemes are described in the following 
three sections.

14.1.2.1 Variance and Within-Study Sample Size 
Schemes Everyone who has had an undergraduate statis-

tics course will recognize the principle underlying these 
schemes. Studies with larger within-study sample sizes 
will give more accurate estimates of population parame-
ters than studies with smaller sample sizes. They will be 
more accurate in the sense that the variance of the estimate 
around the parameter will be smaller, allowing greater 
confi dence in narrowing the region in which the popula-
tion value falls. Pearson noted this dependence of confi -
dence on within-study sample size in the typhoid inocula-
tion data, stating that “many of the groups . . . are far too 
small to allow of any defi nite opinion being formed at all, 
having regard to the size of the probable error involved” 
(1904b, 1243; for explanation of probable error, see Cowles 
1989). In table 14.1, for example, estimates of typhoid 
incidence from the army-in-India sample were based on 
more than 150,000 subjects, more than 200 times as many 
subjects as the hospital staff sample of less than 600. The 
large sample used in the army-in-India study greatly re-
duced the role of sampling error in determining the out-
come. Hence, all things being equal, such large-sample 
studies should be weighted more heavily; doing so would 

Table 14.1 Effects of Typhoid Inoculations on Incidence and Fatality

 Inoculated Not Inoculated

 N Cases N Cases r Odds Ratio

Incidence
Hospital staffs 297 32 279 75 .373 3.04
Ladysmith’s garrison 1,705 35 10,529 1,489 .445 7.86
Methuen’s column 2,535 26 10,981 257 .191 2.31
Single regiments 1,207 72 1,285 82 .021 1.07
Army in India 15,384 128 136,360 2,132 .100 1.89

Average     .226

 Lived Died Lived Died

Fatality Among Those
 Contracting Typhoid
Hospital staffs 30 2 63 12 .307 2.86
Ladysmith garrison 27 8 1,160 329 �.010 .96
Single regiments 63 9 61 21 .300 2.41
Special hospitals 1,088 86 4,453 538 .119 1.53
Various military hospitals 701 63 2,864 510 .194 1.98
Army in India 73 11 1,052 423 .248 2.67

Average     .193

source: Adapted with permission from Susser (1977), adapted from Pearson (1904b).
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Jonathan Blitstein and his colleagues (2005) did the same 
for the meta-analysis of intraclass correlations.

14.2.1  Fixed Effects—Standardized 
Mean Differences

Suppose that the effect-size statistic to be combined is the 
standardized mean difference statistic d:

di �   
 
__

 Y  iT �  
__

 Y  iC _______ si
  ,

where Yi
T is the mean of the treatment group in the ith 

study,  
__

 Y  iC is the mean of the control group in the ith study, 
and si is the pooled standard deviation of the two groups. 
A correction for small sample bias can also be applied 
(Hedges and Olkin 1985, 81). If the underlying data are 
normal, the conditional variance of di is estimated as

 vi �   
ni

T � ni
C

 _______ 
ni

Tni
C   �   

di
2

 _________ 
2(ni

T � ni
C )

  , (14.7)

where ni
T is the within-study sample size in the treatment 

group of the ith study, ni
C is the within-study sample size 

in the comparison group of the ith study, and di estimates 
the population parameter �.

Consider how this applies to the nineteen studies of the 
effects of teacher expectancy on pupil IQ in data set II. 
Table 14.2 presents details of this computation. (Through-
out this chapter, results will vary slightly depending on 
the number of decimals carried through computations; 
this can particularly affect odds ratio statistics, especially 
when some proportions are small). The weighted average 
effect size  

__
 d  • � 45.3303/751.2075 � 0.06 with a variance 

of v• �1/751.205 � 0.00133, and standard error � (1/751.
2075)1/2 � 0.03649. We test the signifi cance of this effect 
size in either of two equivalent ways: by computing the 
95 percent confi dence interval, which in this case ranges 
from  �L � [(.06)�1.96(.036)] � �.01 to  �U � [(.06)�1.96 
(.036)]�.13, which includes zero in the confi dence inter-
val, and the statistic Z � �  

__
 d  •�/(v•)1/2 � �0.06�/0.036 �1.65, 

which does not exceed the 1.96 critical value at ��0.05. 
Hence we conclude that teacher expectancy has no sig-
nifi cant effect on student IQ. However, homogeneity of 
effect size is rejected in this data, with the computational 
version of equation 14.6, yielding Q � [38.56 � (45.33)2/ 
751.21] � 35.83, which exceeds 34.81, the 99 percent 
critical value of the chi-square distribution for k �1 �  
19 �1 �18 degrees of freedom, so we reject homogeneity 
of effect sizes at p � .01. Similarly, I2 � 100% � [35.83 � 
(19 �1)]/35.83 � 49.76%, suggesting that nearly half the 

variation in effect sizes is due to heterogeneity. We might 
therefore assume that other variables could be necessary to 
explain fully the variance in these effect sizes; subsequent 
chapters in this book will explore such possibilities.

14.2.2 Fixed Effects—Correlations

14.2.2.1 Fixed Effects—z-Transformed Correla tions 
For the correlation coeffi cient r, some authors recommend 
fi rst converting each correlation by Sir Ronald Fisher’s 
variance stabilizing z transform (1925):

zi � .5{ln[(1� ri)/(1� ri)]},

where ln(x) is the natural (base e) logarithm of x. The cor-
relation parameter corresponding to zi is

�i � .5{ln[(1� �i)/(1� �i)]}.

If the underlying data are bivariate normal, the condi-
tional variance of zi is

 vi �   1 _______ (ni � 3)   
, (14.8)

Table 14.2  Computational Details of Standardized 
Mean Difference Example

Study di vi wi wi 
di wi 

di
2

 1 0.03 0.01563 64.000 1.9200 0.0576
 2 0.12 0.02161 46.277 5.5532 0.6664
 3 �0.14 0.02789 35.856 �5.0199 0.7028
 4 1.18 0.13913 7.188 8.4813 10.0080
 5 0.26 0.13616 7.344 1.9095 0.4965
 6 �0.06 0.01061 94.260 �5.6556 0.3393
 7 �0.02 0.01061 94.260 �1.8852 0.0377
 8 �0.32 0.04840 20.661 �6.6116 2.1157
 9 0.27 0.02690 37.180 10.0387 2.7104
10 0.80 0.06300 15.873 12.6982 10.1586
11 0.54 0.09120 10.964 5.9208 3.1972
12 0.18 0.04973 20.109 3.6196 0.6515
13 �0.02 0.08352 11.973 �0.2395 0.0048
14 0.23 0.08410 11.891 2.7348 0.6290
15 �0.18 0.02528 39.555 �7.1200 1.2816
16 �0.06 0.02789 35.856 �2.1514 0.1291
17 0.30 0.01932 51.757 15.5271 4.6581
18 0.07 0.00884 113.173 7.9221 0.5545
19 �0.07 0.03028 33.029 �2.3121 0.1618

Sum   751.206 45.3300 38.5606

source: Authors’ compilation.
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incidence data for the hospital staff sample. In table 14.3, 
the risk factor is immunization status and the disease is 
typhoid incidence. We could construct a similar fourfold 
table for each row in table 14.1. From such primary data, 
various measures of effect size can be computed.

One measure is the odds ratio, which may be defi ned in 
several equivalent ways. One formula depends only on 
the four cell sizes A, B, C, and D (see table 14.3);

oi �   AD ___ BC   .

If any cell size is zero, then 0.5 should be added to all 
cell sizes for that sample; however, if the total sample size 
is small, this correction may not work well. This version 
of the odds ratio is sometimes called the cross-product 
ratio because it depends on the cross-products of the table 
cell sizes. Computing this odds ratio based on the data in 
table 14.3 yields oi � 3.04, suggesting that the odds that 
inoculated subjects were immune to typhoid were three 
times the odds for subjects not inoculated. The same odds 
ratio can also be computed from knowledge of the pro-
portion of subjects in each condition of a study who have 
the disease:

 oi �   
pi1(1� pi2) _________ 
pi2(1� pi1)

   , (14.11)

where pij is the proportion of individuals in condition j of 
study i who have the disease. In the incidence data in 
table 14.1, for example, if one wants to assess the odds of 
being immune to typhoid depending on whether the sub-
ject was inoculated, p11 is the proportion of subjects in the 
inoculation condition of the hospital staff study who were 
immune to typhoid ( p11� 265/297 � 0.8923); and p32 is 
the proportion of subjects in the noninoculated condition 
of the Methuen’s column study who remained immune 
to typhoid ( p32 �10724/10981� 0.9766). Computing the 

odds ratio using this formula for the data in table 14.3 
yields oi � (0.892/1.08)/(0.731/0.269) � 3.04, the same as 
before.

From either odds ratio, we may also defi ne the log odds 
ratio li � ln(oi), where ln is the natural logarithm and is 
equal to li � ln(3.04) � 1.11 for the data in table 14.3. An 
advantage of the log odds ratio is that it takes on a value 
of zero when no relationship exists between the two fac-
tors, yielding a similar interpretation of a zero effect size 
as r and d.

We may also compute the difference between propor-
tions Di � pi1 � pi2, which in table 14.3 yields Di � 0.892 � 
0.731 � 0.161, interpretable as the actual gains expected 
in terms of the percentage of patients treated. Rebecca 
DerSimonian and Nan Laird (1986) and Jesse Berlin and 
colleagues (1989) discussed the relative merits of these 
various indicators. Use of these statistics in meta-analysis 
has been largely limited to medicine and epidemiology, 
but should apply more widely. For example, psycho-
therapy researchers often report primary data about per-
centage success or failure of clients in treatment or control 
groups. Analyzing the latter data as standardized mean 
difference statistics or correlations can lead to important 
errors that the methods presented in this section avoid 
(Haddock, Rindskopf, and Shadish 1998).

14.2.3.1 Fixed Effects—Differences Between Pro-
portions Some studies report the proportion of the 
treatment (exposed) group with a condition (a disease, 
treatment success, status as case or control) and the pro-
portion of the comparison (unexposed) group with that 
condition. The difference between these proportions, 
sometimes called a rate difference, is Di � pi1� pi2. The 
rate difference has a variance of

 vi �   
pi1(1� pi1) _________ ni1

   �   
pi2(1� pi2) _________ ni2

   , (14.12)

where all terms are defi ned as in equation 14.11 and nij is 
the number of subjects in condition j of study i. Use of 
14.1 to 14.6 is again straightforward.

Using these methods to combine rate differences for 
the incidence data in table 14.1, we fi nd that the average 
rate difference  

__
 D  • �18811.91/1759249 � .011, with a stan-

dard error of .00075. The signifi cance test Z � �  
__

 D  •�/(v•)1/2 � 
14.67, which exceeds the 1.96 critical value at � � 0.05. 
The 95 percent confi dence interval is bounded by �L �
0.011�1.96 � 0.00075 � 0.0095 and �U � 0.011�1.96 � 
0.00075 � 0.012; that is, about 1 percent more of the 
inoculated soldiers would be expected to be immune 
to typhoid compared with the noninoculated soldiers. 

Table 14.3  Fourfold Table from Pearson’s Hospital 
Staff Incidence Data

 Condition of Interest

Group Immune Diseased All

Inoculated A � 265 B � 32 M1 � 297
Not Inoculated C � 204 D � 75 M0 � 279

Total N1 � 469 N0 � 107 T � 576

source: Authors’ compilation.
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typhoid would survive were two and a half times the 
odds that noninoculated subjects who contracted typhoid 
would survive. The variance of the log of this ratio is

 v• � 125.355/ [2(537.007)2] � 459.181/[2(537.007) 

� (205.823)] �158.294/ [2(205.823)2] � 0.00416,

and the 95 percent confi dence interval is bounded by 
�L � antilog[log(2.61) �1.96 � (.004)1/2] � 2.30 and �U � 
antilog[log(2.61) �1.96 � (v.004)1/2] � 2.96. The Mantel-
Haenszel �2 � (331.185 � .5)2/462.879 � 236.244, p � 
0.00001, suggesting that inoculation signifi cantly increases 
the odds of survival among those who contracted typhoid. 
Finally, homogeneity of odds ratios is rejected over these 
fi ve studies, Q �230.373 � [(188.188)2/231.173] � 77.18, 
which greatly exceeds 14.86, the 99.5 percent critical 
value of the chi-square distribution at 5 � 1 � 4 df. Under 
the Mantel-Haenszel techniques, therefore, the odds ratio 
was somewhat larger than under the log odds approach; 
but the variance and Q test results were very similar, and 
the confi dence interval was about as wide under both 
approaches. The I2 � 100% � [77.18 � (5 � 1)]/77.18 � 
94.82%, so that nearly all the variation in effect sizes is 
due to heterogeneity.

14.2.4 Combining Data in Their Original Metric

On some occasions, the researcher may wish to combine 
outcomes over studies in which the metric of the outcome 
variable is exactly the same across studies. Under such 
circumstances, converting outcomes to the various effect-
size indicators might be not only unnecessary but also 
distracting since the meaning of the original variable may 
be obscured. An example might be a synthesis of the ef-
fects of treatments for obesity compared with control 
conditions, where the dependent variable is always weight 
in pounds or kilograms; in this case computing a stan-
dardized mean difference score for each study might be 
less clear than simply reporting outcomes as weight in 
pounds. Even so, the researcher should still weight each 
study by a function of sample variance. If Ti is a mean 
difference between treatment and control group means, 
Ti � 

__
 Y  iT �  

__
 Y  iC, then an estimate of the variance of Ti is

 vi � 	i
2 ( 1/ni

T �1/ni
C ) , (14.18)

where ni
T is the within-study sample size in the treatment 

group, ni
C is the within-study sample size for the control 

group, and 	i
2 is the assumed common variance (note that 

this assumes the two variances within each study are ho-

mogeneous, but different studies need not have the same 
variances). The latter can be estimated by the pooled 
within-group variance if the within-study sample sizes 
and standard deviations of each group are reported:

spi
2 �  [  ( ni

T�1 )   ( si
T )  2  �  ( ni

C �1 )  ( si
C ) 2 ]  /  [ ni

T � ni
C � 2 ] ,

where (si
T)2 is the variance of the treatment group in the 

ith study, and (si
C)2 is the variance of the control group or 

the comparison treatment in the ith study. The pooled 
variance can sometimes be estimated other ways. Squar-
ing the pooled standard deviation yields an estimate of 
the pooled variance. Lacking any estimate of the pooled 
variance at all, one cannot use 14.1 to 14.6; but then one 
cannot compute a standardized mean difference, either.

As an example, Emily Mumford and her colleagues 
synthesized studies of the effects of mental health treat-
ment on reducing costs of medical utilization, the latter 
measured by the number of days of hospitalization (1984). 
From their table 1, we extract eight randomized studies 
comparing treatment groups that received psychological 
intervention with control groups, which report means, 
within-study sample sizes, and standard deviations (see 
table 14.4). The weighted average of the difference be-
tween the number of days the treatment groups were hos-
pitalized versus the number of days the control groups 
were hospitalized was  

__
 T  • � �14.70/27.24 � �0.54 days; 

that is, the treatment group left the hospital about half a 
day sooner than the control group. The variance of this 

Table 14.4  Effects of Psychological Intervention on 
Reducing Hospital Length of Stay (in days)

 Psychotherapy Control
 Groups Group

  Mean   Mean  Mean
Study N Days SD N Days SD Difference

1 13 5.00 4.70 13 6.50 3.80 �1.50
2 30 4.90 1.71 50 6.10 2.30 �1.20
3 35 22.50 3.44 35 24.90 10.65 �2.40
4 20 12.50 1.47 20 12.30 1.66 .20
5 10 3.37 .92 10 3.19 .79 .18
6 13 4.90 1.10 14 5.50 .90 �.60
7 9 10.56 1.13 9 12.78 2.05 �2.22
8 8 6.50 .76 8 7.38 1.41 �.88

source: Adapted from Mumford et al. 1984, table 1.
 Includes only randomized trials that reported means and standard 
deviations.
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of more complex analyses and because it is among the 
simplest and most frequently used methods for analyzing 
variation in effect sizes.

15.2.1.1 Notation In the discussion of the one-factor 
model, we use a notation emphasizing that the indepen-
dent effect size estimates fall into p groups, defi ned a 
priori by the independent (grouping) variable. Suppose 
that there are p distinct groups of effects with m1 effects 
in the fi rst group, m2 effects in the second group, . . . , and 
mp effects in the pth group. Denote the jth effect parame-
ter in the ith group by �ij and its estimate by Tij with (con-
ditional) variance vij. That is, Tij estimates �ij with standard 
error     √ __

  v ij   . In most cases, vij will actually be an estimated 
variance that is a function of the within-study sample size 
and the effect-size estimate in study j. However, unless 
the within-study sample size is exceptionally small, we 
can treat vij as known. Therefore, in the rest of this chap-
ter we assume that vij is known for each study. The sample 
data from the collection of studies can be represented as 
in table 15.1.

15.2.1.2 Means Using the dot notation from the anal-
ysis of variance, defi ne the group mean effect estimate for 
the ith group  

__
 T  i• by

  
__

 T  i• �   

  ∑ 
j �1

  
mi

  wij Tij 

 ______ 
 ∑ 
j �1

  
mi

  wij 
  , i � 1, . . . , p (15.1) 

where the weight wij is simply the reciprocal of the vari-
ance of Tij,

 wij � 1/vij. (15.2)

The grand weighted mean  
__

 T  •• is

  
__

 T  •• �   

  ∑ 
i �1

  
p

     ∑ 
j �1

  
mi

  wij Tij  

 ________ 
 ∑ 
i �1

  
p

     ∑ 
j �1

  
mi

  wij 
   . (15.3)

The grand mean  
__

 T  •• could also be seen as the weighted 
mean of the group means  

__
 T  1•, . . . ,  

__
 T  p•

  
__

 T  •• �   
  ∑ 
i �1

  
p

  wi•  
__

 T  i•  

 ______ 
 ∑ 
j �1

  
p

  wi• 
   , 

where the weight wi• is just the sum of the weights for the 
ith group

wi• � wi1 � . . . �  w  im i 
  .

Thus,  
__

 T  i• is simply the weighted mean that would be 
computed by applying formula (15.1) to the studies in 
group i and  

__
 T  •• is the weighted mean that would be ob-

tained by applying formula (15.1) to all of the studies. If 
all of the studies in group i estimate a common effect-size 
parameter �i•, that is if �i1 � �i2 � . . . �  �  im i 

  � �i•, then  
__

 T  i• 
estimates �i•. If the studies within the ith group do not es-
timate a common effect parameter, then  

__
 T  i• estimates the 

weighted mean of the effect-size parameters �ij given by

  
__

 �  i• �   

  ∑ 
j �1

  
mi

  wij �ij 

 ______ 
 ∑ 
j �1

  
mi

  wij 
  , i �1, . . . , p. (15.4)

Similarly, if all of the studies in the collection estimate 
a common parameter  

__
 �  ••, that is, if

  �11 � . . . �  �  1m 1 
  � �21 � . . . �  �  pm p 

  �  
__

 �  ••, 

  then  
__

 T  •• estimates  
__

 �  •• .

Table 15.1  Effect Size Estimates and Sampling 
Variances for p Groups of Studies

 Effect Size Estimates Variances

Group 1
 Study 1 T11 v11

 Study 2 T12 v12

 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 Study m1  T  1m 1 

   v  1m 1 
 

Group 2
 Study 1 T21 v21

 Study 2 T22 v22

 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 Study m2  T  2m 2 

   v  2m 2 
 

Group p
 Study 1 Tp1 vp1

 Study 2 Tp2 vp2

 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 Study mp  T  pm p 

   v  pm p 
 

source: Authors’ compilation.
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Although QW provides an overall test of within-group 
variability in effects it is actually the sum of p separate 
(and independent) within-group heterogeneity statistics, 
one for each of the p groups of effects. Thus

 QW �  Q  W 1 
  �  Q  W 2 

  � . . . �  Q  W p 
  (15.8)

where each  Q  W i 
  is just the heterogeneity statistic Q given 

in formula 14.6 of chapter 14 in this volume. In the nota-
tion used here,  Q  W i 

  is given by

  Q  W i 
  �  ∑ 

j �1

  
mi

  wij (Tij �  
__

 T  i•)2. (15.9)

These individual within-group statistics are often use-
ful in determining which groups are the major sources of 
within-group heterogeneity and which groups have rela-
tively homogeneous effects. For example in analyses of 
the effects of study quality in treatment/control studies, 
study effect estimates might be placed into two groups: 
those from quasi-experiments and those from random-
ized experiments. The effect sizes within the two groups 
might be quite heterogeneous overall, leading to a large 
QW, but most of that heterogeneity might arise within the 
group of quasi-experiments so that  Q  W 1 

  (the statistic for 
quasi-experiments) would indicate great heterogeneity, 
but  Q  W 2 

  (the statistic for randomized experiments) would 
indicate relative homogeneity (see Hedges 1983a).

If the effect-size parameters within the ith group of 
studies are homogeneous, that is if �i1 � . . . �  �  im i 

  , then  
Q  W i 

  has the chi-square distribution with mi � 1 degrees of 
freedom. Thus the test for homogeneity of effects within 
the ith group at signifi cance level � consists of rejecting 
the hypothesis of homogeneity if  Q  w i 

  exceeds the 100 
(1 � �) percent point of the chi-square distribution with 
(mi �1) degrees of freedom.

It is often convenient to summarize the relationships 
among the heterogeneity statistics via a table analogous 
to an ANOVA source table (see table 15.2).

Partitioning Heterogeneity. There is a simple relation-
ship among the total homogeneity statistic Q given in for-
mula (15.6) and the between-and within-group fi t statis-
tics discussed in this section. This relationship corresponds 
to the partitioning of the sums of squares in ordinary 
analysis of variance. That is,

Q � QB � QW .

One interpretation is that the total heterogeneity about 
the mean Q is partitioned into between-group heteroge-
neity QB and within-group heterogeneity QW. The ideal is 

to select independent (grouping) variables that explain 
variation (heterogeneity) so that most of the total hetero-
geneity is between-groups and relatively little remains 
within groups of effects. Of course, the grouping variable 
must, in principle, be chosen before examination of the 
effect sizes to ensure that tests for the signifi cance of 
group effects do not capitalize on chance.

15.2.1.4 Computing the One-Factor Analysis Al-
though QB and QW can be computed using a computer 
program for weighted ANOVA, the weighted cell means 
and their standard errors generally cannot. Computational 
formulas can greatly simplify direct calculation of QB and 
QW as well as the cell means and their standard errors. 
These formulas are analogous to those used in analyzing 
variance and enable all of the statistics to be computed in 
one pass through the data (for example, by a packaged 
computer program). The formulas are expressed in terms 
of totals (sums) across cases of the weights, of the weights 
times the effect estimates, and of the weights times the 
squared effect estimates. Defi ne

  TWi �  ∑j �1  
mi

  wij , TW• �  ∑i �1  
p

  TWi ,

  TWDi �  ∑j �1  
mi

  wijTij  , TWD• �  ∑i �1  
p

  TWDi ,

 TWDSi �  ∑j �1  
mi

  wijTij
2 ,  TWDS• �  ∑i�1  

p

  TWDSi ,

where wij � 1/vij is just the weight for Tij. Then the overall 
heterogeneity statistic Q is

Q � TWDS• � (TWD•)2/TW•.

Table 15.2 Heterogeneity Summary Table

  Degrees of
Source Statistic Freedom

Between groups  QBET  p�1

Within groups
 Within group 1  Q  W 1 

   m1�1
 Within group 2  Q  W 2 

   m2�1
    . .  .
    . .  .
    . .  .
 Within group p  Q  W p 

  . mp�1

Total within groups  QW  k�p

Overall  Q  k�1

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: Here k � m1 � m2 � . . . � mp.
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Each of the within-group heterogeneity statistics is 
given by

 Q  W i 
  � TWDSi � (TWDi )2/TWi, i � 1, . . . , p.

The overall within group homogeneity statistic is 
obtained as QW �  Q  W 1 

  �  Q  W 2 
  � . . . �  Q  W p 

 . The between 
groups heterogeneity statistic is obtained as QB � Q � QW. 
The weighted overall mean effects and its variance are

 
__

 T  •• � TWD• / TW•,  v•• � 1/TW•,

and the weighted group means and their variances are

vi• � TWDi / TWi, i � 1, . . . , p,

and

vi• �1/TWi, i �1, . . . , p.

The omnibus test statistics Q, QB, and QW can also be 
computed using a weighted analysis of variance program. 
The grouping variable is used as the factor in the weighted 
ANOVA, the effect-size estimates are the observations, 
and the weight given to effect size Tij is just wij. The 
weighted between-group or model sum of squares is ex-
actly QB, the weighted within-group or residual sum of 
squares is exactly QW, and the corrected total sum of 
squares is exactly Q.

Example. Alice Eagly and Linda Carli (1981), in data 
set I, reported a synthesis of ten studies of gender differ-
ences in conformity using the so called fi ctitious norm 

group paradigm. The effect sizes were standardized mean 
differences which were classifi ed into three groups on the 
basis of the percentage of the authors of the research re-
port who were male. Group 1 consisted of two studies 
with 25 percent male authorship, group 2 of a single study 
with 50 percent, and group 3 of seven studies with all 
male authorship. The data are given in table 15.3.

Using formula 14.6 from chapter 14 of this volume), 
and the sums given in table 15.3, the overall heterogene-
ity statistic Q is

Q � 36.040 � (34.423)2 / 279.388 � 31.799.

Using the sums given in table 15.3, the within-group 
heterogeneity statistics  Q  W 1 

 ,  Q  W 2 
 , and  Q  W 3 

  are

  Q  W 1 
  � 3.933 � (�9.395)2/64.505 � 2.565,

  Q  W 2 
  � 4.092 � (13.640)2/45.466 � 0.0,

  Q  W 3 
  � 28.015 � (57.458)2/169.417 � 8.528.

The overall within-group heterogeneity statistic is 
therefore

QW � 2.565 � 0.0 � 8.528 � 11.093.

Because 11.093 does not exceed 14.07, the 95 percent 
point of the chi-square distribution with 10 � 3 � 7 de-
grees of freedom, we do not reject the hypothesis that the 
effect-size parameters are homogeneous within the groups. 
In fact, a value this large would occur between 10 and 25 

Table 15.3 Data for Male-Authorship Example

 % Male
Study Authors Group # Items T v w wT wT 2

 1  25 1  2 �.33 .029 34.775 �11.476 3.787
 2  25 1  2 .07 .034 29.730 2.081  .146
 3  50 2  2 �.30 .022 45.466 �13.640 4.092
 4 100 3 38 .35 .016 62.233 21.782 7.624
 5 100 3 30 .70 .066 15.077 10.554 7.388
 6 100 3 45 .85 .218  4.586 3.898 3.313
 7 100 3 45 .40 .045 22.059 8.824 3.529
 8 100 3 45 .48 .069 14.580 6.998 3.359
 9 100 3  5 .37 .051 19.664 7.275 2.692
10 100 3  5 �.06 .032 31.218 �1.873 0.112

source: Authors’ compilations.
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percent of the time due to chance even with perfect homo-
geneity of effect parameters. Thus we conclude that the 
effect sizes are relatively homogeneous within groups.

The between group heterogeneity statistic is calcu-
lated as

QB � Q � QW � 31.799 �11.093 � 20.706.

Because 20.706 exceeds 5.99, the 95 percent point of 
the chi-square distribution with 3 � 1 � 2 degrees of free-
dom, we reject the null hypothesis of no variation in ef-
fect size across studies with different proportions of male 
authors. In other words, the relationship between the per-
centage of male authors and effect size is statistically sig-
nifi cant.

15.2.1.5 Standard Errors of Means The sampling 
variances v1•, . . . , vp• of the group mean effect estimates  __

 T  1•, . . . ,  
__

 T  p• are given by the reciprocals of the sums of the 
weights in each group, that is

 vi• �   1    _____ 
 ∑ 
j �1

  
mi

  wij 
    , i �1, . . . , p. (15.10)

Similarly, the sampling variance v•• of the grand 
weighted mean is given by the reciprocal of the sum of all 
the weights or

 v•• �   1      _______ 
 ∑ 
i �1

  
p

    ∑ 
j�1

   
mi

  wij  
  . (15.11)

The standard errors of the group mean effect estimates  __
 T  i• and the grand mean  

__
 T  •• are just the square roots of their 

respective sampling variances.
15.2.1.6 Tests and confi dence intervals The group 

means  
__

 T  1•, . . . ,  
__

 T  p• are normally distributed about the 
respective effect-size parameters  

__
 �  1• , . . . ,  

__
 �  p• that they 

estimate. The fact that these means are normally distrib-
uted with the variances given in equation 15.10 leads to 
rather straightforward procedures for constructing tests 
and confi dence intervals. For example, to test whether the 
ith group mean effect  

__
 �  i• differs from a predefi ned con-

stant �0 (for example, to test if  
__

 �  i• � �0 � 0) by testing the 
null hypothesis

H0i :  
__

 �  i• � �0,

use the statistic

 Zi �   
 
__

 T  i• � �0 ______     √ 
___

  vi•  
   (15.12)

and reject H0 at level � (that is, decide that the effect pa-
rameter differs from �0) if the absolute value of Zi exceeds 
the 100� percent critical value of the standard normal 
distribution. For example, for a two-sided test that  

__
 �  i• � 0 

at � � 0.05 level of signifi cance, reject the null hypothe-
sis if the absolute value of Z exceeds 1.96. When there is 
only one group of studies, this test is identical to that de-
scribed in chapter 14 of this volume using the statistic Z 
given in 14.5.

Confi dence intervals for the group mean effect  
__

 �  i• can 
be computed by multiplying the standard error     √ 

__
 vi•   by the 

appropriate two-tailed critical value of the standard nor-
mal distribution (C� � 1.96 for � � 0.05 and 95 percent 
confi dence intervals) then adding and subtracting this 
amount from the weighted mean effect size  

__
 T  i•. Thus the 

100(1 � �) percent confi dence interval for  
__

 �  i• is given by

  
__

 T  i• � C�
    √ 

___
  vi•   �   

__
 �  i• �   

__
 T  i• � C�

    √ 
___

  vi•   . (15.13)

Example. We now continue the analysis of the stan-
dardized mean differences from studies of gender differ-
ences in conformity of data set I. The effect-size estimate 
Tij for each study, its variance vij, the weight wij � 1/vij, wij 
Tij, and wij Tij

2 (which will be used later) are given in table 
15.3. Using the sums for each group from table 15.4 the 
weighted mean effect sizes for the three classes  

__
 T  1•,  

__
 T  2•, 

and  
__

 T  3• are given by

 
__

 T  1• � �9.395/64.505 � �0.15,

 
__

 T  2• � �13.640/45.466 � �0.30,

 
__

 T  3• � 57.458/169.417 � 0.34

and the weighted grand mean effect size is

 
__

 T  •• � 34.423/279.388 � 0.123.

Table 15.4  Quantities Used to Compute Male-
Authorship Example Analysis

 w wT wT 2

Group 1 (25% studies)  64.505 �9.395 3.933
Group 2 (50% studies)  45.466 �13.640 4.092
Group 3 (100% studies) 169.417 57.458 28.015

Over all Groups 279.388 34.423 36.040

source: Authors’ compilation.
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standard deviation. Following Larry Hedges (1981), we 
defi ne the sampling variance of Ti as an estimate of �i to 
be closely approximated by vi � (niE � niC)/(niE niC) � �i

2/
[2(niE � niC)] where we substitute a consistent estimate 
(for example Ti ) for the unknown value of �i.

Early commentary on teacher-expectancy experiments 
suggested that the experimental treatment is diffi cult to 
implement if teachers and their students know each other 
well at the time of the experiment. Essentially, the treat-
ment depends on deception: researchers attempt to con-
vince teachers that certain children can be expected to 
show dramatic intellectual growth. In fact, those desig-
nated are assigned at random to this high expectancy 
condition, so that if the deception is successful, the only 
difference between experimental and control children is 
in the minds of the teachers. Early studies provided anec-
dotal evidence that the deception will fail if the teachers 
have had enough previous contact to form their own judg-
ments of the children’s capabilities. In those cases, teach-
ers will rely more heavily on their own experience with 
the children than on test information supplied by outside 
experts.

For these reasons, we hypothesize that the length of 
time that teachers and children knew each other at the 
time of the experiment will be negatively related to a 
study’s effect size. Table 16.1 therefore lists X i � 0, 1, 2, 
or 3, depending on whether prior teacher-pupil contact 
occurred for less than one, one, two, or more than two 
weeks before the experiment.

A simple visual examination of the data provides quite 
striking support for this hypothesis. Figure 16.1 shows a 
scatter plot of the estimated effect size Ti as a function of 
Xi � weeks of prior teacher-student contact. I have super-
imposed a cubic spline to summarize this relationship, 
revealing that the relationship is essentially linear.

16.5 THE LOGIC OF INFERENCE

Let us now consider how to apply the logic of the random 
effects model 16.3 to answer the six questions listed at 
the beginning of this chapter and using the teacher expec-
tancy data (table 16.1) for illustration. The results dis-
cussed below are summarized in table 16.2.

16.5.1 Do the Effect Sizes Vary?

According to the general model (see equation 16.3), the 
true effect sizes vary for two reasons. There are predict-
able differences between studies, based on study charac-

Table 16.1 Effect of Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ

   Xi � Weeks of Prior
 Ti � effect vi � sampling Teacher Student
Study size estimate variance of Ti Contact

 1 0.03 0.015625 2
 2 0.12 0.021609 3
 3 �0.14 0.027889 3
 4 1.18 0.139129 0
 5 0.26 0.136161 0
 6 �0.06 0.010609 3
 7 �0.02 0.010609 3
 8 �0.32 0.048400 3
 9 0.27 0.026896 0
10 0.87 0.063001 1
11 0.54 0.091204 0
12 0.18 0.049729 0
13 �0.02 0.083521 1
14 0.23 0.084100 2
15 �0.18 0.025281 3
16 �0.06 0.027889 3
17 0.30 0.019321 1
18 0.07 0.008836 2
19 �0.07 0.030276 3

source: Raudenbush and Bryk 1985.

Figure 16.1 Estimated Effect Size Ti as a Function of Xi

source: Author’s compilation.
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teristics X; and unpredictable differences based on study-
specifi c random effects, u. Therefore, if every regression 
coeffi cient � and every random effect u are zero, all stud-
ies will have the same true effect size (�i � �0 for all i), 
and the only variation in the estimated effect sizes will 
arise from the sampling errors, e. This is the case of ho-
mogenous effect sizes. Equation 16.3 thus reduces to

 Ti � �0 � ei, ei ~ N(0, vi). (16.4)

Every effect size Ti is thus an unbiased estimate of the 
common effect size �0, having known variance vi. The 
best estimate3 of �0 is then

 �̂0 �  ∑ 
i � 1

  
k

  vi
�1Ti  /  ∑ 

i � 1

  
k

  vi
�1 . (16.5)

The reciprocals of the variances vi are known as preci-
sions, and model 16.5 is a precision-weighted average. 
The precision of model 16.5 is the sum of the precisions,

that is, Precision( ̂�0) �  ∑ 
i � 1

  
k

  vi
�1 , so that the sampling vari-

ance of 16.5 is

 Var( ̂�0) �   (  ∑ 
i � 1

  
k

  vi
�1  )  �1

 . (16.6)

Table 16.2 shows the results, ̂�0 � .060, se �     √ 
_______

 Var( ̂�0)   � 
.036. Under the assumption of homogeneity of effect size, 
we can test the null hypothesis H0 : �0 � 0. Under this 
hypothesis, all study effect sizes are null. We therefore 
compute

 z � ̂�0 /     √ 
_______

 Var ( ̂�0)   � 1.65, (16.7)

providing modest evidence against the null hypothesis. 
A 95 percent confi dence interval is

�̂0 � 1.96     √ 
_______

 Var ( ̂�0)   � (�0.011, 0.132).

Table 16.2 Statistical Inferences for Three Models

 Homogenous Simple Random- Mixed-Effects
Parameter Effects Modela Effects Modelb Modelc

Intercept
 �̂0 0.060 0.083 0.407
 SE( �̂0) (0.036) (0.052) (0.087)
 t-ratio 1.65 1.62 4.68

Coeffi cient for X � Weeks
 �̂1   �0.157
 SE( �̂0)   (0.036)
 t-ratio   �4.90

Random-Effects Variance, ��
2

 �̂�
2  0.019 0.000

 Q  35.83 16.57
 df  18 18
 p-value  (p � .01) (p � .50)

Study-Specifi c Effects, �
 min, max(Ti)d (�0.14,1.18) (�0.14, 1.18) (�0.14, 1.18)
 min, max(�i

*)  (�0.03, 0.25) (�0.07, 0.41)
 95% P.V. Interval for (�)  (�0.19, 0.35) (�0.07, 0.41)

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: The homogenous model was estimated by maximum likelihood; the simple random-effects model and 
the mixed-effects model were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood.
a�i � �0
b�i � �0 � ui Var(ui) � ��

2

c�i � �0 � �1Xi � ui Var(ui|Xi) � ��
2

dIn all cases Ti � �i � ei Var(ei) � vi
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The log-likelihood for FMLE is the density of the ob-
served effect sizes regarded as a function of the parame-
ters given the sample:

 LF(�, ��
2;T) � constant � ½ ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  ln(vi
*�1)  

 � ½ ∑ 
i � 1

  
k

  vi
*�1 (Ti � Xi

T�)2. (16.28)

The likelihood is maximized by solving

   
dLF ____ 
d�

   �  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1 Xi(Ti � Xi

T�) � 0 (16.29)

   dLF ____ 
d��

2
   � �½ ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1  � ½ ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 (Ti � Xi

T�)2 � 0. (16.30)

The resulting estimating equations are

 �̂ �   (  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1 XiXi

T )  �1

   ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1 XiTi (16.31)

and

 �̂�
2 �  ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 [(Ti � Xi

T�)2 � vi] /  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 . (16.32)

These estimating equations have the interesting form 
of weighted least squares estimates. The weights for esti-
mating the regression coeffi cients are the precisions vi

*�1, 
the reciprocals of E (Ti � Xi

T�)2, while the weights for 
estimating the variances are vi

*�2, inversely proportional 
to Var (Ti � Xi

T�)2.

Table 16.3 Statistical Inferences for �0

     95% Confi dence
Method of Estimation  ̂� �  

2  �̂0 SE t � �̂0 / (SE) Interval for �0

Fixed Effects MLE
 Conventionala 0.000d 0.060 0.036 1.65 (�0.016, 0.136)
 Quasi-Fb 0.000 0.060 0.051 1.17 (�0.047, 0.167)
 Huber-Whitec 0.000 0.060 0.040 1.51 (�0.024, 0.136)

Full MLE
 Conventionala 0.012 0.078 0.048 1.64 (�0.016, 0.136)
 Quasi-Fb 0.012 0.078 0.061 1.27 (�0.047, 0.167)
 Huber-Whitec 0.012 0.078 0.048 1.62 (�0.024, 0.136)

Restricted MLE     
 Conventionala 0.018 0.083 0.052 1.62 (�0.025, 0.193)
 Quasi-Fb 0.018 0.083 0.063 1.32 (�0.048, 0.216)
 Huber-White 0.018 0.083 0.050 1.68 (�0.021, 0.189)

Method of Moments     
 Conventionala 0.026 0.089 0.056 1.60 (�0.028, 0.206)
 Quasi-Fb 0.026 0.089 0.064 1.40 (�0.044, 0.222)
 Huber-Whitec 0.026 0.089 0.052 1.71 (�0.020, 0.199)

source: Authors’ compilation.
notes: For the simple random effects model using three methods of point estimation and three methods of 
estimating uncertainty.

aConventional Vâr(�̂0) �   (  ∑ 
i�1

   
k

  ( �̂   �  
2  � vi)�1  )  �1

 .

bQuasi-F approach is equivalent to assuming Vâr(�̂0) � q �  
 ∑ 
i�1

   
k

  ( �̂  �  
  2  � vi)�1  (Ti � ̂�0)2

  _______________  

(k �1) ∑ 
i�1

   
k

  ( �̂  �  
  2 �vi)�1 

  .

cHuber-White Vâr(�̂0) �   
 ∑ 
i�1

   
k

  ( �̂  �  
  2  � vi)�2  (Ti � ̂�0)2

  _______________  

  (  ∑ 
i�1

   
k

  ( �̂  �  
  2 �vi)�1  )  2 

  .

dFor the fi xed effects model,  � �  
2  � 0 by assumption.
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Of course, the two equations cannot be solved in closed 
form. However, it is easy to write a small program that 
begins with an initial estimate of �, for example using 
weighted least squares with ��

2 set to zero in computing 
the weights, so that the weight vi

*�1 is set initially to vi
�1. 

These estimates are then used to produce an initial esti-
mate of ��

2 using weights vi
*�2 set initially to vi

�2. This 
initial estimate of ��

2 is then used in constructing new 
weights with which to re-estimate � and ��

2 using 16.31 
and 16.32. This procedure continues until convergence. 
Alternatively, standard statistical programs for mixed 
models that allow known but varying level-1 variances 
can be used to estimate this model. I used HLM version 
6.0 for the computation of the results for FMLE shown in 
table 16.3.

For the simple random effects model (table 16.3), the 
estimating equations 16.31 and 16.32 reduce to

 �̂0 �  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1Ti  /  ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1  (16.33)

and

 �̂�
2 �  ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 [(Ti � �0)2 � vi] /  ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 . (16.34)

16A.2 Restricted Maximum Likelihood

Restricted maximum likelihood (RMLE) is based on the 
likelihood of the variance ��

2 given the data, with the re-
gression coeffi cients removed through integration (Demp-
tser, Rubin, and Tsutakawa 1981).7 The advantage of 
RMLE versus FMLE is that RMLE estimates of ��

2 take 
into account the uncertainty about �, yielding nearly un-

biased estimates and possibly improving the standard er-
rors, hypothesis tests, and intervals for �. However, the 
RMLE estimates of ��

2 will be slightly less effi cient than 
those based on FMLE unless the number of parameters, 
p � 1, in � is comparatively large.

The log-likelihood for RMLE is the density of the ob-
served effect sizes regarded as a function of ��

2 alone, 
given the sample (Raudenbush and Bryk 1985):

 LF (��
2;T) � constant � ½ ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  ln(vi
*�1)   

 � ½ ln (  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1 XiXi

T )  
 � ½ ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1 (Ti � Xi

T ̂�). (16.35)

The log-likelihood is maximized by solving

   dLR ____ 
d��

2
   � �½ ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1  � ½  (  ∑ 

i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1 XiXi

T )  �1

  

 � ½ ∑ 
i � 1

  
k

  vi
*�2 (Ti � Xi

T ̂�)2 � 0. (16.36) 

The resulting estimating equation is

�̂�
2 �   

 ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 [(Ti � Xi

T ̂�)2 � vi]� tr  [   (  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�1 Xi Xi

T )  �1

  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 Xi Xi

T ] 
    ______________________________________   

 ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  vi
*�2 

  .

  (16.37)

Note that this estimating equation is equivalent to that 
for the case of FMLE (equation 16.32) except for the sec-
ond term in the numerator of 16.37. It is instructive to com-
pare the form of these in the balanced case, that is vi � v for 
all i. In that case, the FMLE estimating equation becomes

�̂�
2 �  

 ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  (Ti � Xi
T� ) 2   � v

  _____________ 
k
  

and the RMLE estimating equation becomes

��
2 �  

  ∑ 
i �1

  
k

  (Ti � Xi
T ̂� ) 2   � v

  _____________ 
k � p � 1

  

where �̂ � (	XiXi
T )�1	XiTi. Note that the denominator 

of the RMLE estimator is k�p�1 rather than k, as it is in 
the case of the FMLE estimator, revealing how RMLE 
accounts for the uncertainty associated with having to 

Table 16.4 Statistical Inferences for ��
2

   95% Plausible
Method of  Reliability, Value Interval
Estimation �̂�

2 �a for �i
b

Full MLE 0.012 .29 (�0.14, 0.30)
Restricted MLE 0.018 .37 (�0.19, 0.35)
Method of Moments 0.026 .51 (�0.23, 0.41)

source: Authors’ compilation.
notes: For the simple random effects model using three methods of 
point estimation.

a� �  ∑ 
i �1

   
19

  �̂i , �̂i � �̂2/(�̂�
2 � vi)

b95% Plausible value interval for �i � �0 � 1.96*�̂�.
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that this apparent outlying positive effect size refl ects 
noise.

The empirical Bayes estimates, �i
*, i � 1, . . . , k, having 

experienced shrinkage to the mean proportional to their 
unreliability, are much more concentrated, displaying a 
range of �0.03 to 0.25, suggesting that most of the effects 
are small and positive. These estimates are plotted against 
the study-specifi c estimates in fi gure 16.2. The experience 
of study 4 is instructive. Although we found T4 � 1.18, we 
see that �4

* � .21 (case 4 is highlighted in fi gure 16.2). The 
seemingly outlying value of T4 has been severely shrunk 
toward the mean. This result is not surprising when we 
inspect the reliability of T4, that is, �̂4 � ̂��

2/(�̂�
2 � v4) �

0.019/(0.019 � 0.139) � 0.12, the lowest in the data set.
How much uncertainty is associated with the empirical 

Bayes point estimates �i
* of the effect size? Recall from 

equation 16.24 that �i
* is a precision-weighted average. 

The precision of this estimate is (approximately) the sum 
of the precisions, that is, Precision(�i�Ti, ̂�0, �̂�

�2) � vi
�1 � 

�̂�
�2 so that the approximate posterior variance is

 Var(�i � Ti,  ̂�0, ̂��
2) � (vi

�1 � ̂��
�2)�1. (16.25)

Figure 16.3 displays the 95 percent posterior confi dence 
intervals for the nineteen effect sizes, rank ordered by 

their central values. The widest interval, not surprisingly, 
is associated with study 4.

The intervals in fi gure 16.3 are based on the assump-
tion that the parameter ��

2 is equal to its estimated value, 
�̂�

2 and that �0 � ̂�0. Indeed the term empirical Bayes is 
rooted in the idea that the parameters of the prior distri-
bution of the true effect size �i are estimated empirically 
from the data. Basing �i

* on the approximation ��
2 � ̂��

2 is 
a reasonable approximation when the number of studies, 
k, is large. In our case, with k � 19, this approximation is 
under some doubt. Raudenbush and Bryk re-estimated 
the posterior distribution of �i using a fully Bayesian ap-
proach that takes into account the uncertainty in the data 
about ��

2 (2002, chapter 13; for an extensive discussion of 
this issue, see Seltzer 1993).5

The reader may have noted that the range of the em-
pirical Bayes estimates (from �0.03 to 0.25) is narrower 
than the 95 percent plausible value interval (see table 
16.2) for �i given by (�0.23, 0.41). This is a typical re-
sult: the empirical Bayes estimates are shrinkage estima-
tors. These shrinkage estimators reduce the expected 
mean-squared error of the estimates but in doing so they 
tend to overshrink in the sense that the ensemble of em-
pirical Bayes estimates �i

*, i � 1, . . . , k, will generally be 
more condensed than the distribution of the true effect 
sizes �i, i � 1, . . . , k. This bias toward the mean implies 
�i

* will underestimate truly large positive values of �i
 and 

overestimate truly large negative values of �i. One suffers 

Figure 16.2 Empirical Bayes Estimates �i
* Against Study-

Specifi c Estimates Ti (horizontal axis).

source: Author’s compilation.
notes: Note that study 4 provided an unusually large study-specifi c 
estimate, T4 � 1.18. However, the empirical Bayes estimate �4

* � 0.21 
is much smaller, refl ecting the fact that T4 is quite unreliable.
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some bias to obtain small posterior variance leading to a 
small mean-squared error. That is, E[(�i

* � �i)2��i] � Bias2

(�i
*��i) � Var(�i

*��i) will be small because the penalty as-
sociated with the bias will be offset by the reduction in 
variance. Indeed, Raudenbush (1988) showed that the 
ratio of E[(�i

* � �i)2��i] to the mean-squared error of the 
conventional estimate, that is E [(Ti � �i)2��i] is, on aver-
age, approximately �i. The lower the reliability of Ti, then, 
the greater is the benefi t of using the empirical Bayes 
estimator �i

*.
16.5.6.2 Conditional Shrinkage Estimation The em-

pirical Bayes estimators discussed so far and plotted in 
fi gures 16.2 and 16.3 are based on the model �i � �0 � ui, 
ui ~ N(0, ��

2). This model assumes that the true effect sizes 
are exchangeable, that is, we have no prior information to 
suspect that any one effect size is larger than any other. 
This assumption of exchangeability is refutable based on 
earlier theory and data in fi gure 16.1, suggesting that the 
duration of contact between teachers and children prior to 
the experiment will negatively predict the true effect size. 
This reasoning encouraged us to estimate the conditional 
model �i � �0 � �iXi � ui, ui ~ N(0, ��

2), where Xi � weeks 
of prior contact, and the random effects ui, i � 1, . . . , k , 

are now conditionally exchangeable. That is, once we 
take weeks of previous contact into account, the random 
effects are exchangeable. The results, shown in table 16.2, 
provided strong support for including Xi in the model. 
This fi nding suggests an alternative and presumably su-
perior empirical Bayes estimate of each study’s effect 
size:

 E(�i � Ti, Xi,  ̂�0, ̂��
2) � �i

* 

 � ̂�iTi � (1� ̂�i)( ̂�0 � ̂�1Xi). (16.26)

Equation 16.27 shrinks outlying values of Ti not to-
ward the overall mean but rather toward the predicted 
value  ̂�0 � ̂�1Xi. The shrinkage will be large when the re-
liability �̂i � ̂��

2/(�̂�
2 � vi) is small. Recall that, after con-

trolling for Xi, we found �̂�
2 � 0.000. Our reliability is 

now conditional; that is, �̂i is now the reliability with 
which we can discriminate between studies that share the 
same number of Xi � weeks of prior contact. The evidence 
suggests that such discrimination is not possible based on 
the data, given that the study effect sizes within levels of 
Xi appear essentially homogeneous.

The result, then, is �i
* � ̂�0 � ̂�1Xi. The 95 percent pos-

terior confi dence intervals for these conditional shrkinage 
estimators are plotted in fi gure 16.4. All studies having 
the same value of Xi share the same value of �i

* because our 

estimate of the posterior variance, given the regression 
coeffi cients, is now Var (�i�Ti, Xi, ̂�0, ̂�1, ̂��

2) � (vi
�1 � ̂��

�2)�1 
��̂�

2/(1� ̂��
2vi

�1)�0.000 when �̂�
2 � 0.000. This result also 

has implications for our belief about the range of plausible 
effect sizes. We see in table 16.2 that the empirical Bayes 
estimates range from �0.07 (when X � 3) to 0.41 (when 
X � 0). The 95 percent plausible value interval is the same, 
that is (�0.07, 0,41).6

16.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

16.6.1 Advantages of the Approach

This chapter has described several potential advantages in 
using a random effects approach to quantitative research 
synthesis. First, the random effects conceptualization is 
consistent with standard scientifi c aims of generalization: 
studies under synthesis can be viewed as representative 
of a larger population or universe of implementations of a 
treatment or observations of a relationship.

Second, the random effects approach allows a parsimo-
nious summary of results when the number of studies is 
very large. In such large-sample syntheses, it may be im-
possible to formulate fully adequate explanatory models 
for effects of study characteristics on study outcomes. The 
random effects approach enables the investigator to repre-
sent the unexplained variation in the true effect sizes with 
a single parameter, ��

2, and to make summary statements 

Figure 16.4 Bayes 95 percent Posterior Confi dence Inter-
vals, Mixed-Effects Model

source: Author’s compilation.
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and therefore

   
dWT _______ 

     √ 
_____

 1� �S  
   (18.63)

is an estimate of �WS with a variance of

   
vWT _______ 

     √ 
_____

 1� �S  
   . (18.64)

If we decided that �BC or �BS was a more appropriate 
effect size, then we could still begin by computing dWT 
and vWT , but then solve 18.38 for �BC , namely

�BC � �WT /     √ 
___

 �C  

to obtain

 dWT /     √ 
___

 �C   (18.65)

as an estimate of �BC with variance

 vWT / �C (18.66)

or solve equation 18.37 for �BS, namely

�BS � �WT /     √ 
__

 �S  

to obtain

 dWT /     √ 
__

 �S   (18.67)

as an estimate of �BS with variance vWT / �S .

18.4  CAN A LEVEL OF CLUSTERING 
SAFELY BE IGNORED?

One might be tempted to think that accounting for clus-
tering at the highest level, schools, for example, would be 
enough to account for most of the effects of clustering at 
both levels. Indeed, the belief among some researchers 
that only the highest level of clustering matters in analy-
sis, and that lower levels can safely be omitted if they are 
not explicitly part of the analysis, is widely held. Another 
sometimes expressed is that any level of the design can be 
ignored if it is not explicitly included in the analysis. It is 
clear from 18.39, 18.44, and 18.51 that the effect-size es-
timates dWC , dWS . and dWT do not depend strongly on the 
intraclass correlation, at least within plausible ranges of 
intraclass correlations likely to be encountered in social 
and educational research. The analytic results presented 
here, however, show that in situations where there is a 
plausible amount of clustering at two levels, omitting ei-
ther level from variance computations can lead to sub-
stantial biases in the variance of effect-size estimators.

Table 18.1 shows several calculations of the variance of 
the effect-size estimate dWT and its variance in a balanced 
design with m � 10, n � 20, �S � 0.15, �C � 0.10, and 
d � (   

__
 T   •••  
 T
   �   

__
 T   •••  
 C

  )/SWT � 0.15 (fairly typical values). Omit-
ting the classroom (lowest level) of clustering leads to 
underestimating the variance when the number of class-
rooms per school is small, underestimation that becomes 
less serious as the number of classrooms per school in-
creases. Omitting it from variance computations leads to 

Table 18.1 Variance Effect of Omitting Levels on the Variance of Effect Size dW T

 Variance Computed Estimated Variance / True Variance

     Ignoring Ignoring   Ignoring Ignoring
   Ignoring Ignoring Classes Classes Ignoring Ignoring Classes Classes
p dWT vWT Classes Schools � � �S � �C � � �S � �C / p Classes Schools � � �S � �C � � �S � �C / p

 1 0.1482 0.0576 0.0385 0.0290 0.0576 0.0576 0.670 0.504 1.000 1.000
 2 0.1485 0.0438 0.0343 0.0145 0.0538 0.0440 0.783 0.332 1.229 1.006
 3 0.1486 0.0392 0.0329 0.0097 0.0525 0.0394 0.838 0.247 1.341 1.006
 4 0.1487 0.0369 0.0321 0.0073 0.0519 0.0371 0.871 0.197 1.407 1.005
 5 0.1487 0.0355 0.0317 0.0058 0.0515 0.0357 0.893 0.163 1.451 1.004
 8 0.1488 0.0335 0.0311 0.0036 0.0510 0.0336 0.929 0.108 1.524 1.003
16 0.1488 0.0317 0.0305 0.0018 0.0505 0.0318 0.963 0.057 1.591 1.002

source: Author’s compilation.
note: These calculations assume n � 20, �S � 0.15, �C � 0.10, and dWT � 0.15
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log risk ratios, log odds ratios, and arc sine square root 
differences. In large studies, more than one treatment 
may be involved, each treatment being compared to the 
control. This is particularly true of pharmaceutical stud-
ies, in which the effects of several drugs or drug doses are 
compared. Because investigators may have different goals 
or different resources, different studies may involve dif-
ferent treatments, and not all treatments of interest may 
be used in any particular study. When a meta-analytic 
synthesis of all studies that involve the treatments of in-
terest to the researcher is later attempted, the facts that 
effect sizes within studies are correlated, and that some 
studies may be missing one or more treatments, need to 
be accounted for in the statistical analysis.

19.2.1 An Example and a Regression Model

Suppose that one is interested in combining the results of 
several studies of the effectiveness of one or more of three 
hypertension therapies in preventing heart disease in males 
or females considered at risk because of excessively high 
blood-pressure readings. For specifi city, suppose that the 
therapies are T1 � use of a new beta-blocker, T2 � use of a 
drug that reduces low-density cholesterol, and T3 � use of 
a calcium channel blocker. Suppose that the endpoint is 
the occurrence (or nonoccurrence) of coronary heart dis-
ease. In every study, the effects of these therapies are 
compared to that of using only a diuretic (the control). 
Although the data for convenience of exposition are hy-
pothetical, they are illustrative of studies that have ap-
peared in this area of medical research.

That all therapies are compared to the same control in 
each study suggests that the effect sizes for these thera-
pies will be positively correlated. If the control rate of 

occurrence of heart disease is high, it will not take much 
for all therapies in that study to show a strong improve-
ment over the control, whereas when the control rate in a 
study is low, even the best therapies are likely to only show 
a weak effect. In an alternative context, in education, if 
students in a school are very good, it is hard to show 
much improvement, whereas if the students in a school 
have poor skills, then substantial improvement is possi-
ble. Given that this is the case, information about the ef-
fect size for therapy T1 can be used to predict the effect 
size for any other therapy (for example, T2 ) in the same 
study, and vice versa.

To illustrate the model, suppose that a thorough search 
of published and unpublished studies using various regis-
ters yields three studies. Although all of these studies use 
a similar control, each study need not include all the treat-
ments. The hypothetical data in table 19.1—in which 
study 1 used therapies T1 and T2, study 2 used only therapy 
T1, and study 3 involved all three therapies—make this 
clear.

For our illustration, estimated effect sizes will be dif-
ferences between the proportion of the control group who 
experience an occurrence of heart disease and the propor-
tion of those treated who have an occurrence. Later we 
discuss alternative metrics to defi ne effect sizes. In this 
case, the effect size for each study is:

 dT � pC � pT . (19.1)

(Because we expect the treatments to lower the rate of 
heart disease, in defi ning the effect size, we have sub-
tracted the treatment proportion from the control propor-
tion in order to avoid a large number of minus signs in the 
estimates.) The effect-size estimates for each study are 

Table 19.1  Proportions of Subjects Exhibiting Heart Disease for a Control and 
Three Therapies.

 Treatment

 Control T1 T2 T3

Study n p n p n p n p

 1 1000 0.0400 4000 0.0250 4000 0.0375 — —
 2  200 0.0500  400 0.0375 — — — —
 3 2000 0.0750 1000 0.0400 1000 0.0800 1000 0.0500

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: Here, n denotes the sample size and p the proportion.
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shown in table 19.2. The dashes in tables 19.1 and 19.2 
indicate where particular therapies are not present in a 
study.

The estimated variance of a difference of proportions 
pC � pT is

 vâr ( pC � pT) �   
pC(1 � pC)

 _________ nC
   �   

pT (1 � pT) _________ nT
  , (19.2)

where nC and nT are the number of subjects in the control 
and therapy groups, respectively. The estimated covari-
ance between any two such differences pC �  p  T 1 

  and pC �  
p  T 2 

  is equal to the estimated variance of the common con-
trol proportion pC, namely,

 côv( pC �  p  T 1 
 , pC �  p  T 2 

 ) �   
pC(1 � pC)

 _________ nC
   . (19.3)

Notice that the variance and covariance formulas are the 
same regardless of whether we defi ne effect sizes as pC � pT 
or pT � pC , as long as the same defi nition is used for all 
treatments and all studies.

Thus, the following are the estimated covariance ma-
trices for the three studies. Note that a covariance matrix 
for a study gives estimated variances and covariances 
only for the effect sizes observed in that study.

Study 1:  �̂1 �
�10 9 44 494 38 400

38 400 47 423

, ,

, ,
,







Study 2:  �̂2 �
�10 9 ( , ),327 734

Study 3:  �̂3 �
�10 9

73 088 34 688 34 688

34 688 108 288 34 688

34 688 34 688 82 1

, , ,

, , ,

, , , 888













 . (19.4)

In study 1, we might be interested in comparing the 
effect sizes  d  T 1 

  and  d  T 2 
  of treatments T1 and T2. If we ig-

nore the covariance between  d  T 1 
  and  d  T 2 

 , we would obtain 
the variance of the effect-size difference  d  T 1 

  �  d  T 2 
  by sum-

ming the variances of  d  T 1 
  and  d  T 2 

  obtaining

 vãr ( d  T 1 
  �  d  T 2 

 ) � vâr( d  T 1 
 ) � vâr( d  T 2 

 ) 

 �   
 p  T 1 

 (1 �  p  T 1 
 )
 _________  n  T 1 

    �   
 p  T 2 

 (1 �  p  T 2 
 )
 _________  n  T 2 

    � 2   
pC(1 � pC)

 _________ nC
   . 

That this variance would be too large can be seen by 
noting that

 d  T 1 
  �  d  T 2 

  � ( pC �  p  T 1 
 ) � (pC �  p  T 2 

 ) �  p  T 2 
  �  p  T 1 

  ,

so that actually

vâr( d  T 1 
  �  d  T 2 

 ) � vâr(  p  T 1 
  �  p  T 2 

 ) � vâr(  p  T 1 
 ) � vâr(  p  T 2 

 )

�   
 p  T 1 

 (1 �  p  T 1 
 )
 _________  n  T 1 

    �   
 p  T 2 

 (1 �  p  T 2 
 )
 _________  n  T 2 

    .

In our hypothetical data, the difference between these 
two variance estimates is (relatively) quite large:

vãr( d  T 1 
  �  d  T 2 

 ) �10�9(44,494 � 47,423) �10�9(91,917)

versus

 vâr( d  T 1 
  �  d  T 2 

 ) �   
(.0250)(.9750)

 ____________ 4000   �   
(.0375)(.9625)

 ____________ 4000   

 � 10�9(15,117) 

indicating that in such a comparison of effect sizes it 
would be a major error to ignore the covariance between 
the effect-size estimates. A large-sample confi dence in-
terval for the difference of the two population effect sizes, 
for example, would be excessively conservative if the co-
variance between the effect-size estimates  d  T 1 

  and  d  T 2 
  were 

ignored, leading to the use of an overestimate of the vari-
ance of  d  T 1 

  �  d  T 2 
 . On the other hand, if we were interested 

in averaging the two effect sizes to create a summary ef-
fect size for drug therapy, we would underestimate the 
variance of ( d  T 1 

  �  d  T 2 
 )/2 if we failed to take account of the 

covariance between  d  T 1 
  and  d  T 2 

 .
The existence of covariance (dependence) between ef-

fect sizes within studies means that even when a given 
study has failed to observe a given treatment, the effect 
sizes for other treatments that were observed and com-
pared to the common control can provide information 
about any given effect size. To clarify this point, let us 
display the estimated effect sizes in a six-dimensional 

Table 19.2  Effect Sizes (Differences of Proportions) 
from Table 1

 Treatment

Study T1 T2 T3

 1 0.0150     0.0025 —
 2 0.0125 — —
 3 0.0350 �0.0050 0.0250

source: Authors’ compilation.
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Comment 1. The large-sample variances and covari-
ances estimated in equations 19.18 and 19.19 are derived 
under the assumption that the responses are normally dis-
tributed. If the distribution is not normal, the large-sample 
variances and covariances of treatment effect estimates 
will involve the measures of skewness and kurtosis of the 
distribution, and these must be determined (or estimated) 
if var( d  T j 

  ) and cov( d  T j 
 ,  d  T j* 

  ) are to be estimated.
Comment 2. Because the treatments may affect the 

variances of the responses as well as their means, some 
meta-analysts defi ne the population effect size �T as the 
difference in population means between treatment and 
control divided by the standard deviation of the control 
population. They will then estimate this effect size by 
 dividing the difference in sample means between treat-
ment and control by the sample standard deviation sC of 
the control group. If one can nevertheless assume that the 
population response variances are the same for the con-
trol and all treatments, then to account for the use of sC in 
place of s in the defi nition of dT one need only replace 
ntotal by nC in the formulas 19.18 and 19.19. If one cannot 
assume that the treatment and control population vari-
ances are the same, estimating the large-sample variances 
and covariances will require either the sample treatment 
and control variances from the individual studies or infor-
mation about the population variances of the treatment 
and control groups (Gleser and Olkin 1994, 346; see also 
2000).

Comment 3. The defi nition of effect size in equation 
19.16 is the usual one. If we expect control means to ex-
ceed treatment means, as in section 19.2, then to avoid a 
large number of negative estimates we can instead defi ne 
the effect size of a treatment by subtracting the mean of 
the treatment population from the mean of the control 
population—thus, �T � (�C � �T)/�. As long as this is 
done consistently over all studies and over all treatments, 
the formulas 19.18 and 19.19 for the estimated variances 
and covariances of the effect sizes remain the same.

When several multiple treatment studies are the focus 
of a meta-analysis, and particularly when not all treat-
ments appear in all studies, the regression model of sec-
tion 19.2 can be used to estimate treatment effects, as-
suming that such effects are common to all studies (each 
treatment has homogeneous effect sizes across studies). 
Also, the statistic Q introduced in section 19.2 can be 
used to test the assumption of homogeneity of effect 
sizes. We illustrate such an analysis in the example that 
follows. Again, the example is hypothetical, though it is 
inspired by meta-analyses in the literature. The context is 

medical, but many similar examples are available in the 
social sciences.

19.3.1 Treatment Effects, An Example

Suppose that a survey of all randomized studies of changes 
in systolic blood pressure due to exercise had found four 
such studies and identifi ed two types of treatment used in 
those studies: intensive exercise, such as running for thirty 
minutes; light exercise, such as walking for twenty min-
utes. All four studies had considered intensive exercise in 
comparison to an independent nonexercise control group, 
but only two had included a group who did light exercise. 
The studies were not large, but the sample sizes were 
large enough that the sample means could be regarded 
as having approximately normal distributions. Table 19.3 
contains summary data—sample sizes, sample means, 
pooled sample standard deviations—for the four studies. 
The response variable was the reduction in systolic blood 
pressure after a three-month treatment. Table 19.4 pres-

Table 19.3  Summary Data for Four Studies of Exercise 
and Systolic Blood Pressure

  Intensive Light Pooled
 Control Exercise Exercise Standard

 ȳc nc ȳ T 1
  n T 1

  ȳ T 1
  n T 1

  s

Dev. Study
 1 �1.36 25 7.87 25 4.35 22 4.2593
 2 0.98 40 9.32 38 — — 2.8831
 3 1.17 50 8.08 50 — — 3.1764
 4 0.45 30 7.44 30 5.34 30 2.9344

source: Authors’ compilation.

Table 19.4  Estimated Effect Sizes for the Data in 
Table 19.3 (Computed Using 
Equation 19.17).

 Intensive Exercise Light Exercise

Study
 1 2.1670 1.3406
 2 2,8927 —
 3 2.1754 —
 4 2.3821 1.6664

source: Authors’ compilation.
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p of �. When all p end points are measured in each of the k 
studies, the degrees of freedom of Q under the null hypoth-
esis 19.28 is equal to p(k�1). An example illustrating these 
calculations appears in the following section (19.4.1).

Comment. Our discussion has dealt with situations 
where certain endpoints are not measured in a study, so 
that all observations on this endpoint can be regarded as 
missing. Because such “missingness” is a part of the de-
sign of the study, with the decision as to what endpoints 
to use presumably made before the data were obtained, 
this type of situation is not the kind of missing data of 
concern in the literature (see, for example, Little and 
Rubin 1987; Little and Schenker 1994). It is, of course, 
not unusual for observations not to be obtained on a sub-
set of subjects in a study. If such observations are missing 
because measurements are missing, bias in the statistical 
inference is possible. The meta-analyst can generally do 
little about such missing data because original data are 
seldom accessible. Whatever methodology used by a study 
to account for its missing data will thus have to be ac-
cepted without adjustment. This is a potential problem, 
but a few such missing values are not likely to seriously 
affect the values of estimates or test statistics in the large-
sample situations where these methods can be applied.

19.4.1 Missing Values, An Example

Consider the following hypothetical situation, which is 
based loosely on published meta-analyses that deal with 

the possible effects of coaching on SAT-Math and SAT-
Verbal scores (Becker 1990; Powers and Rock 1998, 1999). 
A group of seven community colleges have instituted sum-
mer programs for high school graduates planning to at-
tend college. One of the stated goals of the summer pro-
gram is to improve the students’ skills in mathematics 
and reading comprehension. There is discussion as to 
whether coaching by drill (the treatment) is effective for 
this purpose, as opposed to no coaching (the control). 
Consequently, each student enrolled for the summer pro-
gram is randomly assigned to either coaching or non-
coaching sessions. At the beginning of the summer ses-
sion, every student is tested in mathematics and reading 
comprehension. Later, their scores in mathematics and 
reading comprehension on a posttest are recorded. There 
are p � 2 endpoints measured on each subject—namely, 
posttest minus pretest scores in mathematics and in read-
ing comprehension. Sample sizes, sample means, and 
pooled sample variances and correlations are given for 
these measurements in table 19.5. Note that the sample 
sizes are not the same, even within a particular summer 
program at a particular community college, because of 
dropouts. Only those students who completed the sum-
mer session and actually took the posttest are included 
in the data. All students therefore had measurements on 
both endpoints.

Using equations 19.25 through 19.27, we obtain table 
19.6, which for each school gives the estimated effect 
sizes for mathematics and reading comprehension attrib-

Table 19.5  Effect of Drill Coaching on Differences Between Post-Test and Pre-Test 
Achievement Scores

 Means 
Pooled

 Control Treatment Standard Dev.

 n Math Reading n Math Reading Math Reading Correlation �̂

School
 1 22 2.3 2.5 24 10.3 6.6 8.2 7.3 0.55
 2 21 2.4 1.3 21 9.7 3.1 8.3 8.9 0.43
 3 26 2.5 2.4 23 8.7 3.7 8.5 8.3 0.57
 4 18 3.3 1.7 18 7.5 8.5 7.7 9.8 0.66
 5 38 1.1 2.0 36 2.2 2.1 9.1 10.4 0.51
 6 42 2.8 2.1 42 3.8 1.4 9.6 7.9 0.59
 7 39 1.7 0.6 38 1.8 3.9 9.2 10.2 0.49

source: Authors’ compilation.
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utable to drill coaching, and also the (estimated) large-
sample matrix of variances and covariances for the esti-
mated effect sizes.

Note that there is considerable variation (over schools) 
in the estimated effect sizes for both mathematics and 
reading comprehension in table 19.6. Using the test sta-
tistic Q for testing the null hypothesis 19.28 of homoge-
neous population effect sizes for both mathematics and 
reading comprehension, we fi nd that Q � 19.62. This 
value is the 92.5th percentile of the chi-squared distribu-
tion with p(k�1) � 2(7�1) � 12 degrees of freedom (the 
null hypothesis distribution of Q). This result casts doubt 
on the model of homogeneity of effect sizes. One might 
look for explanations of the differences in effect sizes. It 
is the conjectured explanations of heterogeneity of effect 
sizes, supported by, or at least not contradicting, the data 
and pointing to directions for future study, that are often 
the greatest contribution of a meta-analysis to scientifi c 
research.

19.4.2  Regression Models and 
Confi dence Intervals

Suppose it is known that schools 1 through 4 and schools 
5 through 7 in the example of section 19.4.1 draw stu-
dents from different strata of the population, or that they 
used different methods for applying the treatment (the 
drill). It might then be conjectured that effect sizes for 
mathematics and reading comprehension are homoge-
neous within each group of schools, but differ between 

the groups. This conjecture corresponds to a regression 
model of the form

 d � U� � �, (19.32)

where

d � (0.976, 0.562, 0.880, 0.202, . . . . , 0.011, 0.324)�

is the fourteen-dimensional column vector of mathematics 
and reading comprehension effect sizes (in that order) for 
schools 1 through 7, � � (	1, math, 	1, reading, 	2, math, 	2, reading)�, 
and � has approximately a multivariate normal distribu-
tion with mean 0 and (estimated) block diagonal vari-
ance-covariance matrix

 �̂ �

   

   

1

7

1 7

0

0

L
M O M
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 ≡ Diag(   , ,   ),

whose diagonal 2 � 2 blocks are given in table 6. For ex-
ample,

�̂3 
. .

. .
�

0 0874 0 0471

0 0471 0 0822







is the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the esti-
mated effect sizes from school 3 and can be found in the 
last three columns of the row for school 3 in table 19.6.

Table 19.6 Estimated Effect Sizes for Drill Coaching and Their Estimated Covariance 
Matrices

  Estimated Variance and Covariances
 Effect Sizes of the Effect Size Estimates

 dmath dreading vâr(dmath) vâr(dreading) côv(dmath, dreading)

School
 1 0.976 0.562 0.0975 0.0906 0.0497
 2 0.880 0.202 0.1045 0.0957 0.0413
 3 0.729 0.157 0.0874 0.0822 0.0471
 4 0.545 0.694 0.1152 0.1177 0.0756
 5 0.121 0.010 0.0542 0.0541 0.0276
 6 0.104 �0.089 0.0477 0.0477 0.0281
 7 0.011 0.324 0.0520 0.0526 0.0255

source: Authors’ compilation.

 �̂

 �̂

 �̂  �̂
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20.1  WHAT ARE MODEL-BASED RESEARCH 
SYNTHESES?

In this chapter I introduce model-based meta-analysis 
and update what is known about research syntheses aimed 
at examining models and questions more complex than 
those addressed in typical bivariate meta-analyses. I begin 
with the idea of model-based (or model-driven) meta-
analysis and the related concept of linked meta-analysis, 
and describe the benefi ts (and limitations) of model-based 
meta-analysis. In discussing how to do a model-based 
meta-analysis, I pay particular attention to the practical 
concerns that differ from those relevant to a typical bi-
variate meta-analysis. To close, I provide a brief summary 
of research that has been done on methods for model-
driven meta-analysis since the fi rst edition of this volume 
was published.

20.1.1  Model Driven Meta-Analysis 
and Linked Meta-Analysis

The term meta-analysis was coined by Gene Glass to 
mean the analysis of analyses (1976). Originally, Glass 
applied the idea to sets of results arising from series of 
independent studies that had examined the same (or very 
similar) research questions. Many meta-analyses have 
looked at relatively straightforward questions, such as 
whether a particular treatment or intervention has posi-
tive effects, or whether a particular predictor relates to an 
outcome. However, linked or model-driven meta-analysis 
techniques can be used to analyze more complex chains 
of events such as the prediction of behaviors based on 
sets of precursor variables.

Suppose a synthesist wanted to draw on the accumu-
lated literature to understand the prediction of sport per-
formance from three aspects of anxiety. For now, let us 
refer to the anxiety measures as X1 through X3 and the 
outcome as Y. The synthesist might want to use meta-
analysis to estimate a model such as the one shown in 
fi gure 20.1. I will use the term model to mean “a set of 
postulated interrelationships among constructs or vari-
ables” (Becker and Schram 1994, 358). This model might 
be represented in a single study as Ŷj � b0 � b1 X1j � b2 
X2j � b3 X3j for person j. Model-based meta-analysis pro-
vides one way of summarizing studies that could inform 
us about this model.

Suppose now that the synthesist thinks that the Xs may 
also infl uence each other, and wants to examine whether 
X1 and X2 affect Y by way of the mediating effect of X3, as 

well as directly. We can also examine a model like the one 
shown in fi gure 20.2 using model-based meta-analysis.

The ideas I cover in this chapter have been called by 
two different names—linked meta-analysis (Lipsey 1997) 
and model-driven meta-analysis (Becker 2001). The esti-
mation and data-analysis methods used have been vari-
ously referred to as estimating linear models (Becker 
1992b, 1995), meta-analytic structural equation model-
ing, called MASEM by Mike Cheung and Wai Chan 
(2005) and MA-SEM by Carolyn Furlow and Natasha 
Beretvas (2005), and two-stage structural equation mod-
eling (TSSEM) (Cheung and Chan 2005).

The term model-driven meta-analysis has been used to 
refer to meta-analyses designed to examine a particular 
theoretical model. Although linked meta-analysis can 
also be used to address models, in its simplest form the 
term simply means to link a set of meta-analyses on a 

Figure 20.1 Prediction of Sport Performance

source: Author’s compilation.
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Figure 20.2 X3 Plays a Mediating Role in Sport Performance

source: Author’s compilation.
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complex model than is possible in a traditional bivariate 
meta-analysis. A specifi c example from an application in 
sport psychology shows this benefi t. Lynette Craft and 
her colleagues examined the role of a three-part measure 
of anxiety in the prediction of sport performance (2003). 
The Competitive Sport Anxiety Index (CSAI) includes 
measures of cognitive aspects of anxiety, denoted as X1, 
and somatic anxiety, or physical symptoms, denoted as 
X2, as well as a measure of self confi dence, denoted as X3 
(Martens, Vealey, and Burton 1990). An important ques-
tion concerns whether these three factors contribute sig-
nifi cantly to sport performance, as shown in fi gure 20.3.

Estimates of the bivariate correlations of the three 
aspects of anxiety to performance show mixed results. 
Although self confi dence correlates signifi cantly with 
performance across studies ( 

_
 r  .3Y � .21, p � .001), the other 

anxiety subscores showed virtually no zero-order relation 
to performance, on average ( 

_
 r  .1Y � .01,  

_
 r  .2Y � �.03, both 

not signifi cant). By modeling all three components to-
gether, as shown in fi gure 20.3, Craft and her colleagues 
found that though the bivariate relationships of cognitive 
and somatic anxiety to performance were not signifi cant, 
when the three components were considered together in a 
regression model, all the subscales showed overall rela-
tions to sport performance, even under a random-effects 
model. The effect of somatic anxiety on performance, 

controlling for other CSAI components, was weak, and 
just barely signifi cant at the traditional .05 level, with 
z � 1.961, p � .05. Thus when one controls for the role of 
self confi dence, other aspects of anxiety appear to play a 
role in performance.

20.2.2 Indirect Effects

A second major benefi t of the use of model-driven or 
linked meta-analyses is the ability to examine indirect ef-
fects. In some situations, predictors may have an impact 
on an outcome through the force of an intervening or me-
diating variable. Such a predictor might have no direct 
effect on the outcome, but have infl uence only through the 
third mediating factor. The analysis of indirect relation-
ships is a key aspect of primary-study analyses using struc-
tural equation models (see, for example, Kaplan 2000). In 
many areas of psychology and education, complex mod-
els have been posited for a variety of outcomes. It makes 
sense that synthesist might want to consider such models 
in the context of meta-analysis.

Model-driven meta-analyses can provide this same 
benefi t by examining indirect relationships among the 
predictors outlined in theoretical models of the outcome 
of interest. An example comes from a model-driven syn-
thesis of the predictors of child outcomes in divorcing 
families (Whiteside and Becker 2000). An important con-
sideration in child custody decisions when parents divorce 
is the extent of parental visitation for the noncustodial 
parent. Often when the mother is granted custody, a deci-
sion must be made about the extent of father visitation 
and contact with the child. Curiously and counterintui-
tively, narrative syntheses of the infl uence of the extent of 
father visitation on child adjustment outcomes showed 
only a weak relationship to child outcomes such as inter-
nalizing and externalizing behaviors (see, for example, 
Hodges 1991).

Indeed when Mary Whiteside and I examined the bi-
variate associations of measures of father-child contact 
with adjustment outcomes in their meta-analysis, only 
the quality of the father-child relationship showed a sig-
nifi cant association with child outcome variables. Spe-
cifi cally, a good father-child relationship was related to 
higher levels of cognitive skills for the child (a good out-
come), and to lower scores on externalizing symptoms 
and internalizing symptoms (also sensible, because high 
internalizing and externalizing symptoms refl ect prob-
lems for the child). Measures of father visi tation, and 

Figure 20.3 Prediction of Sport Performance from Compo-
nents of Anxiety

source: Author’s compilation.
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pre-separation and current levels of father involvement, 
showed nonsignifi cant relationships with child outcomes.

However, when the father-child contact variables were 
examined in the context of a more realistic multivariate 
model for child outcomes, Whiteside and I found that ex-
tent of father contact showed a signifi cant indirect rela-
tionship, through the variable of father-child relationship 
quality. Figure 20.4 shows the empirical model. Both pre-
separation father involvement and extent of father visita-
tion showed positive indirect impacts on child outcomes. 
Whiteside and I interpreted this fi nding to mean that 
when a child has a good relationship with their father, 
more father contact has a good infl uence on psychologi-
cal outcomes. In addition, children with higher levels of 
involvement with their father before parental separation, 

and who had good relationships with their fathers, also 
showed more positive outcomes. These results would not 
have been found had the indirect relationships specifi ed 
in the model-driven synthesis not been examined.

20.2.2.1 Mediator Effects Because it has the poten-
tial to model indirect effects, model-driven meta-analysis 
also allows for mediating effects to be tested. One exam-
ple of an application where the roles of mediators were 
critical concerns the effects of risk and protective factors 
for substance abuse (Collins, Johnson, and Becker 2007). 
In this synthesis of community-based interventions for 
substance-abuse prevention, David Collins, Knowlton 
Johnson, and I were interested in the question of whether 
risk and protective factors, such as friends’ use of drugs 
and parental views of drug use, mediated the impact of 

Figure 20.4 Model of Child Outcomes in Divorcing Families

source: Whiteside and Becker 2000.
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model or path model of relationships among the vari-
ables is as well. What this means for model-driven meta-
analysis is that the synthesist searches for studies pre-
senting correlations for sets of variables—as many of the 
variables of interest as can be found. Searching strate-
gies often involve systematic pairings of relevant terms. 
For example, in the meta-analysis of outcomes for young 
children in divorcing families, Whiteside and I required 
that each study include either a measure of father’s con-
tact with the child or a measure of the quality of interac-
tions between the parents. Hostility or cooperation were 
often measured. Clearly, a measure of some child out-
come also had to be available, and zero-order correla-
tions among these and other variables had to be either 
reported or available from the primary study author or 
authors. Such search requirements often lead to intersec-
tion searches. For instance, the search parameters (hos-
tility or cooperation) AND (anxiety or internalizing be-
haviors or depression or externalizing behaviors) should 
identify studies that would meet one of the conditions 
required of all studies in the Whiteside and Becker syn-
thesis.

This does not mean, however, that only studies with 
correlations among all variables would be included—if 
this requirement were set, no one would ever be able to 
complete a model-driven meta-analysis. Instead, each 
study likely will contribute a part of the information in 
the correlation matrix. Some studies will examine more 
of the correlations than others and some will report all 

desired correlations. This also leads to an increased im-
portance of testing for consistency in the full correlation 
matrix across studies, and of examining the infl uence of 
studies that contribute many correlations to the analysis, 
for instance, by way of sensitivity analysis.

20.3.3 Data Management

Because one goal of a model-driven meta-analysis is to 
compute a correlation matrix, it is best to lay out the con-
tents of that matrix early in the data-collection process so 
that when correlations are found in studies they can be 
recorded in a systematic way. When the data are ana-
lyzed, they will be read in the format of a typical data 
record—that is, they will appear in a line or row of a data 
matrix, not in the form of a square correlation matrix. It is 
sometimes easier, however, to record the data on a form 
that looks like the real matrix, and then to enter the data 
from that form into a fi le. Thus, for the study of anxiety, 
one might make a form such that shown in fi gure 20.5, 
which shows below the diagonal a variable name for each 
correlation (these are ordered as the correlations appear 
in the matrix) and shows above the diagonal the values of 
the correlations for our study 17 (Edwards and Hardy 
1996). When a correlation does not appear, the entry above 
the diagonal may be left blank, but it may be preferable 
to note its absence with a mark, such as NR for not 
reported. When primary study authors have omitted val-
ues that were not signifi cant, one could enter NS so that 

Figure 20.5 Form for Recording Values of Correlations

source: Author’s compilation.

Performance (Y ) Cognitive anxiety Somatic anxiety Self confidence 

Performance (Y ) 1.0 .10 .31 –.17

NR NRCognitive anxiety C1 1.0

NRSomatic anxiety C2 C4 1.0

Self confidence C3 C5 C6 1.0
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to be estimated under random-effects assumptions. Here 
I use �̂RE, the mean based on correlations, to avoid using 
the approximate inverse variance transformation for 
Var(~�RE). We begin by arranging the mean correlations in 
�̂RE into a square form, which we call  

__
 R . The matrix  

__
 R  is 

partitioned so that the mean correlations of the predictors 
with the outcome of interest are put into a submatrix we 
call  

__
 R XY and the intercorrelations among the predictors 

are put into  
__

 R XX. Different subsets of  
__

 R  are used depend-
ing on the model or models to be estimated.

Suppose that we are working with the 4 � 4 matrix of 
means from the Craft et al. data, and the matrix is ar-
ranged so that correlations involving sport performance 
are in the fi rst row and column. We would partition the 
matrix to estimate a model with performance as the out-
come, as follows.  

__
 R XY would be the vector of three values 

(�.040, �.075, .252) and  
__

 R XX is the lower square matrix:

R �

� �

� �

� �

� �

1 040 075 252

040 1 548 454

075 548 1 409

252 454

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .4409 1

1





































�

R

R R

XY

YX XX

.

The product b* �   
__

 R  XY  
�1   

__
 R XY is then computed to obtain 

the standardized regression slopes in the structural model. 
Schram and I provided further details about the estima-
tion of variances and tests associated with such models 
(Becker and Schram 1994). The variance of b* is ob-
tained as a function of Var( 

__
 R ) � Var( ̂�RE) that depends on 

the specifi c model being estimated.
Cheung and Chan noted that multilevel structural equa-

tion modeling programs can be used if there is no interest 
in obtaining the mean correlation matrix as an intermedi-
ate step (2005). These analyses, however, assume that a 
fi xed-effects model applies. If that is not likely to be true, 
using such a model may not be advisable. Also their ap-
proach does not appear to incorporate the variances of the 
mean correlations, thus the standard errors from their ap-
proach may be underestimated.

Example. I have estimated the path diagram shown in 
fi gure 20.3 for the example data on anxiety and sport be-
havior, under random-effects assumptions. For this sub-
set of the original Craft et al. data, only self confi dence 

appears to be a signifi cant direct predictor of sport behav-
ior under the random-effects model. Dashed lines repre-
sent paths that were tested but found not signifi cant. How-
ever, both cognitive and somatic aspects of anxiety appear 
to have indirect effects on self confi dence. Both are sig-
nifi cant predictors of self confi dence, even under the ran-
dom-effects model.

In general, when one presents more information than 
just the path coeffi cients and some indication of their sig-
nifi cance on path diagrams, the images get very “busy”. 
Thus it is not a good idea to add standard errors and the 
like. In the original Craft et al. meta-analysis, tables of 
slope coeffi cients and their standard errors, and z tests 
computed as the ratios of these quantities, were presented 
(2003). This information can also be presented in text, 
such as by discussion of the slopes. In describing this 
model, the meta-analyst might mention that a one stan-
dard-deviation shift in self confi dence has nearly a third 
of a standard deviation impact on sport performance (with 
a slope of .29, SE � .115, and z � 2.43, p � .011). Other 
slopes would also be discussed similarly.

20.3.4.8 Moderator Analyses A last step one might 
take in analyzing a model in a meta-analysis is to exam-
ine categorical moderator variables. To do this, separate 
models are estimated for the groups of interest and com-
pared. For the example data set, the moderator I examine 

Figure 20.6 Random-Effects Path Coeffi cients for Predic-
tion of Sport Performance

source: Author’s compilation.
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is the type of sport activity—specifi cally team sports 
(studies with Type �1 in table 20.1) versus individual 
sports (Type � 2). Four team-sport studies and six indi-
vidual-sport studies are in the example data. Figure 20.7 
shows the slopes from the two samples. The arrow end-
points distinguish differences in signifi cance of relations 
for the two groups, with curved arrows for team sports, 
square point arrows for individual sports, and open arrow 
points when both groups show similar relationships. 
Again, the dashed lines represent paths with coeffi cients 
that do not differ from zero.

Even though the data set is relatively small, some dif-
ferences are apparent in fi gure 20.7. Overall, it seems that 
the anxiety measures do not predict sport performance 
well for team sports, whereas most aspects of anxiety are 
important for individual sports, with either direct or indi-
rect effects or both. I discuss only one comparison. The 
contribution of self confi dence to performance appears to 
be quite different for the two types of sports. Because the 
studies are independent, we can construct a test of differ-
ences in the slopes as

z �   (bT* � bI*) _________________  
    √ 
_______________

  Var(bT*) � Var(bI*)   
    �   (.06 � (.39)) _____________  

    √ 
____________

  .0049 � .0023  
  

�   �.33 _____ 
.085

   � �3.89,

Figure 20.7 Random-Effects Path Coeffi cients by Type of 
Sport

source: Author’s compilation.
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which in large samples is approximately normal, and thus 
can be compared to the critical values of the standard nor-
mal distribution. For a two-sided test at the .05 level, this 
difference would clearly be signifi cant, leading us to de-
cide to reject the hypothesis that �T

* � �I
* for this rela-

tionship. Self-confi dence appears to be more important to 
performance for individual sports than team sports. The 
slope representing its contribution to performance also 
differs from zero for the individual-sport studies, but not 
for team sports.

20.4 SUMMARY AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

Although the steps and data required to implement a 
model driven meta-analysis are defi nitely more complex 
and involved than those for a typical univariate meta-anal-
ysis, if the questions of interest are suitable, the benefi ts 
of the model-driven analyses are well worth the effort. I 
have illustrated the strengths of model based analyses for 
examining such complexities as partial relationships, me-
diating variables, and indirect effects. The small data set 
used for the examples did not allow for a good illustration 
of the ways model-driven meta-analysis can help to iden-
tify areas in need of further exploration, but some of the 
examples drawn from the literature make clear that even 
when data are sparse, much can be learned.

There is still work to be done in this area, in spite of the 
good number of dissertations that have addressed ques-
tions about estimation methods and the impact of missing 
data in this complicated realm. The development of tests 
of indirect effects as well as overall goodness of fi t tests 
would be of value, though Cheung and Chan argued that 
one can get such tests by using multilevel structural equa-
tion modeling packages—at least when the constraints of 
those packages, such as belief in the fi xed-effects model, 
are reasonable (2005).

Finally, the synthesist may ask whether the model-
driven meta-analysis approach of estimating a regression 
model from a summary of correlation matrices is prefer-
able to a direct synthesis of regression models. In a sepa-
rate study, a colleague and I have outlined some of the 
complications that arise when summarizing sets of re-
gression models (Becker and Wu 2007). Some of those 
complications are avoided with the model-driven meta-
analysis approach. In particular, to summarize raw re-
gression coeffi cients, one must be sure that the predictors 
and outcome are either measured using the same scale 
across studies, or that the slopes can be transformed to be 
on a common standardized scale. Because correlations 
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later on a count could be obtained of the omitted nonsig-
nifi cant results as a crude index of the possibility of publi-
cation bias. Often, however, it is not possible to determine 
why a result has not been reported. In the case shown in 
fi gure 20.5, only the correlations of the anxiety scales 
with the outcome were reported. This is a fairly common 
pattern for unreported data. Also, for practical reasons, 
this form is arranged so the matrix has the correlations 
involving the performance outcome in the fi rst row. These 
are the most frequently reported correlations and, because 
they are also the fi rst three values, can easily be typed 
fi rst when creating the data fi le, to be followed by three 
missing-data codes if the predictor correlations are not 
reported.

The one other variable the synthesist must record is the 
sample size. When primary studies have used pairwise 
deletion, the rs for different relations in a matrix may be 
based on different sample sizes. In such cases, I generally 
record the smallest sample size shown, as a conservative 
choice of the single value to use for all relationships in 
that study. In most meta-analyses, the synthesist will also 
record values of other coded variables that are of interest 
as moderators or simply as descriptors of the primary 
studies. There are no particular requirements for those 
additional variables, and each relationship in a matrix or 
each variable may have its own moderator variables. For 

example, type of performance outcome might be relevant 
mainly to the correlations involving the X-Y relations in 
our example.

Thus for each case the data will include, at a minimum, 
a study identifi cation code, the sample size and up to p* 
(here, six) correlations. For the example, I have also in-
cluded a variable representing whether the sport behavior 
examined was a team (Type � 1) or individual (Type � 2) 
sport. Table 20.1 shows the data for ten studies drawn 
from the Craft et al. meta-analysis (2003). The record for a 
study shows a value of 9.00 when a correlation is missing. 
The fi fth line of table 20.1 shows the data from study 17, 
also displayed in fi gure 20.5.

Finally, one additional type of information will eventu-
ally be needed in the multivariate approach to synthesiz-
ing correlation matrices. Specifi cally, a set of indicator 
variables is needed to identify which correlations are re-
ported in each study. Because the analysis methods rely 
on representations of the study data in vectors of correla-
tions, it is perhaps simplest to describe the indicators in 
terms of matrices. Matrices are also used in the example. 
If data are stored in the form of one record per correla-
tion, then a set of p* variables can be created to serve as 
indicators for the relationships under study.

Let us consider studies with IDs 3 and 6 in table 20.1. 
Study 3 has provided estimates of all six correlations 

Table 20.1 Relationships Between CSAI Subscales and Sport Behavior

 Variable Names and Corresponding Correlations

       Cognitive/ Somatic/
   Cognitive/ Somatic/ Self Confi dence/ Cognitive/ Self  Self
   Performance Performance Performance Somatic Confi dence Confi dence

  Type C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
ID ni of sport ri 1Y ri 2Y ri 3Y ri12 ri13 ri 23

 1 142 2 �.55 �.48 .66 .47 �.38 �.46
 3 37 2 .53 �.12 .03 .52 �.48 �.40
 6 16 1 .44 .46 9.00 .67 9.00 9.00
10 14 2 �.39 �.17 .19 .21 �.54 �.43
17 45 2 .10 .31 �.17 9.00 9.00 9.00
22 100 2 .23 .08 .51 .45 �.29 �.44
26 51 1 �.52 �.43 .16 .57 �.18 �.26
28 128 1 .14 .02 .13 .56 �.53 �.27
36 70 1 �.01 �.16 .42 .62 �.46 �.54
38 30 2 �.27 �.13 .15 .63 �.68 �.71

source: Craft et al. 2003.
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diffi cult problem in the application of available case anal-
ysis concerns the computation of standard errors of avail-
able case estimates (2002). At issue is the correct sample 
size when computing standard errors, given that each pa-
rameter could be estimated with a different subset of data. 
Some of the standard errors could be based on the whole 
data set, and others on the subset of studies that observe a 
particular variable or pair of variables. Numerous statisti-

cal computing packages calculate available case analysis, 
but how standard errors are computed differs widely.

Although available case analysis is easy to understand 
and implement, consensus in the literature is scant about 
the conditions where available case analysis outperforms 
complete case analysis when data are MCAR. Previous 
research on available case analysis does point to the size 
of the correlations between variables in the data set as 

Table 21.1 Oral Anticoagulant Therapy Data

 Odds Log-Odds Variance of Intensity of Year of
ID Ratio Ratio Log-Odds Ratio Dose Publication Study Age

 1.00 20.49 3.02 2.21 High 1960 39.002

 2.00 0.16 �1.84 0.80 High 1960 39.002

 3.00 1.27 0.24 0.16 High 1961 38.001

 4.00 0.86 0.15 0.07 High 1961 38.002

 5.00 0.62 0.47 0.07 High 1964 35.002

 6.00 0.68 0.38 0.28 High 1964 35.001

 7.00 0.68 �0.38 0.18 High 1966 33.002

 8.00 0.62 �0.47 0.22 High 1967 32.001

 9.00 0.78 �0.25 0.07 High 1967 32.002

10.00 1.25 0.22 0.10 High 1969 30.001,2

11.00 0.43 0.84 0.08 High 1969 30.001,2

12.00 0.71 0.35 0.04 High 1980 19.002

13.00 0.72 0.33 0.02 High 1990 9.00
14.00 0.89 0.12 0.01 High 1994 5.00
15.00 0.16 �1.81 0.82 High 1969 30.001

16.00 0.65 0.43 0.02 High 1974 25.00
17.00 1.20 0.18 0.06 High 1980 19.00
18.00 1.48 0.39 0.07 High 1980 19.00
19.00 0.41 0.90 0.41 High 1993 6.00
20.00 0.52 0.65 0.29 High 1996 3.002

21.00 4.15 1.42 2.74 High 1990 9.00
22.00 0.87 0.14 4.06 High 1990 9.001

23.00 1.04 0.04 1.36 Moderate 1982 17.001

24.00 0.71 0.35 0.35 Moderate 1981 18.001,2

25.00 0.92 0.08 0.03 Moderate 1982 17.00
26.00 0.94 0.06 0.03 Moderate 1969 30.00
27.00 0.65 0.43 0.07 Moderate 1964 35.00
28.00 0.31 �1.16 0.93 Moderate 1986 13.00
29.00 0.47 0.75 0.98 Moderate 1982 17.001

30.00 0.45 0.81 0.60 Moderate 1998 1.00
31.00 1.04 0.04 0.82 Moderate 1994 5.001

32.00 0.70 0.35 0.70 Low 1998 1.00
33.00 0.71 0.34 0.06 Low 1997 2.002

34.00 1.17 0.15 0.02 Low 1997 2.001

source: Author’s compilation.
1Value deleted for MCAR data example
2 Value deleted for MAR data example
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critical to the effi ciency of this strategy, but this same re-
search does not reach consensus about the optimal size of 
these correlations.

21.4.2.1. Available Case Analysis Example Table 
21.4 provides the means and standard deviations using 
available case analysis; table 21.5 provides the correla-
tions. The entries in the two are a mix between the com-
plete case values for the study age, and the entire data set 
of values for the log-odds ratio and the intensity of dose. 
When the data are MAR, both the mean and the standard 
deviation of study age are smaller than the true values 
even though fewer cases are used for these estimates. The 
estimate of the mean of study age from the MCAR data, 
however, is close to the true value. The standard deviation 
of study age is slightly larger, refl ecting the smaller sam-
ple size. The correlations in table 21.5 are a mixture of 

the true values and the complete case values from table 
21.3. The correlations involving study age are the same as 
in table 21.3, and the correlation between the log-odds 
ratio and intensity of dose is the true value for all three 
analyses. If we added a second variable with missing ob-
servations, we could have correlations based on several 
subsets of the data set.

21.4.3  Single-Value Imputation with the 
Complete Case Mean

When values are missing in a meta-analysis (or any sta-
tistical analysis), many researchers replace the missing 
value with a reasonable value, such as the mean for the 
cases that observed the variable. Little and Rubin referred 
to this strategy as single-value imputation. Researchers 
commonly use different strategies to fi ll in missing values 
(1987). One method fi lls in the complete case mean, and 
the other uses regression with the complete cases to esti-
mate predicted values for missing observations given the 
observed values in a particular case.

21.4.3.1 Imputing the Complete Case Mean Re-
placing the missing values in a variable with the complete 
case mean of the variable is also referred to as uncondi-
tional mean imputation. When we substitute a single value 
for all the missing values, the estimate of the variance of 
that variable is decreased. The estimated variance thus 
does not refl ect the true uncertainty in the variable. Instead, 
the smaller variance wrongly indicates more certainty 

Table 21.2  Descriptive Statistics, Complete 
Case Analysis

Variable N Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MCAR data 22 �0.185 0.938
 MAR data 22 �0.262 0.634

Intensity of dose
 Full data 34 2.559 0.660
 MCAR data 22 2.591 0.666
 MAR data 22 2.454 0.671

Study age
 Full data 34 20.353 13.112
 MCAR data 22 19.500 13.780
 MAR data 22 17.000 12.107

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.3 Correlations, Complete Case Analysis

 Intensity of 
 Dose & Study Age & Study Age &
  Log-Odds Log-Odds Intensity of
Correlation Ratio  Ratio  Dose

Full data 0.058 0.049 0.498
MCAR data 0.172 0.158 0.381
MAR data 0.052 �0.121 0.369

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.4  Descriptive Statistics, Available 
Case Analysis

Variable N Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MCAR data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MAR data 34 �0.239 0.826

Intensity of dose
 Full data 34 2.559 0.660
 MCAR data 34 2.559 0.660
 MAR data 34 2.559 0.660

Study age
 Full data 34 20.353 13.112
 MCAR data 22 19.500 13.780
 MAR data 22 17.000 12.107

source: Author’s compilation.
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critical to the effi ciency of this strategy, but this same re-
search does not reach consensus about the optimal size of 
these correlations.

21.4.2.1. Available Case Analysis Example Table 
21.4 provides the means and standard deviations using 
available case analysis; table 21.5 provides the correla-
tions. The entries in the two are a mix between the com-
plete case values for the study age, and the entire data set 
of values for the log-odds ratio and the intensity of dose. 
When the data are MAR, both the mean and the standard 
deviation of study age are smaller than the true values 
even though fewer cases are used for these estimates. The 
estimate of the mean of study age from the MCAR data, 
however, is close to the true value. The standard deviation 
of study age is slightly larger, refl ecting the smaller sam-
ple size. The correlations in table 21.5 are a mixture of 

the true values and the complete case values from table 
21.3. The correlations involving study age are the same as 
in table 21.3, and the correlation between the log-odds 
ratio and intensity of dose is the true value for all three 
analyses. If we added a second variable with missing ob-
servations, we could have correlations based on several 
subsets of the data set.

21.4.3  Single-Value Imputation with the 
Complete Case Mean

When values are missing in a meta-analysis (or any sta-
tistical analysis), many researchers replace the missing 
value with a reasonable value, such as the mean for the 
cases that observed the variable. Little and Rubin referred 
to this strategy as single-value imputation. Researchers 
commonly use different strategies to fi ll in missing values 
(1987). One method fi lls in the complete case mean, and 
the other uses regression with the complete cases to esti-
mate predicted values for missing observations given the 
observed values in a particular case.

21.4.3.1 Imputing the Complete Case Mean Re-
placing the missing values in a variable with the complete 
case mean of the variable is also referred to as uncondi-
tional mean imputation. When we substitute a single value 
for all the missing values, the estimate of the variance of 
that variable is decreased. The estimated variance thus 
does not refl ect the true uncertainty in the variable. Instead, 
the smaller variance wrongly indicates more certainty 

Table 21.2  Descriptive Statistics, Complete 
Case Analysis

Variable N Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MCAR data 22 �0.185 0.938
 MAR data 22 �0.262 0.634

Intensity of dose
 Full data 34 2.559 0.660
 MCAR data 22 2.591 0.666
 MAR data 22 2.454 0.671

Study age
 Full data 34 20.353 13.112
 MCAR data 22 19.500 13.780
 MAR data 22 17.000 12.107

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.3 Correlations, Complete Case Analysis

 Intensity of 
 Dose & Study Age & Study Age &
  Log-Odds Log-Odds Intensity of
Correlation Ratio  Ratio  Dose

Full data 0.058 0.049 0.498
MCAR data 0.172 0.158 0.381
MAR data 0.052 �0.121 0.369

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.4  Descriptive Statistics, Available 
Case Analysis

Variable N Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MCAR data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MAR data 34 �0.239 0.826

Intensity of dose
 Full data 34 2.559 0.660
 MCAR data 34 2.559 0.660
 MAR data 34 2.559 0.660

Study age
 Full data 34 20.353 13.112
 MCAR data 22 19.500 13.780
 MAR data 22 17.000 12.107

source: Author’s compilation.
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about the value. These biases are compounded when the 
biased variances are used to estimate models of effect 
size. There are no circumstances under which imputation 
of the complete case mean leads to unbiased results of the 
variances of variables with missing data.

21.4.3.1.1 Complete Case Mean Imputation Exam-
ple Tables 21.6 and 21.7 present the results using single-

value imputation with the complete case mean. The means 
for study age under MCAR and MAR data are the same 
as in the complete case analysis, but the standard devia-
tions are much smaller than the true values. The estimated 
correlation between study age and intensity of dose is 
also more biased than estimates from listwise or pairwise 
deletion. Because we are missing more of the values for 
high doses, the correlation between intensity of dose and 
study age is decreased when replacing missing values of 
study age with the mean study age.

21.4.3.2 Single-Value Imputation with Conditional 
Means A single-value imputation method that provides 
less biased results with missing data was fi rst suggested 
by S. F. Buck (1960). Instead of replacing each missing 
value with the complete case mean, each missing value is 
replaced with the predicted value from a regression model 
using the variables observed in that particular case as pre-
dictors and the missing variable as the outcome. This 
method is also referred to as conditional mean imputation 
or as regression imputation. For each pattern of missing 
data, the cases with complete data on the variables in the 
pattern are used to estimate regressions using the observed 
variables to predict the missing values. The result is that 
each missing value is replaced by a predicted value from 
a regression using the values of the observed variables in 
that case. When data are MCAR, each of the subsets used 
to estimate prediction equations are representative of the 
original sample. This method results in more variation than 
in unconditional mean imputation because the missing 
values are replaced with those that depend on the regres-
sion equation. However, the standard errors using Buck’s 
method are still too small because the missing values are 
replaced with predicted values that lie directly on the re-
gression line used to impute the values. In other words, 
Buck’s method yields values predicted exactly by the re-
gression equation without error.

Little and Rubin presented the form of the bias for 
Buck’s method and suggest corrections to the estimated 

Table 21.5 Correlations, Available Case Analysis

 Intensity of Dose & Study Age & Study Age &
Correlation  Log-Odds Ratio  Log-Odds Ratio  Intensity of Dose

Full data 0.058 (N � 34) 0.049 (N � 34) 0.498 (N � 34)
MCAR data 0.058 (N � 34) 0.158 (N � 22) 0.381 (N � 22)
MAR data 0.058 (N � 34) �0.121 (N � 22) 0.369 (N � 22)

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.6 Descriptive Statistics, Mean Imputation

Variable N Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MCAR data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MAR data 34 �0.239 0.826

Intensity of dose
 Full data 34 2.559 0.660
 MCAR data 34 2.559 0.660
 MAR data 34 2.559 0.660

Study age
 Full data 34 20.353 13.112
 MCAR data 34 19.500 10.992
 MAR data 34 17.00 9.658

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.7 Correlations, Mean Imputation

 Intensity of
 Dose and Study Age and Intensity of
 Log-Odds Log-Odds Dose and
Correlation Ratio Ratio Study Age

Full data 0.058 0.049 0.498
MCAR data 0.058 0.144 0.307
MAR data 0.058 �0.074 0.299

source: Author’s compilation.
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about the value. These biases are compounded when the 
biased variances are used to estimate models of effect 
size. There are no circumstances under which imputation 
of the complete case mean leads to unbiased results of the 
variances of variables with missing data.

21.4.3.1.1 Complete Case Mean Imputation Exam-
ple Tables 21.6 and 21.7 present the results using single-

value imputation with the complete case mean. The means 
for study age under MCAR and MAR data are the same 
as in the complete case analysis, but the standard devia-
tions are much smaller than the true values. The estimated 
correlation between study age and intensity of dose is 
also more biased than estimates from listwise or pairwise 
deletion. Because we are missing more of the values for 
high doses, the correlation between intensity of dose and 
study age is decreased when replacing missing values of 
study age with the mean study age.

21.4.3.2 Single-Value Imputation with Conditional 
Means A single-value imputation method that provides 
less biased results with missing data was fi rst suggested 
by S. F. Buck (1960). Instead of replacing each missing 
value with the complete case mean, each missing value is 
replaced with the predicted value from a regression model 
using the variables observed in that particular case as pre-
dictors and the missing variable as the outcome. This 
method is also referred to as conditional mean imputation 
or as regression imputation. For each pattern of missing 
data, the cases with complete data on the variables in the 
pattern are used to estimate regressions using the observed 
variables to predict the missing values. The result is that 
each missing value is replaced by a predicted value from 
a regression using the values of the observed variables in 
that case. When data are MCAR, each of the subsets used 
to estimate prediction equations are representative of the 
original sample. This method results in more variation than 
in unconditional mean imputation because the missing 
values are replaced with those that depend on the regres-
sion equation. However, the standard errors using Buck’s 
method are still too small because the missing values are 
replaced with predicted values that lie directly on the re-
gression line used to impute the values. In other words, 
Buck’s method yields values predicted exactly by the re-
gression equation without error.

Little and Rubin presented the form of the bias for 
Buck’s method and suggest corrections to the estimated 

Table 21.5 Correlations, Available Case Analysis

 Intensity of Dose & Study Age & Study Age &
Correlation  Log-Odds Ratio  Log-Odds Ratio  Intensity of Dose

Full data 0.058 (N � 34) 0.049 (N � 34) 0.498 (N � 34)
MCAR data 0.058 (N � 34) 0.158 (N � 22) 0.381 (N � 22)
MAR data 0.058 (N � 34) �0.121 (N � 22) 0.369 (N � 22)

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.6 Descriptive Statistics, Mean Imputation

Variable N Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MCAR data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MAR data 34 �0.239 0.826

Intensity of dose
 Full data 34 2.559 0.660
 MCAR data 34 2.559 0.660
 MAR data 34 2.559 0.660

Study age
 Full data 34 20.353 13.112
 MCAR data 34 19.500 10.992
 MAR data 34 17.00 9.658

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.7 Correlations, Mean Imputation

 Intensity of
 Dose and Study Age and Intensity of
 Log-Odds Log-Odds Dose and
Correlation Ratio Ratio Study Age

Full data 0.058 0.049 0.498
MCAR data 0.058 0.144 0.307
MAR data 0.058 �0.074 0.299

source: Author’s compilation.
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variances to account for the bias (1987). If we have two 
variables, Y1 and Y2, and Y2 has missing observations, 
then the form of the bias using Buck’s method to fi ll in 
values for Y2 is given by

(n � n(2))(n �1)�1�22.1 ,

where n is the sample size, n(2) is the number of cases that 
observe Y2, and �22.1 is the residual variance from the re-
gression of Y2 on Y1. Little and Rubin provide the more 
general form of the bias with more than two variables.

To date, there has not been extensive research on the 
performance of Buck’s method to other more complex 
methods for missing data in meta-analysis. One advantage 
to the method with the corrections Little and Rubin sug-
gested is that the standard errors of estimates refl ect the 
uncertainty in the data, which more simple methods do 
not. Buck’s method with corrections to the standard er-
rors could thus lead to more conservative and less biased 
estimates than complete case and available case methods.

SPSS Missing Value Analysis offers regression impu-
tation as an option for fi lling-in missing observations 
(Hill 1997). The program does not implement Little and 
Rubin’s 1987 corrections to obtain unbiased variance es-
timates. Instead, the researcher has the option to add a 
random variate to the imputed value, thus increasing the 
variance among imputed observations. An analysis add-
ing a random variate to the imputed value may be an op-
tion to consider in a sensitivity analysis of the effects of 
missing data on a review’s results.

21.4.3.2.1 Regression Imputation Example Tables 
21.8 and 21.9 present the results using single-value impu-
tation with the conditional mean. In this analysis, esti-
mates are directly from a regression imputation with no 
random variate added. Standard errors are thus not ad-
justed and in turn underestimate the variation. In both the 
MCAR and MAR case, the correlation between the inten-
sity of the dose and study age is closer than other analyses 
to the true value. The estimate of the mean study age from 
MAR data is only slightly larger than in earlier analyses.

21.4.4 Missing Effect Sizes

Missing effect sizes pose a more diffi cult problem in 
meta-analysis. When any outcome is missing for a case in 
a statistical analysis, that case can add little information 
to the estimation of the model. For example, in a regres-
sion analysis, a case missing the outcome variable does 
not provide information about how the predictor variables 

are related to the outcome. Even when the assumption of 
MCAR holds for effect sizes, the studies that do not re-
port on the outcome contribute little to estimation proce-
dures. With MCAR missing effect sizes, complete case 
analysis will provide the most unbiased results. When 
outcomes are missing, pairwise deletion does not provide 
any more information than listwise deletion because the 
relationship of interest—that between the outcome and 
predictors—can only be estimated in the cases that ob-
serve an effect size.

In the case of MAR and NMAR missing effect sizes, 
the only other option available is single-value imputation. 
Many meta-analysts have suggested replacing missing ef-
fect sizes with zero. The rationale is that because missing 
effect sizes are likely to be not statistically signifi cant, 
using zero as a substitute provides only a conservative es-
timate of overall mean effect size. As noted in the earlier 

Table 21.8  Descriptive Statistics, Regression 
Imputation

Variable N Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MCAR data 34 �0.239 0.826
 MAR data 34 �0.239 0.826

Intensity of dose
 Full data 34 2.559 0.660
 MCAR data 34 2.559 0.660
 MAR data 34 2.559 0.660

Study age
 Full data 34 20.353 13.112
 MCAR data 34 19.181 11.359
 MAR data 34 17.648 10.129

source: Author’s compilation.

Table 21.9 Correlations, Regression Imputation

 Intensity of
 Dose and Study Age and Intensity of
 Log-odds Log-odds Dose and
Correlation Ratio Ratio Study Age

Full data 0.058 0.049 0.498
MCAR data 0.058 0.128 0.445
MAR data 0.058 �0.193 0.430

source: Author’s compilation.
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The second assumption requires the analyst to assume 
a distribution for the hypothetically complete data to spec-
ify the form of the likelihood. For meta-analysis applica-
tions, one choice is the multivariate normal distribution. 
In this case, the joint distribution of the effect sizes and 
the study descriptors are considered multivariate normal. 
The advantage is that the conditional distribution of any 
study descriptor is univariate normal conditional on the 
other variables in the data.

The assumption of multivariate normal can seem prob-
lematic in meta-analysis given that many study descriptor 
variables are categorical, such as primary author’s disci-
pline of study or publication status of a study. Schafer 
pointed out, however, that even with deviations from 
multivariate normality, the normal model is useful (1997). 
If particular variables in the data deviate from normality, 
they can usually be transformed to normalize the distribu-
tion. In addition, if some of the variables are categorical 
but completely observed, the multivariate normal model 
can be used if the analyst can make the assumption that 
within each of the subsets of data defi ned by the categor-
ical variable, the data are multivariate normal, and that 
the parameters we want to estimate are relevant to the 
conditional distribution within each of the defi ned sub-
sets. For example, say that in the Hahn et al. (2000) data 
we are interested in examining how the effectiveness of 
prophylactic malaria treatment varies as a function of the 
country where the study took place and whether the 
woman was pregnant for the fi rst time. If the synthesis 
has complete information on the country where the study 
took place, we need to assume that the variables collected 
are distributed as a multivariate normal distribution. In 
other words, the multivariate normal model will apply to 
missing data situations in meta-analysis where the cate-
gorical variables in the model are completely observed. 
We can assume that the missing variables have a normal 
distribution conditional on these categorical ones.

One diffi culty in meta-analysis that does cause a prob-
lem with the multivariate normal assumption is the distri-
bution of effect sizes. The variance of estimates of effect 
size depends on the sample size of the study, and thus 
varies across studies. In Therese Pigott’s application of 
maximum likelihood to missing data in meta-analysis, 
the likelihood weighted all variables in the data by the 
variance of the study (2001). This strategy leads to the 
assumption that studies with small sample sizes not only 
have effect sizes with larger standard errors, but also have 
measured study descriptor variables with a precision in-
versely proportional to the study’s sample size. Although 

the distribution of effect sizes depends on the sample 
sizes in the study, synthesists do not assume that because 
a study uses a small sample size, that a small study will 
estimate the age of participants with less precision than 
one with a larger sample. Kyle Fahrbach suggested in-
stead a form of the likelihood that includes estimating 
the variance component for the effect size, treating the 
study descriptor variables as fi xed, and thus not needing 
to weight all variables by the variance of the effect size 
(2001). Unfortunately, Fahrbach’s application of maxi-
mum likelihood is not implemented in any current soft-
ware package. If we ignore the weighting of effect sizes, 
the EM results can be obtained through a number of pack-
aged computer programs, such as SPSS Missing Value 
Analysis (SPSS 2007) or the NORM, freeware available 
from Joseph Schafer (1999). More research is needed on 
the size of the bias that may result when using the EM 
algorithm for missing data in meta-analysis without ap-
plying the weights for effect sizes.

21.5.1.2 Example of Maximum Likelihood Methods 
Tables 21.10 and 21.11 provide a comparison of the means, 
standard deviations, and correlations from all of the data 
with the estimates from maximum likelihood using the 
EM algorithm. No weighting was used to generate esti-
mates. In this simple example, the estimates are similar to 
those from regression imputation but closer to the true 
values than regression imputation. Because EM does not 
provide standard errors for the estimates, we cannot test 
these estimates for statistical signifi cance.

21.5.1.3 Other Applications of Maximum Likeli-
hood Methods Other researchers than Fahrbach have ap-
plied maximum likelihood methods for missing data to 

Table 21.10  Descriptive Statistics, Maximum Likelihood 
Methods

Variable Mean SD

Log-odds ratio
 Full data �0.239 0.826
 MAR data �0.239 0.813

Intensity of dose
 Full data 2.559 0.660
 MAR data 2.559 0.650

Study age 
 Full data 20.353 13.112
 MAR data 17.649 11.885

source: Author’s compilation.
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particular issues in meta-analysis (2001). Meng-Jia Wu, 
for example, uses maximum likelihood methods with a 
monotone pattern of missing data to obtain estimates for a 
regression model of effect size (2006). In Wu’s example, 
a number of studies present the results of a regression 
analysis examining the relationship between teacher qual-
ity and many other variables. The missing data issue arises 
because the studies differ in the number of variables in 
their models. When the missing data pattern is mono-
tone—that is, when there is a block of studies that observe 
variables 1–2, another block that observe variables 1–4, 
another block that observe variables 1–6, and so on—the 
maximum likelihood estimates are more easily computed 
than in general patterns. Wu demonstrates how to obtain a 
set of synthesized regression coeffi cients for a set of stud-
ies when not all studies observe the same study descrip-
tors using maximum likelihood with the EM algorithm.

Betsy Becker also uses the EM algorithm to obtain a 
synthesized correlation matrix across a set of studies 
(1994). This correlation matrix can then be used to esti-
mate explanatory models such as structural equation 
models. Maximum likelihood methods with the EM algo-
rithm can be applied in many situations where missing 
data occurs, including in meta-analysis. The diffi culty 
with applying these methods to research synthesis centers 
on posing the appropriate distribution for the multivariate 
data set. More research in this area, as well as work on 
accessible computer programs to compute results, should 
provide more options for reviewers struggling with miss-
ing data issues.

21.5.2 Multiple Imputation

A second method for missing data, also based on the dis-
tribution of the data, is multiple imputation. As the name 

implies, the method imputes values for the missing data. 
There are two major differences, however, between sin-
gle-value imputation methods and multiple imputation. 
With multiple imputation, several possible values are es-
timated for each missing observation, resulting in several 
complete data sets. The imputed values are derived by 
simulating random draws from the probability distribu-
tion of the variables with missing observations using Mar-
kov chain Monte Carlo techniques. These distributions 
are based on an assumption of multivariate normality. 
Once we obtain a number of random draws, the complete 
data sets created from these draws can then be analyzed 
using the methods the researcher intended to use before 
discovering missing data. Thus, unlike maximum likeli-
hood methods using the EM algorithm, each missing ob-
servation is fi lled in with multiple values. The analyst then 
has a number of complete data sets analyzed separately 
using standard methods. The result is a series of estimated 
results for each completed data set. These multiple values 
allow standard errors to be estimated using the variation 
among the series of results.

Like maximum likelihood with the EM algorithm, 
multiple imputation consists of two steps. The fi rst in-
volves generating possible values for the missing obser-
vations, and the second involves inference with multiply 
imputed estimates. The more diffi cult is generating pos-
sible values for the missing observations. The goal is to 
obtain a random sample from the distribution of missing 
values given the observed values. When the data are MAR 
or MCAR, the distribution of missing values given the 
observed values does not depend on the values of the 
missing observations, as discussed earlier. The idea is to 
draw a random sample from the distribution of missing 
observations given the observed variables, a complex dis-
tribution even when we assume multivariate normality.

One method is data augmentation, fi rst discussed by 
Martin Tanner and Wing Wong (1987). Space consider-
ations do not allow a full explanation (for example, Rubin 
1987, 1996; Schafer 1997). In sum, though, the logic is 
similar to that of the EM algorithm. If we know the means 
and covariance matrix of the hypothetically complete 
data, we can use properties of the multivariate normal dis-
tribution and Bayes theorem to defi ne the distribution of 
missing values, given the observed variables. Tanner and 
Wong provide an iterative method using an augmented 
distribution of the missing variables. Usually, the imputed 
values are randomly drawn from the probability distribu-
tion at a particular iteration number (for example, at the 
100th, 200th, and 300th iterations beyond convergence). 

Table 21.11  Correlations, Maximum Likelihood 
Methods

 Intensity of
 Dose and Study Age and Intensity of
 Log-odds Log-odds Dose and
Correlation Ratio Ratio Study Age

Full data 0.058 0.049 0.498
MAR data 0.058 �0.162 0.361

source: Author’s compilation.
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Multiple imputation is the more fl exible of the two op-
tions, but is not widely implemented in statistical pack-
ages. The SAS program has a procedure for both multiple 
imputation and for combing the results across completed 
data sets. Although the SPSS Missing Values program 
claims that multiple imputation is possible, the program 
does not implement the multiple imputation procedures 
as outlined by Donald Rubin (1987) and Joseph Schafer 
(1997). Instead, the manual recommends running the 

program several times using regression imputation with 
estimates augmented by a random deviate. Research is 
needed on the behavior of this procedure compared with 
the data augmentation procedures Schafer described. 
After the researcher obtains multiple imputations, the 
procedures to compute multiply imputed estimates are 
straightforward.

When applying any statistical method, with or without 
missing data, the synthesist is obligated to discuss the 

Table 21.12 Oral Anticoagulant Therapy Data

 Log-odds Intensity
ID ratio of dose Study age Imputations

 1.00 3.02 High 39.001 21 17 2 21 6
 2.00 �1.84 High 39.001 10 20 25 44 24
 3.00 0.24 High 38.00     
 4.00 0.15 High 38.001 3 48 20 37 19
 5.00 0.47 High 35.001 12 6 30 19 17
 6.00 0.38 High 35.00     
 7.00 �0.38 High 33.001 25 56 16 12 1
 8.00 �0.47 High 32.00     
 9.00 �0.25 High 32.001 25 34 34 26 20
10.00 0.22 High 30.001 19 28 16 34 17
11.00 0.84 High 30.001 16 17 9 4 3
12.00 0.35 High 19.001 9 0 23 0 11
13.00 0.33 High 9.00     
14.00 0.12 High 5.00     
15.00 �1.81 High 30.00     
16.00 0.43 High 25.00     
17.00 0.18 High 19.00     
18.00 0.39 High 19.00     
19.00 0.90 High 6.00     
20.00 0.65 High 3.001 26 42 14 35 29
21.00 1.42 High 9.00     
22.00 0.14 High 9.00     
23.00 0.04 Moderate 17.00     
24.00 0.35 Moderate 18.001 18 9 20 24 12
25.00 0.08 Moderate 17.00     
26.00 0.06 Moderate 30.00     
27.00 0.43 Moderate 35.00     
28.00 �1.16 Moderate 13.00     
29.00 0.75 Moderate 17.00     
30.00 0.81 Moderate 1.00     
31.00 0.04 Moderate 5.00     
32.00 0.35 Low 1.00     
33.00 0.34 Low 2.001 5 23 5 0 13
34.00 0.15 Low 2.00

source: Author’s compilation.
1Value deleted for MAR data example
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assumptions made in the analysis. In the case of methods 
for missing data, we cannot provide empirical evidence 
about the truth of the assumptions. We can, however, fully 
disclose the assumptions of each analysis and compare 
the results to examine the sensitivity of our fi ndings.
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source: Author’s compilation.
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we see that the center of the distribution seems to be 
in the stems corresponding to values of T between 
�0.01 to 0.17.

2. Shape. Does the distribution have one peak or sev-
eral peaks? Is it approximately symmetric or is it 
skewed in one direction? We see that the distribu-
tion in fi gure 22.1 may have two peaks and seems to 
have a longer lower tail, that is, skewed toward neg-
ative values.

3. Gaps and atypical values. The stem-and-leaf plot is 
useful for identifying atypical observations, which 
are usually highlighted by gaps in the distribution. 
Note, for example, the gap between study #8 with a 
T of �0.26 and the next two studies, study #7 with 
a T of �0.43, and study #16 with a T of �0.49, sug-
gesting that these latter two studies might be un-
usual observations.

For generalizations and modifi cations of the stem-and-
leaf plot for other sorts of data confi gurations, see Lam-
bert Koopmans (1987, 9–22).

At this stage of a meta-analysis, the stem-and-leaf plot 
is useful in helping the data analyst become more familiar 
with the sample distribution of the effect size. From the 
point of view of sensitivity analysis, we are particularly 
interested in identifying unusual or outlying studies, de-
ciding whether the assumptions of more formal statistical 
procedures for making inferences about the population 
effect size are satisfi ed, and investigating whether there 
are important differences in the sample distributions of 
effect size for different values or levels of an explanatory 
variable. The latter is particularly interesting in furthering 
an understanding of how studies differ. The stem-and-

leaf plot and the box plot, described in the next section, 
are both useful exploratory data analytic techniques for 
carrying out these aspects of a sensitivity analysis.

22.3.2 Box Plots

As noted earlier, major features of a distribution include 
the central location of the data, how spread out the data 
are, the shape of the distribution, and the presence of any 
unusual observations, called outliers. The box plot is a 
visual display of numerical summaries, based in part on 
sample percentiles, that highlights such major features of 
the data. The box plot provides a clear picture of where 
the middle of the distribution lies, how spread out the 
middle is, the shape of the distribution, and identifi es out-
liers in the distribution. A box plot differs from a stem-
and-leaf plot in several ways. The box plot is constructed 
from numerical summaries of the distribution and does 
not simply display every observation as the stem-and-leaf 
plot does. It provides a much clearer picture of the tails of 
the distribution and is more useful for identifying outliers 
than the stem-and-leaf plot. Sample percentiles are used 
to construct the box plot because percentiles, such as the 
median (50th percentile), are robust measures of location. 
The mean, by contrast, is not a robust measure of central 
location because it is infl uenced by atypical observations, 
or outliers.

Figure 22.2 presents a box plot of the sample distribu-
tion of T. We describe the features of this box plot. The 
box itself is drawn from the fi rst quartile (Q1 � �0.109) 
to the third quartile (Q3 � 0.127). The plus sign inside the 
box denotes the median (m � 0.032). The difference or 
distance between the third quartile and the fi rst quartile 
(Q3 – Q1 � 0.127� (�0.109) � .236) is called the inter-
quartile range (IQR) and is a robust measure of variabil-
ity. The IQR is the length of the box in fi gure 22.2. The 
dotted lines going in either direction from the ends of the 
box (that is, away from Q1 and Q1 respectively) denote 
the tails of the distribution. The two asterisks in fi gure 
22.2 denote outliers, �0.491 and �0.434, and are so de-
fi ned because they are located a distance more than one 
and a half times the IQR from the nearest quartile. The 
dotted lines extend to an observed data point within one 
and a half times the IQR from each respective quartile to 
establish regions far enough from the center of the distri-
bution to highlight observations that may be outliers (see 
Koopmans 1987, 51–57). Note that the sample mean of T 
is �0.008 and is smaller than the median because of the 
inclusion of the two negative atypical values.

Figure 22.1 Stem-and-Leaf Plot of Standardized Mean Dif-
ferences.

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: For studies reported in table 22.1 (n � 18; leaf unit � 0.010).
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Figure 22.2 Box Plot of Standardized Mean Differences.

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: For studies reported in table 22.1
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From the viewpoint of sensitivity analysis, awareness 
of unusual features of the data, such as outliers or skew-
ness, can guide the analyst with respect to the choice of 
statistical methods for synthesis, and alert the analyst to 
the potential for erroneous conclusions based on a few 
infl uential observations. Furthermore, it is often the aim 
of a research synthesis to compare the sample distribu-
tion of effect size at different values of an explanatory 
variable, that is, to characterize how studies differ and 
why. Box plots are particularly useful for comparing dis-
tributions because they so clearly highlight important fea-
tures of the data. For example, we might be interested in 
seeing whether the effects of open education on student 
self-concept is different for students in grades K–3 versus 
grades four through six. The investigation of such ques-
tions using exploratory data analysis techniques is a form 
of sensitivity analysis. As an illustration, we present in 
fi gure 22.3, a pair of box plots displaying the distribution 
of T in each grade range. Table 22.3 gives the relevant 
numerical summary measures for each grade level. A 
comparison of the two distributions is revealing:

1. Central location. The sample distribution of T for 
the studies of children in grades K–3 is shifted to 
the right relative to the distribution for the studies of 

children in grades four through six, suggesting a 
potentially greater effect of open education on self-
concept in the younger students. Even though the 
median effect size for the studies of children in 
grades four through six is smaller than that for those 
of children in grades K–3, note that the two distri-
butions have signifi cant overlap.

2. Spread. Judging by the IQRs for each distribution, 
that is, the length of the boxes in fi gure 22.3, the 
spread of the sample distribution of T is a little 
larger for the studies of children in grades four 

Table 22.3  Numerical Summary Measures 
for Distribution of T

 K–3 4–6 Total

n 7 11 18
median 0.103 �0.046 0.032
mean 0.046 �0.043 �0.008
Q1 �0.010 �0.162 �0.109
Q3 0.176 0.100 0.127
IQR 0.186 0.262 0.236

source: Authors’ compilation.

Figure 22.3 Comparative Box Plots of Distribution of Standardized Mean Differences.

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: For studies of grades K–3 versus grade 4–6
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shape. The funnel plot is thus a useful visual diagnostic 
for informally assessing the fi le drawer problem.

Two simple biasing mechanisms are depicted in fi g-
ures 22.4 and 22.6. The data in both are derived from that 
of fi gure 22.5. In fi gure 22.4, all studies that report statis-
tically signifi cant results at the 0.05 level are shown. In 
fi gure 22.6, signifi cant results have an 80 percent chance 
of being reported, and the rest only a 10 percent chance 
(for illustrations of other mechanisms, see chapter 23, 
this volume).

The funnel plot, along with its variations, is certainly a 
useful visual aid for detecting publication bias (Galbraith 
1988; Vandenbroucke 1988). Susan Duval and Richard 
Tweedie (2000a, 2000b) noted that these variants can 
give very different impressions of the extent of publica-
tion bias and proposed a quantitative complement to the 
funnel plot known as the trim-and-fi ll method. They used 
the fact that when there is no bias, the estimates should be 
symmetric about the true effect size. They use this sym-

metry to estimate the number of missing studies, and then 
impute those studies to get less biased estimates of the 
effect size (see, however, Terrin et al. 2003; Copas and 
Shi 2000). The trim-and-fi ll method has become rather 
popular, in part because of its simplicity (for further dis-
cussion, see chapter 23, this volume).

Having used this plot as a diagnostic tool to indicate 
the presence of publication bias, the next step is to decide 
just how to adjust the observed combined effect size esti-
mate for the bias. Suppose, for the moment, that an ad-
justment method is agreed upon. A sensitivity analysis 
would fi nd the adjusted values for a variety of possible 
selection mechanisms. If these values are not far from the 
unadjusted average, the latter is deemed robust, or insen-
sitive to publication bias. Otherwise, the unadjusted aver-
age should not be trusted unless a subsequent search for 
more studies still supports it. In practice, using a single 
adjustment method is usually not warranted. It is better to 
apply a range of plausible adjustment methods to see how 
robust the observed value is.

Figure 22.5 Funnel Plot for All Studies

source: Authors’ compilations.
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Figure 22.4 Funnel Plot, Only Studies Statistically Signifi -
cant at the 0.05 Level Reported

source: Authors’ compilation.
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22.5.2 Assessing the Impact of Publication Bias

Publication bias can be dealt with in several ways once it 
has been detected, or suspected. One approach explicitly 
incorporates the biasing or selection mechanism into the 
model to get an adjusted overall estimate of the effect size. 
For instance, suppose that the biasing mechanism favors 
publication of statistically signifi cant results, and that the 
primary studies report one-sided z-tests using the 0.05 
level, which has a cutoff of z � 1.645. That is, the proba-
bility, w(z), of publication of a study’s results increases 
with its z-value. An extreme case is when only the statisti-
cally signifi cant results are published, so that

w(z) � { 0 if z  1.645   
  1 if z � 1.645.

  

The probability w(z) is known as a weight function 
(Rao 1985). In this approach, the weight function is used 
to construct the likelihood function based on the pub-

lished studies. Adjusted estimates of the effect size are 
then derived using standard maximum likelihood or 
Bayesian methods (for technical details, see the appendix 
and chapter 23, this volume).

Several comments about this approach are in order. 
First, it is fl exible in the sense that it can also be used to 
model other types of biases, such as retrieval bias. For 
example, if p1 and p2 are the probabilities of retrieving a 
published and an unpublished study, respectively, the 
probability of a study entering a meta-analysis at all may 
be modeled as p1w(z) for a published study and as p2w(z) 
for an unpublished one. Several empirical studies of the 
retrieval process have been done, and may be useful in 
providing rough guidelines for determining ranges for p1 
and p2 (Chalmers, Frank, and Reitman 1990; Dickersin 
et al. 1985). Next, because the weight function is typically 
not known, it is useful to do the analysis of the weighted 
models with various plausible families of weight func-
tions. If the resulting effect size estimates do not change 
much, such a sensitivity analysis will give more credence 
to the inferences based on the retrieved studies (Iyengar 
and Greenhouse 1988).

There are several theoretical and empirical studies of 
weight functions. Satish Iyengar and Ping Zhao (1994) 
studied how the MLE for the normal and student t distri-
butions changes as the weight function varies. In particu-
lar, they showed that for commonly used weight function 
families, the MLE varies monotonically with a parameter 
that controls the amount of selection bias within that fam-
ily, so computing the range of the estimates is easy. Other 
studies of this approach include Iyengar, Paul Kvam, and 
Singh, who considered the effect of weight functions on 
the Fisher information of the effect size (1998). This in 
turn dictates the accuracy of the MLE; and Larry Hedges 
and Jack Vevea, who provided extensive empirical stud-
ies of the use of weighted distributions when selection is 
related both to the estimated effect size and its estimated 
standard deviation (2005).

We end this discussion with a numerical example il-
lustrating the use of weighted distributions for the data 
in table 22.1. Suppose that all studies use a two-sided 
z-test at the 0.05 level, which has cutoffs �1.96 and 1.96. 
Suppose further that the bias is such that a study with a 
signifi cant result will defi nitely be published, and that 
other studies will be published with some probability less 
than 1. A weight function that models this situation is

 w(z;b) � { e�	 if �1.96  z  1.96   
1  else.

  

Figure 22.6 Funnel Plot for a Biased Reporting Mechanism

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: See text for details.
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covariate information, such as grade level, was given in 
Hedges and Olkin (1985) for this data set.

22.2 RETRIEVAL OF LITERATURE

The discussions in part III of this volume clearly demon-
strate that retrieving papers that describe relevant studies 

for a research synthesis is not as straightforward as it 
might seem. Several questions arise at the outset of this 
time-consuming yet essential component of a meta-anal-
ysis. Should a single person search the literature, or 
should (time and resources permitting) at least two peo-
ple conduct independent searches? Should the search 
concentrate on the published literature only (that is, from 
peer-reviewed journals), or should it attempt to retrieve 
all possible studies? Which time period should be cov-
ered by the search? The fi rst two questions deal with the 
concern that the studies missed by a search may arrive at 
qualitatively different conclusions than those retrieved. 
The third question is more subtle: it is possible that within 
a period of time studies yield homogeneous results, but 
that different periods show considerable heterogeneity. 
For instance, initial enthusiastically positive reports may 
be followed by a sober period of null, or even negative 
results. Geoffrey Borman and Jeffrey Grigg also discuss 
the use of graphical displays to see how research results 
in a variety of fi elds change with the passage of time 
(chapter 26, this volume).

Using more than one investigator to search the litera-
ture is itself a type of sensitivity analysis. It is especially 

Table 22.1 Effects of Open Education on Student Self-Concept

     Standardized
  Open Traditional  Mean
  Education School Weights Difference
Study Grade nT nC wi T

 1 4–6 100 180 0.115 0.100
 2 4–6 131 138 0.120 �0.162
 3 4–6 40 40 0.036 �0.090
 4 4–6 40 40 0.036 �0.049
 5 4–6 97 47 0.057 �0.046
 6 K–3 28 61 0.034 �0.010
 7 K–3 60 55 0.051 �0.431
 8 4–6 72 102 0.076 �0.261
 9 4–6 87 45 0.053 0.134
10 K–3 80 49 0.054 0.019
11 K–3 79 55 0.058 0.175
12 4–6 40 109 0.052 0.056
13 4–6 36 93 0.046 0.045
14 K–3 9 18 0.011 0.103
15 K–3 14 16 0.013 0.121
16 4–6 21 22 0.019 �0.482
17 4–6 133 124 0.115 0.290
18 K–3 83 45 0.052 0.342

source: Authors’ compilation.

Table 22.2  Effects of Open Education on 
Student Independence and 
Self-Reliance

Study nE � nC T

1 30 0.699
2 30 0.091
3 30 �0.058
4 30 �0.079
5 30 �0.235
6 30 �0.494
7 30 �0.587

source: Authors’ compilation.
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Figure 22.2 Box Plot of Standardized Mean Differences.

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: For studies reported in table 22.1
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From the viewpoint of sensitivity analysis, awareness 
of unusual features of the data, such as outliers or skew-
ness, can guide the analyst with respect to the choice of 
statistical methods for synthesis, and alert the analyst to 
the potential for erroneous conclusions based on a few 
infl uential observations. Furthermore, it is often the aim 
of a research synthesis to compare the sample distribu-
tion of effect size at different values of an explanatory 
variable, that is, to characterize how studies differ and 
why. Box plots are particularly useful for comparing dis-
tributions because they so clearly highlight important fea-
tures of the data. For example, we might be interested in 
seeing whether the effects of open education on student 
self-concept is different for students in grades K–3 versus 
grades four through six. The investigation of such ques-
tions using exploratory data analysis techniques is a form 
of sensitivity analysis. As an illustration, we present in 
fi gure 22.3, a pair of box plots displaying the distribution 
of T in each grade range. Table 22.3 gives the relevant 
numerical summary measures for each grade level. A 
comparison of the two distributions is revealing:

1. Central location. The sample distribution of T for 
the studies of children in grades K–3 is shifted to 
the right relative to the distribution for the studies of 

children in grades four through six, suggesting a 
potentially greater effect of open education on self-
concept in the younger students. Even though the 
median effect size for the studies of children in 
grades four through six is smaller than that for those 
of children in grades K–3, note that the two distri-
butions have signifi cant overlap.

2. Spread. Judging by the IQRs for each distribution, 
that is, the length of the boxes in fi gure 22.3, the 
spread of the sample distribution of T is a little 
larger for the studies of children in grades four 

Table 22.3  Numerical Summary Measures 
for Distribution of T

 K–3 4–6 Total

n 7 11 18
median 0.103 �0.046 0.032
mean 0.046 �0.043 �0.008
Q1 �0.010 �0.162 �0.109
Q3 0.176 0.100 0.127
IQR 0.186 0.262 0.236

source: Authors’ compilation.

Figure 22.3 Comparative Box Plots of Distribution of Standardized Mean Differences.

source: Authors’ compilation.
note: For studies of grades K–3 versus grade 4–6
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size is to any one particular study. In other words, how 
large is the infl uence of each study on the overall estimate 
of effect size? Let  

__
 T   (i) be the unweighted average stan-

dardized mean difference computed from all the studies 
except study i. Table 22.4 presents the values of  

__
 T   (i) for 

each study in table 22.1. We see that the effect of leaving 
study 7 or 16 out of the unweighted average of the stan-
dardized mean difference, respectively, is to result in an 
increase in the summary estimate. Because we identifi ed 
these two studies earlier as outliers, this result is not sur-
prising. We also see from table 22.4 that studies 17 and 
18 have the largest values of T among all of the studies 
and that the effect of leaving each of these studies out of 
the combined estimate, respectively, is to result in a de-
crease in the average standardized mean difference. In 
summary, the results in this analysis are as we might ex-
pect: remove a study that has a smaller-than-the-mean ef-
fect size, and the overall summary measure goes up.

In table 22.4, we also report the analysis of leaving one 
study out using the weighted average,  

__
 T   w(i). We see simi-

lar results for the analysis with the unweighted average. 

However, in addition, we now see that studies 2 and 8 are 
fairly infl uential studies, respectively. Because they are 
larger studies, removing them one at a time from the anal-
ysis causes the weighted average effect size to increase. 
Computer software is available to facilitate the implemen-
tation of a leave-one-out analysis (see, for example, Bo-
renstein and Rothstein 1999).

Leaving out more than one study at a time can become 
very complicated. For instance, if we leave out all pairs, 
all triplets, and so on, the number of cases to consider 
would be too large to give any useful information. It is 
better to identify beforehand covariates that are of inter-
est, and leave out studies according to levels of the co-
variates. In our example, the only covariate provided is 
the grade level (K–3 and four through six). Leaving out 
one level of that covariate is thus equivalent to the box 
plot analysis in table 22.3 and fi gure 22.3. Finally, we 
note that the leave-one-out method can be used for other 
combining procedures. For instance, the maximum likeli-
hood estimate (MLE) is common when we have a spe-
cifi c model for the effect sizes. In that case, the sensitivity 
of each case can be assessed as shown above; of course, 
the computational burden involved will be much greater.

22.4.2 Random Effects

In the previous sections, the covariate information (grade 
level) was useful in accounting for some of the variability 
among the effect size estimates. There are other times, 
though, when such attempts fail to fi nd “consistent rela-
tionships between study characteristics and effect size” 
(Hedges and Olkin, 1985, 90). In such cases, random ef-
fects models provide an alternative framework for com-
bining effect sizes. These models regard the effect sizes 
themselves as random variables, sampled from a distribu-
tion of possible effect sizes. Chapter 20 of this volume 
and chapter 9 of Hedges and Olkin (1985) provide dis-
cussions on the distinction between random and fi xed ef-
fect models, the conceptual bases underlying random ef-
fects models, and their application to research synthesis. 
The discussion that follows assumes familiarity with 
those chapters. The development of methods for sensitiv-
ity analysis for random effects models are an important, 
open research area. In fact, Hedges and Olkin did not 
refer to random effects models in their chapter on diag-
nostic procedures for research synthesis (1985). In this 
section, we briefl y outline the most commonly used ran-
dom effects model and the use of sensitivity analysis for 
random effects models in meta-analysis.

Table 22.4  The “Leave One Out” for the Studies 
in Table 22.1

Study Left
Out  Unweighted Weighted
i T  

__
 T  (i)  

__
 T  w(i)

 1 0.100 �0.015 �0.001
 2 �0.162 0.001 0.030
 3 �0.091 �0.003 0.013
 4 �0.049 �0.006 0.012
 5 �0.046 �0.006 0.013
 6 �0.010 �0.008 0.011
 7 �0.434 0.017 0.032
 8 �0.262 0.008 0.030
 9 0.135 �0.017 0.003
10 0.019 �0.010 0.009
11 0.176 �0.019 0.000
12 0.056 �0.012 0.007
13 0.045 �0.011 0.008
14 0.106 �0.015 0.009
15 0.124 �0.016 0.009
16 �0.491 0.020 0.020
17 0.291 �0.026 �0.023
18 0.344 �0.029 �0.008

median 0.032 �0.011 0.009

source: Authors’ compilation.
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In the random effects approach, the true effect sizes 
{�i:i � 1, . . . , k} are considered realizations of a random 
variable �. That is, they are a random sample from a 
population of effect sizes, which is governed by some 
distribution with mean �� and variance �2, a measure of 
the between-study variability. Given sample estimates, Ti, 
of �i for i � 1, . . . , k, the analysis proceeds by estimating 
these parameters or performing tests on them. For in-
stance, a common starting point is the test of the hypoth-
esis �2 � 0, a test of the homogeneity of the effect sizes 
across the k studies: �i � . . . � �k � �. Note that this com-
mon effect size, �, in the fi xed-effects model has a differ-
ent interpretation than �: Even if � is positive, there may 
be realizations �i that are negative (for more discussion, 
see Hedges and Olkin 1985; DerSimonian and Laird 1986; 
Higgins and Thompson 2002).

An important example of sensitivity analysis is the 
comparison of the results of fi xed and random effects 
models for a particular data set. The output from a fi xed 
effects analysis includes an estimate of the common ef-
fect size, �̂, and its estimated standard error, SE. The out-
put from a random effects analysis includes an estimate 
of the mean of the distribution of effect sizes, �̂�, its esti-
mated standard error, SE( ̂�), an estimate of the variance 
of the distribution of random effects �2, and the value of 
the chi-squared test of the hypothesis of complete homo-
geneity. A confi dence interval for the mean effect size, �, 
is also provided (see Hedges and Olkin 1985).

Table 22.5 contains the results of the two analyses for 
the data in tables 22.1 and 22.2. Recall that table 22.1 
consists of studies measuring the effects of open educa-
tion on self-concept and includes grade level as a covari-
ate. Table 22.2 consists of studies measuring the effects 
of open education on student independence and self-reli-
ance, but providing no covariate information. For table 
22.2, the estimates of (common or mean) effect size are 
virtually the same ( ̂� � �0.095,  ̂�� � �0.095), however, 
the SE for the random effects model, 0.161 is greater than 
that for the fi xed effects model, 0.099. Next, the estimate 
�̂2 � 0.113 is signifi cantly different from zero, in that the 
corresponding chi-square value is 15.50, which exceeds 
the 5 percent critical value of 12.59 for six degrees of 
freedom. Because this test of complete homogeneity re-
jects, the conservative (in the sense of having wider con-
fi dence intervals) random effects analysis is deemed more 
valid. In this case, the substantive conclusions may well 
be the same under both models, given that both confi -
dence intervals contain zero. On the other hand, when the 
two methods differ, it is important to investigate why they 
differ and to explicitly recognize that the conclusions are 
sensitive to the modeling assumption.

The rest of table 22.5 compares the two analyses for 
the data in table 22.1. In section 22.3, we saw that grade 
level, the one covariate provided, helped to explain vari-
ability among the effect-size estimates. Thus, neither the 
fi xed nor the random effects models should be applied to 

Table 22.5 Comparison of Fixed Effects Analysis to Random Effects Analysis

Fixed effects

Table Study k �̂ SE(�̂) 95% c.i. for �

22.2 Independence  7 �0.095 0.099 (�0.288, 0.099)
22.1 K–3 Self-Concept  7 0.034 0.081 (�0.125, 0.192)
22.1 4–6 Self-Concept 11 0.001 0.050 (�0.096, 0.099)

Random effects

       �2 for
Table Study k �̂ SE( ̂�) 95% c.i. for � �̂�

2 H0:�̂�
2 � 0

22.2 Independence  7 �0.095 0.161 (�0.411, 0.220) 0.113 �6
2 � 15.50

22.1 K–3 Self-Concept  7 0.037 0.066 (�0.093, 0.167) 0.0* �6
2 � 9.56

22.1 4–6 Self-Concept 11 0.004 0.057 (�0.116, 0.107) 0.007 �10
2 � 13.96

source: Authors’ compilation.
*The unbiased estimate, �0.012, is inadmissible.
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though publication bias may still be a problem, methods 
to deal with it are still very limited.

23.2 MECHANISMS

Discussion in the literature about the precise nature of 
the mechanisms that lead to suppression of whole studies 
and other forms of publication bias is considerable. If 
these mechanisms could be accurately specifi ed and quan-
tifi ed, then, just like any bias, the appropriate adjustments 
to a meta-analytic dataset to counteract might be fairly 
straightforward. Unfortunately, measuring such effects 
directly, globally, or in specifi c datasets is diffi cult and, of 
course, the mechanisms may vary with dataset and sub-
ject area.

What is generally agreed is that the statistical signifi -
cance, effect size, and study size could all infl uence the 
likelihood of a study being published, although this list is 
probably not exhaustive (Begg and Berlin 1988). The 
sections that follow outline methods to identify and ad-
just for publication bias. It is important to note that these 
assume different underlying mechanisms for publication 
bias—some that suppression is only a function of effect 
size, others that it is only a function of statistical signifi -
cance (whether this is assumed one or two sided is open 
to debate), and still others that it is a function of these 
or other factors, such as origin of funding for a study and 
the like.

Although the primary goal here is to provide a prag-
matic and up-to-date overview of the statistical methods 
to address publication bias in meta-analysis, an emphasis 
has been placed on highlighting the assumptions made 
regarding the underlying suppression mechanisms as-
sumed by each method. It is hoped that insight into how 
the different methods relate to each other can be facili-
tated through this approach. That the actual mechanisms 
are usually unknown makes being absolutist about rec-
ommendations on use of the different methods diffi cult. 
This issue is considered further in the discussion.

23.3  METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING 
PUBLICATION BIAS

23.3.1 The Funnel Plot

The funnel plot is generally considered a good explor-
atory tool for investigating publication bias and, like the 
more commonly used forest plot, for a visual summary of 
a meta-analytic dataset (Sterne, Becker, and Egger 2005; 

see chapter 26, this volume). It is essentially a scatter plot 
of a measure of study size against a measure of effect 
sizes. The expectation is that is should appear symmetric 
with respect to the distribution of effect sizes and funnel 
shaped if no bias is present. The premise for this appear-
ance is that effect sizes should be evenly distributed (that 
is, symmetric) around the underlying true effect size, 
with more variability in the smaller studies than the larger 
ones because of the greater infl uence of sampling error 
(that is, producing a narrowing funnel shape as study 
precision increases). If publication bias is present, we 
might expect some suppression of smaller, unfavorable, 
and nonsignifi cant studies that could be identifi ed by a 
gap in one corner of the funnel and hence could induce 
asymmetry in the plot.

Example plots are provided in fi gures 23.1 and 23.2. 
Note that in these plots the outcome measure is plotted on 
the x-axis, the most common way such plots are pre-
sented, though it goes against the convention that the un-
known quantity is plotted on the y-axis. Funnels in both 
orientations exist in the literature. These are real data re-
lating to total mortality and mortality during surgery fol-
lowing ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm repair from 
published (observational) patient case-series (Bown et al. 
2002; Jackson, Copas, and Sutton 2005). They are in-
cluded here because they exemplify a reasonably sym-
metrical funnel plot (fi gure 23.1) and a more asymmetric 
one (fi gure 23.2) with a lack of small studies with small 
effects in the bottom right-hand corner. Also interesting 
is that this would appear to be a good example of out-
come reporting bias given that only seventy-seven studies 
report mortality during surgery (fi gure 23.2) out of the 

Figure 23.1 Symmetric Funnel Plot, Overall Mortality

source: Bown et al. 2002.
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171 reports included in fi gure 23.1 for total mortality. The 
gap at the bottom right of the surgery mortality plot (fi g-
ure 23.2) suggests that studies in which mortality during 
surgery had high rates were less likely to report this out-
come than studies with lower rates.

For this example, because the data are noncompara-
tive, statistical signifi cance of outcome is not defi ned and 
hence it is assumed that suppression is related to magni-
tude of outcome (example funnel plots for comparative 
data where statistical signifi cance potentially infl uences 
publication are considered below). It is important to em-
phasize that funnel plots are often diffi cult to interpret. 
For example, close scrutiny of fi gures 23.1 and 23.2 sug-
gests that, though producing a reasonably symmetric fun-
nel in outline, the density of points is not consistent within 
the funnel, a higher density being apparent on the right 
side in fi gure 23.1, particularly for the lower third of the 
plot, suggesting some bias.

It is interesting to note that study suppression caused 
by study size, effect size, or statistical signifi cance (one 
sided), either individually or in combination, could pro-
duce an asymmetric funnel plot. A further possibility is 
that two-sided statistical signifi cance suppression mecha-
nisms (that is, signifi cant studies in either direction are 
more likely to be published than those that are not) could 
create a tunnel or hole in the middle of the funnel, par-
ticularly when the underlying effect size is close to 0.

Certain issues need to be considered when construct-
ing and interpreting funnel plots. Generally, the more 
studies in a meta-analysis, the easier it is to detect gaps 
and hence potential publication bias. If numerous studies 

are included, density problems may arise (see fi gures 
23.1 and 23.2). The spread of the size of the studies is 
another important factor. A funnel would be diffi cult to 
interpret, for example, if all the studies were a similar 
size. Ultimately, any assessment of whether publication 
bias is present using a funnel plot is subjective (Lau et al. 
2006). A recent empirical evaluation also suggests that 
interpretation of such a plot can be limited (Terrin, Schmid, 
and Lau 2005).

There has been debate over the most appropriate axes 
for the funnel plot (Sterne and Egger 2001), particularly 
with respect to the y-axis (the measure of study precision), 
with sample size, variance (and its inverse) and standard 
error (and its inverse) all being options. This choice can 
affect the appearance of the plot considerably. For in-
stance, if the variance or standard error is used, then the 
top of the plot is compressed while the bottom of the plot 
is expanded compared to when using inverse variance, 
inverse standard error, or sample size. This has the effect 
of giving more space to the smaller studies in which pub-
lication bias is more likely. Example comparative plots 
have been published elsewhere (Sterne and Egger 2001). 
If variance or standard error or their inverses are used, it 
is possible to construct expected 95 percent confi dence 
intervals around the pooled estimate that form guidelines 
for the expected shape of the funnel (under a fi xed effect 
assumption) that can aid the interpretation of the plot. 
Such guidelines should be thought of as approximate be-
cause they are constructed around the meta-analytic pooled 
estimate, that may itself be biased because of publication 
bias. The assistance in interpreting the plot is in indicat-
ing regions where studies are to be expected if no sup-
pression exists. These guidelines can also help to indicate 
how heterogeneous the studies are (see chapter 24, this 
volume) by observing how dispersed the studies are with 
respect to the guidelines.

It is important to appreciate that funnel plot asymmetry 
may not be related to publication bias at all, but to other 
factors instead. Any factor associated both with study size 
and effect size could potentially confound the observed 
relationship. For example, smaller studies may be carried 
out under less rigorous conditions than larger studies. 
These poorer quality smaller studies may be more prone 
to bias and thus result in exaggerated effect size estimates. 
Conversely, smaller studies could be conducted under 
more carefully controlled experimental conditions than 
the larger studies, resulting in differences in effect sizes. 
Further, there may be situations where a higher intensity 
of the intervention were possible for the smaller studies 

Figure 23.2 Asymmetric Funnel Plot, Mortality During 
Surgery

source: Author’s compilation.
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that lead to the true effect sizes in the smaller studies 
being more effi cacious than those for the larger studies. 
If situations like these exist, then there is a relationship 
between-study size and effect size that would cause a 
funnel plot of the studies to be asymmetric, which could 
be wrongly diagnosed as publication bias. A graphical 
way of exploring potential causes of heterogeneity in a 
funnel plot would be to plot studies with different values 
for a covariate of interest (for example, study quality) 
using a different symbol or using multiple funnel plots of 
subgrouped data and exploring whether this could ex-
plain differences between study results. For some out-
come measures, such as odds ratios, the estimated effect 
size and its standard error are correlated and the more 
extreme the effect size is, the stronger the correlation. 
This implies that the funnel plot on such a scale will not 
be symmetrical even if no publication bias is present. The 
induced asymmetry, however, is quite small for small and 
moderate effect sizes (Peters et al. 2006).

Example: Effects of Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ. 
Figure 23.3 presents a funnel plot with the approximate 
expected 95 percent confi dence intervals around the 
pooled estimate for the expected shape of the funnel 
under a fi xed effect assumption plotting standard error on 
the y-axis. The guidelines are straight lines and thus the 
theoretical underlying shape of the funnel is also straight 
sided. Because the majority of the points (seventeen of 
nineteen) lie within the guidelines, there is little evidence 
of heterogeneity between studies. There is, though, some 

suggestion of a gap in the bottom left-hand corner of the 
funnel, making it asymmetric, that is, possibly a symp-
tom of publication bias. However, the weeks of teacher-
student contact before expectancy induction is a known 
modifi er for this dataset, where effect sizes are systemati-
cally higher in the studies with lower previous contact 
(see chapter 16, this volume). Figures 23.4 and 23.5) pres-
ent funnel plots of the subgroups for prior contact of one 
week or less and more than one week respectively. These 
funnels are centered around quite different effect sizes 

Figure 23.3 Funnel Plot, Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ, 
95% Guidelines

source: Author’s compilation.
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Figure 23.4 Funnel Plot, Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ, 
prior contact One Week or Less

source: Author’s compilation.
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Figure 23.5 Funnel Plot, Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ, 
prior contact More Than One Week

source: Author’s compilation.
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that lead to the true effect sizes in the smaller studies 
being more effi cacious than those for the larger studies. 
If situations like these exist, then there is a relationship 
between-study size and effect size that would cause a 
funnel plot of the studies to be asymmetric, which could 
be wrongly diagnosed as publication bias. A graphical 
way of exploring potential causes of heterogeneity in a 
funnel plot would be to plot studies with different values 
for a covariate of interest (for example, study quality) 
using a different symbol or using multiple funnel plots of 
subgrouped data and exploring whether this could ex-
plain differences between study results. For some out-
come measures, such as odds ratios, the estimated effect 
size and its standard error are correlated and the more 
extreme the effect size is, the stronger the correlation. 
This implies that the funnel plot on such a scale will not 
be symmetrical even if no publication bias is present. The 
induced asymmetry, however, is quite small for small and 
moderate effect sizes (Peters et al. 2006).

Example: Effects of Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ. 
Figure 23.3 presents a funnel plot with the approximate 
expected 95 percent confi dence intervals around the 
pooled estimate for the expected shape of the funnel 
under a fi xed effect assumption plotting standard error on 
the y-axis. The guidelines are straight lines and thus the 
theoretical underlying shape of the funnel is also straight 
sided. Because the majority of the points (seventeen of 
nineteen) lie within the guidelines, there is little evidence 
of heterogeneity between studies. There is, though, some 

suggestion of a gap in the bottom left-hand corner of the 
funnel, making it asymmetric, that is, possibly a symp-
tom of publication bias. However, the weeks of teacher-
student contact before expectancy induction is a known 
modifi er for this dataset, where effect sizes are systemati-
cally higher in the studies with lower previous contact 
(see chapter 16, this volume). Figures 23.4 and 23.5) pres-
ent funnel plots of the subgroups for prior contact of one 
week or less and more than one week respectively. These 
funnels are centered around quite different effect sizes 

Figure 23.3 Funnel Plot, Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ, 
95% Guidelines

source: Author’s compilation.
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Figure 23.4 Funnel Plot, Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ, 
prior contact One Week or Less

source: Author’s compilation.
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Figure 23.5 Funnel Plot, Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ, 
prior contact More Than One Week

source: Author’s compilation.
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with weights 1/vi. Thus, it is possible to plot this regres-
sion line on a funnel plot. Note that this model is neither 
the standard fi xed nor random effect meta-regression 
model commonly used (Thompson and Sharp 1999; see 
also chapter 16, this volume). Here the error term in-
cludes a multiplicative overdispersion parameter rather 
than assuming the usual additive between-study variance 
component to account for heterogeneity. There would 
appear to be no theoretical justifi cation for this model 
over the more commonly used meta-regression formula-
tions.

Egger’s test has highly infl ated type 1 errors in some 
circumstances when binary outcomes are considered, at 
least in part because of the correlation between estimated 
(log) odds ratios and their standard errors discussed ear-
lier (Macaskill, Walter, and Irwig 2001; Schwarzer, Antes, 
and Schumacher 2002; Peters, Sutton 2006). This has led 
to a number of modifi ed tests being developed for binary 
outcomes (Macaskill, Walter, and Erwig 2001; Harbord, 
Egger, and Sterne 2006; Peters et al. 2006; Schwarzer, 
Antes, and Schumacher 2007) and more generally (Stan-
ley 2005). A comparative evaluation of these modifi ed 
tests is required before guidance can be given on which 
test is optimal in a given situation.

If a meta-analysis dataset displays heterogeneity that 
can be explained by including study-level covariates, these 
should be accounted for before an assessment of publica-
tion bias is made because their infl uence can distort a fun-
nel plot and thus any statistical methods based on it, as 
discussed earlier. One way of doing this is to extend the 
regression models to include study-level covariates. Eval-
uating the performance of such an approach is ongoing 
work. Alternatively, if covariates are discrete, separate as-
sessments can be made for each grouping. Splitting the 
data in this way will reduce the power of the tests consid-
erably, however.

Use of these regression tests is becoming common-
place in the medical literature but is much less common 
in other areas, including the social sciences. Although 
these tests are generally more powerful than the nonpara-
metric alternative, they still have low power for meta-
analyses of small to moderate numbers of studies. Be-
cause these are typical in the medical literature, caution 
should be exerted in interpreting nonsignifi cant test re-
sults. The tests will have much improved performance 
characteristics with larger numbers of studies, as typi-
cally found in the social sciences. Regardless of the num-
ber of studies in the meta-analysis, caution should also be 
exerted when interpreting signifi cant test results because, 

as discussed, detection of funnel asymmetry does not 
necessarily imply publication bias.

Example: Effects of Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ. 
The Egger’s regression test is applied to the teacher ex-
pectancy example (and because the outcome is measured 
on a continuous scale the modifi ed alternatives are not ap-
plicable). Figures 23.6 and 23.7 are two graphical repre-
sentations of the fi tted regression line on a Galbraith plot 
and funnel plot, respectively. On the Galbraith plot, infer-
ences are made on whether the intercept is different from 
0, though it is whether the gradient of the line is different 

Figure 23.6 Egger’s Regression Line on Galbraith Plot, 
Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ

source: Author’s compilation.
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Figure 23.7 Egger’s Regression Line on Funnel Plot, 
Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ

source: Author’s compilation.
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studies estimated. Like, R0, L0 is calculated iteratively 
until convergence is achieved. Full worked examples of 
these iterative calculations are available elsewhere (Duval 
and Tweedie 1998; Duval 2005). Since nether estimate is 
superior in all situations, use of both as a sensitivity anal-
ysis has been recommended (Duval 2005).

In practice, either a fi xed or random effect meta-analy-
sis estimate can be used for the iterative trimming and 
fi lling parts of this method. In the initial exposition, ran-
dom effect estimates were used (Duval and Tweedie 
2000a, 2000b). Random effect estimators can be more in-
fl uenced by publication bias, however, given that the less 
precise studies—those more prone to publication bias—
are given more weight in relative terms (Poole and Green-
land 1999). Using fi xed-effect methods to trim studies 
should therefore be considered and has recently been 
evaluated, though it does not always outperform the use 
of a random-effect model (Peters et al. 2007).

The performance of this method was initially evalu-
ated using simulation studies under conditions of study 
homogeneity, and under the suppression mechanism the 
method assumes, that is, the n-most extreme effect sizes 
are suppressed (Duval and Tweedie 2000a, 2000b). Under 
these conditions, it performed well. However, further 
simulations suggest that it performs poorly in the pres-
ence of among-study heterogeneity when no publication 
bias is present (Terrin et al. 2003). Further evaluation of 
the method into scenarios where suppression is assumed 
to be based on statistical signifi cance, with and without 
heterogeneity present, suggests that it outperforms non-
adjusted meta-analytic estimates but can provide correc-
tions that are far from perfect (Peters et al. 2007).

As for interpretation of the funnel plot, as discussed, 
the asymmetry this model rectifi es may be caused by fac-
tors other than publication bias, which should be borne in 
mind when interpreting the results. A limitation of the 
method is that it does not allow for the inclusion of study 
level covariates as moderator variables.

Example: Effects of Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ. 
For illustration, Trim and fi ll, using a fi xed effect model 
and the L0 estimator is applied to the teacher expectancy 
dataset. Three studies are estimated as missing and im-
puted as shown in fi gure 23.8 (the triangles). The fi xed 
effect pooled estimate for the original dataset was 0.060 
(95 percent CI �0.011 to 0.132) and this reduced to 0.025 
(95 percent CI �0.045 to 0.095) when the three studies 
were fi lled. Because this analysis ignores the covariate—
previous contact with student—it should be interpreted 
cautiously. Although trim and fi ll does not allow modera-

tor variables, separate analyses of subgroups of the data 
are possible. If this is done here, no studies are fi lled for 
prior contact longer than a week subgroup and one study 
is imputed for contact of a week or less subgroup, which 
changes the pooled estimate by only a small amount (0.357 
(0.203 to 0.511) to 0.319 (0.168 to 0.469).

23.4.3 Selection Modeling

Selection models can be used to adjust a meta-analytic da-
taset by specifying a model that describes the mechanism 
by which effect estimates are assumed to be either sup-
pressed or observed. This is used with an effect size model 
that describes what the distribution of effect sizes would 
be if there were no publication bias to correct for it.

If the selection model is known, use of the method is 
relatively straightforward but the precise nature of the 
suppression will usually be unknown. If this is the case, 
alternative candidate selection models can be applied as a 
form of sensitivity analysis (Vevea and Woods 2005), or 
the selection model can actually be estimated from the 
observed meta-analytic dataset. Because the methods are 
fully parametric, they can include study-level moderator 
variables. Although complex to implement, they have 
been recommended over other methods, which potentially 
produce misleading results, in scenarios where effect 
sizes are heterogeneous (Terrin et al. 2003). A potential 

Figure 23.8 Trim and Fill Analysis, Teacher Expectancy on 
Pupil IQ

source: Author’s compilation.
key: Circles are original studies, triangles are “fi lled” imputed 
studies
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drawback is that they perform poorly if the number of 
observed studies is small.

A comprehensive review of selection models has re-
cently been published elsewhere and is recommended 
reading for an expanded and more statistically rigorous 
account particularly regarding the implementation of 
these methods that require complex numerical methods 
(Hedges and Vevea 2005).

Two classes of explicit selection models have been de-
veloped: those that model suppression as a function of an 
effect size’s p-value and and those that model suppres-
sion as a function of a study’s effect size and standard 
error simultaneously. Both are implemented through 
weighted distributions that give the likelihood a given ef-
fect estimate will be observed if it occurs. Each are dis-
cussed in turn.

23.4.3.1 Suppression as a Function of p-Value Only 
The simplest selection model suggested is one that as-
sumes all studies with statistically signifi cant effect sizes 
are observed (for example p � 0.05 two-tailed, or p � 0.975 
or p � 0.025 one-tailed) and all others are suppressed 
(Lane and Dunlap 1978; Hedges 1984). The associated 
weight function is represented graphically in fi gure 23.9, 
where the likelihood a study is observed if it occurs is 
given on the y-axis (w ( p)) and the p-value scale is along 
the x-axis. Using this model, any effect size with a 

p-value � 0.05 has a probability of one (certainty) of being 
observed and zero otherwise. Perhaps it is more realistic 
to assume that studies that are not statistically signifi cant 
have a fi xed probability of less than one that they are 
published—that is, not all nonsignifi cant studies are sup-
pressed. Alternatively, it could be assumed that the prob-
ability a nonsignifi cant study is published is some con-
tinuous decreasing function of the p-value—that is, the 
larger the p-value, the less chance a study has of being 
published (Iyengar and Greenhouse 1988). Figure 23.10 
illustrates a possible weight function in this class with the 
probability of observing an effect size diminishing expo-
nentially as the p-value increases. More realistic still may 
be to assume a step function with steps specifi ed as occur-
ring at perceived milestones in statistical signifi cance—
based on the psychological perception that a p-value of 
0.049 is considerably different from one of 0.051 (Hedges 
1992; Vevea, Clements, and Hedges 1993; Hedges and 
Vevea 1996). Figure 23.11 provides a graphical represen-
tation of a weight function of this type. Finally, it is pos-
sible that the location and the height of the steps in such 
a weight function can be determined from the data (Dear 
and Begg 1992). It should be noted, however, that when 
the selection model is left to be determined by the data, it 

Figure 23.9 Simple Weight Function, Published if Signifi -
cant

source: Author’s compilation.
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Figure 23.10 Example Weight Function, Probability of Pub-
lication Diminishes

source: Author’s compilation.
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is often estimated poorly because the observed effects in-
clude little information on the selection process. It is pos-
sible to include study level covariates in such models 
(Vevea and Hedges 1995). This can be done to remove 
confounding effects in the distribution of effect sizes as 
discussed when considering alternative reasons for fun-
nel plot asymmetry.

23.4.3.2 Suppression as a Function of Effect Size 
and Its Standard Error These models assume the prob-
ability that a result is suppressed is a function of both ef-
fect size and standard error, with the probability of sup-
pression increasing as effect size decreases and standard 
error increases (Copas and Li 1997; Copas and Shi 2000). 
Although such a model is perhaps more realistic than one 
modeling suppression as related to p-value, it does mean 
there are identifi ability problems, implying parameters 
cannot be estimated from the effect size data alone. This 
in turn means that if you believe this model to be plausi-
ble, correcting for publication bias is not possible without 
making assumptions that cannot be tested (Copas and Shi 
2001). It has thus been recommended to evaluate such 
models over the plausible regions of values for the model 

parameters that determine the suppression process (Copas 
and Shi 2000, 2001). To this end, a bound for the bias as 
a function of the fraction of missing studies has been pro-
posed (Copas and Jackson 2004).

23.4.3.3 Simulation Approaches One recent devel-
opment is a simulated pseudo-data approach to correct for 
publication bias (Bowden, Thompson, and Burton 2006). 
This is not really a different type of selection model, but 
rather an alternative way of evaluating them. It requires 
the selection model to be fully specifi ed, but does allow 
arbitrarily complex selection processes to be modeled.

23.4.3.4 Bayesian Approaches Several authors have 
considered implementing selection models from a Bayes-
ian perspective (Givens, Smith, and Tweedie 1997; Silli-
man 1997). One feature of this approach is that it can 
provide an estimate of the number of suppressed studies 
and their effect size distribution.

Example: Effects of Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ. 
A detailed analysis of applying different selection models 
to this dataset—including those that depend on the p-value 
with and without the weight function estimated from the 
data, and those depending on effect size and standard 
error simultaneously—is available elsewhere (Hedges and 
Vevea 2005). Here, I summarize one of these analyses as 
an example of how such models can be applied.

This analysis uses a fi xed effect model including prior 
contact time as a dichotomous moderator variable, as de-
fi ned earlier. The weight function has two cut points at 
p � 0.05 and 0.30 with weights estimated from the data. 
Although using more cut points may be desirable, the rela-
tively small number of studies mean parameters would 
not be estimatable. The estimated weight function is pre-
sented in fi gure 23.12. Here the probability of selection is 
set to one for p-values between 0 and � 0.05 and it is 
estimated as 0.89 (SE 0.80) and 0.56 (SE 0.64) for the 
intervals 0.05 to � 0.30 and 0.30 to 1.00 respectively. 
Note the large standard errors on these weights, which is 
indicative of models in which the weights are defi ned by 
the data and particularly when the number of studies is 
not large. The estimated pooled effect for less than one 
week of prior contact changed from 0.349 (SE 0.079) to 
0.321 (SE 0.111) when the selection model was applied 
and the covariate effect similarly changed from �0.371 
(SE 0.089) to �0.363. 0.109), indicating that the conclu-
sions appear to be relatively robust to the effects of pub-
lication bias.

A summary of the results from applying the different 
methods to this dataset is presented in table 23.1 and 
shows broad consistency. When prior contact is not ac-

Figure 23.11 Example Psychological steps Weight Func-
tion

source: Author’s compilation.
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counted for in the model, a suggestion of asymmetry or 
bias is evident, but when this possible confounder is in-
cluded, the threat of bias appears much lessened.

23.4.4 Excluding Studies Based on Their Size

A simple alternative to adjusting for publication bias is to 
assume studies of a certain size, regardless of their re-
sults, will be published and hence only include these in 

the meta-analysis. This effectively gives smaller studies 
zero weight in the meta-analysis. If publication bias only 
exists, or is most severe in the small studies (an assump-
tion that underlies several of the statistical models pre-
sented) this will generally result in less biased pooled 
estimates, however the choice of cut-off for study inclu-
sion/exclusion is arbitrary.

23.5  METHODS TO ADDRESS SPECIFIC 
DISSEMINATION BIASES

As mentioned earlier, incomplete data reporting may 
occur at various levels below the suppression of whole 
studies. Analysis of specifi c outcomes or subgroups, for 
example, may have been conducted but not been written 
up and hence available for meta-analysis. Similarly, all 
the details of an analysis required for meta-analysis may 
not be reported. For example, the standard error of an ef-
fect size or a study level covariate required for meta-re-
gression may not have been published.

This latter category of missing data may be entirely in-
nocent and be attributable simply to lack of journal space 
or a lack of awareness about the importance of reporting 
such information. Such missingness may thus not be re-
lated to outcome and data can be assumed missing (com-
pletely) at random. If this is the case, standard methods 
for dealing with missing data can be applied to the meta-
analytic dataset, though this is rarely done in practice 

Figure 23.12 Estimate Weight Function, Teacher Expec-
tancy Example

source: Hedges and Veva selection method approaches.
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Table 23.1 Summary, Methods to Address Publication Bias

Method Findings

Funnel plot of all the data Funnel visibly asymmetric
Funnel plot subgrouped by prior contact Little evidence of asymmetry for either funnel
Egger’s regression test ignoring prior contact data p � 0.057 (i.e. some evidence of bias)
Egger’s regression test including prior contact covariate p � 0.70 (i.e. little evidence of bias)
File drawer method ignoring prior contact data  13 studies would have to be missing (compared to 19) to

 overturn conclusions
Trim and Fill ignoring prior contact data  3 studies estimated missing. Effect size changes from 0.060 

 (s.e. 0.036) to 0.025 (s.e. 0.036)
Trim and Fill subgrouped by prior contact  For � 1 week prior contact, 0 studies estimated missing

For � 1 week prior contact 1, study estimated missing. Effect
 size changes from 0.357 (s.e. 0.079) to 0.319 (s.e. 0.077) 

Selection model including prior contact covariate For � 1 week prior contact, effect size changes from �0.371
 (fi xed effect, 2 cut points (p � 0.05 and 0.30)   (s.e. 0.089) to �0.363 (0.109)
 estimated from data)  For � 1 week prior contact, effect size changes from 0.349 

 (s.e. 0.079) to 0.321 (s.e. 0.111)

source: Author’s compilation.
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efforts to infuse meta-analysis into the policy community 
and beyond, provided a technical and practical approach 
to research synthesis (1994). In addition, as described 
later in some detail, the Cochrane Collaboration repre-
sents a major driving force behind contemporary interest 
in research synthesis in the public sector (www.cochrane 
.org). Not only have many systematic reviews been con-
ducted under the auspices of the Cochrane Collaboration, 
its organizational structure, procedures, and policies have 
served as an important prototype for other organizations 
such as the Campbell Collaboration and IES’s What 
Works Clearinghouse (www.campbellcollaboration.org; 
www.ed.gov/ies/whatworks). Without meaning to over-
state the case, it could be argued that the cumulative ef-
fect of these varied resources have signifi cantly facilitated 
the use of quantitative methods in policy making endeav-
ors. The next section takes a broad look at the role of 
syntheses in such efforts.

25.3.1 Some Historical Trends

How prevalent are policy-oriented quantitative syntheses 
such as meta-analyses?2 Although there are no offi cial 
registries of policy-oriented quantitative syntheses, we 
attempted to examine their popularity by examining data 
bases on published and unpublished literature, searching 
the World Wide Web, and looking at specialized archives 
such as the Congressional Record. As seen in this section, 
policy-oriented research syntheses (more specifi cally, 
meta-analyses) are not easily identifi ed by conventional 
search methods. For example, a search of thirty-four elec-
tronic data bases available through the Vanderbilt Univer-
sity libraries identifi ed fewer than fi fty entries when the 
search terms were meta-analysis and public policy. Other 
searches produced similar results.

Figure 25.1 shows three trend lines for references to 
policy, meta-analysis, and the joint occurrence of policy 
and meta-analysis in the Web of Science database for 
1980 to 2006.3 Given the relative youth of research syn-
thesis and, in particular, meta-analysis, it is not surprising 
to see that before 1990, fewer than seventy-fi ve meta-ana-
lytic studies were captured in this bibliometric archive.4 
After 1990, the growth in number of references was dra-
matic; by the year 2006, more than 3,000 references to 
meta-analysis were identifi ed. A parallel growth is seen in 
the number of references to studies, syntheses, and other 
publications pertaining to policy; as with meta-analysis, 
the peak year for references to policy is 2006. In that year 
alone, a total of more than 12,000 references were found. 

Despite the growth in published studies of meta-analysis, 
in general, and studies directed at policy issues, the ex-
plicit presence of meta-analysis within policy studies is 
strikingly low. We found no references to policy and 
meta-analysis in the Web of Science searchers before 
1990; by 2006, the joint use of these keywords increased 
to only seventy-one references. We are aware that restrict-
ing the search to the term meta-analysis per se probably 
underrepresents the true presence of meta-analytic-type 
syntheses in policy areas. On the other hand, the omission 
of either term suggests that the potential policy analytic 
role of meta-analysis has not yet taken a fi rm hold in the 
hearts and minds of analysts.

Other evidence of the infancy of meta-analysis in the 
macro-policy context is evident from the infrequent men-
tion of meta-analysis per se in congressional hearings. A 
LexisNexis search of the Congressional Record of hear-
ings from 1976 to 2006 showed a modest presence of the 
term in hearings. At its peak in 1998, it was mentioned in 
about sixty hearings. Given that there are, on average, 
about 1,500 hearings per year, meta-analysis was men-
tioned at most in about 4 percent of the hearings.

Although there has been interest in the use of meta-
analysis and other forms of quantitative synthesis (like 
GAO’s evaluation synthesis) in policy areas, its presence 
is not dominant, as indexed in readily available resources 
such as the Web of Science and the Congressional Record. 

Figure 25.1 Comparison of Publications

source: Authors’ compilation.
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the potential to communicate substantive differences be-
tween the studies in addition to the effect size gleaned 
from each one. Such presentations help readers recognize 
the origins of each data point presented in the meta-anal-
ysis, provide an account of the coding assumptions made 
by the analyst, and can facilitate replications of the syn-
thesis in the future. Well-crafted tables can also describe 
overall effects and can document uncertainty through pre-
sentation of the standard errors and the 95 percent confi -
dence intervals of the effect sizes. Tables that provide 
such information are fairly well represented in published 
research syntheses, and are far more prevalent than the 
graphic displays, which we turn to now.

26.2.3 Using Graphs

In The Commercial and Political Atlas, William Playfair 
asserted that from a chart “as much information may be 
obtained in fi ve minutes as would require whole days to 
imprint on the memory, in a lasting manner, by a table of 
fi gures” (1801/2005, xii). We believe that Playfair’s claims 
that graphics can serve as powerful tools for the transmis-
sion and retention of information are as true today as they 
were two centuries ago. Graphics are used for a number 
of purposes within the context of meta-analysis, includ-
ing testing assumptions and serving as diagnostic tools, 
representing the distribution of effect sizes, and illustrat-
ing sources of variation in effect size data. Graphs can 
also represent summary effect sizes and their uncertainty, 
although this purpose appears underutilized. Different 
types of graphs appear to be better suited for particular 
purposes, but some display types emergent in the social 
sciences and education literature simultaneously attempt 
to achieve a combination of goals.

26.2.3.1 Assessing Publication Bias Graphs can be 
used to diagnose whether an analysis complies with the 
assumptions on which it is based, including, most nota-
bly, that the effect sizes are normally distributed and are 
not subject to publication or eligibility bias.

If published reports do not provide enough information 
to derive an effect size and are omitted from a synthesis, 
or if unpublished reports are not adequately represented, 
then the meta-analytic results may be biased. Funnel plots 
of the effect sizes of the included studies are frequently 
used to evaluate subjectively whether the effect sizes from 
the included studies are, as Light and Pillemer put it, well 
behaved (1984).

By plotting the effect sizes of the studies against the 
sample size, standard error, or precision of the included 

studies, one can determine the relationship between the 
effect-size estimates and the presumed underlying pa-
rameter. If bias is not present, the plot takes the form of a 
funnel centered on the mean or summary effect size. If 
bias is present, then the plot is distorted, either by assum-
ing an asymmetrical pattern or by having a void. Some 
statistical tests for detecting funnel plot asymmetry are 
available, namely Matthias Egger’s linear regression test 
and Colin Begg’s rank correlation test, but these have low 
statistical power and are rarely used in syntheses (Egger 
et al. 1997; Begg and Mazumdar 1994). Another similar 
statistical method, the trim-and-fi ll procedure, can be 
used as a sensitivity analysis to correct for model-identi-
fi ed bias. As illustrated in Christopher Moyer, James 
Rounds, and James Hannum’s study, this method can 
generate a new summary effect size with a confi dence 
interval to refl ect possibly missing studies (2004; for a 
discussion of methods for detecting publication bias, see 
chapter 23, this volume).

Dolores Albarracín and her colleagues conducted a 
meta-analysis of 194 studies of HIV-prevention interven-
tions and included a funnel plot that we reproduce as fi g-
ure 26.1 (2005). First we consider the orientation of the 
graph’s axes. Funnel plots can be arranged in a number 
of ways, but in this case the sample size is on the Y-axis 

Figure 26.1 Funnel Plot of Effect Size Against Sample Size

source: Albarracín et al. 2005.
note: Funnel plot. Two effects with extremely large sample sizes 
were excluded to make the shape of the plot more apparent. These 
large sample groups had average effect sizes.
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with the largest value at the top, though some authors 
choose to rank the sample sizes in reverse order, allowing 
for larger studies—those with the greatest weight and 
presumably more reliable estimates—to be closest to the 
effect size values represented on the x-axis. Other au-
thors choose to put the sample size on the x-axis, result-
ing in a horizontal funnel, though a vertical funnel is 
conventionally preferred. In any case, the scale—particu-
larly when sample size is reported instead of the standard 
error of the estimate—sometimes does not gracefully in-
clude the largest studies, as is the case here. This prob-
lem can be addressed by omitting the observations that 
do not fi t, as these authors did, or by representing a break 
in the scale, but one should consider Jonathan Sterne and 
Matthias Egger’s suggestion that the standard error has 
optimal properties as the scale representing the size of 
the study (2001). Albarracín and her colleagues also pro-
vided an indication of the overall summary effect size, in 
the form of a vertical line marked M (2005). This simple 
addition to the fi gure clearly presents the summary effect 
size, yet was not common in the articles we reviewed. 
The plot shown in fi gure 26.1 suggests that, despite some 
evidence of a positive skew, these data are indeed well 
behaved.

If the subjective evaluation of the shape of a funnel 
plot does not seem rigorous enough, a normal quantile 
plot may also be used to represent potential bias (Wang 
and Bushman 1998). Tarcan Kumkale and Dolores Albar-
racín conducted a meta-analysis of the long-term change 
of persuasion (a sleeper effect) of individuals who receive 
information accompanied by a cue that the source may 
not be credible (a discounting cue) (2004). Their analysis 
included a number of exemplary fi gures, including the 
normal quantile plot we reproduce here as fi gure 26.2. 
The observed standard effect-size estimate is plotted 
along one axis against the expected values of the effect 
sizes had they been drawn from a normal distribution. 
The deviation from the normal distribution is represented 
as the distance of the point from the straight diagonal 
line, which is surrounded by two lines that represent the 
95 percent confi dence interval. If publication bias is pres-
ent, the points representing the effect-size estimates will 
deviate from the normal distribution, will not follow a 
straight line, and will fall outside of the confi dence inter-
val (Wang and Bushman 1998). Although the fi gure might 
be improved by presenting both axes on the same range 
and scale, fi gure 26.2 suggests that the meta-analysis suc-
cessfully captured the existing research on their targeted 
construct in a relatively unbiased fashion.

26.2.3.2 Representing Effect-Size Distributions In 
addition to testifying to the presence or absence of publi-
cation bias, graphs can effi ciently represent the distribu-
tion of effect sizes, particularly the central tendency, 
spread, and shape of the effects. The principal tools to 
achieve this are stem-and-leaf plots and box or schematic 
plots. In a stem-and-leaf plot, the fi rst decimal place of 
the effect size serves as the stem and the second decimal 
place appears as the leaf. In a box plot or schematic plot, 
the median effect size is the middle of the box, the upper 
and lower quartiles are the ends of the box, the maximum 
and minimum effect sizes are the whiskers, and outliers 
are represented by single data points placed outside the 
whiskers (for more on these two modes of representation, 
see Tukey 1977, 1988).

Our examination of recent meta-analyses revealed that 
stem-and-leaf plots have become a popular method for 
presenting data. Twenty-nine percent of the articles in 
Psychological Bulletin and 30 percent of the articles 
in Review of Educational Research used stem-and-leaf 
displays. A few of these plots used more than one set of 
leaves on a given stem to show how the distributions 
vary by notable characteristics of the studies. Linnea 

Figure 26.2 Normal Quantile Plot Used to Evaluate Publi-
cation Bias

source: Kumkale and Albarracín 2004.
note: Normal quantile plot of the effect sizes representing the mag-
nitude of change in persuasion in discounting-cue conditions from 
the immediate to the delayed posttest.
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Ehri and her colleagues, for instance, conducted a meta-
analysis of thirty-eight phonics reading instruction ex-
periments and presented the pool of estimates compris-
ing the analysis as three side-by-side stem-and-leaf plots 
(2001), which we present as fi gure 26.3. The three sepa-
rate leaves off the central stem in this fi gure correspond 
to differences among the studies in terms of the timing of 
the posttest after the phonics intervention. By virtue of 
the method of presentation, it is indeed apparent that 
most of the instruction experiments lasted less than one 
year and were associated with heterogeneous effects, 
that longer exposure to instruction was associated with 
more consistently positive effects, and that the follow-up 
estimates provide evidence of lasting effects (Ehri et al. 
2001, 414). The authors then examined potential moder-
ating variables to account for the heterogeneity in short-
term effects.

Richard Light and his colleagues had urged meta-ana-
lysts to consider using stem-and-leaf and schematic plots 
to present the distribution of effect sizes (1994). To some 
extent, this advice has been followed, as stem-and-leaf 
plots have become more prevalent in recent published 
syntheses. Schematic plots, on the other hand, are still 
quite uncommon—we observed only one in the eighty 
articles we examined.

26.2.3.3 Representing Systematic Variation in Ef-
fect Size An emerging and effective practice is to use 
graphs to illustrate how effect sizes vary according to sub-
stantive issues or methodological features of the studies 
constituting the meta-analysis. These fi ndings are charac-
teristically presented as summary tables, but can also be 
effectively presented graphically. Parallel schematic plots, 
bar graphs, and scatterplots can be used. The choice of 
format depends to a great extent on the type of variable 
that is the source of variation in the outcome.

To present the infl uence of a categorical variable, a 
parallel schematic plot (also known as a box and whisker 
plot) or a histogram can be used. A meta-analysis by Eric 
Turkheimer and Mary Waldron of the research literature 
on nonshared environment, which offers one possible ex-
planation for how siblings can have remarkably different 
outcomes from one another, presented the effect sizes 
from the primary studies in a number of parallel sche-
matic plots, including one organized by the source of the 
data: observation, the parent, the child, or an aggregate of 
measures (2000). The graph, which we present here as 
fi gure 26.4, reveals both the variation in effect sizes by 
reporter and—by virtue of a single line connecting the 
median points—the difference in medians across types. 

This fi gure shows that correlations using observer reports 
are high and variable, that parental estimates are lower, 
that estimates based on child reports were higher, and that 
studies using reports of a child’s environment from more 

Figure 26.3 Stem-and-Leaf Plot of Effect Sizes of System-
atic Phonics instruction on Reading by Timing of Posttest
source: Ehri et al. 2001. Reprinted by permission of SAGE 
Publications.
note: Stem-and-leaf plot showing the distribution of mean effect 
sizes of systematic phonics instruction on reading measured at the 
end of instruction and following a delay.
aEnd of instruction or end of Year 1 when instruction lasted longer.
bEnd of instruction which lasted between 2 and 4 years.
cFollowup tests were administered 4 to 12 months after instruction 
ended.
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than one source revealed correlations that were low but 
the least variable of all.

Bar charts or histograms can also be effectively used to 
illustrate systematic sources of variation, as in fi gure 
26.5. Sally Dickerson and Margaret Kemeny, in an ex-
amination of cortisol responses to stressors, presented 
their fi ndings in a diagram, which is organized simultane-
ously by two measures: the type of outcome that was 
measured and the time lag between the stressor and the 
outcome measurement (2004). The erosion of the effect 
over time is immediately evident, as are the varying effect 
sizes graphed within each of the three categories of post-
stressor lag. Across all three categories of poststressor 
lag, when both social-evaluative threat and uncontrolla-
bility tasks are set, the cortisol level is considerably higher 
than when either or none of the conditions are present. 
The error bars and the asterisks indicating, respectively, 
uncertainty and the statistical signifi cance of the fi ndings 
offer an added degree of sophistication and clarity to the 
fi gure with the addition of a few simple visual elements.

The preceding examples consider categorical substan-
tive variables, but the infl uence of continuous moderator 
variables can also be effectively represented using graphs, 

as in fi gure 26.6. In a meta-analysis of racial comparisons 
of self-esteem, Bernadette Gray-Little and Adam Hafdahl 
presented this scatterplot of the effect size against the av-
erage age in years of the participants in the studies (2000). 
The varying sizes of the points show the relative weights 
of the studies, and the linear regression line reveals the 
trend between effect size and age. This graph effi ciently 
communicates to the reader that the majority of studies—
and especially those granted the most weight in the anal-
ysis—included children between the ages of ten and 
eighteen, that both positive and negative effects were ob-
served, and that more positive effects sizes were reported 
in studies with older participants.

Some more recently developed graphical techniques 
endeavor to accomplish a number of purposes at once. 
Two notable formats are the radial plot and the forest plot, 
which has sometimes been referred to as a confi dence in-
terval plot (Galbraith 1988a, 1988b, 1994).2 The radial 
plot is a highly technical fi gure that can sometimes pose 
a challenge to the reader, but its virtue and application to 
meta-analysis is that it explicitly compares estimates that 
have different precisions. Two essential pieces of infor-
mation are needed to create a radial plot: each estimate’s 
precision, which is calculated as the inverse or reciprocal 

Figure 26.4 Parallel Schematic Plot of Median Effect Size 
by Environmental Reporter

source: Turkheimer and Waldron 2000.
note: Median effect size by environmental reporter. AGG indicates 
aggregate of more than one reporter. (See fi gure 26.5 caption for ex-
planation of box and whisker plots.)
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Figure 26.5 Mean Cortisol Effect Size for Performance 
Tasks with Both Social-Evaluative Threat (SET) and Uncon-
trollability (UC), Either SET or UC, and Neither by Timing 
of Poststressor Measurement

source: Dickerson and Kemeny 2004
Note the effective use of shading as well as the error bars and p-
value indicators.
note: Mean (� SEM) cortisol effect size (d) for performance tasks 
with both social-evaluative threat (SET) and uncontrollability (UC), 
performance tasks with either SET or UC, and performance tasks 
without either component or passive tasks (Neither) during intervals 
0–20, 21–40, and 41–60 min poststressor. *p � .05. ***p � .001.
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of its standard error (xi � 1/�i), and the standardized ef-
fect estimate (yi � zi /�i). These data are plotted against 
one another to show how the standardized deviated esti-
mates vary according to their precision, with the more 
precise estimates placed further from the origin. The ra-
dial element is introduced to recover the original zi esti-
mates by extrapolating a line from the origin through the 
(xi , yi) point to the circular scale (Galbraith 1988a). Most 
earlier applications use a radial plot to summarize odds-
ratio results from clinical trials (see Galbraith 1988b, 
1994; Whitehead and Whitehead 1991; Schwarzer, Antes, 
and Schumacher 2002).3

Rex Galbraith applied a radial plot to meta-analytical 
data, which we show here as fi gure 26.7, and which is in 
many ways a remarkable fi gure (1994). First note that the 
studies included in the meta-analysis are visually coded 
in two ways: by the numbers identifying the individual 
studies at the top and by the substantive characteristics—
drug versus diet and primary versus secondary—repre-
sented by the shape and coloring of the icons. This coding 
scheme, though shown in the context of a radial plot, 
would be benefi cial in any form of visual representation. 
The data are presented in the middle of the fi gure with the 
inverse of the standard error as the x-axis and the stan-
dardized estimate as the y-axis; a two-unit change in the 

standardized estimate is equivalent to the 95 percent con-
fi dence interval. The data are odds ratios for fatal coro-
nary disease; negative estimates or ratios less than one are 
associated with reduced mortality. Two studies—identi-
fi ed as eleven and twenty-one—report signifi cant reduc-
tions in mortality, but their precision is on the lower end 
of the distribution. One can see that though most of the 
diet studies report reduced mortality, none are especially 
precise, and that the drug studies farther to the right are 
more equivocal. One can recover the original odds ratio 
estimates from the circular scale to the right, but the 
strength of this method is to represent the relative weights 
and values of the estimates and to distinguish the amount 
of variation in the sample.

The radial plot is a powerful way to represent data and 
is favored among some statisticians, but for the uniniti-
ated it is not as immediately evident in the same way that 
other graphic representations can be (see, for example, 
Whitehead and Whitehead 1991). Furthermore, though 
the radial plot effectively represents variation in estimates 
and their relation to their standard errors, this emphasis 
seems to come at the expense of clearly representing a 
summary measure—for example, the absolute effi cacy of 
the cholesterol-lowering drugs is not evident in fi gure 
26.7. Another form of representation, known generally as 
the forest plot, combines images with text to present 
meta-analytic information in a more accessible form, 
though we grant that the variation in standard errors is not 
presented as precisely as in a radial plot.4

26.2.3.4 The Forest Plot If sheer frequency of use is 
a suitable measure of acceptance, then the display known 
as the forest plot is the new standard for the presentation 
of meta-analytical fi ndings. The large volume of existing 
forest plots is related in large part to its widespread adop-
tion in medical research, particularly as represented in the 
Cochrane Collaboration’s Cochrane Library, which has 
published thousands of syntheses of medical trials that 
employ forest plots.5 Although the origin of the term for-
est plot is uncertain (Lewis and Clarke 2001), J. A. Frei-
man and colleagues were the fi rst to display the point es-
timates of studies with horizontal lines to represent the 
confi dence interval (1978). Lewis and Ellis introduced 
the summary effect measure at the bottom of the plot for 
use in a meta-analysis (1982; Lewis and Clarke 2001).

The forest plot has not yet been widely adopted in the 
social sciences, however. The Campbell Collaboration, the 
emerging social sciences counterpart to the Cochrane Col-
laboration, frequently includes syntheses with forest plots, 
but its collection does not universally use the practice.6 

Figure 26.6 Scatterplot of Effect Size by Average Partici-
pant Age in Study

source: Gray-Little and Hafdahl 2000
note: Scatterplot of Hedges’s d against average participant age in 
the study. Effect size (ES) weights are restricted to 700. Symbol area 
is proportional to ES weight. Dotted horizontal line represents no 
effect (d � 0.0). Solid line represents weighted linear regression 
equation for all independent ESs with available data (k � 257).
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Notably, not one of the meta-analyses published from 
2000 to 2005 in either Psychological Bulletin or Review 
of Educational Research included a forest plot. Although 
it was not called a forest plot at the time, Light and his 
colleagues (1994) offered such a display by Salim Yusuf 
and his colleagues (1985) as an exemplary method to 
present the fi ndings from a meta-analysis, and encour-
aged its application in the social sciences. We hope to 
reinforce that suggestion.

A forest plot combines text with graphics to display 
both the point estimates with confi dence intervals as well 
as an estimate of the overall summary effect size. As a 
result, it simultaneously represents uncertainty and the 
summary effect and indicates the extent to which each 
study contributes to the overall result. The forest plot fol-
lows a number of conventions. The point estimate of each 
study is represented as a square or a circle, with its size 

often varying in proportion to the weight the individual 
study is accorded in the analysis. At the bottom of the fi g-
ure, a diamond represents the overall summary effect size. 
The center of the diamond shows the point estimate of the 
summary effect size, and its width represents the limits of 
its 95 percent confi dence interval. A vertical line extend-
ing through the fi gure can represent the point estimate of 
the summary effect size or the point of a null effect. In 
either case, one can compare how the effect sizes across 
the studies in the meta-analysis are distributed about the 
point of reference. A plotted effect size is statistically dif-
ferent from the overall or null effect if the diamond repre-
senting it does not intersect the vertical line in the fi gure.

Figures 26.8 and 26.9 show how the data from the 
teacher expectancy meta-analysis used in this volume 
(see appendix) can be displayed using a forest plot. Fig-
ure 26.8 shows a forest plot we created using the user-

Figure 26.7 Radial Plot of Fatal Coronary Heart Disease Odds Ratios

source: Galbraith 1994. Reprinted with permission from the Journal of the American Statistical 
Association. © 1994. All rights reserved.
note: A Radial Plot of Fatal Coronary Heart Disease Odds Ratios (Treated / Control) for 22 Choles-
terol Lowering Trials Using zi and �i Given by (14). Data from Ravnskov (1992, table 1).
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written metagraph command in Stata.7 Note that the fi g-
ure includes the name of each study, a representation of 
the point estimate, its 95 percent confi dence interval, and 
a dotted vertical line at the overall combined mean effect 
estimate. In a single fi gure, one can present the summary 
effect size, its uncertainty, and its statistical signifi cance, 
the distribution of effects across the included studies, the 
relative contribution of each study to the overall effect 
estimate, and the degree of uncertainty for each of the 
individual effect estimates from the studies. The size of 
the squares represents the weight of each effect estimate, 
which tends to counteract the visual attention commanded 
by the estimates with large confi dence intervals. In this 
case, the inverse variance weights are used.

The data in fi gure 26.8 are sorted as originally pre-
sented (Raudenbush and Bryk 1985). The order, in and of 
itself, does not offer much interpretative value and cer-
tainly does not suggest a systematic relationship with an 
underlying construct. However, these data offer an impor-

tant moderator variable: the estimated weeks of teacher-
student contact prior to expectancy induction. Figure 
26.9, which takes advantage of this additional substantive 
information, was produced using Comprehensive Meta 
Analysis Version 2.8

Figure 26.9 gains from the forest plot’s potential to 
serve as both a fi gure and a table. One can elect to present 
a number of statistics in the middle columns. In this case, 
we have presented the value of the moderator variable, 
the standardized effect size, the standard error, and the 
p-value of the estimate. In both fi gures, the left-hand tip 
of the diamond representing the summary effect crosses 
the zero point, indicating that the overall effect is not sta-
tistically different from zero. More important, the order-
ing of these data illustrates the relationship between the 
teachers’ previous experience with their students and the 
standardized mean differences between the treatment and 
control groups. That is, when teachers had more previ-
ous experience with students, the researchers’ efforts to 

Figure 26.8 Forest Plot of Effect Sizes Derived from Eighteen Studies of Teacher Expectancy Effects on Pupil IQ

source: Author’s compilation.
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infl uence the teachers’ expectations tended to be less ef-
fective. This single plot illustrates the degree of uncer-
tainty for each study, the contribution of each study to the 
overall estimate, the overall estimate itself, and the rela-
tionship between an important moderator variable and the 
effect size.

As another example of the use of the forest plot, we use 
the meta-analytic data from Peter Cohen on the correla-
tions between student ratings of the instructor and student 
achievement (1981, 1983), which we show as fi gure 26.10. 
This fi gure was also produced using Comprehensive Meta-
Analysis Version 2. In this case, the moderator variable is 
categorical, so we group the data according to the method 
used to manage pre-intervention differences on student 

ability, either covariate adjustment or random assignment. 
The method of ability control was a source of systematic 
variation across the primary studies and can be clearly 
illustrated in this graphic representation.

The fourteen covariate-adjustment studies are grouped 
at the top of the display and followed by a row that pres-
ents the mean effect estimate and confi dence interval for 
this subgroup of studies. The random assignment studies, 
in turn, are grouped with their own subgroup estimates. 
At the bottom of the fi gure, the overall effect size and its 
confi dence interval are shown. In addition to portraying 
the particular outcomes of each study included in the meta-
analysis, the fi gure demonstrates that the effect sizes for 
both subgroups of studies and for the overall summary 

Figure 26.9 Forest Plot of Effect Sizes Derived from Eighteen Studies of Teacher Expectancy Effects on Pupil IQ Sorted by 
Weeks of Teacher-Student Contact Prior to Expectancy Induction

source: Authors’ compilation using data from Raudenbush and Bryk 1985.
note: “Prior Weeks” are estimated weeks of teacher-student contact prior to expectancy induction.

 

  Statistics for each study

  Standardized
 Prior difference Standard
Study name Weeks in means error p Standardized difference in means and 95% Cl

Pellegrini & Hicks 1972 [1] 0 1.180 0.373 0.002
Pellegrini & Hicks 1972 [2] 0 0.260 0.369 0.481
Kester 1969 0 0.270 0.164 0.100
Carter 1970 0 0.540 0.302 0.074
Flowers 1966 0 0.180 0.223 0.420
Maxwell 1970 1 0.800 0.251 0.001
Keshock 1970 1 �0.020 0.280 0.945
Rosenthal & Jacobson 1968 1 0.300 0.139 0.031
Rosenthal et al. 1974 2 0.030 0.125 0.810
Henrikson 1970 2 0.230 0.290 0.428
Fleming & Anttonen 1971 2 0.070 0.094 0.456
Evans & Rosenthal 1968 3 �0.060 0.103 0.560
Greiger 1970 5 �0.060 0.167 0.719
Ginsburg 1970 7 �0.070 0.174 0.687
Fielder et al. 1971 17 �0.020 0.103 0.846
Fine 1972 17 �0.180 0.159 0.258
Jose & Cody 1971 19 �0.140 0.167 0.402
Conn et al. 1968 21 0.120 0.147 0.414
Claiborn 1969 24 �0.320 0.220 0.146
Overall  0.060 0.036 0.698   ♦
     �2.00 �1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00
 Favors Control Favors Treatment
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effect estimate are positive and statistically different from 
zero. Also, one can see that the effect size for the random-
assignment studies is somewhat larger than the estimate 
for the studies using covariate adjustment. The 95 percent 
confi dence intervals for the effect sizes for random-as-
signment and covariate-adjustment studies overlap, how-
ever, suggesting that the difference in ability control is 
substantively, but not statistically, signifi cant.

The same principles that apply to ordering studies in 
tables can also be fruitfully applied to ordering them in 
fi gures, namely forest plots. Depending on the data, one 

can enhance the potential meaning conveyed by the fi g-
ure by ordering the studies according to a single underly-
ing scale or by grouping them by a pertinent substantive 
or methodological characteristic. In addition to the mod-
erating variables we discussed earlier, one could similarly 
order studies by number of participants, dose of interven-
tion, or other pertinent variables.

These illustrations highlight the utility of the forest 
plot format. The format, though, does have its limitations. 
Other forms of representation, such as the funnel plot or 
the radial plot, address publication bias assumptions or 

 

Group by
 Statistics for each study

Ability   Lower Upper
Control Study name Sections Correlation limit limit p Correlation and 95% CI

Covariate Bryson 1974 20 0.560 0.156 0.803 0.009
 Adjustment Centra 1977 [1] 13 0.230 �0.368 0.693 0.459
 Centra 1977 [2] 22 0.640 0.299 0.836 0.001
 Crooks & Smock 1974 28 0.490 0.143 0.730 0.007
 Doyle & Crichton 1978 12 �0.040 �0.600 0.546 0.904
 Doyle & Whitely 1974 12 0.490 �0.117 0.830 0.108
 Elliot 1950 36 0.330 0.002 0.594 0.049
 Frey, Leonard & Beatty 1976 12 0.180 �0.439 0.683 0.585
 Greenwood et al. 1976 36 �0.110 �0.423 0.227 0.526
 Hoffman 1978 75 0.270 0.046 0.468 0.019
 McKeachie et al. 1971 33 0.260 �0.091 0.554 0.145
 Marsh et al. 1956 121 0.400 0.239 0.540 0.000
 Remmer et al. 1949 37 0.490 0.197 0.702 0.002
 Wherry 1952 20 0.160 �0.304 0.563 0.506
Covariate   0.339 0.253 0.419 0.000
 Subtotal
Random Bolton et al. 1979 10 0.680 0.088 0.917 0.028
 Assignment Ellis & Richard 1977 19 0.580 0.171 0.819 0.008
 Sullivan & Skanes 1974 [1] 14 0.510 �0.028 0.819 0.062
 Sullivan & Skanes 1974 [2] 40 0.400 0.101 0.633 0.010
 Sullivan & Skanes 1974 [3] 16 0.340 �0.187 0.715 0.202
 Sullivan & Skanes 1974 [4] 14 0.420 �0.142 0.777 0.138
Random   0.465 0.293 0.607 0.000
 Subtotal
Overall   0.363 0.287 0.434 0.000 ♦
       �2.00 �1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00

 Favors Control Favors Treatment

Figure 26.10 Forest Plot of Validity Studies Correlating Instructor Ratings and Student Achievement Grouped by Ability 
Control

source: Authors’ compilation using data from Cohen 1983.
note: Cohen (1983); studies with sample sizes less than ten were excluded.
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year, columns 3 and 4 summarize the use of tables in the 
articles, columns 5 through 8 report the types of graphs 
used in the articles, and columns 9 and 10 indicate how 
the graph was used.

Our examination revealed a number of relevant obser-
vations. As one might expect from two respected journals 
focusing on publishing research syntheses in the social 
sciences and education, meta-analyses remain prominent 
in Psychological Bulletin and appear consistently in Re-
view of Educational Research. Compared to the results 
from Psychological Bulletin articles published from 1985 
through 1991, the more recently published articles from 
2000 through 2005 have presented data through the use 
of a somewhat different assortment of fi gures. Further, in 
comparing the 2000 through 2005 articles published in 

Psychological Bulletin and Review of Educational Re-
search, we see modest differences between the two jour-
nals.

Using tables to present summary fi ndings remains the 
most common method for presenting results, and the 
2000 through 2005 totals show that this is becoming a 
nearly universal practice. Offering readers a comprehen-
sive table that tallies the effect sizes gleaned from each of 
the studies included in the meta-analysis has also become 
a common practice. These tables are presented alphabeti-
cally by author name more often than not. Some, though, 
use other organization schemes, including sorting by the 
year in which the included studies were published, by the 
magnitude of the effect size reported, by methodological 
features of the studies, or by a key substantive variable.

Table 26.1 Types of Tabular and Graphic Summaries Used in All Meta-Analyses

 Table Figure

 Meta- Raw Summary  Effect    Represents
 Analyses Effect Effect Any Size Funnel Other Represents Summary
Volume (n) Size Size Graph Dist. Plot Graphs Uncertainty Effect

Psychological 
 Bulletin
1985–1991 74 41 57 14 8 1 8 NA NA
Percentage of Total  55% 77% 19% 11% 1% 11%

Psychological 
 Bulletin
2000 11 7 10 6 2 1 5 2 1
2001 5 3 4
2002 11 9 11 7 6  3 1
2003 14 10 11 9 6 2 1 1
2004 9 9 8 5 3 4 2 1 1
2005 10 5 9 4 2 1 4 2 1
2000–2005 60 43 53 31 19 8 15 7 3
Percentage of Total  72% 88% 52% 32% 13% 25% 12% 5%

Review of Educational 
 Research
2000 2 2 2 1
2001 4 2 4 2 2  1
2002 2 2 1 2 2  1
2003 3 3 3 2 2
2004 4 3 4 3 3 1 1  1
2005 5 4 4 3 1 1 1
2000–2005 20 16 18 13 10 2 4 0 1
Percentage of Total  80% 90% 65% 50% 10% 20% 0% 5%

source: Authors’ compilation (Light, Singer, and Willet 1994).
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Table 27.1 Meta-Analysis Reporting Standards (MARS)

Paper Section and Topic Description

Title •  Make it clear that the report describes a research synthesis and include meta-analysis, 
if applicable Footnote funding source(s)

Abstract • The problem or relation(s) under investigation
 • Study eligibility criteria
 • Type(s) of participants included in primary studies
 • Meta-analysis methods (indicating whether a fi xed or random model was used)
 •  Main results (including the more important effect sizes and any important moderators of 

these effect sizes)
 • Conclusions (including limitations)
 • Implications for theory, policy and/or practice

Introduction • Clear statement of the question or relation(s) under investigation
  ° Historical background
  °  Theoretical, policy and/or practical issues related to the question or relation(s) of 

interest
  ° Rationale for the selection and coding of potential moderators and mediators of results
  ° Types of study designs used in the primary research, their strengths and weaknesses
  ° Types of predictor and outcome measures used, their psychometric characteristics
  ° Populations to which the question or relation is relevant
  ° Hypotheses, if any
Method •  Operational characteristics of independent (predictor) and dependent (outcome) variable(s)

 Inclusion and exclusion • Eligible participant populations
  criteria • Eligible research design features (random assignment only, minimal sample size)
 • Time period in which studies needed to be conducted
 • Geographical and/or cultural restrictions

 Moderator and mediator • Defi nition of all coding categories used to test moderators or mediators of the
  analyses  relation(s) of interest
 • Reference and citation databases searched
 • Registries (including prospective registries) searched
  ° Keywords used to enter databases and registries
  ° Search software used and version (Ovid)
 • Time period in which studies needed to be conducted, if applicable

 Search strategies • Other efforts to retrieve all available studies,
  ° Listservs queried
  ° Contacts made with authors (and how authors were chosen)
  ° Reference lists of reports examined
 • Method of addressing reports in languages other than English
 • Process for determining study eligibility
  ° Aspects of reports were examined (i.e., title, abstract, and/or full text)
  ° Number and qualifi cations of relevance judges
  ° Indication of agreement
   • How disagreements were resolved
 • Treatment of unpublished studies
 • Number and qualifi cations of coders (e.g., level of expertise in the area, training)
 • Intercoder reliability or agreement
 •  Whether each report was coded by more than one coder and if so, how disagreements were 

resolved

 (Continued)
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Table 27.1 (Continued)

Paper Section and Topic Description

 Coding procedures • Assessment of study quality
  °  If a quality scale was employed, a description of criteria and the procedures for application
  ° If study design features were coded, what these were
 • How missing data were handled
 • Effect size metric(s)
  °  Effect sizes calculating formulas (means and SDs, use of univariate F to r transform, and 

so on)
  °  Corrections made to effect sizes (small sample bias, correction for unequal ns, and so on)
 • Effect size averaging or weighting method(s)
 • How effect-size confi dence intervals (or standard errors) were calculated
 • How effect-size credibility intervals were calculated, if used
 • How studies with more than one effect size were handled

 Statistical methods • Whether fi xed or random effects models were used and the model choice justifi cation
 • How heterogeneity in effect sizes was assessed or estimated
 • Means and SDs for measurement artifacts, if construct-level relationships were the focus
 • Tests and any adjustments for data censoring (publication bias, selective reporting)
 • Tests for statistical outliers
 • Statistical power of the meta-analysis
 • Statistical programs or software packages used to conduct statistical analyses

Results  • Number of citations examined for relevance
 • List of citations included in the synthesis
 •  Number of citations relevant on many but not all inclusion criteria excluded from the 

meta-analysis
  °  Number of exclusions for each exclusion criteria (effect size could not be calculated), with 

examples
 •  Table giving descriptive information for each included study, including effect size and 

sample size
 • Assessment of study quality, if any
 • Tables and/or graphic summaries
  °  Overall characteristics of the database (number of studies with different research designs)
  °  Overall effect size estimates, including measures of uncertainty (confi dence and/or 

credibility intervals)
 • Results of moderator and mediator analyses (analyses of subsets of studies)
  ° Number of studies and total sample sizes for each moderator analysis
  °  Assessment of interrelations among variables used for moderator and mediator analyses
  ° Assessment of bias including possible data censoring

Discussion • Statement of major fi ndings
 • Consideration of alternative explanations for observed results
  ° Impact of data censoring
 • Generalizability of conclusions,
  ° Relevant populations
  ° Treatment variations
  ° Dependent (outcome) variables
  ° Research designs, and so on
 • General limitations (including assessment of the quality of studies included)
 • Implications and interpretation for theory, policy, or practice
 • Guidelines for future research

source: Reprinted with permission from JARSWG 2008
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activity theory sense (Collingwood 1940; Gasking 1955; 
Whitbeck 1977). We then turn our attention to general-
ization, beginning with those validity threats that apply 
when generalizing to particular target populations, con-
structs, categories, and the like. We examine generaliza-
tion threats pertinent to moderator variable analyses that 
concern the empirical robustness of an association and 
thus affect its strength and even direction (Mackie 1974). 
Finally, we examine those generalization threats that 
apply when meta-analysis is used to extrapolate to novel, 
as-yet unstudied universes. Threats discussed in the ear-
lier sections almost always apply to later sections that are 
devoted to the increasingly more complex inferential 
tasks of causation and generalization. To avoid repetitive-
ness, we discuss only the unique threats relevant to the 
later sections.

28.2  THREATS TO INFERENCES ABOUT THE 
EXISTENCE OF AN ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 
TREATMENT AND OUTCOME CLASSES

The following threats deal with issues that may lead to 
erroneous conclusions about the existence of a relation-
ship between two classes of variables, including an inde-
pendent (that is, treatment) and dependent variable (that 
is, outcome). See table 28.2 for a list of these threats. In 
hypothesis testing language, these threats lead to type I or 
type II errors emanating from defi ciencies in either the pri-
mary studies or the research synthesis process. A solitary 
defi ciency in a single study is unlikely to jeopardize meta-
analytic conclusions in any meaningful way. More prob-
lematic is whether a specifi c defi ciency operates across all 
or most of the studies being reviewed or whether different 
defi ciencies fail to cancel each other out across studies, 
such that one direction of bias predominates, either to 
over- or underestimate an association (see chapter 8, this 
volume). The need to rule out these possibilities leads to 
the list of validity threats in table 28.1.

28.2.1 Unreliability in Primary Studies

Unreliability in implementing or measuring treatments 
and in measuring outcomes attenuates the effect-size es-
timates from primary studies and the average effect-size 
estimates computed across such studies. Attenuation cor-
rections have been proposed and, if their assumptions are 
accepted, these corrections may be used to provide esti-
mates that approximate what would have happened had 
treatments and outcomes been observed without error, or 

had the error been constant across studies (Hunter and 
Schmidt 1990; Rosenthal 1991; Wolf 1990); see also 
chapter 17, this volume). There are limits, however, to 
what can be achieved because the implementation of in-
terventions is less understood than the measurement of 
outcomes, and is rarely documented well in primary stud-
ies. Some primary researchers do not even report the reli-
ability of the scores on the outcomes they measured. These 
practical limitations impede comprehensive attempts to 
correct individual effect size estimates, and force some 
meta-analysts either to ignore the impact of unreliability 
or to generate (untested) assumptions about what the 
missing reliability might have been in a given study.

28.2.2 Restriction of Range in Primary Studies

When the range of a treatment or predictor variable is 
restricted, effect-size estimates are reduced. In contrast, if 
the outcome variable range is restricted, the within-group 
variability is reduced. Restricting range on the outcome 
will otherwise decrease the denominator of the effect size 
estimate, d, and thus increase effect-size estimates. For 
example, if a weight-loss researcher limits participation 
to subjects who are at least 25 percent but not more than 
50 percent overweight, within-group variability in weight 
loss will likely drop, increasing the effect size estimate by 
decreasing its denominator. Thus, range restrictions in 
primary studies can attenuate or infl ate effect-size esti-
mates, depending on which variable is restricted. As Wolf-
gang Viechtbauer pointed out, two standardized effect 

Table 28.1  Threats to Inferences About Existence 
of Association Between Treatment and 
Outcome Classes

 (1) Unreliability in primary studies
 (2) Restriction of range in primary studies
 (3) Missing effect sizes in primary studies
 (4) Unreliability of codings in meta-analyses
 (5) Capitalizing on chance in meta-analyses
 (6) Biased effect size sampling
 (7) Publication bias
 (8) Bias in computing effect sizes
 (9) Lack of statistical independence among effect sizes
(10)  Failure to weight effect sizes proportional to their

precision
(11) Underjustifi ed use of fi xed or random effects models
(12) Lack of statistical power for detecting an association

source: Authors’ compilation.
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syntheses, for example, modest heterogeneity, unequal 
sample sizes, and small within-study sample sizes (Hardy 
and Thompson 1998; Harwell 1997; Hedges and Pigott 
2001; Jackson 2006).

Assuming excellent statistical power, a fi xed model 
seems more reasonable if the hypothesis of homogene-
ity is not rejected and if no third variables can be ad-
duced from theory or experience that may have caused 
(unreliable) variation in effect size estimates. However, 
if theory suggests a fi xed population effect but a homo-
geneity test indicates otherwise, then two possible inter-
pretations follow. One is that the assumption of a fi xed 
population is wrong and that a random-effects model is 
more appropriate; the second is that the fi xed-effects 
model is true, but variables responsible for the increased 
variability are not known or adequately modeled and as 
such, in this research case, cannot account for the ob-
served heterogeneity. Thus, there is no simple indicator 
of which model is correct. However, it is useful to exam-
ine as critically as possible all the substantive theoretical 
reasons for inferring a fi xed- over a random-effects 
model, whether the homogeneity assumption is rejected 
or not.

28.2.12  Lack of Statistical Power for Detecting 
an Association

Although the focus of meta-analyses is on estimating the 
magnitude of effects and their precision rather than null 
hypothesis testing, meta-analysts often report fi ndings 
from hypothesis tests about the existence of an associa-
tion. Under most circumstances, the statistical power for 
detecting an association in a meta-analysis is infl uenced 
by the number of studies, the sample sizes within studies, 
the type of assignment of units to experimental conditions 
in the primary studies (for example, cluster randomiza-
tion), and (for analyses employing random effects assump-
tions) the between-studies variance component (Hedges 
and Pigott 2001; Donner, Piaggio, and Villar 2003; Cohn 
and Becker 2003). When compared to statistical analyses 
in primary studies, tests of mean effect sizes will typi-
cally be more powerful in meta-analyses, particularly in 
fi xed-effect models estimating the average effect of a 
class of interventions based on many similar studies. 
There are some paradoxical exceptions to this rule in ran-
dom-effect models, for instance, when small studies add 
more between-studies variance than they compensate for 
by adding information about the mean effect (Hedges 
and Pigott 2001). Similarly, research syntheses of cluster 

randomization trials must take design effects into account 
to obtain correct estimates of statistical power (Donner, 
Piaggio, and Villar 2001, 2003).

Some meta-analysts are limited to a few studies, each 
having small sample sizes. Others are interested in exam-
ining effect sizes for subclasses of treatments and out-
comes, different types of settings, and different subpopula-
tions. Careful power analyses can help clarify the type II 
error rate of a test failing to reject a null hypothesis. The 
meta-analyst then has to decide which trade-off to make 
between the number and type of statistical tests and the 
statistical power of these tests.

28.3  THREATS TO INFERENCES ABOUT THE 
CAUSAL NATURE OF AN ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN TREATMENT AND OUTCOME 
CLASSES

Threats to inferences about whether an association be-
tween treatment and outcome classes is causal or spuri-
ous arise mostly out of the designs of primary studies. It 
is at the level of the individual study that the temporal 
sequence of cause and effect, randomization of units to 
conditions, and other design features aimed at strength-
ening causal inferences are implemented.

The following threats are in addition to those already 
presented that refer to the likelihood of an association be-
tween treatment and outcome classes. See table 28.3 for a 
list of these threats. The logic of causal inference is fairly 
straightforward at the primary study level, but is compli-
cated at the research synthesis level because fi ndings 
from partially fl awed primary studies often have to be 
combined. Inferences about causation are not necessarily 
jeopardized by defi ciencies in primary studies because—
at least in theory—individual sources of bias in the pri-
mary studies may cancel each other out exactly when 
aggregated in a research synthesis. So at the research syn-
thesis level, a threat arises only if the defi ciencies within 
each primary study combine across studies to create a 
predominant direction of bias.

Table 28.2  Threats to Inferences About Causal Nature 
of Relationship Between Treatment and 
Outcome Classes

(1) Absence of studies with successful random assignment
(2) Primary study attrition

source: Author’s compilation.
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(or samples) of persons, treatments, outcomes, and set-
tings to the universes or domains they are thought to rep-
resent, and about which researchers want to draw infer-
ences. However, it is rare in individual primary studies 
for instances to be selected at random from their target 
universes, just as it is rare in research syntheses to ran-
domly sample primary studies, treatments, outcomes, or 
settings from the universe of ever conducted research on 
a given topic. Some exceptions are noteworthy, as when 
Robert Orwin and David Cordray (1985) and Georg Matt 
(1989) randomly sampled studies from those included in 
the Smith, Glass, and Miller (1980) meta-analysis of the 
psychotherapy outcome—assuming that Smith and her 
colleagues had a census of all studies or a random sample 
from the census. Perhaps the most feasible random selec-
tion in meta-analysis is when, as some methodologists 
have suggested (Lipsey and Wilson 2001), only one ef-
fect size is sampled per study so as to provide an unbiased 
estimate of the mean effect size per study.

More common study selection strategies are for meta-
analysts to seek collecting the population of published 
and unpublished studies on a topic, or restricting the se-

lection of studies to all those with specifi c person, treat-
ment, outcome, setting, or time characteristics of sub-
stantive importance (Mick et al. 2003; Moyer et al. 2002). 
In either of these circumstances, inferences from the sam-
ples to their target universes can be biased because the 
studies that were excluded may have different average ef-
fect sizes than those that were included. As a result, gen-
eralizations can easily be overstated, even if they are sup-
ported by data from hundreds of studies and thousands of 
research participants.

28.4.2  Underrepresentation of Prototypical 
Attributes

Research syntheses should start with the careful explica-
tion of the target constructs about which inferences are to 
be drawn, at a minimum identifying their prototypical at-
tributes and any less central features at the boundaries 
with other constructs. Thus, it can be that the collection 
of primary studies in the research synthesis does not con-
tain representations of all the prototypical elements. This 
was the case when William Shadish and his colleagues 
attempted to investigate the effects of psychotherapy in 
clinical practice (2000). They observed that many studies 
included a subset of prototypical features of clinical prac-
tice, but no single study included all of its features as they 
defi ned them. As a result, generalization to real-world 
psychotherapy practice is problematic, even though there 
are literally thousands of studies of the effectiveness of 
psychotherapy practice. In such a situation, the opera-
tions implemented in the primary studies force us to re-
vise the construct about which inferences are possible, 
reminding us that we cannot generalize to the practice of 
psychotherapy as it is commonly conducted in the United 
States. An important task of meta-analysis is to inform 
the research community about the underrepresentation of 
prototypical elements of core constructs in the literature 
on hand, turning attention to the need to incorporate them 
into the sampling designs of future studies.

28.4.3  Restricted Heterogeneity of Substantively 
Irrelevant Third Variables

Even if sampling from the universes about which gener-
alized inferences are sought were random, and if impor-
tant prototypical elements were represented in the re-
viewed studies, a threat arises if a research synthesis cannot 
demonstrate that the causal association is robust and 
holds across substantively irrelevant characteristics. For 

Table 28.3  Threats to Generalized Inferences 
in Research Syntheses

Inferences to Target Constructs and Universes
 (1)  Sampling biases associated with the persons, 

treatments, outcomes, settings, and times
 (2) Underrepresentation of prototypical attributes
 (3)  Restricted heterogeneity of substantively irrelevant 

third variables
 (4) Mono-operation bias
 (5) Mono-method bias
 (6) Rater drift
 (7) Reactivity effects

Inferences about Robustness and Moderating Conditions
 (8)  Restricted heterogeneity in universes of persons, 

treatments, outcomes, settings, and times
 (9) Moderator variable confounding
(10) Failure to test for homogeneity of effect sizes
(11) Lack of statistical power for homogeneity tests
(12)  Lack of statistical power for studying 

disaggregated groups
(13) Misspecifi cation of causal mediating relationships

Extrapolations to Novel Constructs and Universes
(14) Misspecifi cation of models for extrapolation

source: Authors’ compilation.
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that could in turn be used to calculate a numerical score 
for a synthesis, such that higher scores might indicate 
more trustworthy synthesis. This approach was rejected 
because of concerns raised about similar scales used to 
evaluate the quality of primary research (see Valentine 
and Cooper 2008; chapter 7, this volume), in particular, 
that single quality scores are known to generate wildly 
different conclusions depending on what dimensions of 
quality are included and on how the different items on the 
scale are weighted. Also, when summary numbers are 
generated, studies with very different profi les of strengths 
and limitations can receive similar scores, making syn-
theses with very different validity characteristics appear 
more similar than they actually are.

Second, some questions on the list lead to clearer pre-
scriptions than others do of what constitutes good synthe-
sist practices. This occurs for two reasons. First, the defi -
nition will depend at least somewhat on the topic under 

consideration. For example, the identifi cation of informa-
tion channels to search to locate studies relevant to a syn-
thesis topic and what terms to use when searching refer-
ence databases clearly depend on topic decisions (see 
chapter 5). The checklist can therefore only suggest that 
syntheses based on complementary sources and proper 
and exhaustive database search terms should be consid-
ered by consumers as more trustworthy; it cannot specify 
what these sources and terms might be. Second, as many 
of the chapters in this book suggest, a consensus has not 
yet emerged on some judgments about the adequacy of 
synthesis methods, even among expert synthesists.

Finally, a distinction is made in the checklist between 
questions that relate to the conduct of research synthesis 
in general and to meta-analysis in particular. This is be-
cause not all research areas will have the needed evi-
dence base to conduct a meta-analysis that produces in-
terpretable results. This does not mean, however, that other 

Table 29.1  Scales and Checklists for Evaluating Research Syntheses Located by the Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality

Auperin, A., J. P. Pignon, and T. Poynard. 1997. “Review Article: Critical Review of Meta-Analyses of Randomized Clinical 
Trials in Hepatogastroenterology.” Alimentary Pharmacology and Therapeutics 11(2): 215–25.

Beck, C. T. 1997. “Use of Meta-Analysis as a Teaching Strategy in Nursing Research Courses.” Journal of Nursing 
Education 36(2): 87–90.

Clarke, Mike, and Andy D. Oxman, eds. 1999. Cochrane Reviewer’s Handbook 4.0. Oxford: The Cochrane Collaboration. 

Harbour, R., and J. Miller. 2001. “A New System for Grading Recommendations in Evidence-Based Guidelines.” British 
Medical Journal 323(7308): 334–36.

Irwig, L., A.N.A. Tosteson, C. Gatsonis, J. Lau, G. Colditz, T. C. Chalmers, and F. Mosteller. 1994. “Guidelines for 
Meta-Analyses Evaluating Diagnostic Tests.” Annals of Internal Medicine 120(8): 667–76.

Khan, K. S., G. Ter Riet, J. Glanville, A. J. Sowden, and J. Kleijnen. 2000. Undertaking Systematic Reviews of Research on 
Effectiveness: CRD’s Guidance for Carrying Out or Commissioning Reviews. York: University of York, NHS Centre for 
Reviews and Dissemination.

Oxman, Andy D., and Gordon H. Guyatt. 1991. “Validation of an Index of the Quality of Review Articles.” Journal 
of Clinical Epidemiology 44(11): 1271–78.

Sacks, H. S., J. Berrier, D. Reitnam, V. A. Ancona-Berk, and T. C. Chalmers. 1987. “Meta-Analyses of Randomized 
Controlled Trials.” New England Journal of Medicine 316(8): 450–55.

Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network. 2001. Sign 50: A Guideline Developers’ Handbook. Methodology Checklist 1: 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses. Edinburgh: Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network. http://www.sign.ac.uk/
guidelines/fulltext/50/checklist1.html

Smith, Andrew. F. 1997. “An Analysis of Review Articles Published in Four Anaesthesia Journals.” Canadian Journal of 
Anaesthesia 44(4): 405–9.

West Suzanne, Valerie King, Timothy S. Carey, Kathleen N. Lohr, Nikki McKoy, Sonya F. Sutton, and Linda Lux. 2002. 
Systems to Rate the Strength of Scientifi c Evidence. Evidence Report/Technology Assessment 47. AHRQ Publication 
02-E016. Rockville, Md.: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.
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aspects of sound synthesis methodology can be ignored 
(for example, clear defi nition of terms, appropriate litera-
ture searches).

In discussing several meta-analyses of the desegrega-
tion literature, Kenneth Wachter and Miron Straf pointed 
out that sophisticated literature searching procedures, data 
quality controls, and statistical techniques can bring a re-
search synthesist only so far (1990). Eventually, Wachter 

wrote, “there doesn’t seem to be a big role in this kind of 
work for much intelligent statistics, as opposed to much 
wise thought” (182). These authors were correct in em-
phasizing the importance of wisdom in research integra-
tion. Wisdom is essential to any scientifi c enterprise, but 
wisdom starts with sound procedure. Synthesists must 
consider a wide range of technical issues as they piece 
together a research domain. This handbook is meant to 

Table 29.2 Checklist of Questions for Evaluating Research Syntheses

Defi ning the problem
 1. Are the variables of interest given clear conceptual defi nitions?
 2.  Do the operations that empirically defi ne the variables of interest correspond to the variables’ conceptual defi nitions?
 3. Is the problem stated so that the research designs and evidence needed to address it can be specifi ed clearly?
 4. Is the problem placed in a meaningful theoretical, historical, or practical context?

Collecting the research evidence
 5. Were complementary searching strategies used to fi nd relevant studies? 
 6. Were proper and exhaustive terms used in searches and queries of reference databases and research registries?
 7.  Were procedures employed to assure the unbiased and reliable application of criteria to determine the substantive 

relevance of studies, and retrieval of information from study reports?

Evaluating the correspondence between the methods and implementation of individual studies and the desired inferences of
 the synthesis

 8.  Were studies categorized so that important distinctions could be made among them regarding their research design 
and implementation?

 9.  If studies were excluded from the synthesis because of design and implementation considerations, where these 
considerations explicitly and operationally defi ned, and consistently applied to all studies? 

Summarizing and integrating the evidence from individual studies
10. Was an appropriate method used to combine and compare results across studies?
11. If effect sizes were calculated, was an appropriate effect size metric used?
12.  If a meta-analysis was performed were average effect sizes and confi dence intervals reported, and was an appropriate 

model used to estimate the independent effects and the error in effect sizes?
13. If a meta-analysis was performed, was the homogeneity of effect sizes tested?
14.  Were study design and implementation features (as suggested by question 8) along with other critical features of 

studies, including historical, theoretical and practical variables (as suggested by question 4) tested as potential 
moderators of study outcomes?

Interpreting the cumulative evidence
15.  Were analyses carried out that tested whether results were sensitive to statistical assumptions and, if so, where these 

analyses used to help interpret the evidence?
16.  Did the research synthesists discuss the extent of missing data in the evidence base and examine its potential impact 

on the synthesis’ fi ndings?
17. Did the research synthesists discuss the generality and limitations of the synthesis fi ndings?
18.  Did the synthesists make the appropriate distinction between study-generated and synthesis-generated evidence when 

interpreting the synthesis’ results?
19.  If a meta-analysis was performed, did the synthesists contrast the magnitude of effects with other related effect sizes 

and/or present a practical interpretation of the signifi cance of the effects?

Presenting the research synthesis methods and results 
20. Were the procedures and results of the research synthesis clearly and completely documented?

source: Cooper 2007. Reprinted with permission from World Education.
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2.  DATA SET II: STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF 
TEACHER EXPECTANCY ON PUPIL IQ

Stephen Raudenbush (1984) reviewed randomized experi-
ments on the effects of teacher expectancy on pupil IQ 

(see also Raudenbush and Bryk 1985). The experiments 
usually involve the researcher administering a test to a 
sample of students. A randomly selected portion of the 
students (the treatment group) are identifi ed to their 
teachers as “likely to experience substantial intellectual 

Table A.1 Data Set I: Studies of Gender Differences in Conformity

 Total Effect Male
 Sample Size Authors Items
Study Size Estimate (%) (n)

King 1959 254 .35 100 38
Wyer 1966  80 .37 100  5
Wyer 1967 125 �.06 100  5
Sampson and Hancock 1967 191 �.30  50  2
Sistrunk 1971  64 .69 100 30
Sistrunk and McDavid 1967 [1]  90 .40 100 45
Sistrunk and McDavid 1967 [4]  60 .47 100 45
Sistrunk 1972  20 .81 100 45
Feldman-Summers et al. 1977 [1] 141 �.33  25  2
Feldman-Summers et al. 1977 [2] 119 .07  25  2

note: These data are from Eagly and Carli 1981 and Becker 1986.

Table A.2 Data Set II: Studies of the Effects of Teacher Expectancy on Pupil IQ

 Estimated Weeks of
 Teacher-Student Contact  Standard
Study Prior to Expectancy Induction d Error

Rosenthal et al. 1974 2 .03 .125
Conn et al. 1968 21 .12 .147
Jose and Cody 1971 19 �.14 .167
Pellegrini and Hicks 1972 [1] 0 1.18 .373
Pellegrini and Hicks 1972 [2] 0 .26 .369
Evans and Rosenthal 1968 3 �.06 .103
Fielder et al. 1971 17 �.02 .103
Claiborn 1969 24 �.32 .220
Kester 1969 0 .27 .164
Maxwell 1970 1 .80 .251
Carter 1970 0 .54 .302
Flowers 1966 0 .18 .223
Keshock 1970 1 �.02 .289
Henrikson 1970 2 .23 .290
Fine 1972 17 �.18 .159
Greiger 1970 5 �.06 .167
Rosenthal and Jacobson 1968 1 .30 .139
Fleming and Anttonen 1971 2 .07 .094
Ginsburg 1970 7 �.07 .174

note: These data are from Raudenbush and Bryk 1985; see also Raudenbush 1984.
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growth.” All students are tested again, and the standard-
ized difference between the mean treatment group and 
that of the other students is the effect size. The theory 
underlying the treatment is that the identifi cation of stu-
dents as showing promise of exceptional growth changes 
teacher expectations about those students, which may in 
turn effect outcomes such as intelligence (possibly through 
intermediate variables). Raudenbush proposed that an 
important characteristic of studies that was likely to be 
related to effect size was the amount of contact that teach-
ers had with the students prior to the attempt to change 
expectations (1984). He reasoned that teachers who had 
more contact would have already formed more stable 
expectations of students-expectations that would prove 
more diffi cult to change via the experimental treatment. 
A summary of the studies and their effect sizes is given in 
Table A.2. The effect size is the standardized difference 
between the means of the expectancy group and the con-
trol group on an intelligence test. Positive values of the 
effect size imply a higher mean score for the experimental 
(high-expectancy) group.

3.  DATA SET III: VALIDITY STUDIES CORRELATING 
STUDENT RATINGS OF THE INSTRUCTOR WITH 
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Peter Cohen reviewed studies of the validity of student 
ratings of instructors (1981, 1983). The studies were usu-
ally conducted in multisection courses in which the sec-
tions had different instructors but all sections used a com-
mon fi nal examination. The index of validity was a 
correlation coeffi cient (a partial correlation coeffi cient, 
controlling for a measure of student ability) between the 
section mean instructor ratings and the section mean ex-
amination score. Thus, the effective sample size was the 
number of sections. Table A.3 gives the effect size (prod-
uct moment correlation coeffi cient) and a summary of 
each study with a sample size of ten or greater.

4. REFERENCES

Becker, Betsy J. 1986. “Infl uence Again.” In The Psychology 
of Gender: Progress Through Meta-Analysis, edited by 

Table A.3 Data Set III: Validity Studies Correlating Student Ratings of the Instructor with Student Achievement

Study Sample Ability Control na r

Bolton et al. 1979 General psychology Random assignment 10 .68
Bryson 1974 College algebra CIAT pretest 20 .56
Centra 1977 [1] General biology Final exam for prior 13 .23
Centra 1977 [2] General psychology semester of same course 22 .64
Crooks and Smock 1974 General physics Math pretest 28 .49
Doyle and Crichton 1978 Introductory communications PSAT verbal score 12 �.04
Doyle and Whitely 1974 Beginning French aptitude test Minnesota Scholastic 12 .49
Elliot 1950 General chemistry College entrance exam scores 36 .33
Ellis and Richard 1977 General psychology Random assignment 19 .58
Frey, Leonard and Beatty 1975 Introductory calculus SAT math scores 12 .18
Greenwood et al. 1976 Analytic geometry and calculus Achievement pretest 36 �.11
Hoffman 1978 Introductory math SAT math scores 75 .27
McKeachie et al. 1971 General psychology Intelligence test scores 33 .26
Marsh et al. 1956 Aircraft mechanics Hydraulics pretest 121 .40
Remmer et al. 1949 General chemistry Orientation test scores 37 .49
Sullivan and Skanes 1974 [1] First-year science Random assignment 14 .51
Sullivan and Skanes 1974 [2] Introductory psychology Random assignment 40 .40
Sullivan and Skanes 1974 [3] First-year math Random assignment 16 .34
Sullivan and Skanes 1974 [4] First-year biology Random assignment 14 .42
Wherry 1952 Introductory psychology Ability scores 20 .16

note: These data are from Cohen 1983; studies with sample sizes less than ten were excluded.
a Number of sections.
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Table B.1 Probability that a Standard Normal Deviate Exceeds Z

Second Digit of Z

 Z .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

 .0 .5000 .4960 .4920 .4880 .4840 .4801 .4761 .4721 .4681 .4641
 .1 .4602 .4562 .4522 .4483 .4443 .4404 .4364 .4325 .4286 .4247
 .2 .4207 .4168 .4129 .4090 .4052 .4013 .3974 .3936 .3897 .3859
 .3 .3821 .3783 .3745 .3707 .3669 .3632 .3594 .3557 .3520 .3483
 .4 .3446 .3409 .3372 .3336 .3300 .3264 .3228 .3192 .3156 .3121
 .5 .3085 .3050 .3015 .2981 .2946 .2912 .2877 .2843 .2810 .2776
 .6 .2743 .2709 .2676 .2643 .2611 .2578 .2546 .2514 .2483 .2451
 .7 .2420 .2389 .2358 .2327 .2296 .2266 .2236 .2206 .2177 .2148
 .8 .2119 .2090 .2061 .2033 .2005 .1977 .1949 .1922 .1894 .1867
 .9 .1841 .1814 .1788 .1762 .1736 .1711 .1685 .1660 .1635 .1611
1.0 .1587 .1562 .1539 .1515 .1492 .1469 .1446 .1423 .1401 .1379
1.1 .1357 .1335 .1314 .1292 .1271 .1251 .1230 .1210 .1190 .1170
1.2 .1151 .1131 .1112 .1093 .1075 .1056 .1038 .1020 .1003 .0985
1.3 .0968 .0951 .0934 .0918 .0901 .0885 .0869 .0853 .0838 .0823
1.4 .0808 .0793 .0778 .0764 .0749 .0735 .0721 .0708 .0694 .0681
1.5 .0668 .0655 .0643 .0630 .0618 .0606 .0594 .0582 .0571 .0559
1.6 .0548 .0537 .0526 .0516 .0505 .0495 .0485 .0475 .0465 .0455
1.7 .0446 .0436 .0427 .0418 .0409 .0401 .0392 .0384 .0375 .0367
1.8 .0359 .0351 .0344 .0336 .0329 .0322 .0314 .0307 .0301 .0294
1.9 .0287 .0281 .0274 .0268 .0262 .0256 .0250 .0244 .0239 .0233
2.0 .0228 .0222 .0217 .0212 .0207 .0202 .0197 .0192 .0188 .0183
2.1 .0179 .0174 .0170 .0166 .0162 .0158 .0154 .0150 .0146 .0143
2.2 .0139 .0136 .0132 .0129 .0125 .0122 .0119 .0116 .0113 .0110
2.3 .0107 .0104 .0102 .0099 .0096 .0094 .0091 .0089 .0087 .0084
2.4 .0082 .0080 .0078 .0075 .0073 .0071 .0069 .0068 .0066 .0064
2.5 .0062 .0060 .0059 .0057 .0055 .0054 .0052 .0051 .0049 .0048
2.6 .0047 .0045 .0044 .0043 .0041 .0040 .0039 .0038 .0037 .0036
2.7 .0035 .0034 .0033 .0032 .0031 .0030 .0029 .0028 .0027 .0026
2.8 .0026 .0025 .0024 .0023 .0023 .0022 .0021 .0021 .0020 .0019
2.9 .0019 .0018 .0018 .0017 .0016 .0016 .0015 .0015 .0014 .0014
3.0 .0013 .0013 .0013 .0012 .0012 .0011 .0011 .0011 .0010 .0010
3.1 .0010 .0009 .0009 .0009 .0008 .0008 .0008 .0008 .0007 .0007
3.2 .0007         
3.3 .0005         
3.4 .0003         
3.5 .00023         
3.6 .00016         
3.7 .00011         
3.8 .00007         
3.9 .00005         
4.0 .00003         

source: Reproduced from. S. Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956), p. 247, with the permission of the publisher.
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Table B.2 Critical Values of the Chi-Square Distribution

Degrees of
 Left Tail Area

Freedom 0.50 0.75 0.90 0.95 0.975 0.99 0.995

 1 0.4549 1.323 2.706 3.841 5.025 6.635 7.879
 2 1.386 2.773 4.605 5.991 7.378 9.210 10.60
 3 2.366 4.108 6.251 7.815 9.348 11.34 12.84
 4 3.357 5.385 7.779 9.488 11.14 13.28 14.86
 5 4.351 6.626 9.236 11.07 12.83 15.09 16.75
 6 5.348 7.841 10.64 12.59 14.45 16.81 18.55
 7 6.346 9.037 12.02 14.07 16.01 18.48 20.28
 8 7.344 10.22 13.36 15.51 17.53 20.09 21.95
 9 8.343 11.39 14.68 16.92 19.02 21.67 23.59
 10 9.342 12.55 15.99 18.31 20.48 23.21 25.19
 11 10.34 13.70 17.28 19.68 21.92 24.72 26.76
 12 11.34 14.85 18.55 21.03 23.34 26.22 28.30
 13 12.34 15.98 19.81 22.36 24.74 27.69 29.82
 14 13.34 17.12 21.06 23.68 26.12 29.14 31.32
 15 14.34 18.25 22.31 25.00 27.49 30.58 32.80
 16 15.34 19.37 23.54 26.30 28.85 32.00 34.27
 17 16.34 20.49 24.77 27.59 30.19 33.41 35.72
 18 17.34 21.60 25.99 28.87 31.53 34.81 37.16
 19 18.34 22.72 27.20 30.14 32.85 36.19 38.58
 20 19.34 23.83 28.41 31.41 34.17 37.57 40.00
 21 20.34 24.93 29.62 32.67 35.48 38.93 41.40
 22 21.34 26.04 30.81 33.92 36.78 40.29 42.80
 23 22.34 27.14 32.01 35.17 38.08 41.64 44.18
 24 23.34 28.24 33.20 36.42 39.36 42.98 45.56
 25 24.34 29.34 34.38 37.65 40.65 44.31 46.93
 26 25.34 30.43 35.56 38.89 41.92 45.64 48.29
 27 26.34 31.53 36.74 40.11 43.19 46.96 49.64
 28 27.34 32.62 37.92 41.34 44.46 48.28 50.99
 29 28.34 33.71 39.09 42.56 45.72 49.59 52.34
 30 29.34 34.80 40.26 43.77 46.98 50.89 53.67
 31 30.34 35.89 41.42 44.99 48.23 52.19 55.00
 32 31.34 36.97 42.58 46.19 49.48 53.49 56.33
 33 32.34 38.06 43.75 47.40 50.73 54.78 57.65
 34 33.34 39.14 44.90 48.60 51.97 56.06 58.96
 35 34.34 40.22 46.06 49.80 53.20 57.34 60.27
 36 35.34 41.30 47.21 51.00 54.44 58.62 61.58
 37 36.34 42.38 48.36 52.19 55.67 59.89 62.88
 38 37.34 43.46 49.51 53.38 56.90 61.16 64.18
 39 38.34 44.54 50.66 54.57 58.12 62.43 65.48
 40 39.34 45.62 51.81 55.76 59.34 63.69 66.77
 50 49.33 56.33 63.17 67.50 71.42 76.15 79.49
 60 59.33 66.98 74.40 79.08 83.30 88.38 91.95
 70 69.33 77.58 85.53 90.53 95.02 100.4 104.2
 80 79.33 88.13 96.58 101.9 106.6 112.3 116.3
 90 89.33 98.65 107.6 113.1 118.1 124.1 128.3
100 99.33 109.1 118.5 124.3 129.6 135.8 140.2

 (Continued)
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Table B.3 Fisher’s z Transformation of r

 Second Digit of r

r .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

.0 .000 .010 .020 .030 .040 .050 .060 .070 .080 .090

.1 .100 .110 .121 .131 .141 .151 .161 .172 .182 .192

.2 .203 .213 .224 .234 .245 .255 .266 .277 .288 .299

.3 .310 .321 .332 .343 .354 .365 .377 .388 .400 .412

.4 .424 .436 .448 .460 .472 .485 .497 .510 .523 .536

.5 .549 .563 .576 .590 .604 .618 .633 .648 .662 .678

.6 .693 .709 .725 .741 .758 .775 .793 .811 .829 .848

.7 .867 .887 .908 .929 .950 .973 .996 1.020 1.045 1.071

.8 1.099 1.127 1.157 1.188 1.221 1.256 1.293 1.333 1.376 1.422

 Third Digit of r

r .000 .001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009

.90 1.472 1.478 1.483 1.488 1.494 1.499 1.505 1.510 1.516 1.522

.91 1.528 1.533 1.539 1.545 1.551 1.557 1.564 1.570 1.576 1.583

.92 1.589 1.596 1.602 1.609 1.616 1.623 1.630 1.637 1.644 1.651

.93 1.658 1.666 1.673 1.681 1.689 1.697 1.705 1.713 1.721 1.730

.94 1.738 1.747 1.756 1.764 1.774 1.783 1.792 1.802 1.812 1.822

.95 1.832 1.842 1.853 1.863 1.874 1.886 1.897 1.909 1.921 1.933

.96 1.946 1.959 1.972 1.986 2.000 2.014 2.029 2.044 2.060 2.076

.97 2.092 2.109 2.127 2.146 2.165 2.185 2.205 2.227 2.249 2.273

.98 2.298 2.323 2.351 2.380 2.410 2.443 2.477 2.515 2.555 2.599

.99 2.646 2.700 2.759 2.826 2.903 2.994 3.106 3.250 3.453 3.800

source: Reprinted from Snedecor and Cochran with permission of the publisher.

note: z is obtained as $ In,   I � r ____ I � r  

Table B.2 (Continued )

Degrees of
 Left Tail Area

Freedom 0.50 0.75 0.90 0.95 0.975 0.99 0.995

110 109.3 119.6 129.4 135.5 140.9 147.4 151.9
120 119.3 130.1 140.2 146.6 152.2 159.0 163.6
130 129.3 140.5 151.0 157.6 163.5 170.4 175.3
140 139.3 150.9 161.8 168.6 174.6 181.8 186.8
150 149.3 161.3 172.6 179.6 185.8 193.2 198.4
160 159.3 171.7 183.3 190.5 196.9 204.5 209.8
170 169.3 182.0 194.0 201.4 208.0 215.8 221.2
180 179.3 192.4 204.7 212.3 219.0 227.1 232.6
190 189.3 202.8 215.4 223.2 230.1 238.3 244.0
200 199.3 213.1 226.0 234.0 241.1 249.4 255.3

source: Reprinted from Hedges and Olkin with permission of the publisher.
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